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ABSTRACT
Employing methodologies and theoretical approaches fix)m the fields of cultural
studies, cultural anthropolo^, community studies, folkloristics, and critical political
economics of communication, this study explores the production and consumption of
commodities, performances and community within local southern Arizona popular music
scenes in the context of the increasingly global media industries. This participant-observer
ethnography engages my everyday life experiences as a musician, recording engineer and
producer with contemporary academic debates about meaning, value and postmodernism.
Scholars taking extreme positions in these debates often apply concepts fi'om
semiotics to the practices of production and consumption of cultural commodities in order
to understand the sociological, economic and cultural transformations of late modernity.
While these linguistic metaphors illuminate the potentially resistant play of signs within the
articulations of these subcultural groups, the pragmatism of symbolic interactionism
focuses much-needed attention on certain social aspects of rituals of consumption at the
risk of obfiiscating the power of the transnational media industries in organizing,
promoting and mass-distributing such discourses. Indeed, large-scale political economic
inquiry grounded in a realist epistemology shows that the work of audience consumption
is organized not only to profit the media, marketing and advertising corporations, but also
to reproduce capitalist social relations and ideology.
My fieldwork suggests a synthesis of the elements of these debates. The new
terminology and concepts defined and conceptualized in this dissertation as "self-
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production" and "self-sampling" within the "commodity community" allow analysis of the
flexible organization of such performative consumption as productive of social relations,
community, identity and meaning. Indeed, the feelings of meaningful community
belonging are a large share of what one buys in such leisure scenes. Further, these social
products are increasingly measured, sampled and packaged as cybernetic conmiodities for
exchange both through traditional market channels and via the new "interactive" media
technologies. I conclude by turning these abstract models and metaphors to a critique of
the academic "commodity conmiunity" of postmodern cultural studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
"In the beghmmgwas the Word, and the Word was with God, andthe WordwasGod....
And tfw Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory, the glory as
of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth." - John 1: 1,14
In this introductory chapter, I position my dissertation within the ongoing
academic discourse of postmodern studies of culture and provide a map my narrative
attempt to conceptualize, present and relate my fieldwork experiences within these
debates. I begin with a description of a particular revelatory moment from my fieldwork
that highlights a number of phenomena, exchanges and relationships comprising what I
term the commodity conmiunity of the pop rock music scene. After a brief discussion of
some of these k^ ideas (e.g., commodity scene, etc.) that will be elaborated in later
chapters, I introduce "the postmodern" -a concept now often used by hip cultural
theorists to describe texts, practices, theories and, sometimes, the entire contemporary
cultural milieux providing the context for both my fieldwork and my academic training.
As we shall see later, postmodern theories - whether following playfiil linguistic
deconstructions of logocentric metanarratives of meaning (e.g., Derrida) or deploring the
liberating or disempowering effects of the death of the "real" (e.g., de Certeau,
Baudrillard) -can, on the one hand, provide usefiil insight into the processes, practices,
discourses and forms of the contemporary worid, but can also obfiiscate important
"truths" in ways eerily compatible with the interests of the powers-that-be (e.g., largescale capital). I have fi'amed my dissertation within descriptions and critiques of
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postmodern theory (e.g., Jameson, Harvey) in order to contextualize my own criticisms
and explanations of such obfiiscating theory through n^ treatment of my fieldwork
experience. Here, as throughout the dissertation, I have wavea such literature reviews
into a critical conversation with my fieldwork knowledge. Finally, this introduction
concludes with a chapter-by-chapter outline of the substantive and theoretical content and
narrative strategies of this dissertation.
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1.1 Ten Years of Rock, Eight Years of Cultaral Theory.
"We all want to be big, big stars, but we don V know why & we don't know how."
- The Counting Crows
On the evening of October 14, 1995, Mary Sarvak, Bob Steigert, T. Gregg
Squires, Tom Peters and I gathered in the rear parking lot of Tempe's Nfinder Binders bar
and grill and began unloading our instruments, amplifiers and other equipment several
hours before the big show. Our band, Mary's Attic, was one of 185 bands selected fi-om
10,174 bands nationally to participate in the 1995 Ticketmaster Music Showcase and we
were both eccited and nervous to compete with 5 bands fi'om the Phoenix region for the
attention of the music industry A&R professionals judging the contest. The masters of
ceremonies, a Disc Jockey from Tempe's KEDJ alternative rock radio station and a music
editor from Tempe's New Times weekly magazine, quickly informed us that the order of
performances had been changed and that we would be the first to play. Although we were
a bit angry at being bumped to the undesirable opening band slot -"everyone will still be
sober" - our emotions quickly changed as we began setting up for the sound check on the
vast outdoor stage. Huge stacks of PA cabinets and monitor speakers came to life as the
three strung-out LA longhairs doing sound began the dreaded, ear-piercing "hiss-pops".
It felt strange - but gratifying - not to have to ring out the system myself We tuned-up,
set levels and tried a few self-conscious moves to fill the uncanny amount of open stage
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space between us as we checked with a few bars of **Broken Window" in front of the
rows and rows of still empty tables.
Three hours later, after a couple of beers and a long conversation about the
relative merits of playing sober to a sober audience, we waited backstage as the MC's
started trying to work up the rather large audience; "... last year's winners! ... Any &ns
of The Refreshments out there?" No response. A hiss or two. Silence. "Well, OK, our
first band is the only band from Tucson, let's hear it for Mary's Attic!" Our numerous
friends, &mily members and &ns from Tucson and Phoenix inmiediately went ballistic
while the majority of the audience clapped politely and checked us out with interest as the
blinding lights came up. We managed to channel the nervous rush, hook up, and loose
ourselves in the rhythm and sound. Mary worked the sober crowd to good effect; she
played with and teased the crowd in her sexy, "attitudinal" way. We jammed and they dug
us. At one point, when the lights dimmed for a second, I could see our fans up front
singing along to the lyrics of our songs; people were beginning to dance. Everyone was
paying attention and grooving along to the beat. Over to the right side, I could make out
my cousin Ron Hughes swamped by people taking advantage of our "free tapes if you sign
our mailing list" deal. After our last number, we left the stage to decent applause, put up
our instruments and joined our friends and &ns in the crowd to bask in the recognition and
feelings of accomplishment. Minutes later, as the nect band started up, a slimy young
A&R guy from Maverick pulled Mary over towards the bar to buy her a drink. It was
heady, exciting, intoxicating — serious fun. We all felt like we were finally there, like we
had finally made it.
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I have begun this oarrative with a description of this revelatory incident for two
reasons. IHrst, from the point of view of the community of musicians within which I have
focused the past two years of participant observer study (e.g.3ipster Dogboy / Hipster
Dogma / Mary's Attic), this event was one of the most important moments both in terms
of personal experience and in the tnyectory of the band as a whole. Second, this event is
composed of a number of intersecting and overlapping communities, groups of people,
cultural practices, and economic institutions in a way which highlights the relations
between them.
Specifically, the Ticketmaster Music Showcase in Tempe and all the people,
practices and institutions which create it are part of what might be called a pop-rock
"worid"' or cultural commodity scene which comprises not only pop-rock super-stars and
their fans, but also all the amateur and semi-pro musicians, critics, advertisements,
advertisers, magazines, record labels, retailers and (particularly) the systems of massmediation in between. >^th the development and octension of the culture industries and
the corresponding production of cultures of consumption in the "developed" '*first" world
since World War n, an increasing number of these commodity scenes have been produced
to the point that - in addition to various film, television and music scenes - there now

' In Art fFor/t&Bedcer defines the tenn art world to "denote the netwoik of people whose cooperative
activiQr, organized via their joint knowledge of conventional means of doing things, produces the fcinH of
art works that the art world is noted for... [towards] an e>q}loration of the potential of the idea of an art
world for increasing our understanding ofbDwpe(q>lepto(bice and consume art works" (x). Ishalluse
the term "scene" instead of "world" to suggest ^ sta|^ imaged, produced nature of these "worlds".
Further, Becker's definition focuses on cooperative, collaborative production, while
use of "scene" will
attempt to shift such a focus to inninrig the economic and cultural production and consunqition
constituting the culture industries.
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exist scenes such as roller hock^, mountain-biking, sailing, surfing skiing, snowboarding, fishing, bow-hunting, car modifying, racing, computer gaming, etc., each with
their particular commodities, stars, magazines, critics, consumers and cultures. I do not
argue that all such commodity scenes can be understood as matching a common structural
model, but rather suggest that the pop music scene is not an isolated phenomenon. My
study of its character and dynamics has wider implications for a large number of other,
quite similar phenomena.
Commodity scenes can be conceptualized as vertical hierarchies of power
relations both in terms of the symbolic or cultural capital and real capital of the individual
and corporate consumers and producers making up the scene. The horizontal scope of a
scene may be self-defined by individual or corporate participants depending upon their
particular interests.^ £>epending upon the horizontal scope defining particular scenes,
scenes may overlap to greater or lesser degrees; individual consumers can, and usually do,
participate in a variety of particular scenes. An individual's participation in a scene, and
thus his or her position within the local or national hierarchies, may range fi'om a relatively
"passive" consumption^ and use of commodities, to an amateur, productive consumption
^ My definition of the local pop rock scene here includes both original and cover "rock", blues, reggae,
pop punk, and popjazz, etc., ^though participants in ai^ of these generic "scenes"-particularly the last
two- might object to being gioiq)edtogafaer. On the other hand, a local music retailer might fiuther
subdivide or create an even mote inclusive grouping. \fy particular categorization of the local scene is
based upon what I am familiar with as a result of n^ fieldirork; arguments might be made that I should
include the local country, mexicano, or even classical music scenes in n^ categorization, but this is
b^nd the scope of the present stud^. Suffice to s^ that these categorizations are motivated by an
individual's location in the scene and hence, his or her perq)ective on the scene. Participants in these
communities do insist on malring such cUstinctions.
^ Although, as we shall see, this "passive" consumption
in fia be productive of meaning, style,
identity and value.

and avocational use of commcxiities, to a vocation as a producer, retafler, or distributor, of
commodities, to a role as a nationally or internationally recognized superstar. Given a
certain minimum amount of disposable income and leisure time, it is relatively ea^ to
participate in a variety of these ways in a local commodity scene - or even to create a new
local scene c^italizing on and/or creating specifically local practices^ - but it can be quite
difiBcult to participate at the level of the national scene in any role but that of a consumer.
Any form of participation in a commodity scene can have effects on individual identity
both as experienced by the individual and perceived by others. These identity ^ects are
often proportional to the level of participation or the amount of cultural, or monetary,
capital investment in the scene. To a large degree, local and national corporations enable
and even produce these local and national scenes by producing, distributing, advertising^
and profiting fi'om the commodities around which the scenes are based. Note that while it
is possible for local oqiital to foster a local commodity scene and for that scene to even
spread to other localities in a "grass-roots" manner, it is usually the case that a
national/international scene is produced by the mass-production, distribution and
promotion enabled by the participation of national/international corporations. Thus, local
commodity scenes are usually particular and somewhat distinct subsets of national scenes.
* Long time bandmate John Lamont and his wife Roi^ were the key actors in the creation of the local
roller hock^ scene thnmgh their activities in their non-profit Tucson Roller Hodc^, Inc. After
successfully developing and organizing this local "community" of skaters, TRH caught the attention of
Capital who, in the context of the proliferation of profitable "^-tieme Sports", made John and Robyn an
offer th^ couldnt refuse. Now there's Blade World and more formal, expensive, "sold out" institutional
forums for plying roller hockQr in Tucsort
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Consequently, scenes such as the pop music scene within the information/entertainment
sector of the economy can only be understood within the context of the capitalistic and
increasingly oligopolistic organization of trans-national corporations (sometimes vertically
and/or horizontally integrated). However, the particular manifestations of local scenes
depend upon the consumption and use of these commodities by particular local people,
communities and groups. It is precisely the movement of cultural practices and meanings
as commodities within and between communities at the local and then national scene levels
(and then back "down" to other local scenes) that interests me.
Consequently, a complete "cultural study" of the connections between the local
and national^emational pop rock music scenes would require study not only of the
musical texts or commodities circulating within these scenes, but also of the people and
groups producing and consuming these texts, of the relations between these people and
groups, and of the array of small and large scale economic institutions that mass-mediate^
enable, constrain, and profit fi'om, these exchanges. Furthermore, such a study should be
able to trace the relationships both between the local and national^temational scenes and
between these scenes and the social totality^ within which these scenes are embedded. Of
course, I won't be doing all that in this narrative. Rather, through my treatments of the
events leading up to, and including, the performance of Mary's Attic in the 1995
^ Cultural commodity scenes are to some degree mamifactured the same advertising magic which
produces consumable "lifestyles". But while a "lifestyle" will usuaUy be a component of a scene, a scene
as I will use the term is characterized Ity a more active, interactive, and communal local manifestation.
' In the sense of to commodify, broadcast, cablecast, distribute, promote, etc. and against the Fiankfiirt
school's sense of "mediation" as defetishization.
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Hcketmaster Music Showcase from the point of view of a partidpaiit observer both in
Mary's Attic and in the local and national pop rock music scenes, I will explicate the
dynamic relationships between local and national cultural commodity scenes.
From the perspective of the members of Mary's Attic, our performance at the
Ticketmaster Music Showcase remains one of the most significant moments of our musical
"careers." In a recent conversation, I asked Mary Sarvak about her most vivid and
pleasant memories of her years in the music scoie. She replied, "probably getting a chance
to play with the other bands at the Ticketmaster show ... and when we showed up in
Musician magazine." She elaborated that when she is tellii^ a new acquaintance about
her life as a musician, the stories often end up beginning or ending with these fond
memories. For Mary, our ^pearances at the Ticketmaster Showcase and in the pages of
Musician magazine are "a real personal retribution." The narrative of my dissertation will
attempt to make clear the importance and value of this moment of "retribution" for the
immediate community of musicians comprising Mary's Attic, as well as the academic
"community" comprising the primary audience for my dissertation.'
Over the course of my fieldwork and through the end of my coursework, my
participation in one community would alter my work within the other community and vice
^ Preferably without being too 'totalizing"; Mosoo (19%; 258), for example, works towards a definition of
the social totality as "the concrete manifestations of mutual interests and structures of power."
^ Producers of musical texts always have an audience, a market in mind, Attenqiting to produce for more
than one specific audience creates real constraints on the content and style of the text As we shall see, an
ambiguous, potyvalent text loaded with afiea and a sense of difference can often "crossover" and satisfy
the needs and expectations of distinct audiences. I have attempted to maintain dq>th-avoiding watering
down, or "shallowing" this draft to reach a common denominator - in my efforts to produce a sur&ce of
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versa. On the one hand, n^ activities as a musician - but particulariy as a producer — were
increasingly informed by a knowledge of cultural theory and political economic
understandings of the culture mdustries. On the other, my readings and use of theory
were increasingly determined by the degree to which they jived with and enabled
understanding of my experiences "outside" the academy. Further, the patterns that I
began to see within the local musical community provided insight into the performances,
exchanges, traditions and relations within the academic community. More and more 1
conceptualized this interactive production of knowledge - what Henri Lefebvre (1971)
might call a conversation between Philosopl^ and Everyday Life - in terms of a
comparative "community study" of two communities, the pop-rock musical community
and the academic community of cultural studies.
Since the 1970s, cultural studies scholars have often applied the conceptual and
methodological approaches to literary texts developed in literary theory and linguistics to
popular cultural texts and practices of a variety of sorts. Perhaps the most current strain
of such studies of culture is now broadly labeled as postmodernist. Such work has
contributed many valuable insights into both the instability of systems of meaning (e.g.,
Derrida 1976), the excessive ontological and teleological claims of earlier theoretical
"metanarratives" (e.g., Lyotard 1984), and even the liberating play of signs in symbolic
exchange or the death of meaning, truth, the political economic, the subject, etc. (e.g.,
Baudrillard 1975, 1993). However, my fieldwork ^erience and the conversations I was
referents and references navigable

members of both audiences. Although this dissertation is being
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having with

informants, collaborator and fiiends in the local music scene did not

resonate productively with such work. Two primary and related problems with
postmodern approaches became apparent through my fieldwork: postmodernism focuses
excessively on the consumption or "readings" of texts and overextends the metaphoric
treatment of just about everything as a language or discourse. These fod did not explain
the patterns or the complexities I encountered in the field. Further, I was increasingly
worried by the political implications of what such types of study tend to make invisible.
Moreover, these erased processes and relationships are often of fundamental importance in
understanding the motivations and constraints affecting the practices of the members of
the communities studied.
Consequently, I will critique certain postmodern approaches to popular culture as I
report my fieldwork. In my treatment of the meaningful systems of signs, objects,
practices and relationships in the local music scene, I follow Raymond Williams' (1977b:
140) call for a "sociology of culture" which recognizes that a "sign system" is itself a
specific and dynamic structure of social relationships:
'internally*, in that the signs depend on, were formed in, relationships; '^emally*,
in that the system depends on, is formed in, the institutions which activate it (and
which are then at once cultural and social and economic institutions); integrally, in
that a 'sign ^stem', property understood, is at once a specific cultural technology
and a specific form of practical consciousness; those apparently diverse elements
which are in fiict unified in the material social process.
Further, Sut Jhally (1987: 52) points out that, in separating commodities - texts - fi'om
their "maierial basis in production" critics who rightly assert the social construction of
cuculated for critique within the conununity of musicians, n^ primaiy audience remains academic.
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meaning througii consumption (e.g., Baudiillard 1981, Sahlins 1976) M victim to the
"mystification of commodity fetishism" and end up fetishizing consumption, thus drifting
ofif into "the idealist "iconosphere' of the 'code' or 'culture'." While Hall (1993) posits a
four-stage theory of communication comprising production, circulation,
distribution/consumption (e.g., "use") and reproduction - each "relatively autonomous"
but interlocking in a "structure of dominance" - most of his analysis focuses on a semiotic
theorization of the moment of distribution/consumption. Thus while I agree to some
ectent with Mas'ud Zavarzadeh's (1995, 1994) scathing attacks on what he calls the
privileging of consumption by the "ludic left" in academia (e.g., the poststructuralist
postmodernists like Derrida, Lyotard, Baudrillard, and even Butler, and Laclau), his
contentious, downright belligerent assertion that the projects of these theorists and others
fi-om the "post-al" left in academia (e.g.. Hall, B^be, Fiske, Ross) must be seen as
parallel to that of Newt Gingrich not only ef&ces important differences between these
projects, but also misses their valuable critiques o^ and contributions to the field entirely.
Despite certain sympathies, I must distance my own project in this dissertation fi-om
Zavarzadeh's evangelical and messianic Marxism. Unfortunately, in his effort to redirect
the (ludic) academic left towards analysis grounded in the "economic", Zavarzadeh's
strategic excess becomes self-defeating as he alienates potential allies with scomflil
caricature.
Rather, I prefer a strategic engagement with a variety of theorists' work that points
out political and conceptual limitations but focuses on what can us^iliy be appropriated
within my own work. Here, the tone and inclusive breadth, the rigor and insight of
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Vinceat Mosco's (1996) Political Ecoimmy of Communication has been inspirational.
Following Mosco's (1996:65) lead, I have attempted an inclusive, realist synthesis of
cultural semiotics and political economic theory which starts with "the socially constituted
individual, engaged in socially constituted production." Such an entry point helps avoid an
economistic abstraction of markets from the differences of class, ethnicity, and gender.
Further, Mosco's approach recognizes "other forms of social division that provide the vast
social ^stem of supports for market activity, such as a flexible supply of low-wage labor,
unpaid household labor, and a social ^stem of desire that organizes the relationship of
want to need in a form amenable to market transactions (1996; 64, emphasis added).
Given my participant-observer methodology in local music scene, my approach to such
social systems and relationships "structured in dominance" will be mostly from the bottom
upwards. Nevertheless, this approach to my fieldwork phenomena is explicitly informed
by knowledge produced in the academic community via a critical leap of faith. This leap
require a sort of &ith as the primary substantive, theoretical and political cont»as
producing and reproducing such knowledge are not directly available. Further, this leap is
critical in order to avoid an -emic ethnogr^lqr which reproduces the dominant ideology of
consumption (see Meehan, forthcoming) and also critical in that it engages and critiques
certain received traditions, practices and knowledges constituting the academic
community. In the following section, I briefly review the critiques of the postmodern
offered by Jameson and Harvey in order to contextualize the arguments and strategies
comprising this dissertation that will be mapped out in section 1.3.
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1^ A Cognitive Map of the Contexts of Community and Consumption
"Too many puppies. Too many puppies. Too many puppies with guns in their hands."
- Primus
In "Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," Fredric Jameson
(1984 and also 1991) asserts that Postmodernism is not a "radical break" with cultural
modernism and the processes of modernization, but rather arises from a crisis in the ability
of the individual to represent the complex processes and relationships comprising the real
totality of late capitalism. Against Daniel Bell's (1973) rosy assertion that we are entering
the wholly new social order of the "post-mdustrial society," Jameson (1984: 36) takes up
Ernest Mandel's (1975) argument that late capitalism "&r from being inconsistent with
Marx's great nineteenth-century analysis, constitutes, on the contrary, the purest form of
capital yet to have emerged, a prodigious expansion of capital into hitherto
uncommodified areas". This economic and historical approach to "postmodernism"
enables Jameson (48) to explain, by reference to the logic of increasingly frenetic
commodity circuits and (^cles in the more and more ubiquitous consciousness industries,
the
prodigious expansion of culture throughout the social reahn, to the point at which
everything in our social life - from economic value and state power to practices
and to the very structure of the psyche itself - can be said to have become
'cultural'.
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that culture can become fetishized in cultural studies
work that focuses on readings of textual surfaces of culture. Indeed, Jameson observes
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that the "postmodern" dd)ris of this explosion of the cultural tends toward a "flattened" or
"sur&ce" style lacking "depth" and "afifect" with a resulting erasure of any "historical
referrent." Jameson includes recent postmodern and poststructuralist academic
theorizations as exemplary of the postmodern and critiques the replacement of the various
"depth models" of hermeneutics (e.g. Marxism, psychoanalysis, existentialism,
structuralism, etc.) with "a conception of practices, discourses and textual play [in which]
here too depth is replaced by sur&ce, or by multiple surfiices (what is often called
intertextuality is in that sense no longer a matter of depth)" (12). Against such products,
Jameson pleads for the development of an aesthetic and theoretical practice of "cognitive
mapping" - a pedagogical, political culture - in which we work towards "realist"
representations of the worldspace of multinational capital through which "we may again
begin to grasp our positioning as individual and collective subjects and regain a c^acity to
act and struggle which is at present noitralized by our spatial as well as our social
confusion" (54).
My own experiences of the culture of late capitalism - both in and out of the
academy - agree to a large degree with Jameson's. Therefore, in this dissertation I
selectively review various strains of social and cultural theory leading up to Lyotard's
(1984) "postmodern condition" that Harv^ (1989) critiques as an idealistic approach
phenomena better understood in terms of ongoing transformations in the social and
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economic organization of Western time-space.' My representation of this history is also a
cognitive map wiiich explains the loss of "depth" in recent narratives about postmodern
reality while simultaneously making sense of cultural aspects of mass production and
consumption that profit the six multinational and transindustrial media corporations that
control most of this cultural content. To this end, I will try to strike a balance between
the sense of culture as described by Clifford Geertz (1973) as a context of meaning or
webs of significance within which practices can be intelligently described, and the sense of
culture as lived experience, a particular way of life, or everyday life articulated by
Raymond Williams (1977, 1983) and Henri Lefd)rve (1971). My cognitive m^ of the
emergence of the culture of consumption is, to use Larry Grossberg's concept, "radically
contextual" in its attempt to represent the totality through attention to specific contextual
details. I offer a radical contextualization of the approaches to the culture of
consumption of both n^ fieldwork and academic communities. In this project, 1 hope to
avoid what Jameson calls the "winner loses logic" of systems description in which "the
more powerfiil the vision of some increasingly total system or logic ... the more powerless
the reader comes to feel" (S). Instead, I fi'ame my narrative in the mode of realisuL In
this narrative, I argue against a variety of work employing a pragmatic epistemology by
opposing this work to a realist treatment of the power of dynamic structures of late
capitalism spread and reproduced precisely through human agency.'" However, the work
' See also Habennas' (1983) rejection of "reactionaiy" postmodernisms and reoqieration of modernity as
"unfinished".
And vice versa - see for exanqtle Gidden's (1984) theory of structuration which wodcs towards a
synthesis of agenqr and structure.
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of the pragmadsts can be employed producdvety when grounded in political economic
realism. Before concluding this introduction iwith a brirf chapter-by-ch^er road map of
my dissertation, I will explain how I stage the d^ate between realism, and pragmatism
and symbolic interactionism.
Unlike the atomism of empiricism and positivism, which typically assume that
reality is composed of individual events making up the empirical data of scientific
investigation, a realist philosophy of science attempts to conceptualize the use of
abstraction to explain causal relations. As Gregory (1994b; 499) eq)lains, realism
conceives of a differentiated and stratified "reality" made up of structures, mechanisms and
events in which it is necessary to use abstraction in order to "to identify the (necessary)
causal powers and liabilities of specific structures which are realized [through causal
mechanisms] under specific (contingent) conditions." Here, structures are envisioned as
sets of internal relations with particular, characteristic ways of behaving. But the causal
powers of structural relations depend upon specific contingent conditions and the
"objects" of the human sciences are "open" and dynamic systems composed of changing
relations between knowledgeable human agents. Thus, scientific knowledge within the
human sciences cannot aspire to the positivistic certainty of a Scientific Law of Constant
Conjunction (499; see also Bhaskar 1975, 1986). Realism requires a reflexive and
progressive research agenda that informs and is informed by pre-existing theoretical
categories. Gregory (1994b: 501) points out Bayer's (1985) explanation that
in real life we live in conjimctures whose boundaries are arbitrary, they
haphazardly cut across structures and causal relations, and unless we devote
considerable energy to their understanding, we only disentangle such conjunctures
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sufiBciently for us to cope with everyday tasks. As theorists, however, we seek to
understand the world by making rational abstractions [about] ... unified objects,
structures or groups.
Realism elaborates substantive theories based upon abstraction which maintain distinctions
between ontological domains yet recognize "their integrity as differentiated features of
social reality" (SOI). The combination of elements of historical materialism and a realist
epistemology in my ethnography indicates that my analysis of my fieldwork "phenomena"
is not just a product of my fieldwork alone. Rather, this ethnographic narrative results
fi-om a productive interaction between

initial theoretical interests, my fieldwork

experiences, and later theoretical readings demanded by my fieldwork.
Although the early pragmatic texts may seem compatible with realism, significant
differences exist, particularly in more recent, postmodern formulations of pragmatic
symbolic interactionism. Gregory (1994a: 471) defines pragmatism as a philosophical
perspective "centrally concerned with the construction of meaning through the practical
activity of human beings ... [wherein] knowledge is an essentially fluid and intrinsically
fallible process of 'self-correcting inquiry*." The roots of pragmatism are usually
associated with writings of Charles Pierce (1839-1914), William James (1842-1910),
George Herbert Mead (1863-1931), and John Dew^ (1859-1952). For example,
Gregory (1994a: 471) cites Dewey's (1938) assertion that
Knowledge, as an abstract term, is a name for the product of competent inquiries
.... The 'settlement' of a particular situation by a particular inquiry is no guarantee
that that settled conclusion will always remain settled. The attainment of settled
belief is a progressive matter; there is no belief so settled as not to be exposed to
fiirther inquiry.
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This approach to knowledge seems compatible with a realist epistemology. But as
Denzin (1992: xiv) paraphrases Blumer's (1969:2) codification of Mead's posthumously
collected work (e.g.. Mead 1934), a sociology of symbolic interactionism rests on three
principles:
''first, that 'human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings that the
things have for them*; second, that the meanings of things arise out of the process
of social interaction; and third, that meanings are modified through an interpretive
process which involves self-reflective individuals symbolically interacting with one
another^.
Here, we see a typical and telling move towards a conversational model of both human
activity and pragmatic epistemology that characterizes much of the work in symbolic
interactionisuL Craib (1984: 72) asserts that for embolic interactionists, "the social world
shows the same qualities of flow, development, creativity and change as we would
experience in a conversation ... the world is made up of conversations, internal and
Vernal" (qtd. in Gregory 1994c: 611,612). Rorty (1980, 1982, 1989) follows this
linguistic turn in his revalorization of pragmatism as an epistemology and practice
fundamentally opposed to fbundationalist philosophies' claims to represent causal
structures. Rorty (1982: xviii) reclaims the eariy pragmatists both as a justifying tradition
and inspiring goal:
James and Dewey were not only waiting at the end of the dialectical road which
analytic philosophy traveled, but are waiting at the end of the road which, for
example, Foucault and Deleuze are currently travelling.
According to Rorty's rhetoric, pragmatism is what poststructuralists have always already
desired. In a similar vein, Carey (1989: 89-110) notes with approval that both American
and European cultural studies after 1950 drew heavily on the symbolic interactionism of
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Dew^ (as well as the very different work of Max Wdjer)." And Denzin (1992: 20,19)
follows Carey in asserting that pragmatic symbolic interactionism needs only the
supplement of a "new grouping of canonical texts (Barthes, Lacan, Althusser, Denida,
Foucault, and Baudrillard)" in order to effect a successful "merger with cultural studies."
The combination of the textual, conversational strategies of postmodernism and
poststructuralism with an epistemolo^ that valorizes what works and what pays can be
both flashy and powerfiil. But this merger can also be dangerous when studying - from
relatively privileged positions inside - extant hierarchical systems of power with
differential access to both knowledge and «q)ressive media. While I both respect and
employ the detailed, nuanced attention to local social interactions so well-developed by
the symbolic interactionists in both concept and methodology, I grotmd such a "merger" in
a realistic epistemology which recognizes, and seeks to transform, the causal powers and
differential liabilities of both small- and large- scale structural relations manifested in local
and global interactions and relations. Consequently, my staged opposition eventually
concludes with a materialist resolution via the presentation of critical political economic
texts.

" Indeed, tbe work of the CCCS and later piactidoneis involves a useful lingiiisrir turn thnrngh semiotics
towards discourse theoiy. One of the dominant and more materialist strains of current cultural studies
thought is based in articulation theory (e.g.. Gxossfaerg, Ladau) -essentially a poststmcturalist (e.g.,
Foucault, Derrida, Deleuze) combination of Gramsci's concept of hegemoi^ with soiq)ed-up interactionist,
speech act theoiy. A useful fonnulation, but with its limitations, as we shall see.
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Structure and Synopsis of the Thesis
"Has anyone found the bridge ... Where is that confounded bridge"
-Led Zeppelin
Given the contexts described in the preceding section and my goals for the
narrative, I have organized n^ dissertation in a somewhat unconventional &shion. Instead
of discrete, modular chapters - for example, one on community, one on commodification,
one on my fieldwork, one on cultural studies and critical political economics, etc. -1
develop several arguments simultaneously in two parallel, but interacting, narratives which
I like to think of - with a certain nostalgia for long-playing vii^l records — as Side A and
Side B. Side A reviews the academic literature on community, subcultures, critical theory,
everyday life, community studies, semiotic cultural studies, and political economic theory,
in order to create a critical synthesis. Of necessity. Side A is a "textual study" or
genealogy presenting representative texts selected to demonstrate my knowledge of the
relevant literature and to further my arguments about the study of popular culture and my
own fieldwork.

The narrative of Side A at times takes the form of a staged opposition'^

between the critical materialist approaches based on a "realist" epistemology and the
No genealogy nowad^ would be comply without a gesture to Derrida (1976) who has argued that the
authors of texts inevitabty construct iogocentiic &lse oppositions which privilege certain elements in order
to create a hierarchy of meaning. Further, Nfosco's (19%: 4-S) effort towards an inclusive, realist
approach references Masses (1992; 72) feminist critique of dichotomous, dualistic thinking as "related to
the radical distinction between genders in our society, to the characteristics assigned to each of them, and
to the power relations maintained between them," Calling attention to and resolving these staged
oppositions are parts of nqr narrative strata which, for example, uses humor, coincidence and irony at
times to poke holes in itself A sort of self-deconstniction to save others the trouble. Ofcourse, such
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idealist, cuhuralist approaches based on a pragmatic epistemology. This dichotomy
downplays the diversity within each tradition as well as the ongoing interaction between
them.'^

I have done so both for tactical reasons of narrative and because the lived

reality of the distinction is a valid and important one. Indeed, although I argue for a realist
epistemology and a materialist approach to the study of popular culture, I discuss the texts
from the debate that have utility for my fieldwork, and I both value and explicitly employ
concepts and insights from the pragmatic and symbolic interactionist work. If Side A is
an effort to provide a diachronic, historical context and argument, Side B is a synchronic
analysis of my fieldwork experiences rooted in the conceptual works presented in Side A.
The analysis of my fieldwork on Side B does not constitute a traditional "textual" study.
Although a lengthy discussion of the efifects of the organizational imperatives and
constraints of the production process on the content of the songs, performances, albums
and compact discs would be both interesting in and of itself and relevant to my
arguments, I focus on the more social elements of the local music scene in order to
highlight precisely what such textual studies often obscure.

I limit my treatment of our

texts to one indicative of the internalized social and economic constraints of the local
naiiative strategies also (hopefully) increase the pleasure of reading and produce a more marketable
product
" For example, C. Wright Mills (1963: S72) aligns his project with that of Ifotkheimer and Adomo. On
the other hand, Habermas (1987) reformulates and employs a pragmatic theory of symbolic
interactionistTL An earlier exanqile migiit be the interesting, if largely unsuccessfiil "collaboration"
between the administrative and critical researchers Lazarsfeld and Adomo at Princeton. Inai^evenl,
these interpenetrating and intemalfy diverse fields are more conq)lex than I will construa therrt
Such an investigation of the relationship between the logic of production and the content of texts
produced (e.g., perceived audience, organization and division of labor, the drive towards efSdeiu^,
mobile and modular labor, career trajectories, etc.) would suggest that the increased move in acad^c
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music production and promotion processes. When possible and ^propriate, I have made
explicit connections between these two narratives. Eventually they intertwine and
conclude with a sort of metaphoric inversion which synthesizes a critical, political
economy informed "community study" of the local music scene with a "community study"
of these academic communities. By the separation of these two narratives, of my
knowledge of Philosophy and certain parts of Eveiyday Life, I do not suggest that they
have been or should be kept separate; rather they are mutually constitutive of both
knowledge and practice. The organization and structure of the chapters that follow is
designed to highlight this interaction.
In chapter two, "Ifistorical aspects of the conmuinities studied", I set the stage for
these various argimients and for the critical presentation of my fieldwork experiences.
Following Bell and Newb^s (1971: 25) assertion that the nineteenth century orientations
are the "the most relevant theoretical inheritance for modem community studies, and must
be the starting place for more recent conceptualisations," Side A begins with a selective
review of key concepts from Marx - labor, use- and surplus- value, commodity fetishism,
alienation. Side A continues with a brief review of early uses of the concept of
community, particularly those developed by Tonnies, Weber, and Durkheim. These are
presented not only to set the stage for my later uses of the concept, but also to sketch a
historical context both of the academic debate that I join, and of the large-scale social

cultural studies towaids diverse and affectively-loaded studies of texts united by a more or less shared
aesthetic and theoretic code is quite "rational". But Fm getting ahead of n^sel£
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txansformations that give rise to it. ^^sbet (1966:6) refers to such dichotomies as Tonnies'
Gemeinsdurft - Gesellsclvrfl as the unit ideas of the sociological tradition:
Considered as linked antitheses, they form the very warp of the sociological
tradition. C^uite apart from their conceptual significance in sociology, th^ may be
r^arded as epitomisations of the conflict between tradition and modernism,
between the old order made moribund by the industrial and democratic
revolutions, and the new order, its outlines still unclear and as often the cause of
anxiety as of elation and hope.
The Side A sections - particularly the selections from Marx - constitute n^ initial efforts
at a cognitive map of the origins of poststructuralist, consumptionist narratives. Chapter
two continues with a Side B overview of my fieldwork in the local music scene which
suggests some of the ways that I employ these antitheses and points towards my later
conceptualization of the "commodity community." More specifically, such dichotomies
as Tonnies' community and society, and Durkheim's mechanical and organic solidarity
provide yet another set of productive oppositions which highlight various aspects of my
fieldwork. I briefly discuss Vd)len's work on the inefficiency of "barbaric" systems of
conspicuous consumption to tap issues of prestige in communities of consumption and the
ways in which economic gain entails a separation of wants and needs.
Chapter three, "The Consumption of Identity," contextualizes the culture of
consumption as a product of the burgeoning advertising industry. Once again, while this
Side A presentation contextualizes my fieldwork experience and my links between
advertising, value and the commodity community, it is also illuminates certain strains of
poststructuralist, postmodern thought. The next section extends my fieldwork analysis
through an exploration of the consumption of roles, affect and relationships among the
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members of Mary's Attic and their audiences. Here I focus on intimate ritualized play and
transgression in our performances and suggest the value of the sheer pleasure available in
such activities. My strate^ is to begin analyzing the various aspects of my fieldwork as
"community" and gradually move towards a political economic reading of the exchanges,
relations, and work of this "community" in later chapters. The next A side section
continues reviewing academic approaches to community and subculture, and develops the
opposition between the Frank&rt and Chicago schools.

In this discussion, we see the

turn towards "communities" of semiotic or symbolic interaction. The juxtaposition of this
Side A section with the earlier section on the development and strat^es of the
advertising-based mass media industries suggests the meaningfiil relations that can be
produced through the (mcreasingly sophisticated and flexible) mass-distribution of the
ideologies of consumption.
Chapter four builds on chapter three with an A Side section that reviews more
recent, symbolically-based formulations of community, ending with Joseph's (1998)
"performative"-Marxist hybrid approach which views consumption as productive, for
example, of community.

I review some of Gramsci's metaphors relevant to his concept

of hegemony, a concept central to most brands of cultural studies. I then link Gramsci's
hegemony to Lazarsfeld's early administrative research to suggest that both schools
require a more rigorous focus on the social aspects of consumption within the

Once again, Denzin (1992) and mai^ others have clearly shown that a unified "Chicago school" of
pragmatic, symbolic interactionist sociology is an important myth in certain aaulemie. communities. Same
goes for the Frankfurt school.
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"communities'* or "subcultures". Finally, I synthesize these approaches to culture and
community by returning to issues raised by my earlier treatment of the local musical
community. Here I move from an intimate and playfiil "communitas" (Turner) towards
GofiOnan's frontstage / backstage model which connects rituals to social stratification and
power.
In chapter five, I refocus my account of my fieldwork experiences from
consumption to production, moving away from the consumption and performances
constitutive of immediate communities towards "putting yourself out there" through the
production of more traditional commodities: tapes, compact discs, etc. This chapter
begins with a Side A review of Lefebvre's Philosophical work on Everyday Life paving the
way for a Side B treatment of consumption and production within the "subsystem" of the
local recording scene. I present de Certeau's more poststructuralist take on the politics
and practices of Everyday Life because of his insightfiil discussions of meaning in the
culture of consumption. But more importantly, de Certeau pushes the metaphorization of
Everyday Life systems and practices as writing and speech towards a ludicrous extreme.
This provides a transition to Baudrillard and Fiske, thus continuing my strategy of
argument via opposition and contextualizing certain problematic theoretical moves. But
before I conclude the chapter with Gottdeiner's attempt at a more materialist
conceptualization of the sign which recoups the insights of the early Baudrillard through a
pragmatic Pierciean semiotics, I explore self-production and self-management in the self"sampling" local music community in terms critical of de Certeau's "speech."
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Chapter six airgues that all these "opposing" approaches to mass communication or
popular culture should be, at the veiy least, grounded in an awareness of the causal
powers and liabilities of large-scale economic stnictures. After a brief look at the "blindspot" debate over audience work and the commodification and sale of audiences to
advertisers, I interrogate my fieldwork experiences through the categories of fim, work,
labor and production. Here, I return to Marx's concepts of alienation and commodity
f^shism to plicate the distinct characteristics of our "labors" in the bands at different
stages in the process of conmiodification. I juxtapose these productive "performances" of
consumption and production with a discussion of the difficulties of producing
consumption.. I conclude with a brie^ argumentative resolution to the staged opposition
between the Frankfiirt and Chicago schools, between realism and pragmatism, and
between the Side A and Side B narratives.
Chapter seven returns to the Ticketmaster Show Case in order to conceptualize
the conunodity community, thereby tying together the disparate threads of the dissertation.
Returning to the audience labor / "blind-spot" debate, I assert the simultaneity, or multiple
determinations, of traditionally separate political economic categories. Rather than a
world where the play of signs has replaced all metanarratives and stable meanings, my
collaborators and I have been working hard to become a -valuable and exchangeable
referent in an already manufactured and hierarchically organized context of meanings,
which just doesn't make academic sense without the critical contact produced by political
economic inquiry. To put it another, more general way, the radical transformations of the
socio-economic &bric of society over the last two centuries - structural differentiation.

industrialization, urbanization, modernization, globalization, etc. — have produced a lack
of satisfying meaning as a negative octemality; capitalist industry now profits firom a
particular organization of productive consumption within leisure scenes - scenes in which
we willingly work and play in order to participate in, and produce meaningful contexts.
And at last, chapter eight -a sort of perverse epi-logo, if you will, that pays homage to
Veblen's (1899) brand of work on its centennial - concludes with a metaphoric inversion
of the subject and object of the study in order to compare the local musicians' community
to the academic community and, ironically, to assert both the utility and danger of such
metaphorizations.
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2. HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF THE COMMUNITIES STUDIED
"The atmosphere is apolitical andahistoriccd, therefore our music is ...."
- Bob Steigert
In this chapter I lay the groundwork for later arguments about the possibilities and
constraints of expression and relations within contemporary mass-mediated communities.
First, I review Marx's dialectical «q)lanations of the transformations of modem capitalist
society in order to provide a historical framework for my discussion of the community society debate and also to introduce his conceptualizations of the social effects of the
commodity form. In later chapters, I will employ Marx's notions of alienation, laborpower and commodity fetishism to modify received notions of community in order to
understand my fieldwork experiences. My review of philosophic approaches to the
concept "commumty" extends from other nineteenth century thinkers such as Tonnies,
Durkheim and Webo* to later sociological appropriations of their thought within the
Chicago school. In such work, the connotations of "community" gradually shift from
interconnection via physical - often regional - relations towards union through shared
symbolic systems. But as Veblen reminds us, shared systems of conspicuous symbolic
consumption can be organized hierarchically. By beginning with Marx and moving to the
Chicago school, I construct an opposition that I extend through the Frankfurt school in
chapter three. I conclude this chapter with a history of what happened during my
fieldwork. By beginning to employ concepts and terminology from the theoretical
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narrative, this fieldwork narrative sets the stage for later elaborations of why certain things
happened in the field and how these phenomena can inform postmodern theoretical
debates.
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2.1 Modernization: From Community to Society the Hard Way
"Inagtxladavida, baby ... don't you know that I'll alwc^s be true."
(allied translation: "In the Garden of Eden...") - Iron Butterfly
In the aftermath of the American and French revolutions, and in the context of
increasing industrialization and urbanization, many nineteenth century thinkers were
concerned with the radical changes taking place in the associations between people. As
Gusfield (1975; 3) documents, new doctrines of citizenship, equality, freedom and
individual rights emerged while processes of population growth, urbanization, and
industrialization eroded more traditional ways of making a living and relating to one
another, resulting in an era of quarrels and protests, of workers' discontent and citizens'
revolt. Quite clearly, the old ways were dis^pearing and something wholly new was
quickly coming into being, but both the explanatory and normative conceptualizations of
these changes varied widely. Auguste Comte posited his "law of three stages" which
depicts mankind as having passed through the religious and metaphysical stages, finally to
arrive at the final, positive (scientific) stage. Herbert Spencer's law of social evolution
posited that society was moving from a homogenous structure towards a heterogenous
structure in which human relationships were articulated through exchange (4). Emile
Durkheim explained the same process with reference to the increasing division of labor,
using his concepts of a transition from mechanical to organic solidarity and warning of the
danger of anomie. A^th an even more somber tone and outiook, the Ferdinand Tdnnies
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set the stage for a long running debate in sociology by developing the "scientific" concepts
of community and society as two veiy different modes of social mentality (i.e., "natural"
vs. "rational" will and relations) and behavior in his Gemeinschqfi und Gesellschqft
(1887).'^ In the early twentieth century. Max Weber used the concepts of traditional
authority, legal rational authority and stratification to explain what he described as the
"disenchantment" of traditional relations and the forgmg of the "iron cage" of rationality/^
In his effort to understand this "modernization" of society, Marx drew on the
classical political economists (particularly Ricardo's labor theory of value), writers in the
materialist tradition, and Hegelian philosophy to create his materialist dialectic approach an approach which made sense of the exchanges coming to dominate "modem" society as
the relations of production were transformed. In the Manifesto of the Communist Party,
Marx and Engels write about the widespread impact of the new dominant organization of
economic and social relations;
Conservation of the old modes of production in unaltered form, was, on the
contrary, the first condition of existence for all earlier industrial classes. Constant
revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions,
everiasting uncertainty and agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch fi-om all
earlier ones. All fixed, &st-fi:ozen relations, with their train of ancient and
To foiesbadow a central aigiunent in n^ nanative about advertising and post-structuralist
postmodernism: Tdnnies thought socialism was a likefy outcome of capitalist society, "tbe capitalistic
society throughalong process spreads itself over the totaUty of the people.... However, since [the
developed) c^italistic middle-class society cannot, without betraying itself admit its uniqueness as a
collective of Gesellschaft in contradistinction to the people (Volk) or, so to speak, herald this difference by
Tsasiag its awn Hag, it can onfy assert its existence through dtuming to be ideatiaU with, as yveil as
rqiresentative and advocate of,the whole people to which it furnishesguiiimce.... But it cannot change
the essential character of the [widening hiatus between tbe wealth monopoly of the narrow and real
Gesellschaft and the poverty of the people]. Indeed it deepens it, ^te»iing and strengthening the
consciousness of the'sodal question'(259). Ahhh, such somber optimism.
' ^ Of course one could write a book or two about the various ^roaches to community and society in the
nineteenth century (e.g., Robert Nisbet's Social Change and History, Oxford UP, 1969).
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venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become
antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into car, all that is holy is
pro&ned, and man is at last compelled to &ce with sober senses, his real
conditions of life, and his relations with his kinds. (476, empha^ added)
Because consciousness is a historical social product of the human relations of production
(c.f., Marx's The German Ideology pp. 158-193), Marx sees the dual character of these
transformations; the "prejudice and opinions" of the traditional cultural contexts, which
made social relations meaningfiil in what Marx calls the "natural community," are replaced
by the dynamic social relations of capitalist society. These new relations, in which
individuals are no longer united by immediate bonds but are now "independent of one
another and are only held together by ... an exchange of men among themselves,"
generate new forms of consciousness. Although Marx critiques the capitalist ideology
generated by such relations, he hopes that critical thought may eventually yield more
accurate representations of these social relations. However, the substitutions for the
irretrievable "natural community" and the Utopian communist community'' have been
forms of "illusory community" (i.e., the state, etc.) which "always took on an independent
existence in relation to [the combined individuals], and was at the same time, since it was
the combination of one class over and against another, not only a completely illusory
conununity, but a new fetter as well" (197). But such relations may not feel like fetters;
as Marx makes clear, structural aspects of capitalist social and economic relations and
exchanges interfere with accurate representations of these relations.
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As Marx explains in Ccxpital, Vohane One, an analyzing the characteristics and
effects of the division of labor under capitalism requires the analyst to begin with the
(fynamics of the commodity. Commodities are objects created by human labor that
embody use value; these objects are useful in and of themselves. For Marx, "as values, all
commodities are only definite masses of congealed labour-time" (307). Marx defines the
value of ai^ article as equivalent to the labor time socially necessary for its production
under the normal conditions of production with the skill and intensity prevalent at the time
(306). Of course, these values do not remain constant as the socially necessary labor time
decreases with every increase in the productiveness of labor (e.g., powered looms, digital
reproduction and distribution, etc.). Thus, the value of a commodity "varies directly as the
quantity, and invo^ly as the productiveness, of the labor incorporated in it" (307). So
although increases in productivity may result in more use-values, the magnitude of the
value of this wealth may M (312). Furthermore, commodities are created for and within
a system of exchanges in the marketplace. To become a commodity, "a product must be
transferred to another, whom it will serve as a use-value, by means of an exchange" (308).
Thus, commodities acquire exchange (or relative) values in that each "costs" a certaint
number of units of some other conmiodity for which the commodity can be exchanged on
the market. But this "two-fold social character" of the labor of the individual appears
"when reflected in his brain, under those forms which are impressed upon that labour in

For Marx, this "true" or "real" comnuiiiity enables abolishing the division of labor & private property:
"only in community [with others has each] individual the means of cultivating his gifts in all directions;
only in community is personal freedom possible" (197).
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eveiy-day practice by the exchange of products" (322). Thus, the social character of labor
appears to individual producers as an
objective character stamped upon the product of that labour; because the relation
of the producers to the sum total of their own labour is presented to them as a
social relation, existing not between themselves, but between the products of their
labour |l.e., commodities]. (320)
Marx shows that this conmiodity fetishism hides the "definite social relation[s]" between
individuals within the "^ntastic fonn[s] of relation[s] between things" (321). Under the
social division of labor organized for the production of profitable commodities, then, the
dual logic of use and exchange of value dictates certain structural difBculties in creating
accurate representations of the real social relations between individuals.
But the organization of social relations fi^r profitable commodity production has
other serious consequences as well. In Capital, Maix explains that the circulation of
commodities for the profit of capital can be characterized by the relationship M* = M +
AM, where M

represents the initial amount of money; NT, the final amount of mon^, and

AM, the "surplus value" created in the commodity circuit fi'om mon^ to commodity to
money. In other words, profit accrues when the capitalist can organize commodity
production and exchange such that the exchange values realized exceed the cost of fixed
capital (previously congealed labor in the forms of the means of production, raw materials,
etc.) plus variable capital (the amount of labor paid). This expansion of value - the
accumulation of surplus value by the c^italist - is made possible through the wage labor
system in which the laboring producer is paid an amount of mon^r for the time-amount of
labor-power sold to the capitalist which is less than the amount of value embodied in
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productive work. Labor power is the "peculiar commodity" that individual producers
must create through work; it is also the "peculiar commodity" whose purchase at
"wholesale" allows for the valorization of capital. The value of labor power is equal to
labor congealed in the commodities, which must be consumed in order to sustain the life
and productive vitality of the individual producer as well as reproducing this laboring
capacity through the raising and education of children. Although the commodities
required for subsistence and reproduction of labor powo* vaiy with climatic and other
physical environmental conditions,
the number and extent... of [these] so-called necessary wants, as also the modes
of satisfying them, are themselves the product of historical development, and
depend therefore to a great extent on the degree of civilization of a country, more
particularly on the conditions under which, and consequently on the habits and
degree of comfort in which, the class of free labourers has been formed... In
contradistinction therefore to the case of other commodities, there enters into the
determination of the value of labour-power a historical and moral element. (340).
Although this social, cultural and symbolic mediation of "necessaiy wants" will become a
critical &ctor later in this essay (and in the development of capitalism, of modernity), the
key element here is that the laborer produces both commodities and surplus value by
exchanging more labor for less mon^.
But the logic of coital requires that the capitalist strive to optimize the ratio of
surplus value to the value spent on labor-power Q.e., surplus-value / variable capital)
through increases in the productiveness of labor (i.e., relative surplus value) and increases
in the length of the woridi^ day (i.e., absolute surplus value) towards the minimum limit

" The preceding paragraphs draw upon Capital Volume One, Part n, pp. 329-361.
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of subsistence and reproduction. But as soon as the new method of production has been
adopted generally, the difference between the individual value of the commodity and its
social value (i.e., congealed labor) vanishes and with it the extra surplus-value (382).
Hence, capital follows an "inclination and constant tendency, to heighten the
productiveness of labour, in order to cheapen commodities, and by such cheapening to
cheapen the labourer himself since the "value of labor-power depends on the values of
commodities" (383,2). Thus the surplus value ratio is also the rate of &q)loitation: the
higher the surplus value in relation to exchange value (or wages paid), the higher the rate
of exploitation. With the cheapening of commodities through the development of the
productive forces (e.g., machinery, the &ctory, etc.) comes a necessary expansion of
production to ever larger economies of scale requiring a fiirther development of the social
division of labor and an increasing extension of the commodity form into every nook and
cranny of human life (c.f, Bravennan, 1974). In Marx's view, the modernization of
society within the capitalist system is driven by logic of the capitalists' "werewolf hunger"
for the production of surplus value:
all methods for raising the social productiveness of labour are brought about at the
cost of the individual labourer; ail means for the development of production
transform themselves into means of domination over, and exploitation o^ the
producers; th^ mutilate the labourer into a fragment of a man^ degrade him to the
level of an appendage of a machine, destroy every remnant of charm in his work
and turn it into a hated toil; th^ estrange from him the intellectual potentialities of
the labour process in the same proportion as science is incorporated in it as an
independent power, they distort the conditions under which he works, subject him
during the labour-process to a despotism the more hatefiil for its meanness; they
transform his life-time into working-time^ and drag his wife and child beneath the
wheels of the Juggernaut of coital. (430 emphasis added)
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In this passage, Maix envisions the development of the internal contradictions of the
capitalist system that inevitably raises the d^ree of exploitation of the increasingly large
number of disenfiranchised producers (i e., the "collective worker" of the &ctory, the
"industrial reserve am^" of the unemployed). Marx predicted that these contradictions
would eventually create a crisis^ in the capitalist system such that the alienated masses
created by capitalist expansion become conscious at last of these exploitative relations and
realize that th^ "have nothing to lose but their chains." Of course, the passage also
attempts to forge just such a class consciousness of the socio-economic causes behind the
mystifying, "modem" experiences of alienation, domination and exploitation.^^
Although Marx seldom employs the tram alienation in bis later writing, it is a
principle organizing concept in "The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844" and
"The Grundrisse." In the former work, Marx explains the "self-alienation" and "loss of
reality" so characteristic of c^italist modernity as a function of estranged labor which
separates from man
(1) nature, and (2) himself^ his own active fimction, his life activity, estranged
labour estranges the species from man ... (3) Meat's species being, both nature and
his spiritual species property, into a being alien to him, into a means to his
individual existence. It estranges man's own body from him, as it does external
nature and his spiritual essence, his human being ... (4) An immediate
consequence of the fact that man is estranged from the product of his labour, from
his life-activity, from his species is the estrangement of man from man .... What
applies to a man's relation to his work, to the product of his labour and to himself^
^ This big crisis would result in the "dictatorship of the proletariat"
also explained that the various
cyclical crises of capitalism (Le., overproduction, diculation, lepioductioa) aie not the "accidents" posited
the classical political economists (e.g.. Smith), but rather aie inevitable manifestations of the inherent
contradictions within the capitalist system - "foicefiil asseition[s] of the unity of phases of the productive
process" {Theories of SurplusValue, 4S2).
A. sort of "cognitive map", as it were.
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also holds of a man's relation to the other man, and to the other man's labour and
object of labour.... The estrangement of man, and in &ct every relationship in
which man stands to himself is first realized and eqiressed in the relationship in
which a man stands to other men. (75,77)
With the rampant commodification of all aspects of life, this general alienation increasingly
manifests itself as commodity fetishism as individuals come to understand their
relationships to others and themselves only through the circulating objects of their labor.
In History and Class Consciousness, Georg Luk^ combines Marx's notions of
alienation and commodity fetishism with elements of Max Weber's analyses of bureaucracy
and rationalization to discuss the broad implications of this central structural characteristic
of capitalist society. In Lukacs view, two different &cets of this more general
phenomenon of reification exist;
Objectively a world of objects and relations between things springs into being (the
world of commodities and their movements on the market).... Subjectively where the market economy has been fully developed - a man's activity becomes
estranged from himself it turns into a commodity which, subject to the non-human
objectivity of the natural laws of society, must go its own way independently of
manjust like any consumer article. (8*^
Both of these &cets ob^ the same basic logic of capitalist commodity production, "the
principle of rationalization based on what is and can be calculatect extends now to all
areas and "with the modem 'psychological' analysis of the work-process (in Taylorism) ...
right into the worker's 'soul': even his psychological attributes are separated fi-om his
total personality ... so as to &cilitate their integration into specialized rational systems and
their reduction to statistically viable concepts" (88). In chapter three, we shall see how
this rationalization is extended into the realm of consumption with the development of the
advertising industry.
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2^ Commuiiity Lost? Community Found?^
"Whooooo are you? Who ooo ooo ooo? I recdfywantto know!"
-The Who
In Keywords^ Raymond Williams traces the nineteenth century conceptualizations
of "community" away from earlier senses indicating social groups defined by geopolitical
boundaries or linked through particular qualities of relationship, common identity, or
characteristics towards a new more specialized use. Through the eighteenth century, the
terms "community," "civil society" and "society" suggested the entire sets of relations
distinguished from the state or realm. In the context of the larger and more complex
industrial societies of the nineteenth century, "community" gradually connoted more
localized and immediate, more direct and toted - and therefore more significant relationships as opposed to the abstract and instrumental relations characterized by formal
contract and exchange associated with the "state" or "society" (c.f Tonnies) (75-6). In
the twentieth century, usages such as "community politics," as distinct from both national
and local politics, suggest direct action and direct local organization, e.g., "working
directly with people" (76). Whereas usages such as "community development" or the
"community of Tucson" suggest a territorial or regional focus, usages like "ethnic

^ Although I have atteiiq>ted to be both &ir and lepiesentative,
ongoing review of the academic and
popular uses of "community" will of necessi^ be sdective and limited; G. A. HiUaiy's (19SS) study
revealed 94 qiedfic definitions (see also Stacey, 1%9). Further,
treatment of community will be
constrained to some degree by my discursive strata in this essaf that requires the staged opposition of
various concepts and strains of academic thought (community-society, pragmatism-reaiisin, idealismmaterialism, etc.).
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community," "community of scholars," or "lack of community" suggest a concern for a
particular sort of relationship or bond. Of course, these senses are &r from mutually
exclusive and usages often combine senses to suggest a local system of social of relations,
for Qcample the "local conmmnity of musicians". For Williams, the complexity in recent
usages reflects the dif5cult interaction of tendencies and characteristics originally
considered distinct in the historical development of the concept community: "on the one
hand the sense of direct common concern; on the other hand the materialization of various
forms of common organization which may or may not adequately express this" (76).
Williams' summary shifts focus towards the ideological uses of the term; "community can
be the warmly persuasive word to describe an existing set of relationships, or the warmly
persuasive word to describe an alternative set of relationships. What is most important,
perhaps, unlike all other terms of social organization {state^ nation, society, etc.) it seems
never to be used unfavourably, and never to be given any positive opposing or
distinguishing term" (1983, 76). Later, I will argue that an understanding of contemporary
communities linked by shared social consumption patterns requires just such an opposing
term.
Marx noted the abstracting system of equivalence in exchange value and the
transformations of social relations entailed by the processes of the development of
capitalism demolished the "natural community." Marx and those in the Marxian tradition
tend to be exceptions to )^^lliam's observation regarding unfavorable uses of the term
community. Marx does not lament the disenchantment and destruction of the "prejudice
and opinions" of traditional contexts of the "natural community." Further, he dismisses
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the newly materialized forms of common organization as alienating and deceptive "illusory
communities." When Marx uses the term in a "warmly persuasive" manner in The German
Ideology he evokes the post-revolutionary socialist Utopia of "the community of the
proletariat" (197-8) created when the proletariat transforms itself from a class in itself to a
class for itself. For Marx, then, a &vorable consideration of community can only occur in
terms of the fiiture transformation of capitalist society into a socialist society.
But contra Marx's harsh view of the dis^pearing "natural community," Williams
suggests that a longing, Utopian glance back towards the past is a widespread response to

the social displacements and transformations of the nineteenth century. These disruptions
create a context conducive to the expression of a romantic nostalgia for a lost community
of ideal (and idealized) relations.^ Often the change from community to society is
expressed as a change from relations based on sentiment to relations based on interest.
Max Weber (1947: 136) understands this transition as a process of the (bureaucratic)
rationalization of interest:
A social relationship will be called "communal" (yergemeinsfuxtft) if and so &r as
the orientation of social action - whether in the individual case, on the average, or
in the pure type, is based on a subjective feeling of the parties, whether afifectual or
traditional, that th^ belong together. A social relationship will be called
"associative" (yergesellschaftung) if and in so &r as the orientation of social
action within it rests on a rationally motivated adjustment of interests or a similarly
motivated agreement, whether the basis of rational judgment be absolute values or
reasons of expediency.
As we shall see, these senses linger in much of the later sociological and social
anthropological writing, but are often combined with a more specific and "scientific" usage
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of "community" employed (often warmly) to describe and distinguish between newly
materialized urban forms of relationship. But while Tdnnies' original concept of
Gemeinschqfi defined commimity as particular types of social networks - "a form of
human association" characterized by kinship and cooperative action - and did not define
community as Gtber a "local social system" or a "finite, bounded physical location," later
sociological work combined all three senses into all-embracing definition thus stimulating
the term's wide range of uses (Johnston, 1994; 81).
The sociologists of the Chicago School of the early twentieth century (e.g.,
Thomas, Park, Burgess, Wirth et al.) drew upon and developed the evolving body of
pragmatic thought (e.g., James, Dew^, Mead), social Darwinism, and the work of
Tdnnies, Durkheim and Weber in their investigations of the continuities and
transformations of ethnic and urban communities (e.g., Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918).
Particularly in the work developed by, and fi^Uowing, Park and Burgess, a "himian
ecology" often likens society to an organism, with each constituent part related
symbiotically to all others in a "web of relations" that form around "competitive and
cooperative" behavior (Ifiebert, 1994a: 62). Drawing on Weber's notion of community
formation as a result of cooperation within opposing groups linked by common economic,
political or social interests, competition within the social and natural environment was seen
to "naturally" channel individuals into various ecological clusters within which it was to
their advantage to cooperate (62). Thus Park (e.g., 1967) and his students used

^ A version of what Derrida (1976:114-115) critiques as the "remorse that produces anthropology."
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ethnographies to identify and study the associations and bonds which held together the
small communities (e.g., ethnic immigrant groups, gangs, etc.) in urban environments.
Although these little communities were identified as existing within, and because o^ the
more "society"-like relations characterizing the urban environment, an implicit nostalgia
for the way things were in "rural" environments often permeates this work.
In later work, these differences in geographical, social, and affective relations are
sometimes conceptualized within a rural-urban continuum For example, Redfield's (1941,
1947) study of four settlements in Yucatan - dty, town, peasant village, and tribal village
- described an increasing order of individualization, secularization, and cultural
disorganization as he moved fi'om tribe to city. In a manner quite similar to the
Durkheimian model as we shall see, Redfield's analysis suggested that urban civilization
possessed a more complex division of labor, professional specialization, greater
dependence on impersonal institutions, a more developed money economy, greater
heterogeneity, and less dependence on kinship and religion than was true of the town,
peasant village and the tribe (Gusfield 17). Redfield (1947) elaborated these distinctions
into the ideal types of "folk" community and "urban" society, later mediated by a "peasant"
type of association. These general descriptive and normative divisions indicate tendencies
and developments in sociological applications of Tonnies's Gemeinschqft - Gesellsturft
opposition.
In a manner similar to the work of Park described above, Wirth's (1927) study The
Ghetto showed that community-type relations form in the environment of urban society.
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Later, Wirth (1964/1933: 168) would suggest that these cathodes are strategies for
research rather than scientific categories referring to distinct sodai realities.
For purposes of getting an answer to some questions, it is best to conceive of a
social group as a community, for others, as a society. Th^ are not two different
kinds of group life but two aspects of all human group life.
(I employ the dual, and apparently, contradictory aspects of "commodity community" later
on.) Nevertheless, Wirth (1938) described a relatively coherent "urbanism as a way of
life." As Gusfield (197S) argues, work within this "tradition" tends to combine varying
degrees of a more "scientific" evolutionary model and a liberal, pragmatic ^proach of
symbolic interactionism, with the later approach becoming dominant particularly after the
19S0's. For now it is important to note a difBculty in Chicago School sociolo^s focus on
territoriality or settlement type as determinant of community- or society-type relationships.
While it is certainly the case that tenttory and settlement patterns shape and are shaped by
social relations, the danger lies in essentiaUzing such patterns. Furthermore, despite
gestures like Wirth's towards the status and use of these dichotomies as concepts, there is
a tendency in such work to reify the "ideal types" of Gemeimchqfi and Gesellschaft. As
Newby (1980: 25) explains, Tonnies's concepts quickly ceased to be tools of analysis used
to describe types of relationships and became instead to be viewed as "actual social
structures which could by observed and enumerated" and eventually identified with
particular settiement patterns.
But where Marx linked capitalism's social problems to exploitative social relations
and widespread alienation, the pragmatists of the Chicago school tend to deploy
Durkheim's concept of commie. Durkheim (1964) defined anomie as the affective and
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social situation resulting from the lack of normative standards associated with the
developed division of labor in modem society. In the anomic state often characteristic of
urban society, individuals lack a context of widely accepted behavioral guidelines within
which to find a meaningfiil sense of identity or action. As Nisbet (1962/1953; IS)
summarizes this condition:
...in the process of modem industrial and political development, established social
contexts have become weak, and fewer individuals have the secure interpersonal
relations which formerly gave meaning and stability to existence.
Anomie leads to behaviors associated with social disintegration (crime, violence, suicide,
etc.). In a manner similar to, but a bit more optimistic than, Tonnies' model of
development from Gemeinxhqft to Gesellschcfi - and certainly more idealistic than the
conceptualization we have seen in Marx - Durkheim described a change from relations of
mechanical to organic solidarity with the development of the division of labor.
Associated with small, agricultural communities, mechanical solidarity resulted from the
traditions, beliefe and activities shared by people who were comparatively similar in skills,
ideas and fimctions. In the modem urban societies, individuals perform highly divergent
and specialized tasks and, with the aggregation of dense and diverse populations, the
"similarity of custom and belief is weakened" (Gusfield, 1975; 8). But where Tdnnies and
Marx envisioned capitalist society as held together by little more than instrumental utility,
exchange, and contract, or perhaps an illusory and exploitative deception, Durkheim
argued that modem urbanized society could provide a moral, organic solidarity. Driven by
the complementary and interdependent relationships of individuals with highly specialized
and developed skills and fimctions, this organic solidarity entails the development of
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meaningful, normative codes of social duty.^ For Durkheim, even contracts and exchange
presuppose a cultural structure of "trust and belief in the morality of promises and
reciprocal relations: in the authority of legal and political institutions" (Gusfield, 1975: 89). Thus, Durkheim observes that modem social organization - particularly in the
developed urban environment - is composed of a "multitude of different and diverse
groups, organizations ... and associations" and that "community"-type associations of
organic solidarity exist in the very center of "society" (23). As Park (1967/1929: 18)
notes optimistically, the transition towards organic solidarity can be liberating and
fulfilling:
In the fi-eedom of the city every individual, no matter how eccentric, finds
somewhere an environment in which he can expand and bring what is peculiar in
his nature to some sort of eq}ressiotL A smaller conununity sometimes tolerates
eccentricity, but the city often rewards it. Certainly one of the attractions of a city
is that somewhere every type of individual... may find congenial company and the
vice or talent which was suppressed in the more intimate circle of the &mily or in
the narrow limits of a small community, discovers here a moral climate in which it
flourishes.
Thus despite a certain nostalgia for the little community,^ this line of thought shows how
Chicago school studies of the Gemeinschaft-Gesellschqft transformations suggest the
positive implications of an increasingly urban society. Here it is important to point out
that if society can tend towards anomie, then the communal relations of successfiil organic
As Alonso points out, Duikheim was worried by anomie accompan^g the division of labor. Indeed,
he studied religion in order to understand what created social cohesion so that solutions to the
contemporary problem of anomie could be developed.
^ I don't think that there is ai^ need to belabor the real atrocities, tyrannical abuses of power, constant
surveillance as well as the short life-qiaiis, disease, hunger, etc. than can also characterize the "little",
"primitive" or "rural" community. Furthermore, as critical evaluations of early studies and selective
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solidarity are characterized by the presence of a meaningful context of shared ethical
standards for action and identity. Thus, for the Durkheim- and Weber- based work of
Chicago School and their followers, community depended not only on territorial
categories, but particularly on the usdiUness or effectivity of shared systems of ideas and
belief, of shared relations both to and through ^sterns of symbols?^

representatioiis of "fi)Ik" comnniiiities have demonstrated, this nostalgia for the littlecommunity can be
empltqred towards the production of the nation-state, or even the justification of &scist regimes.
^ Alexander (1988: 3-9) has suggested a direct heritage from the later Durkheim to de Saussuie through
Mauss to L^-Strauss to Barthes. Indeed, the "social fiict" of the shared symbolic system riflfinari de
Saussuie's (1966) "linguistic community."
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23 Systems of SjrmlMils and Community EQerarchy
"Grandmaster Flash is one of our neighbors,
he's the fang of the cuts on two turn-tables."
- Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five
As opposed to Marx's privileging of class structure, Durkheim and Weber
envisioned a variety of potential groupings linked by other sorts of bonds. For ecample,
while Wd>er recognized that classes are defined by economic position, he insisted that
individuals' "life chances on the market," and their roles and positions within "status
groups," are not just functions of the economic social structure. For Weber (1946), both
propertied and property-less people might belong to the same status group because while
the economic order involves the distribution of material goods; the social order involves
the distribution of honor or prestige. Thus, community groups could form as a result of
external pressures that threatened shared social, political or economic interests. As
Neuwirth (1969) describes Weber's formulation of community, the subjective feeling of
belonging together within a community entails a shared, common set of interests, values
and attitudes which in turn defines the boundaries of social interaction. Thus,
communities are bound not necessarily by shared territory, but rather by a solidarity
arising fi-om shared interest. Community formation also involves community closure
which excluded a variety of socially constructed "others". Neuwirth notes that Weber
does not suppose some sort of harmonious unity within these associative relations.
Rather, processes of both consensus and conflict characterize relations within the
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community; compliance to community norms may not rest on voluntary consent For
example, power struggles will occur within which community elites may attempt to effect
closure against other community subgroups.
As later sociologists elaborate, other aspects of Weber's work must also be
included in order to fully grasp his vision of community. Wild (1981; 41) follows
Schmalenbach (1961) and Bell and Newby (1976), in recalling Weber's (1968) tripartite
division of charismatic, traditional and rational-legality as ideal types of legitimate of
authority (or, as Wild prefers it, domination). Wild (1981;42) summarizes.
For Weber there was traditional domination where the legitimacy of a social order
arose from time-honoured custom and habit; charismatic domination where the
legitimacy of a social order arose from a belief in the extraordinary qualities of
leader, and rational-legal domination where the legitimacy of a social order arose
from a belief in a rational ^stem of rules which are based on logic and scientific
knowledge. Although Weber was an evolutionary theorist in that he believed the
process of increasing rationalization was the predominant process in Western
history, he also held a cyclical view of change which recognised that rationalisation
was regularly interrupted by irrational forces such as a charismatic leader, a call to
traditional forms of behaviour or a religious ideology.
Following this division, these sociologists attempt to avoid the problems associated with
the usages of the concept of "community" associated with the "community"-"society"
dichotomy by positing a trichotomy of "conmiunity", "communion" and "society" (Wild,
1981: 39-44). Thus, Wild (39-40) refers to relationships of tradition as "community",
relationships of emotion or sentiment as "conmiunion" and relationships of contract and
legal-rational exchange as "society". As Wild (40) develops this model, the traditional
relationships of conununity include "consanguinity, locality (as social space), time (as
temporal contiguity), tradition and custom." But as Schmalenbach (1961:335,337)
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explains, communion concerns shared feelings or sentiment and "emotional experiences
are the very stuff of the relationship" which "arises only through the actual experienced
recognition of a mutual sense of belonging" (emphasis added). These ideal types are
often intertwined and mutually constitutive in the actual processes of group interaction.
For example, individuals may share bonds of communion with other individuals within a
larger community, these experiences of conununion may move towards community bonds
in attempts to make these ties permanent; as the community becomes more complec and
distributes its produce on the market, the ties of rational-legal society may become
dominant (Wild, 1981: 40-41). In a parallel move, >^d (43) points to Weber's distinction
between "formal" and "substantive" rationality. Formal rationality concerns the increasing
procedures of calculability and predictability based on scientific methods and is
characteristic of the societal situation, while substantive rationality is purposive action
concerned with the selection of specific means to obtain desired ends or goals and can be
found in both societal and communal situations. But as Wild (43) extends Weber,
"matters of communion are characterised by irrational action, that is, irrational in the sense
that it is not either formally rational or substantively rational as defined above.

This

model, asserts Wild (41), allows a more complex modeling of processes of social change
than does a simple evolution fi-om traditional community to society. As Gusfield (59)
summarizes, for Weber organized classes are societal associations of mutual interests

^ As we shall e}q)loie later, the "iirational" interactioiis of commuiiioa m^ be stnictuied according to a
veiy rational logic of for-profit exchange.
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which could become communal, but status groups are communities with common styles of
life.
Although we will later see how sociologists employ systems such as that of Weber
in a variety of more "sophisticated" or "scientific" models of community, for now I would
like to draw attention to the related work of the institutional political economist - and
fellow Norwegian -Thorstein Vd)len. Although not explicitly concerned with
formulating definitions o^ or distinctions between community and society, in his 1899
woilc The Theory of the Leisure Class Veblen explores in some detail the relationships
between class, status, consumption and economics in modem capitalist society.^ In a
manner akin to that of Marx, Veblen divides society into two principle classes; the
industrial class which actually engages in productive labor, and the pecuniary, or leisure
class, which profits parasitically fi'om the industry of the lower class. Veblen (1973: 143)
states, "the relation of the leisure (that is, propertied non-industrial) class to the economic
process is a pecuniary relation - a relation of acquisition, not of production; of
exploitation, not of serviceability." Because the leisure class is insulated fi'om the
rationalizing, modernizing influence of an everyday life of "industrial" labor, their cultural
logic is a characterized as a "reversion" to an atavistic "barbarian" culture comprising
relations of status through emulation. As Veblen (1973; 35) phrases it,

^ Published while Vd)lea was at the University of Chicago, this work -and maity of Vd)len's other
writings - enq>ioys a &fade of scientific objectivity and cloaked polemic terminology in order to avoid the
societal and institutional pressures within the acadenty against such a critique. For example, although
Vdilen insists that his is a neutral and objective study of "industrial efSdenc^ - a strategy also used in
early pseudo-scientific justifications for the brutal American solutions to the "indian problem" - he is
actually arguing for the elimination of private property.
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The motive that lies at the root of ownership [in the barbarian community] is
emulation; and the same motive of emulation continues active in the further
development of the institution to which it has given rise and in the development of
all those features of the social structure which this institution of ownership
touches. The possession of wealth confers honor; it is an invidious distinction.
But the possession of wealth must be displayed in order for honor to accrue. For
members of the leisure class in modem society, maintaining status requires displays of
conspicuous leisure and, increasingly, conspicuous consumption which create invidious
distinction by serving as indexes of power and enough wealth to preclude engagement in
industrial work as well as of the ability to consume commodities in a non-usefiil, wasteful
manner. Thus Veblen offers a sort of Weberian reading of status combined with a Marxist
critique of class relations.
Veblen relies on a key distinction between primary needs and higher needs, a
distinction that parallels that between ef5cient industrial, and wasteful and parasitic
pecuniary activities. While the consumption of any conmiodity is certainly an economic
act that valorizes capital, Veblen's tactical terminology only valorizes consumption (and
therefore production) which efBciently satisfies real needs;
The test to which all ^qpenditure must be brought... is the question whether it
serves durectly to enhance human life on the whole - whether it furthers the life
process taken impersonally. For this is the basis of award of the instinct of
workmanship, and that instinct is the court of final appeal in any question of
economic truth or adequacy.... The question is, therefore, not whether, under the
existing circumstance of individual habit and social custom, a given expenditure
conduces to the particular consumer's gratification or peace of mind; but whether,
aside fi'om acquired tastes and fi'om the canons of usage and conventional decency,
its result is a net gain in comfort or in the fiillness of life (1973; 79).
Veblen (1973; 75) posits the existence of a flmdamental instinct of workmanship present
in all humans which disposes individuals to look favorably on "productive efBcienc^" in
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interactions with the environment that result in "whatever is of human use."^ But further,
this instinct "disposes [humans] to deprecate waste of substance or effort." Vdilen here
recognizes Marx's category of use value but fiirther distinguishes within this category
between basic, physical needs or wants and "so-called higher wants." In other words,
Vebien sees what Marx called the "historical and moral elements" of the value of labor
power, but insists on separating mefiSdent socially constructed higher wants from more
"instinctual" or physical needs. These higher wants - often the "acquired tastes ... from
the canons of usage and conventional decency" - are "spiritual, aesthetic, intellectual, or
what not" and may include wastefiil, non-efiBcient wants such as emulation through
invidious distinction (1973: 35). Vebien thus turns the terminology and values of classical
economic theory against itself;
The tacit, common-sense distinction today is, in efifect, that any effort is to be
accounted industrial only so &r as its ultimate purpose is the utilization of nonhuman beings. The coercive utilizcttion of man by man is not felt to be an
industrial function; but all effort directed to enhance human life by taking
advantage of the non-human environment is classed together as industrial activity
(1973: 26, emphasis added).
Ironically, of course, Vebien is demonstrating that both the economic and cultural logic of
modem capitalism depends precisely on such a coercive - and "inefficient" - utilization of
man by man. Within this loaded terminology, then, the "barbaric" cultural scheme of the
leisure class based upon the establishment of status through conspicuous leisure and
conspicuous consumption is wasteful, industrially inefficient, and just plain irrational.
^ Of course, Vebien pi^ fast and loose with the anthtopological and ethnographic works of his time.
Contemporaiy anthn^logists laugh (or worse) at bis discussion of ethnic groups, primitive sod^es, etc.

But despite the common perception that Vd>len was only attnbuting such a
cultural system to the leisure class, his analysis clearly indicates the ubiquity of such a
schema. Veblen's materialist theory of consciousness indicated that the industrious
classes' regular interaction with the increasingly scientific and rationalized organization
and institutions of production should result in a transition away fi-om the "devotional",
"animistic" and "anthropomorphic" pre-modem culture of the leisure class. Gradually, the
"magical" practices of conspicuous consumption should give way to a modem, scientific
and rational culture based upon an understanding of systems of causal relation and
efScient industry. However, Veblen (1973: 163) also recognized that "the prescriptive
position of the leisure class as the ecemplar of reputability has imposed many features of
the leisure-class theory of life upon the lower classes."^" Further the escalation of the
status race among the leisure class drives them to conspicuously waste more and more by
hiring others to engage in vicarious consumption. Thus, having acquired their notions of
the good and beautifiil from contact with, and services provided to the master class,
domestic servants and the like - already in a position of relatively high status based upon
their proximity to greatness - provide an important channel for the diffiision of the
barbaric, aristocratic views to the non-pecuniary class.^' Also, Veblen observes that the
pecuniary struggle produces an "underfed" class denied the necessaries of life, ^^thin
His use of this bocfy of work is mote an instrumental one in s<q)port of his critique of modem, capitalist
socieQr.
^ Veblen here echoes both
and TOnnies in noting the drive to umversalize the "ideas of the ruling
class". But the notions of progress embedded in these arguments indicate an internalization of western
hierarchies of modem - primitive just as th^ critique the problems of modem capitalism.
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these underfed classes, the "strain of self-assertion agamst odds takes up the whole energy
of the individual; he bends his efforts to compass his own invidious ends alone, and ... the
industrial traits in this way tend to obsolescence" (1973:163). Creating new cultural
^stems, new forms of consciousness required labor-power and resources in short supply.
Nevertheless, Veblen saw the promise of activities and organizations based upon noninvidious interest in both the charitable and reform movements of the leisure class and
among the organized resistance of the (laboring) industrious classes. He hoped that the
full development of the means of production would combine with the widespread
development of a non-invidious cultural system to the abolish private property and its
emulative status relations. Fortunately, Veblen would never see the effects of the mature
advertising and public relations industry. Before I turn this more theoretical side of the
narrative towards advertising, I will ground this continuing elaboration of the communitysociety debate - and my argument about the fetishization of consumption in postmodern
theorizing - with a brief history of my fieldwork in the everyday life contexts of the local
pop-rock music scene.

Towards the end of nQrdisseitation, I will letum to a discussion of vicarious consun^ition, the
sacerdotal system, systems of status and honor and the notion, "like master, like man."
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2.4 ABriefSKstory ofTimeintheField
"^All I want to do is have some fun, I've got a feeling I'm not the only one."
- Sheiyl Crow
My fieldwork "ofBdally" began in the Spring of 1994 when I joined the Tucson
band Ifipster Dogboy Oater I£pster Dogma). However, I had been a participant in the
local pop rock scene since 1987 when I began "playing out" in a variety of cover bands
("working bands"). My involvement as an amateur musician and pop rock fan reaches
back to my early teen years in Yuma during the early 1980's.^^ Here, I will briefly
describe my participation in the cover band scene and my participant observation in the
"original" band scene. I will argue that these two local scenes are overlapping aspects of
the larger local pop rock scene.^^ Note that this fieldwork is participant observation in
the strong sense where "the scientist virtually performs the role of a genuine member and
counts as very critical data his resulting subjective experiences, which provide leads to be
pursued by interviewing his feUow participants" (McCall and Simmons, 1969: 1).
Throughout my participant observation experiences, I have openly acknowledged my dual
role as a real member of the group and as an academic researcher studying the activities of

Thus, there was never really any question of"going nattve"; I already was. The mote inqwrtant
question was how to "stay academic" and the answer was at best a somewhat successful compromise.
Within the musicians' community, I always felt somewhat embarrassed when asked what n^ *d^ job"
was. Perhaps having a "wsQT out" decreased the "authenticity" of my participation. "YouVe got to live it,
man."
" Some local "alternative" bands (e.g., most members of Maiy's Attic) would distance themselves fiom
the cover scene and some older cover mnwriang would appreciate that distance.
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the group. Almost everyone whom I have interacted with in this way has been more than
willing to participate in this mutual constitution of knowledge.^ Indeed, some have even
asked for bibliographic references relevant to our conversations, and Fve often been
surprised by the sophistication of the conceptualizations of certain group members.^^
When I began this fieldwork I had initially envisioned employing "grounded
theory" (c.f., Glasser and Strauss, 1967), however I quickly found a strict adherence to
these methods incompatible both with my increasingly intimate level of participation in this
fast-paced and chaotic group life, and with the theoretical biases distilled from my
graduate coursework. Consequently, I quickly turned to what might be called a
combination of realism and the qualitative techniques of''emergent design." Starting with
my theoretical positions, I observed phenomena which would either fit my conceptual
understanding or force a reevaluation of my categories and models and further gathering
of data in an iterative process that Glasser and Strauss (1967) call the "constant
comparative method."^ Although I conducted my research "alone," I have come to
consider my fellow bandmates - particularly Bob Steigert and John Baldridge^^ - to be

^ Indeed, quite a few local masicians in other bands are more interested in talking to me as an academic
than as a musician; to be fiank, I think this is largely do to the perception that in this role I am not
"competition" and I can offer them a more "professional** "academic" sort of knowledge of how to make it
as well as the promise of free publicity in "the book."
Two sometime bandmates, T. Gregg Squires and Bob Steigeit, have at times even emplc^ed arguments
picked up in their/e/A(re readings of Maicuse and Ktisteva. Th^ both have b.a.'s (Theatre and Art
Histoty) but are not taking school ai^ Either.
^ See Belk, eL al (1989) for an application of the constant comparative methodology in a study of
consumer behavior.
Indeed, John Baldridge (who played in the cover band Diity Pool) has been an incredibly helpful
sounding board, critic and editor during the writing of this dissertation. During the winter, he returned
from years abroad lived for a time with me iq) in Luna, NM. He even took the time to read a fiill draft of
this dissertation. On New Year's Eve, John and I ended iq> plying a set at the country and western dance
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research collaborators, and in this sense the periodic discussions of my emergent
understandings with Bob and other primary informants might be considered a form of
interpretive "triangulation across researchers" (Belk et. al, 1989; 5). This iterative,
emergent, somewhat dialogic process shifted both my conceptual definitions of my
"subject" of study and my relationship to academic work. Finally, &r beyond matters of
"academic conceptualization," my participation in the local music scene has become
intimately interwoven with my identity and personal life.
Within a year of moving to the "urban society" of Tucson in 1986 to attend the
University of Arizona, I had already met and developed relationships with a number of
amateur musicians. Generally, we would first see each other in class, in a dormitory, on
the mall, at a party, and recognize each other as having similar relationships to certain
genres of popular culture by signals displayed through particular combinations of dress,
hair style, posture, cigarette smoking, a certain attitude, etc. Eventually - sometimes not
long after the initial conversation had begun - talk would turn to music, "Are you going
to the Rush show?" or, if you were really sure this person was cool, perhaps more illicit
matters, "Soo... where's it at?" In any event, these systems of material and verbal signs
allowed us to recognize ourselves as part of the same group. Gradually, after "hooking
up" socially, the relationships would settle into some sort of order as each person decided
who they wanted and were allowed to hang with; hierarchies of experience, knowledge,

in Alpine's Ye Olde Tavern. We dug deq> into our repeitoiie for the old classic rode and roll tunes that
might fly with this "cross over" audience and managed to win them oven the dance floor filled up and
th^r lov^ us despite our long hair and urban manner.
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and style inevitably would fonn. These distinguishing characteristics were primarily based
upon the degree and authenticity of consumption within a particular, usually relatively
narrow genre of cultural commodities^', but could also involve the particular style or
manner of commodity use or display, or even esoteric

knowledge (a sort of pop-

lore: "Do you know why Phil Collins wrote 'I Can Feel It?*"). Of course, once a certain
number of pop rock &ns interact for a certain length of time, someone will inevitably
suggest forming a band. Because I had been trained as a classical pianist, but more
importandy, because I possessed an ancient bass guitar and amplifier that had survived the
high school bands, and because I possessed the knowledge of how to play not only
"Smoke on the Water" but Black Sabbath's "Paranoid," I was in.
Although we didn't have a name for some time^' the band that would eventually
be called "Don't Ask" formed in late 1987 and comprised John Baldridge, Brian Bynes,
John Lamont and me. These players were white, middle class men (aged 19,20, 21 and
25) who had all played in small time bands before. During the several weekly 3-4 hour
practices before each show, we would put together two or three sets of music totaling a
couple of hours of entertainment. These sets were made up mostly of the "classic"
rock'n'roll cover songs that we had learned firom listening to the radio and to albums or
cd's. Although there was always a core of "traditional" pop rock songs that all the

^ At several distinct periods in n^ life - usually during moments of dislocation and change such as
entering high school or college -1have actualfy bought tapes or CD's of cettain bands in order to diq>lay
or iqjgrade nqr membership in a forming community.
I am convinced that aiguing over band names is the number one conversational activity among young
amateur musicians forming bands. We decided not to have a name for this reason, but at a large
apartment conqilex party we made the mistake of replying "Don't Ask!" to a query and it stuck.
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musicians already knew how to play, many of the songs were learned from other musicians
rather than directly from the original recording. I still don't know the original recording
artist/band for several of the cover songs that I learned in this way. This "aural"
mechanism of transmission in many ways resembles that of "folk" music with the
exception that radio play can act as a quite conservative force on performance variation
("Oh yeah, I've heard how that's supposed to go."). The songs tended to have very loose
arrangements that might foUow that of the original, with relatively long, improvisational
solos somewhere in the middle; everyone watched everyone else for "the nod" signaling
the changes and breaks. Each of us owned our own instrument and amplifier, but it
wasn't until John Lamont - the only band member with a real, "day job"^ - bought a
small public address ("p.a.") system that we were able to play larger "gigs." For the most
part, these gigs were non-paying afi&irs, often "kegger" parties where from 20-100 underaged college students would gather and drink heavily. At the biggest such party, we
played to an audience of perhaps ISO students and were paid about $30 each. Despite our
best efforts, we were never really able to break into the fraternity/sorority party scene where popular bands are paid as much as $1000 for the really big parties - as these gigs
were given to the fledgling bands of fraternity members or the popular, well-established
bands playing the local club circuit. We played a few times in bars in the university area,

^ With the exception of 1 incfependentfy wealtlQr youngster, eveiy pop rock musician that I've talked to in
Tucson has at least one part-time
Tb^ is a great variety in d^ jobs - I've p%ed with
insurance salesmen, heavy machineiy operators, students, drug-dealers-but the majority tend to be parttime, "service-sector^ sorts of jobs.

but never had a "regular" gig. Don't Ask was recorded live on several occasions and we
put together one 4 track demo tape^' entitled "As Is."
Sometime during the summer of 1989, John Lamont met Joel Nuttal through his
day job. The 36 year old Joel Nuttal had played drums in a variety of relatively successful
pop rock and country bands over the last IS years. He and the lead guitarist Nfiley
Figueroa, the 35 year old son of a local vaquero, were thinking about playing out again.
Both Miley and Joel have fiill-time skilled labor d^ jobs. Over the course of a couple of
months. Don't Ask became Dirty Pool as Nfil^ stepped in and taught us about 65 new
"classic rock" numbers. Now, in addition to the occasional "kegger," because of Nfiley's
amazing lead playing as well as of Mill's and Joel's connections in the local bar circuit,
we got a regular gig at the Circus Lounge^^ and were playing from time to time in other
bars around town as well. We were playing four sets of nine to twelve songs each without repeating a song all weekend - and would entertain from nine until one ("bar
time," of course). Our pay averaged between $40-50 each per night and, better yet, we
were playing Friday and Saturday nights back to back which meant that we got to skip a
cycle of load-in, set-up and break-down, ^.ess work, better wage, more time to enjoy the
social aspects of the afler-hours scene.) The special, "occasional" gig such as a big party
A 4 track recorder is a relatively inexpensive (c. $400) recording deck which uses a standard 1/4"
cassette media but records the left and right stereo tracks of both sides sqierately but simoltaneousty.
Thus you get 4 discrete trades. By recording 3 trades and then mixing or "bouncing" them down to the 1
remaining track you can put together some &irfy complex combinations of sounds. Nfore discussion of
recording technologies and practices in duster 4.
^ The Circus Lounge was a female strip diA before becoming a classic rock dub. The wall behind the
stage was completely mirrored. A couple of years after westopped plying there, the Circus Lounge was
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or wedding might bring in as much as $80 per person. After we had established a
repertoire of about 120 songs we only had to rehearse once a week to keep the
arrangements polished. At the band's peak level of activity, we were "working" together
more than 20 hours per week in addition to our various day jobs.
While all these rehearsals and performances required of those playing in a working
band were, in one sense, work, th^ also were downright fim. Although Dirty Pool was
known for its relatively tight arrangements and interesting beginnings and endings, it was
'^famous" for Nfiley's improvisational solos which would often take the band in
un«q)ected, ecciting directions. The work was trying to remember what key a song was in
and how we had arranged the beginnings and endings, the fun was everything in between:
i.e., playing. Gradually a sense of trust and intuition grew between the players so that
during performance we were no longer desperately looking for the "nod"; we all just knew
when it would come. This band, more than any other I've experienced, created a space
for exploration and innovation at the moment of on stage performance precisely because
of the established, "traditional" structures of the cover songs. To use the post-Weberian
terminology, a "community" of traditions had already been manu&ctured by the past massdistribution and mass-consumption of "classic" rock commodities.

The pre&bricated

&q)ectations and knowledge of the musical forms allowed a degree of spontaneous play
within these boundaries. Indeed, such play is an eq)ected component of proper cover
performances.
reopened under new management as the male strip club Girls Knight Out Sadly, it seems to be doing

As a band completely oriented towards live performance. Dirty Pool never played
an "original" song, never even thought about going into the studio.^ Instead, we became
adept at 'forking" a variety of types of audiences: how to order a set list for maximum
effect, how to get people dancing and keep them going, how to liven up a dead room,
how to cahn down a "live" one, how to deal with the dnmks that just want to "sit in for a
song or two." Crowds loved us. Given the audiences we catered to, we could evoke that
affective sense of communion — both between us and crowd and within the crowd itself—
by invoking the first four bars of the Rolling Stones' "Honkey Tonk" woman. Suddenly,
everyone would be dancing, or buying "just one more" round of drinks.
Throughout the three years that Dirty Pool played together, a close sense of
community and communion grew between the members of the band as well as within and
between the networks of friends and &mily of each member. While Don't Ask had also
been a close group - indeed most of us were in Dirty Pool precisely because of the
affective sense of community within and around Don't Ask - the established networks of
fiiends and family surrounding and supporting Dirty Pool created a very different feeling.
The primary reason for this difference was that Miley, Joel, John and I all had immediate
and extended families and circles of fiiends that had been living in Tucson for years. Not
only did this guarantee a fiiendly face in the audience - indeed sometimes an entire

better with the new format
^ Though there are several bootleg, live recordings circulating about I should poim out here, though,
that the three songwriters in the band did bring up the notion of plying some originals, but we came to
the conclusion after some argument that it wouldn't fit the scene. Gt would be irrational and ineffirifint
both given the realities of production - how easy it was to master covers -and the realities of the aiK<ipn<y
who alrea<fy loved the covets.)
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audience of well-known, fiiendly &ces- but formed an entirety different relationship
between the band and large sections of the "audience" which has lingering effects to this
day.^ In a similar way, because we played in the same locales, to a locally rooted, mosUy
woiidng class, thirty- and forty-something audience who came to the same bars frequentiy,
a &iiiy dose relationship developed with the bar patrons that didn't initially belong to
band members' networks of relations.

Over time, a whole set of performance and

audience interaction traditions, inside jokes, shared histories, etc. developed, many of
which I am sure are unique to the Dirty Pool extended community.^ Thus, within the
larger, more diffuse community of "classic rock'n'roll fens" who go to see live cover
bands, a smaller community with distinct traditions and a more intimate affective relations
formed around this "working band."*'
Several years later in the Spring of 1994, after completing the bulk of my
coursework, I began my participant observer fieldwork by joining up with a very different
^ Every year John Lamont and I go to Mill's birthd^ party and celebrate with his growing inntii«»riiatft
&mily and innumerable cousins. At these events, there is a palpable sense that we have all shared
something "special," something which doesn't make us all 'tamily," but something which approaches that
level of connection.
^ The audiences to which Dirty Pool ph^ed were more ethnically diverse than ai^ I've experienced in
aiqr other band. Some nights, depending upon the locale, the vast majority ofour audience was of
Mexican-American descent. At least a quarter of our"regular", "communal" audience was MexicanAmerican.
^ Other traditions, such as the inevitable audience cry of TreeBird" somewhere just after midnight (a
joke, but we'd often play it), probably exist outside this community, in the larger classic rock cover band
scene.
The sometimes transcendent joy of plying with these guys, the accompai^g personal identity effects,
and the sense of community within and around the band, were the primary reasons that I decided to attend
graduate school in CPLT at the UA. Of course, once I hit graduate school I found that I no longer had
time to pl^. I didn't play regulariy for more than two years, but I saw Lamont, Miley and Brian and their
families fiequently. The degree to which participation in these leisure activities, these commodity
communities, can become completely absorbing suggests important implications both in terms of personal
identity and political effects.
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sort of band called Hipster Dogboy. Hipster Dogboy was a reformulation of the band The
HoneyGuns which had broken up due to internal -sexual -tensions focused on the female
lead singer. The remaining members. Bob Steigert, T. Gregg Squires and Jim Lipson - all
middle class, white men, aged 29 to 36 - decided to try again, but this time to do the
singing themselves. In many ways. Bob and T. Gregg were the core of the band: they
wrote and arranged the songs, organized the rehearsals and rehearsal space, and generally
provided a sense of direction for the band. Initially, I limited my participation to playing
bass and singing high backups, planning to maintain a somewhat detached and objective
position for my observations. However, I was quickly caught up in the excitement of a
new musical project and became an increasingly active participant.
What ICpster Dogboy may have lacked in spontaneity and improvisation, it made
up for in "originality."^ Despite a few blues and pop covers, ahnost all of the songs that
we performed were original. Further, the songs tended to be more complex often with
quite detailed arrangements. Because there was no shared sense of "how the song should
sound" as there was with the "traditional" rock cover songs, the methods of transmitting
the songs usually involved writing down chord progressions, distributing photocopied
"charts" or playing 4 track recordings. This required lots of rehearsal time. Further, once
the song was "introduced," each musician would have ideas on how to make it better.
More significantly, the songs were written and arranged in a structure geared not towards

^ Original in tbe sense that th^ wete written and copyrighted Bob or T. Gregg. However, both of
these composers explain their writing processes in terms of borrowing and recycling &om earlier pop rode
and jazz forms.
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live performance, but towards the studio and radio play. The resulting process of
collaborative negotiation was much more time consuming than learning covers, and often
quite frustrating.^' Nevertheless, the final products did have definite "market" potential,
despite a certain self-indulgence stemming fi'om each musician's desire for self-expression.
Largely because of the social networks of Bob and T. Gregg, the HoneyGuns'
audience had been composed mainly of participants in the local "hippy'* scene with a
sprinkling of folks fi'om the theater scene.^ Similarly, the initial audience of Hipster
Dogboy was a mix of people either wearing just black or wearing all the colors
simultaneously. We appealed to a fiiiriy diverse audience made up of segments of every
age group with the possible ^ception of Generation

At first we played in the coffee-

shops (e.g. The Magritte, Bentley's, etc.) and small clubs (e.g.. The Fourth Ave. Social
Club, Gushing St., etc.), and later in some of the more prestigious clubs in the downtown.
Fourth Avenue and university areas. We played festivals (e.g.. The Folk Fest, "Nam Jam,
etc.). Downtown Saturday Nights, Street Fairs, and private parties. At first the audience
was mostly people fi'om our personal networks; but it slowly diversified. We decided it
was time to aim for the nect level - the larger clubs - but our diverse audience didn't go
to larger clubs. This triggered an identity crisis in that our eclectic mix of music - and.

For example, at one point the collaborative spirit was virtualty destroyed by a month-long argmnent
about collaboration, song ownership and copyright law. From the beginning, this band recognized its
ability to produce "hits" and sometinies spent more time wonying about slicing the pie than baking it
^ My girUUend at the time met T. Gregg while working as a stage manager and introduced us.
For some reason, the music of Hipster Dogbcqr/Hipster Dogma and that of M^'s Attic seems
particularly popular with very young children. I don't really understand this yet Pop infantilism?
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therefore, fans -failed to generate the required draw at these clubs. We needed a strategy
to deal with our identity crisis.
The strate^ which emerged was three fold: get a young female vocalist, a trap set,
and go into the studio.^^ Will Clipman - former drummer for the Brain Damage
Orchestra and current collaborator with R. Carlos Nakai and the William Eaton Ensemble
- saw potential in the material and decided to join the band. Maiy Sarvak, a 23 year old
woman from a lower middle class &mily in Burlington VT, joined ffipster Dogboy in
August of 1994. Shortly thereafter, we changed the name of the band to Hipster Dogma
in an effort to hone the edge of our image without loosing our entire &n base with a
complete (brand) name change. Although Bob still sang lead on several songs, Mary
gradually took over the role of lead vocalist accompanied by Bob and backed by the rest
of us. We became increasingly concerned with the "market" and selected songs for the
studio demo tape such that the 3 songs on each side would appeal to the desires of a
particular sort of bar owner. After spending a good number of October evenings in the
magical and mysterious Mattlind Studios -"behind the glass" and "in the box" - recording
the T.Gregg Squires production "Unleashed,"^^ we all were beginning to feel like real,
professional musicians ("Role that back again, Tim." 'It's a cut."). However, the mixed
and mastered album seemed "overproduced" to everyone except the producer and the

^ The thought was that thiee-not-so-yoong men singing in hannoi^ might appeal to Aunt Carol and little
Su2y, but we just weren't young sexy, or dangerous enough to app^ to the Generation X crowd. The
addition of a trap set to Lipson's bai^ drumming seemed necessary to fill the space in larger clubs and to
get the more "pop" audience - used to the ubiquitous tr^ on the r^o - up and dancing,
"Unleashed" was produced by T. Gregg Squires and engineered by Hm Zick. The "production" of the
album is a long story which fits with coUaboration/ccq^ght issue.
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engineer. Worse yet, with the exception of the sale of a few tapes and t-shirts, and the
distribution of "press kits" - tapes, "headshots" and "bios"- to all the local clubs, the
band wasn't booked solid and selling lots of tapes. Our products just weren't moving.
Everyone had a theory to &q)lain this lack of success. In the resulting chaos, fingerpointing and self-doubt, the band "broke up."^
Sometime late in the Spring of 1995, we reformed with the addition of the electric
guitarist Tom Peters. Will Clipman bad given up on the unpredictable group dynamics and
moved on to other projects, so T. Gregg switched firom guitar to drums. We rented a
rehearsal space and started rehearsing aggressively in order to teach Tom Peters the songs
and to integrate his "harder^, quite "effected" sound and songs with our own simpler,
more melodic aesthetic. By June we were practicing several times a week trying to
perfect a repertoire of over 30 original pop songs and a couple of covers for the small club
gigs which we were booking. At this point, the band involved four active song-writers
and thus four people introducing their "own" material. Further, although Bob and Mary
alternated with lead vocals, all five band-members sang, contributed their "own"
instrumental voicings and offered distinct suggestions for song arrangements. Playing
together was acknowledged as necessary to create a vehicle for each member's selfexpression, but several quite different visions of the band's image and identity existed.
^ During this "break-up"- and the language of sexual relationships is fiequently used to describe band
relations - the individual musicians continued to work together in various visys: Bob, Will and nqrself
formed an inq)rovisational pop jazz trio and pl^ed out a bit; T. Gregg produ^ a soundtrack for a video
for the Hope and Help Foundation which we all collaborated on in a most indirect &sliion (each of us
composing parts to a taped rlqthm guitar, "laying them down" in the Cavern studio and then mixing them
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Eventual^, in an effort to get a shot at the industry attention which we were sure that our
song-writing would seduce, we decided to enter the Ticketmaster/Nftisician Magazine
Music Showcase; ail we had to do was pick two songs to send in.
To double our odds, I suggested we submit two tapes to the contest: one as
Ifipster Dogma, the other as Mary's Attic.^^ Although I didnt tell them at the time, the
real reason I wanted to submit two tapes was so that each could have a distinct and
recognizable identity. I was beginning to think as a producer that we were too diffiise to
break into the market, and that we needed a slick, repeatable identity. One tape was
labeled Hipster Dogma and contained two songs with Bob doing lead vocals: "All I
Wanted" and "Another Mght." The other was labeled "Mary's Attic"^ and contained
Mary singing "Mary Go Round" and "Broken Window." We sent the two tapes and
forgot about them. Over the next several months, the tensions over band identity,
collaboration, ownership, and direction increased. Further, it got to the point where all
the band members, except the youngsters Mary and me, were getting married and having
children. In retrospect, the disparate styles of songs, arrangements, and vocal and
instrumental performances generated by this eclectic mix of artists sufSced for three
complete albums of strong material. We should have produced as this material as three
distinct projects, each with its own "identity." However, our drive to make it locally

into coherence), Maiy recorded "piecemeal" with a couple of local producers, T. Gregg and I started a
project with Tom Peters.
This sort of active participant observation is about as close as I come to "purposive sampling" innqr
somewhat unstructured version of the "constant comparative" method.
^ The naming of "Mary's Attic" was, quite possibly, the fastest naming of a band ever. I didn't really
care what the name was as long as it called attentinn to "Maiy" anrf didn't sound too cheesy.
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playing a full night of tightly arranged 4:00 minute radio-hits led us to attempt to unite
these disparate materials (and personalities) into an evening's entertainment. Further, we
tried to "demo" this heterogenous mix in one recorded product with one identifiable style
and image. In mid-September, the internal tensions and external pressures became
excessive; T. Gregg and Tom very nearly came to blows and the band ofiBdally broke up.
No one had the energy to try and go through the hundreds and hundreds of hours of
rehearsal needed to get the project running with new musicians. This time we all agreed
that Hipster Dogma was dead.
Two days later, I received a package fi'om Ticketmaster announcing that Mary's
Attic was one of 185 bands selected nationally fi'om among 10,174 entries. We were
invited to perform at the MinderBinders club in Tempe on October 14, 1995. Now, I had
shifted from thinking like a producer to acting like one. I had 48 hours to put a band
(back) together and submit the signed contracts, then three weeks to create "Mary's
Attic" from what was once "Mpster Dogma.""
In retrospect, I can make some sense out of the differences between the easy, fun
work with good pay in Dirty Pool versus the increasingly hard, not-so-fim work with
lousy pay in Hipster Dogma/Mary's Attic. And I can begin to answer the question of why
" I will end the nanalive of fieldwoik
histoiy bete, for now. However, tbcie is still an incredibly rich
year's worth of fieldwotk comprising the experiences of M^'s Attic after the Ticketmaster Show.
During this period, Mary's Attic gigs regularfy in Tucson clubs, and begins work on a compact disc soon
to be completed. During the Mary's Attic phase of the fieldwork, I have increasing^ asgtmgd the role of
producer and manager both because I was the only one politically capable of doing so. and because I
wanted to continiK to try nqr en^rging ideas about the marketing of M^'s Attic. Note also that
perspectives on the scene are also informed my experiences as a project studio co-owner, live souM
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our great product and publicity package didnt result in immediate success. In the
remainder of this dissertation, I will do so. To use the language of Tdnnies against the
grain. Dirty Pool was ahready a leading member of a quite difiuse, yet still effective
community both produced and organized by the logic o^ and for the profit oC societal
institutions (i.e., the record labels, the radio stations,... on down to the bar-owners).
That leading role within a community did not exist in the same way for Ifipster Dogma or
Mary's Attic. As we tried to produce such a role, our performances - our "playing out" both backstage within the bands, but particularly frontstage as we &ced the audiences,
bar-owners, retail outlets, and local radio stations became much more a chore. In other
words, someone else had already done the difficult work of producing shared value, of
producing the past consumption that created the community within which Dirty Pool was
recognized (and paid) precisely for it's ability to invoke community and evoke an affective
communion.
But before exploring these issues within my fieldwork experiences, I will continue
contextualizing these phenomena with a look at burgeoning advertising industry of the
early twentieth century United States. This industry - and the associated mass-distributed
and broadcast media - played important roles in creating new sorts of consumable
communities of consumption. The new techniques and economic functions of the
advertising industry of this period were demanded precisely by the socio-economic
transformations described by Marx and the other nineteenth century sociologists
engineer (mixer), recoiding engineer, stagehand, occasional session pl^er, and in sitting in with local

mentioned earlier. Similarly, the effects of these techniques (and social transformations)
are increasingly the direct or indirect objects of study of both the Chicago and Frankfiirt
schools. Of course the members of the Frankfiirt school were writing in the context of
the media-manipulated rise to power of a brutal &scist regime. The Chicago school, on
the other hand, tended to have a much more liberal, reformist attitude to the
transformations driven by capital in the United States. At times, U. S. scholars even
undertook administrative research projects to assist such development. And continuing
towards a cognitive map, which contextualizes extreme versions of postmodern theory, I
invite the reader to compare the strategies, discourses and conclusions - particularly
regarding "meaning" and community context - of the early twentieth century advertising
industry and the late twentieth century postmodern academics.

blues and cover bands, participating in jam se^prinns, etc.
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3. THE CONSUMPTION OF IDENTITY
"That ain't working, that's the way to do it...
Get your moneyfor nothing and your chicksforfree." - Dire Straits
This chapter treats the pleasurable experiences, roles and relations produced for
consumption in contemporary commodity scenes. After reviewing the development of
advertising as a means of making profitable the modem problems of meaningful context, I
discuss the consumption of play, performance and identity roles in the local pop rock
community. Although the various subject positions and relations consumed, reproduced
and transformed in such a community have been produced by the advertising-based mass
media industries, these contemporary local identities can not be understood as part of a
monolithic "mass" cultural norm. Rather, as we shall see in chapter five, the performances
and play studied during my fieldwork are produced, structured and sampled within a
increasingly sophisticated and flexible organization of the advertising and mass-media
industries. But even the most transgressive of such play is organized by a massdistributed "discourse." My discussion of my fieldwork in this chapter raises questions
about the hierarchical order of the pop rock scene's discourse answered in later chapters.
Indeed, consuming commodities - texts, pleasures, performances, roles, relations - is only
part of the story's totality. I conclude this chapter with a review of the academic
conceptualizations of subcultural consumption by the Chicago, Frankfiirt and Birmingham
(i.e., CCCS) schools. This geneolo^ continues to stage an opposition between
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pragmatism and realism at the same time that it argues for the symbolic interactionists' key
contributions to the Birmingham school's conceptualizations of subcultural "discourse."
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3.1 A Quick Gaze at Advertising and Mass Consumption^
"Now step right up ... It's only a dollar ... It slices, it dices ...
Turn yourself into an eight year old Hindu boy." - Tom Waits®
In the first decades of the twentieth century in the United States, the liberal
rhetoric of modernization - democnu^, individualism, fi'eedom, progress - rang a bit
hollow in the context of recent brutal suppressions of working people and a looming
economic crisis. The recently mami&ctured "coUective worker" of the Fordist-Taylorist
&ctoTy had proved almost as difficult to deal with as the problem of realizing the
"overproducing" capital of these new productive forces. As Ewen (1976; 24) explains
Fordist mass production entailed an 0q)ansion of the market for industrially produced
goods not only horizontally (i.e., nationwide & beyond), but particularly vertically into
social classes not previously among the consumers to achieve the production and
consumption on a scale necessary to utilize the burgeoning productive capacity.^
Raymond Williams (1980; 177-78) shows that in England, too, after the Great Depression
fi'om 1875 to the middle 1890's, there was a "more general and growing fear of productive
capacity, a marked tendency to reorganize industrial ownership into larger units and
^ "TodiQr, man needs factual knowledge, the automaton ability to react correctly, but he does not need that
quiet consideration of diverse possibilities which presupposes the fisedom and leisure of choice"
(Horkheimer, 1993a: 39).
^ "Advertising is the ofBdal ait of modem capitalist society" O^lliams, 1980: 184).
^ Interestingly enough, Hemy Ford himmlf was instrumental in starting a fiddle contest revival of sorts
by staging such events in his automobile showrooms. He loved the music and the associated all-American
ideals and I bet he didnt mind the extra market penetration. (See Richard Blaustein, Simon Broner and
Paul Wells woric.) Along these lines, Sears owned Chicago's WLS ("World's Largest Store"), and
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combines, and a growing desire ... to organize and where possible control the market".
Large-scale rationalization of production through vertical and horizontal integration as
well as concurrent developments in distribution and communication ^sterns set the stage
for such mass markets. Thus the manu&cturer "was required to create an ideological
bridge across traditional social g^s — region, taste, need and class" (Ewen, 1976: 25).
Further, after the corporate violence against organizing woricers in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, modem management was increasingly obsessed with the need to
"produce pacific social relations" (14-15). As Williams (1980: 180) observes: "the need
to control nominally fi'ee men, like the need to control nominally fi'ee customers, lay very
deep in the new kind of society." In this context, the emerging advertising and public
relations industry suggested that the "studies of eaily twentieth century social scientists
and 'progressive' social critics" might provide a solution to both problems by redefining the
arenas in which workers might commit themselves to the industrial process; "the scientific
social control of workers must stretch beyond the realm of the fectory and into the very
communities and structures within which th^ lived" (Ewen, 1976: 16). This control
would be achieved - at least partially - through the mass production and marketing of
goods enabled by the scientifically informed advertising industry.
By this time the forces of modernization had already caused radical
transformations in these conmiunities and structures. Ernest Groves, author of The
American Fcanify (1934), notes that by the 1920's observers of American society lament
National Life Insurance owned Memphis' WSM ("We Shield Millions") and began the Grand 01' Opiy in
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the widespread "sense of rootlessness" felt among sectors of the population (qtd. in Ewen,
1976; 119). Although the family and home still structured much of social life, the change
from &mily-based home production to &ctoTy production -at times employing women
and children in the factory rather than in the home - eroded a whole range of cultural
experiences and expectations linked to an older way of life (119). Industrial growth in
America has "institutionalized monotoi^ as a feature of work" and "disappointment with
achievements" as a common malaise, notes Paul Nystrom, a business economist of the
time (qtd. in Ewen, 1976: 85). As T. J. Jackson Lears (1983: 6) describes, even among
the educated bourgeoisie in late nineteenth century America there were unpleasant
"feelings of unreality" which stemmed from urbanization and technological development;
from the rise of an increasingly interdependent market economy." Along with the
perception that "reality itselT was beginning to "seem problematic, something to be
sought rather than merely lived," came a dread of unreality and "a yearning to experience
intense 'real life' in all its forms" (6). The dissolution of old "natural communities"
combined with the disparate ethnic immigrant groups assimilating to various degrees in the
"melting pot" comprised a nation without a unifying culture. In the United States, the
early twentieth century experience of modernity was confiising and disorienting at best,
meaningless and futile at worst - as Max Wd)er said, a "disenchanted world".
The advertisers and public relations experts, however, were far from depressed by
this modem state of af&irs. On the contrary, they endeavored to increase this

order to reach and appeal to a more niial audience.

disenchantment and capitalize on the associated feelings.^^ As Herbert Hess proudly
asserted to the industry-organized members of the "Truth in Advertising" Movement of
1922,
Advertising was to develop as a tool for social order whose self«spoused purpose
was the "nullification' of the customs of ages; [to]... break down the barriers of
individual habits.... [It defined itself as] at once the destroyer and creator in the
process of the eveiy-evolving new. Its constructive efifort [was]... to
superimpose new conceptions of individual attainment and community desire.
(qtd. inEwen, 1976: 19)
As Boston department store magnate Edward Filene argued, industry could "sell to the
masses all that it employs the masses to create" but it would require a massive and
extremely proscribed education in which conflict was erased fix)m the world of knowledge
and the masses were taught to conceive of the woild as composed of a "constellation of
unrelated &cts"^^ about what is being produced. In his words, "the time has come when
all our educational institutions ... must concentrate on the great social task of teaching the
masses not what to think, but haw to think, and thus to find out how to behave like human
beings in the machine age" (qtd. in Ewen, 1976; 55).^^ Williams, too, notes that
advertising "passed the fi'ontier of the selling of goods and services and [became] involved
with the teaching of social and personal values" (184). In the 1920s, businessman Paul
Nystrom asserted that it was the absence of "any social bonds and the development of a

"Rational^ calcuJaled techniques biiog about what is naively legfoded as the 'natural' inationalitjr of
the masses" (Adomo, 1993a: 13S).
" Maicuse in "A Note on the Dialectic" asserts that "this power of facts is an oppressive power; it is the
power of man over man, appearing as objective and rational condition" (451).
^ "Piesent-d^educationisdirectlycarriedoutbjrsocieiy itself and takes place behind the back of the
fiunily" (Ifoikheiiner, 1993a: 40).
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widespread 'philosophy of fiitility"* that could be mobilized in the stimulation of
consumption as
this lack of purpose in life [has the same efifect on consumption] of having a
narrow life interest, that is, in concentrating human attention on the more
superficial things that comprise much of fashionable consumption (qtd. in Ewen,
1976: 85).
Even when the lack of meaningful purpose in life was due to specialization within the
division of labor and not the manufactured product of the advertising industry, advertising
professionals were still able to capitalize on this lack by reconcentrating meaning through
consumption. Writing on the economics of &shion, Nystrom notes that as wealth or
social status were the basic selling points of most garments, "the style should go as &r as
possible in proving that the owner does not have to work for a living" (79). What
Thorstein Veblen had analyzed as the leisure class's conspicuous consumption were now
propagated as a for-profit democratic ideal. To successfully pitch the conmiodity culture
and pacify workers, advertisers presented a vision of culture in which the class bases of
dissatisfaction had been removed (80). Filene asserts that "just as the institution of the
family developed most of the human qualities [held] most precious, and just as the
institution of the state developed patriotism and a wider human consciousness, the new
order of business is developing a more inclusive loyalty, a sense of oneness of all
humanity" (qtd. in Ewen, 1976: 132)." " The mass (as opposed to "class") produced
^ "For the &scist demagogue, who has to win the siqiportofmiliions of people for aims largely
incompatible with their own rational self-interest, can do so only by artificially creating the [libidinal,
group creating] bond Freud is looking for" (Adomo, 1993a: 121).
^ "Everything cooperates to turn human instincts, desires and thoughts into channels that feed the
apparatus. Dominant economic and social organizations 'do not maintain their power force ... They do
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goods of the maricetplace were thought of as ofiEering an ideology of "change" so
depoihidzed and noitral (43,85) that they would defuse any significant attempt to alter
the relationship between individuals and the corporate structure in the new "illusory
community."^
To this end industry experts either drew heavily on recent research in the social
sciences, psychology and "progressive" social criticism, or were in fact experts fi'om these
academic fields of study who had been hired by industry. Edward Bemays -nephew of
Sigmund Froid, noted psychoanalyst and "&ther of the public relations industry" - called
for the implementation of a "mass psychology" program by which public opinion might be
controlled. Drawing on his training in psychoanalysis and studies resulting fi'om successfiil
propaganda use in Woiid War I, Beniays^^ explains that
if we understand the mechanism and motives of the group mind, it is now possible
to control and regiment the masses according to our will without their knowing it
... Mass psychology is as yet &r from being an exact science and the mysteries of
human motivation are by no means all revealed. But at least theory and practices
have combined with sufBdent success to permit us to know that in certain cases
we can effect some change in public opinion ... by operating a certain mechanism"
(qtd. in Ewen, 1976: 83)

it identifying themselves with the Mths and loyalties of the people,' and the people have been trained to
identify their Imths and loyalties with them" (Marcuse, 1993b: 144).
^ WilUams argues that the "fundamental choice that emerges, in the problems set to us by modem
industrial production, is between man as consumer and man as user.... modem advertising is primarity
important as aJunctional obscuring ofthis choice' (1980:186). Later, we will retum to this distinction in
terms of exchange value and use value and the commodify fetish.
" 1 recommend a thidc German accent when reading the following quotation.
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The advertising industry employed concepts from social psycliology^ such as Floyd Henry
Allport's notion of the way that man develops a sense of himself from ia&ncy. AUport
asserts that "our consciousness of ourselves is largely a reflection of the consciousness
which others have of us ... My idea of myself is rather like my own idea of my neighbor's
view of me" (qtd. in Ewen, 1976: 34). Increasingly, advertisers worked to create a selfconscious change in the psychic economy of the public by appealing to instinctual and
emotional drives. In this way, self^nsdousness is transformed into the gaze of the
advertisement-induced other.^' For example, pre-World War I car advertisements were
only a straightfoward presentation of technical details and product information. Such ads
were virtually devoid of information by the 1920s. Rather, they "promised style, status, or
escape to an exotic 'real life' far from the reader's ordinary experience" (Lear, 1983: 27).
Eventually, in response to the public's mood of critical skepticism, Williams (1980: 181)
documents the "development of a knowing, sophisticated, himiorous advertising which
acknowledged the scepticism ... [and made it] possible to Imow all the arguments' against
advertising, and yet accept or write pieces of... copy." Lear (1983: 21-22) explains that
in order to understand the American culture in the 1920s, one must underscore the
important role of advertising in "accelerating [the] collapse of [all overarching structures
of] meaning" particularly as "the new attention-getting strategies, particularly the
therapeutic emphasis of manipulating feeling rather than presenting information, led
^ Adomo's critique of instrumental rationality as well as bis fear that his thinking would be coopted are
more than relevant here.
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advertisers to a nether realm between truth and felsehood" in which the advertisers created
a self-consciousness of advertisement-created problems and then offered the solution or
"therapy". In a relatively short period of time, the use values of "prestige," of "beauty,"
of "acquisition," of "health," of "self-adonmient," and of "play" were all made to serve
advertising's basic purpose - to provide effective mass distribution of products (Ewen,
1976: 35).™
Lears (1983; 6) notes a sea-change in the general cultural ethos of the early
twentieth century. Whereas the earlier bourgeois ethos — suited to a production-oriented
society of small entrepreneurs - had enjoined "perpetual work, compulsive - ing, civic
responsibility, a rigid morality of self-denial," in the early twentieth century that outlook
had begun to give way to a new set of values — suited to a consumption oriented society
dominated by bureaucratic corporations - "sanctioning periodic leisure, compulsive
spending, apolitical passivity, and an apparently permissive (but subtly coercive) morality
of individual fiilfiUment."^^ Lears explains that "as more and more people became
enmeshed in the market's web of interdependence, liberal ideals of autonomous selfhood
became ever more difGcult to sustain" (7).^ In accordance with pragmatists A^^lliam
^ "Since it would be impossible for fascism to win the masses through rational arguments, its propaganda
must necessarily be deflected fiom discursive thinking; it must be oriented psychologically, and has to
mobilize irrational, unconscious, regressive processes (Adomo, 1993a: 134).
Williams calls the cultural pattern "in which the objects are not enough but must be validated, if only in
fantasy, by association with social and personal mftanings which in a different cultural pattern might be
more dir^y available.... a highly organized and professional ^stem of magical inducements and
satisfactions" (1980:18S).
Note that Lears attributes this change towards a culture of consumption largely to changes in bourgeois
Protestant ideology, rather than changes at the level of the economic.
^ "To be accepted, men must sound like the vocal chords of the radio, film and magazine" ^orkheimer,
1993a: 38).
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James and George Herbert Mead, a conception of the self as fragmented and socially
constructed, consisting of many masks but no core, came into popular acceptance (8). As
a solution to a culture "suffering from identity difiusion and inner emptiness, the creator of
the therapoitic [advertising] ethos ofifered harmony, vitality, and the hope of selfrealization" (Lears, 1983: 12). This emergent structure of feeling, the accompanying
pragmatist theorizing, and the period's advertising messages all resonate remarkably with
Marshall Berman's advice in All That Is Solid Melts Into Air that all people everywhere
must "learn not to long nostalgically for "fixed, &st-frozen relationships' of the real or
fantasized past, but to delight in modernity, to thrive on renewal, to look forward to fiiture
developments in their conditions of life...." (96)."

^^OTkheimer. Marcuse and Lowentbal knew all too well that "in the context of the destniction of the
conununi^, of uiban loneliness, industrial degradation of nature and economic crisis, the weakened egos
of the present are especially exposed to the charm of demagogic movements proclaiming the Me
restoration of national conunnnity, the filse return to nature and the very teal end of economic crisis
through the militarization of the econon^ (Marcuse, "The Struggle Against Liberalism," qtd. in Arato
and Gd)hardt p. 207).
Williams (1980: 190,189): "If the nifainingg and values generalfy operative in the society give no
answers to, no means of negotiating, problems of death, loneliness, fiustiation, the need for identity and
respect, then the magical system must come, mixing its charms and e}q)edients with reality in easily
available forms, and bind ^ weakness to the condition which has created it" As we shall see, "magic is
alw^ an unsuccessful attempt to provide ni«iningg and values, but it is often very d&fficult to cUstinguidi
magic from genuine knowledge andfrom art'
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Consuming Playful Roles: Remembering the Ecstasy, Harmony and Discord
"All UK years combine, they melt into a dream...
there's nothing you can holdfor very long...
In the end there's still that song, comes crying up the night..."
-Grated Dead
Recently, Fve been asking old friends and collaborators to share with me sometimes in interviews, sometimes in writing - the memories that most often come to
mind of their experiences as musicians. As this exchange develops, Fve tried to direct
their recollections by refining my questions towards their &vorite memories, what they
miss most, what they didn't really like, and what seems most important about these
experiences in terms of their current conceptions of themselves. At first, when I ask for
specific memories, th^ tend to be blocked by the sheer volume, density and intensity of
these periods of experience. As John Baldridge, vocalist for EMrty Pool and my longtime
partner in our acoustic guitar-based duo, states:
When Paul first asked me to write some recollections of singing in Dirty Pool, I
was struck by the difficulty of actually remembering a specific anecdote that held a
particular meaning for me. As it is now, after some ten years, much of the Dirty
Pool days kind of merge together into an amorphous mass of memory, with very
few specifics rising to the level of conscious recall.... if someone were to ask me
the simple question, "What was it like?", I would come up with some sort of
answer and ... anecdotes would emerge.
Indeed, the anecdotes and observations that these folks recall in order to explain their
experiences to a new acquaintance, or to make sense of it all to themselves and to musical
colleagues, contain certain similarities and patterns worth noting.
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Mary Sarvak says that what she misses most about playing in Hipster Dogma and
Mary's Attic is the "community of it." She explains that during the period of time that we
were "working musicians,"
You always knew that two or three nights a week we'd be getting together and
making music, but also talking and hanging out... talking about our shared
projects of making the music, or even bitching at each other ... (shared laughter
interrupts the interview with the fond memories of our heated arguments)
Here, Mary highlights the rewards of the social interactions - both positive and negative gained by playing in the band. John Baldridge echoes this sentiment and e}q)ands.
Of the legacies of my experiences with music, perhaps the most important is my
continuing fiiendships.... We had become friends before we began creating music
together, but had we not taken the course of being musical partners, our friendship
would probably not have evolved as it has.
I have no doubt that sharing these intimate musical successes^^ - along with the
less-intimate successes of playing with Dirty Pool and its predecessor groups - has
contributed greatly to ... our general feeling of ease with one another's company.
When one performs music with another, one is placing a deep trust in the other's
ability to fiilfill part of a complex bargain of creativity. Success breeds trust, and
trust brings comfort and approval.
As these recollections make evident, the communion and community aspects of the social
relations between musicians are a central element of what makes the work of "playing"
regularly feel worthwhile.

And, at least among this particular "conmiodity community",

these feelings last for years after the last on-stage performance. Indeed, one argument

Here John is refening to our recent inqiromptu petfoimance at this New Year's Eve Party iq> here in
Alpine, AZ. Despite, actually perh^ because ofour relation offoreignecs to both the country and
western dance scene and to the local "rural" community, the songs that we chose from our repertoire and
our peifoimance of them were a real hit Eveiyone was dancing, shouting, whistling, singing along... it
got almost too camivalesque.
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driven by my fieldwork is that this sense of communion and community constitutes value and shared values - which may be salable within various leisure scenes.
Just after laughter broke our conversation about the shared memories of the
passionate arguments that we would have in I£pster Dogma and Mary's Attic, Mary
shifted the conversation away from commimity and towards the music itself. "Probably
my other &vorite thing about playing was when Bob and I would harmonize together ...
or when 1could harmonize with n^self in the studio ... the sunple merging of voices ... I
love that feeling..." Making music alone can certainly be pleasurable, but successfully
blending your musical expressions socially entails even greater rewards. John makes
almost the same exact move in his written response:
we have taken great pleasure in performing as a duo, with Paul on the guitar and
harmonies, and me on the lead vocals. Lately, as we have both improved as
musicians, Paul is more likely to take a lead vocal, and I will even occasionally
pick up the guitar. But for the most part, I am Garfunkel to Paul's Simon....
our performing as a pair was successful fi'om the very beginning, probably in large
part because of our vocal harmonies, which have always been a trademark of sorts
for us, and may, in feet, be the most favorite of my own memories as a musician.
John here refers not only to the incredible pleasure of harmonizing well, but also to the
gratifying social response of our audiences.
Yet, we have never been really been paid for our duet performances, and we have
never regularly played as a pair in any kind of club or other "professional" venue only the odd chwce performances: A casino in Cripple Creek [Colorado], that bar
in San Carlos, Mexico,^® and now the Ye Olde Tavern in Alpine .... Still, we have
This past summer, John and I guided Scuba aq)edidoas to San Carlos, Sonoia. One night, we met up
with one of the local young ricos and ended up singing classic rock'n'roll songs in English.
in the
audience were singing along and thqr loved us. One of the stranger moments of the invocation of
communion and community....
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always received great praise from our audiences (usually parties or very small clubs
that have no other ent^tainment at the moment).
Although I will later try to show how these moments of harmony - of bodies, of voices, of
social actors in roles of performer and audience - follow a similar logic organized "from
above," for now Fd like to expand on the immediate, tactile experience of making
harmony.
Mary and John are primarily vocalists and thus tend to articulate the bliss and joy
of "coming together" with other musicians in terms of "harmoi^." The other musicians
interviewed, who both play instruments and sing, ecpress a similar sentiment but in more
general terms such as getting or being "tight", "finding the groove" or "grooving", or
really "hooking up". This experience is difficult to conv^r individual bodies making
noise, trying to blend individual expressions within some organized, traditional or
improvisational musical code, when suddenly -sometimes - something clicks in the back
of everyone's head. No longer just playing a song together, no longer just going through
the changes, suddenly an intimate, magical and beautiful union occurs. While still
conscious of playing, of the other musicians, of the audience, I am somehow detached or
above myself as if my body has become the music and is moving at one with the other
players. It's difficult to describe the sheer ecstasy of this communion, but most musicians
- or dancers - know exactly what I'm trying to get at. My most pleasurable memories of
making music are of this ecstatic "hooking up" at its intense and long-lasting. For me, it
occurs both in harmonizing with John, for example, but particularly through grooving with
a real good rhythm section while singing harmony or through an improvisational solo that
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takes some chances, explores new ground and yet manages to fidl back into a perhaps new
pocket of order. A kind of rhythmic sublime is produced in which one confronts the
unknown of what will happen next, of who will play what, of the real possibility that it will
all collapse into discord; but somehow, as if by magic, through the bliss of an ordered yet
uncertain, almost unconscious patterning of sound and time, a dynamic and moving
resonance structures and unites individual bodies and consciousness. This moment of
ecstatic communion can be quite intense and "mind-expanding."^ Moreover it requires,
and is made more significant through a difiBcult confrontation with the (potential for a)
lack of harmony, connection or order. It also usually requires a considerable investment
of time spent "playing" together. Along with the feeling of "community", playing in bands
has always been about this particulariy wonderful sort of pleasure. Both the actual
^erience of this ecstasy and the lingering memories of it are valuable possessions,
indeed.
Within this subculture, it's no accident that the words used to describe this
experience are also words used to describe sex ("grooving", "hooking up", "rock'n'roll"
itself etc.). In these moments, we effect a sort of pre-conscious, instinctual drive towards
" Weiskel (1976; 38,39) ^piopriates Kant's sublime to explain the pleasurable cognitive effects of such
experiences. Kant asserts that we replace "a respect for the [sublime] Object in place of one for the idea
of humanity in our own self — the Subject". Thus, "the mind confionts an ... [experience that] challenges
the imagination to an extraordinary effort," to a point where conqirehension is baffled and "the
imagination overextends itself it is driven to a '^int of excess.. like an abyss in which it fears to lose
itself." But it is at this point, where the "imagination is forced to recognize its inadequaqr," that "as the
mind is led to recognize in the idea of the siq)ersensible its ultimate destitty, it experiences therewith 'a
simultaneously awakened pleasure,' since it finds the absolutely great onfy in the proper estate of the
Subject' (39). In this third, or reactive, phase of the sublime moment, "the mind recovers the balance of
outer and inner by constituting a fi:esh relation between itself and the object such that the very
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bodily togetherness.^ Soinetimes, this magical "coming together" on stage is put in
mystical or religious terms. My friend Brian Bynes, sel^identified "Jewish atheist" and
sometime drummer for Dont Ask, Dirty Pool among other ensembles, calls playing music
"his religion". And I have often referred to "playing out" and "jamming" as the way in
which I get my "spiritual jollies".^ As Belk, et al. (1989) and others have shown,
consumer behavior can indeed take on aspects of both the sacred and the pro&ne (c.f.
Durkheim). To reconnect these sacred moments of ecstatic play back to their social
scenes, I will employ notions of ritual and systemic symbolic interaction developed by
Mary Douglas (1991), Victor Turner (1975, 1977, 1982), and Irving GofiSnan (1959,
1967, 1974).
Such work, allows me to describe such performances as rituals, and to understand
the necessity of such rituals for both structuring and transforming social roles and
relations. Douglas might term the "messy" moments of the social sublime described
above, "matter(s) out of place". Such performances and relations defy the symbolic
categories at our disposal and therefore, must be contained, like dirt, within a new
category, here a staged, ritual frame. Indeed, as musicians and audiences approach a
indetenninaiugr which erupted in phase two is taken as symbolizing the mind's relation to a transcendent
order" (24).
^ And of course, pl£^ing music and dancing can lead to sex. Several musicians that I used to pl^
asserted that "it's a great way to pick iq) chidcs". And one, who shall remain nameless, admitt^ that
getting women was the main reason he pb^ed. In my own life, some of my fondest memories are of slow
and pbQrfiil courtship between Maiy and I-on stage, during rehearsals, in the studio-which resulted in a
wondeifid four year relationship.
I remember a conversation in which Jim GrifBth had been talking about the traditional "Waila" music
ofthe the TohonoO'odham which he had previously described as "secular dance music". Hebeganto
speculate about the sacred aspects of these ritualized performances in terms, for example, of their
therapeutic inq)ortance in bringing people together in happiness.
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performance, neither their relative roles and status, nor the eventual occurrences and final
outcome, are at all clear. Thus, the uncertain status of the social and musical and sexual
orders - not to mention the fi'equent use of the "social lubricants" alcohol, pot, etc. create what Turner might categorize as a ritualized liminal space. In liminal spaces,
participants are "betwixt and between" established roles and positions within the symbolic
and social systems. This time and space of the "camivalesque" (c.f Bakhtin) allows a
certain flexibility for temporary suspensions and transformations of pre-existing or
expected roles and relations and for all varieties of "symbolic inversions" (Babcock, 1978).
But as my discussion of "hooking up" suggests, an established discursive and social order
organizes these playful, perhaps even transgressive practices. Indeed, all of the above
theorists point out that the fim or playful danger contained within such ritual fi'ames can be
harnessed to either transform, or reinforce existing embolic categories and social
relations. Successfiil performances enact recognizabfy transgressive roles.
Along these lines, I should mention that the other aspect of being a musician that
Mary "misses most" is "playing out." Here, for Mary and the rest of us, "playing out"
refers both to the actual "act" of playing and singing on stage to a live audience in public
performance venues, but also to the sorts of naughty, "attitudinal", and transgressive
"hamming it up" which those stages both required and allowed. When asked how she felt
about being made the oflScially "secy" female fironting a more desirable image and
seductive identity for the males backing Mary's Attic, she replied, "I loved it... It was fim
to be someone else, someone Fd never be in real life, for a while." In the conceptual
language of Gofi&nan (1974), "playing out" allows entry into a "non-serious fi'aming" or
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"keying" whhin which it is possible to play with the roles, rules and expectations required
in the serious, "primary frames" as defined by the power of societal authorities, institutions
and traditions.
Goffinan asserts that non-serious frames allow escape or rest from serious frames.
But more importantly, playing with the roles and rules of serious frames both teaches and
allows reflexive critique of those roles and rules. Thus, at the same time that Mary and, to
a lesser degree the rest of the band, engage in playfril antics - "dancing, thrashing around,
just acting plain goofy" - perhaps transgressive of the usual social and seaial roles and
identities we assume in more serious frames, we may also be learning about, critiquing or
even transforming those roles. In a similar manner, the improvisational "jamming" or
"noodling" enjoyed by musicians are a less-serious "k^ing" of more "primary"
performance frames with real educational and explorational effects. Such learning can be
tactile as with instruments, mental as with language, or more social as with performance
roles in a band. As John Baldridge puts it in his reminiscing of the EHrty Pool days,
we were successfid at creating a rather large classic rock ... performance, and our
audience approved. The bar owner approved because we drew an audience, and
we had fun and got paid. Our friends thought we were cool, because we were
"professionals," and we all walked away with good memories and more cortfidertce
than before. Despite the limitations of the circumstances, playing with Dirty Pool
was definitely one of the high points of my college days-perhaps the highest. And
I will cherish the experience for my entire life.
In cultural performances such as those of the cover band referred to by John, harmonious
success with an audience - or within the music played by the band, for that matter - tends
to depend upon the ability to reproduce with some level of accuracy the «q)ected ways of
playing. Improvisation in the solos and even the general style of delivery fall within a
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prescribed range. That is, this type of communication play has akeady been defined and
structured by earlier mass distribution and consumption of the covered stars (e.g.. The
Rolling Stones). Consequently, even these interactive participatory performances
resemble more an "elite dominated communications play" in which the filming rules are
constructed, distributed and imposed by a small group with access to the communications
media, rather than a "participatory communications play" in which participants are fi'ee to
exchange firaming cues, to more or less make up the rules as they go (see, for ocample,
Davis and Baran, 1981: 112-123).
But this is not to suggest that the on-stage firmies and keying of the "all original"
band Mary's Attic were some sort of utopic participatory communications play. Because
our audiences didnt know precisely what to expect we did have more "room to move,"
but prescribed boundaries still structured our performances. In this context of being an
unknown commodity, it is precisely the skill at knowing how and how far to push or
transgress the boundaries of these "non-serious" firames which allows for a successful
production of discord, &ccitement, and difference, which generates a "harmonious"
reception by the audience; everyone is taken with the scene - hanging out, dancing,
grooving to the music. These audience expectations and aesthetic codes are not
produced from the grassroots up, but as an organized congelation of the work that has
gone into the mass production, mass distribution, and mass consumption of recent stars in
the pop alternative market. This work frames and organizes the performances in the local
pop rock scene.

In this sense, then, I am in a position to b^in to work towards - to perform^ - a
reading of some of the more puzzling memories and turns of phrase collected during my
fieldwork. For example. Bob Steigert, acoustic guitarist, vocalist and songwriter for both
Hipster Dogma and Mary's Attic, became agitated before performing for an audience, ffis
body language became aggressive when he doimed one of a variety of his &vored
costumes: jeans, black boots, embroidered vest with no shirt underneath. Ahnost
inevitably he grimaced and gestured violently towards the imagined audience saying, Tm
taking 'em ON!" with a Long Island accent usually absent in his speech. Similarly, when
Mary explained some of her most meaningful memories of playing in the band were
"probably getting a chance to play with the other [Phoenix] bands at the Ticketmaster
show ... and when we showed up mMusicicm magazine," she asserted those events
provided her with a satisfying, gratifying sense of "personal retributioiL" And John writes
that the memory that stands out most in his mind is of a very strange party that we played
before any of us were "professionals", before any of us bad "made it". After continuing
my review of the development of the concepts of subculture, community and cultural
studies, I will return to a discussion these utterances and performances. Why did Bob
have to "take on the audience?" Why did Mary desire a sense of "personal retribution?"
My answers will require distinguishing between the work of "back-stage" and "frontAbout a year or so ago, I suggested several changes in the practices of contributors on a cultural studies
iistserv (CULTSTUD-L, I think it's called) in order to make it more accessible and open to participants
with slower coniiections, less sophisticated software, and less internet savy. In so doing I rtferred to the
Iistserv as a "peiformance space"-boy was I publicfy flamed. Ironically, the flames tended to lidc at n^
alleged attempt to impose hierarchical rules on a conmnmi^ of free and partidpatory discourse when it
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Stage" performances and relating these differences in social interaction to hierarchical
organization of the local music scene.

was just such existing hierarchical stnictores of status, prestige, class and conununication ability -power
- that I was trying to change.
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33 From the Subcultures of Chicago
"And there's something going on here but you don't know what it is,
do you .... Mr. Jones."
- Bob Dylan
Drawing on the philosopl^ of pragmatism and applying ethnographic methodology
to the contemporary urban scene, the sociologists constituting the "Chicago School"
during the 1930*s and I940's appear to have been the first to engage in the study of
"subcultures" (Denzin, 1992: 1-10). For example, in 1947 NGlton Gordon (1997: 41)
employs the concept of subculture to refer to "a sub-division of a national culture,
composed of a combination of factorable social situations such as class status, ethnic
background, regional and rural or urban residence, and religious affiliation, but forming in
their combination a functioning unity which has an integrated impact on the
participating individual" . Thus, the concept subculture is employed as a refinement of
earlier Chicago school uses of "community" in order to help understand the particularities
of cultural practice both within, and to a lesser degree against, a more general American
culture. The first interesting thing to notice here, at this particular time in the
development of capitalism and academic subcultural theory, is the combination of a great
concern for a completely detailed description of the active social relationships in a
particular social locale and the lack of mass-mediated consumption habits as a critical
descriptor.
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As we have already seen. The Chicago School's conceptual approach, symbolic
interactionism, rests on three basic assumptions drawn from the l^ac^ of pragmatism:
"first, that ^human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings that the things
have for them'; second, that the meanings of things arise out of the process of social
interaction; and third, that meanings are modified through an interpretive process which
involves self-reflective individuals symbolically interacting with one another" (quoted in
Denzin, 1992: xiv). But by the time Albert Cohen (1997: 51) publishes his "Delinquent
Boys: the Culture of the Gang" in 19SS, inequities in social position and related problems
are ahready being explicitly acknowledged and located as stressors driving individuals
towards a "^subcultural solutioif wherein "individuals who share such problems [of
adjustment] gravitate towards one another and jointly establish new norms, new criteria of
status which define as meritorious the characteristics they do possess, the kinds of conduct
of which they are capable." In this work, though, stressors and inequities in social
position tend to be conceptualized in a Weberian rather than a Marxian fiiamewoiic.
In 1963 Howard Becker's Outsiders offers an occupational ethnography of jazz
and commercial musicians which both acknowledges the economic limits on artistic
(subcultural) expression and gives voice to the "hip" jazz musicians desire to play a music
not determined by "square" audience demand. Further, the traditional occupational
costume, speech and behavior is described in the words of a young musician quitting the
business in a way prescient of the consumable "lifestyles" to come: "I'm getting sick of
being around musicians. There's so much ritual and ceremoi^ junk. They have to talk a
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special language, dress different, and wear a different kind of glasses. And it just doesn't
mean a damn thing except 'we're differenf" (65, emphasis added).
By 1970, John Irwin (1997:68,66) describes an increasing"^subcultural
rekarvism" and "pluralism" in the United States evidenced by the "foU^' recognition of
various "subcultural lifestyles" termed "things," "bags," or "scenes". Irwin notes that the
patterned usages of "scene" share three connotations: "(1) The style of life is recognized
as an explicit and shared category. In other words a particular scene is well known among
some relatively large segment. It must be to be a scene, since the term connotes
popularity. (2) There are various styles of life available to a particular person, since there
is always more than one scene. (3) Finally, one's commitment to a particular group is
potentially tentative and variable" (67-8). Note that by this point in both the development
of capitalism and this strain of academic subcultural theory, the term "subculture" has
shifted from a relatively fixed "fimctioning unity which has an integrated impact on the
participating individual" dependent on social locale to one of a variety of "life styles"often distributed through the mass media - from which said individual is free to choose.
As Denzin (1992: 7) has argued, the symbolic interactionists in general were liberal
pluralists whose idealist, power-neutral vision of relatively equitable symbolic interaction
for all led them to seek social change through the politics of a democratically informed
public. Consequently, the second interesting thing to notice is that the Chicago School's
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relatively ro^ notion of the politics of subcultiiral representatioii sets one side of an
argument which continues today.*'

This generalization, of course, ignores notable exceptions: e.g., more critical pragmatists like C.
Wright Mills and Dew^ with his "democratic sodalism" (Denzin 1992:6) and largely downplays the
effects of the temporary relocation of the Frankfiut school in the United States. I would love to consume a
critical exploration of the collaboration between Lazarsfeld (the original "administrative researcher") and
Adomo. But as we shall see quite a bit later, even Dew^ did not escape the Frankfiut critique.
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3.4 Through the Mass Culture of Frankfurt
"All in all, its just cawther brick in the wall." - Pink Floyd
Meanwhile on the other side of the Atlantic, a diverse group of leftist intellectuals
employing, among other things, varieties of neo-Mandst thought came together in the
1920s to form the Frankfurt Institute for Social Research. This "Frankfurt School"
comprises a wide range of positions on politics, philosophy, culture and economics which
has come to be known as "critical theory." Borrowing elements of Hegel's critique of
Kant's selfcritiquing reason, as well as int^rating the work of Weber via Lukacs, these
thinkers strive to "replace nature by culture, science by history as the focus of
philosophical concern" (Arato and Gebhardt, 1993; x). Further, critical theory takes up
the Marxist project of ideology critique. The Frankfurt school goes b^ond a simplistic
definition of ideology as the ideas of the ruling class composed of "&lsehood or inverted
truths - to be measured against the truth of science" (c.f "The German Ideology").
Rather, they take from Marx a combination of ideology as "normatively true and
empirically ^se consciousness" and of ideology as "objectively and socially necessary
illusion, 'fetishism'" which strives to expose "systematically concealed interests" through
the "confi'ontation of true and &lse dimensions" of existing theories of reality as
exemplified by Marx's critique of political economy (Arato and Gebhardt, 1993: 200-1,
x). While the Chicago school may have had an implicitly non-radical, pluralistic political
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stance, the Frankfurt school works within an explidtiy radical political agenda, with a
Utopian goal of social and economic transformation.'^
The Frankfiirt school - particularly Adomo, Benjamin, Horkheimer, and Marcuse
- attempt to make sense of the relationships between the cultures and arts of different
social formations and (their political efifects within) the social totality. Although they do
not employ the term "subculture" per se, their conceptual and methodological approaches
to "mass" cultural forms have been quite influential. In a manner similar to that of Marx in
his Grundisse, their analysis stresses the movement from community to society as the
backbone of modem history. When the social relations between people are transposed
through commodity fetishism into the "social relations between things," the resulting
"objective context" Avith its deterministic laws tends to reduce the "newly emancipated"
individual to an "abstract individual emptied of all formally internalized communal norms,
customs, and habits" (190). Employing Luke's notion of reification combined with
Weber's concepts of bureaucratization and rationalization, the Frankfurt project was
largely to use Weber's critique of Marx to expand their understanding of the political,
social and cultural aspects of capitalist society, but then to return to a neo-Marxist stance
- albeit with a less confident and economistic teleology - which asserted commodity
fetishism and reification as central distorting attributes of the culture of modem capitalist

^ Old school Marxists have criticized critical theoiy as being too Hegelian, too idealistic. But as engaged
academic critics, th^ were less idealistic thanmostl As Bouidieu laments, "nobocfy believes more
ferventfy in the transforming power of ideas than the professional intelligentsia who owe thmr class
position to their intellectual stalls" (qtd. in Murdock, 1978; 116).

society. Thus, th^ were particulariy interested in a critique of the implications of the
cultural aspects produced by the burgeoning capitalist industries and industrial relations.
Generally, the Frankfurt theorists tend to look at the "new" mass produced
commodities of Adorao's "culture industry" or "mass culture" in terms of the degree to
which these commodities and the social relations and actions they "veil** have
revolutionaiy or reactionary potential effects en masse. Even more generally, despite
heated disagreements (e.g., Benjamin and Adomo on the relations between technology,
"mass" art and politics), contradictory positions (oftoi argued by the same theorist) and
wildly divergent approaches (e.g., the macrological Marcuse and the increasingly
micrologicai and pessimistic Adomo, an increasing use of elements of psychoanalytic
theory, etc.), the Frankfurt school can tend towards a rather depressing position in which
the "subject disappears, society becomes all-powerfiil and intellectuals can only escape
into abstruseness and isolation to avoid homogenization, instrumentalization, or in
extreme cases even annihilation" (Arato and Gd^hardt, 1993; xvii). Although Luk^
conceptualization of the objective possibility of a unified, dynamic, social totality coming
to self-consciousness through (an educational) revolutionary theory led him to a much
more optimistic stance, Adomo, Horkheimer and, to varying degrees, the other
Frankfurters'^ developed his project of critique as a theoretical mediation of the fi'ozen,

^ Benjamin, on the other hand, would have nothing of evolutionary, dialectic overtones of mediation. His
strictly immanent style of critique tends to "blast open," collect and transform critical elements of cultural
heritage from a burden into something providing an q)iphanic "secular illumination" when the dialectic
has been brought to standstill. Althou^ in the 1930s Adomo harshfy criticized this approach and
Benjamin's presupposition of an existing revolutionary subject, he w^d later integrate elements of it into
his own work (Arato and Gd}bardt, p. 206).
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immediately given, "reified" surface of reality as presented by "objective" sciences of
political economy, sociology, etc. In other words, critique is defetishization (198). Thus,
in this cognitive map, I will place the Frankfurt school in opposition to the "objectively
neutral" symbolic interactionism of Chicago school as representative of the other extreme
of the ongoing academic conversations about subcultures and popular culture in
contemporary society.**

^ This simplistic sammaiy of the Fiankfiiit school belies its remarkable diversity of approaches and
argumems; see particularly Benjamin's work on technology, art, culture and politics ("The Work of Art in
the Age of Mechanical R^roduction", The Story Teller^, etc.) for a less purely Mar^dst, more optimistic
(and technologically determinist) point of view. To be fair, even Adomo and Marcuse thought ti^ all
"authentic" art had, definition, the "subversive" potential to "defetishize" the commodity form through
a "totalizing" "mediation"; but then again, thqr were hard critics and didn't consider much art to be
"authentic". In my opinion, the real difBculty is in balancing the innnanpn^ and transcendent critique
together. I shall retum to the Frankfurt school's critique of pragmatism in the chapter six
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3.5 To the Subcultures of Cultural Studies at Binningham
"You live your life like a canary in a coal mine." - The Police
In 1964, The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at Binningham University
(CCCS) was established and initially directed by the Richard Hoggart and later by Stuart
Hall. Influenced by the work of Raymond Williams, E.P. Thompson and Richard
Hoggart, as weU as the work of both the Chicago and Frankfurt Schools, the CCCS
focuses on the "ideological dimensions" of the cultural practices of "youth sub-cultures."
As set forth by Clarke, Hall, Jefiferson and Roberts (1976: 10) in their theoretical
introduction to Resistance through Ritual, the culture of a group or class is defined as
"the peculiar and distinctive 'way of life' of the group or class, the meanings, values and
ideas embodied in institutions, in social relations, in systems of belief, in mores and
customs, in the uses of objects and material life". The fundamental groups in
contemporary society are taken to be the social classes and the major cultural
configurations are therefore, in a "fundamental though often mediated way, 'class
cultures'" (13). Subcultures are defined as the "smaller, more localized and differentiated
structures" which must be seen "first... in terms of their relation to the wider classcultural networks of which they form a distinctive part" (13). This "distinctiveness" is
required by definition as "subcultures must exhibit a distinctive enough shape and
structure to make them identifiably different fi'om their 'parent' culture" (13). This wider
class culture is termed the "parent" culture but Clarke, et al. assert that this "must not be
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confused with the particular relationship between 'youth' and their "parents'** (13).
More importantly, subcultures must also be understood in their subordinate relation to the
"dominant culture" and ideology of the ruling class. Thus, subcultures have to be
considered in terms of a "double articulation ... first, to their 'parent' culture (e.g.,
working class culture), second, to the dominant culture" (15). After defining these basic
terms, the authors identify the immediate, central interest of the CCLS as the "cultural
study" of certain contemporary, British, age or generationally defined "youth" subcultures
which are tightly bound, have distinctive shapes, which have cohered around particular
activities, focal concerns and territorial spaces (14).
First, these doubly articulated youth subcultures are placed in the historical context
of several important developments in post-World War n Britain. First, Clarke, et al
(1976; 18) note the inter-related changes centering around a general growth in
"'affluence', the increased importance of the market and consumption, and the growth of
the 'Youth-oriented' leisure industries". Abrahams' study in 1959 details the rise of the
"teenage consumer" as the prime beneficiary of the new affluence: "as compared with
1938, their real [i.e., adjusted] earnings have increased by 50% (which is double the rate
of expansion for adults), and their real 'discretionary' spending has probably risen by
100%" (qtd. in Clarke, et al., 1976: 18). Second, the "secondary education for all" in agespecific schools and the massive extension of higher education meant that young people
were spending an "increasing proportion of their youth in age specific educational
institutions ... creating the pre-conditions for the emergence of a specifically 'adolescent
society'" (20). Third, these youth subcultures are located within the context of the arrival
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and proliferation of mass communications, mass art and mass culture. Central to this
notion is that with the "spread of the press, radio, televisions, mass publishing (and not
with computers, internal TV and video-systems, data banks, information storage and
retrieval, et. - the commercial and managerial 'uses' of which provided the real
infrastructure of the 'communications revolution')", that "more and more people were
being submitted ... to ever-more uniform cultural processes (18). But here the authors
note the concurrent arrival of "the whole range of distinctive styles in dress and rockmusic [which] cemented any doubts ac^one may have had about a 'unique' younger
generation" and assert that an analysis of "the specifics of the styles and music" would
counteract the common assumptions of "passive" reception of mass cultural forms (20).
Within the context of the movement from community to society and in response to
the post-war redevelopment and economic rationalization - of the family, the
neighborhood community, the local economy, and thus of the existing communal classand region- based cultural networks - the new communal and ritual uses of music and
(particularly) style in contemporary youth sub-cultures can provide a subcultural
"solution" to the historical problems of the particular class culture.'^ ^ Following the
formulations of Phil Cohen, Clarke et al. (1976: 32) argue that as the working class
^ This position attacks wiiat the authors identify as the"mass sodefy thesis'* with its suggestions of
passive recqttion, rote imitation and "manipulation on a national sc^e", and is set in conscious opposition
to the earlier assertion of former CCCS director Hoggart that "the hedonistic but passive h^rhanan who
rides in a fiify-horsepower bus for threqience, to see a five-million-doilar film for one-and-eight-pence, is
not simply a social oddify; he is a portenf (250).
^ Note also the similaiify here to the later Chicago School writings on the "subcultural solutions" to
shared problems; the primary focus in the earfy CCCS, though, is on particular class-based problems. In
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teenager experiences particular shifts and fiagmentations in "direct, material, sodal,
economic and cultural forms," he or she also experioices and attempts to *^resolve" them
on the "ideological plane". As explained by Althusser, "in ideology, men do indeed
express, not the real relation between them and their conditions of existence, but the way
they live the relation between them and the conditions of their existence" presupposing
both a "real and an 'imaginary', 'lived' relation." In other words, ideolo^ is "the (overdetermined) unity of the real relation and the imaginary relation ... that expresses a will..
a hope, or a nostalgia, rather than describing a reality" (233-234). Thus, the rise o^ and
differentiation between, the styles of the various working class youth subcultures are
conceptualized as the "magical" or "imaginary" "ideological solutions" manifest at the
level of cultural expression (e.g., "mod" or "skinhead" subcultural styles) (32).
By looking at the «q}ressive styles of these subcultures as texts or signs within
socially constructed and sustained ^stems of signs, the CCCS researchers could then
interpret or "read" these practices in a manner similar to Roland Barthes' "semiotic"
readings of the code-based significations of various items of mass culture m Mythologies^
or of the system of &shion in The Fashion System. Barthes takes his technique fi'om the
structural linguistics of Ferdinand de Saussure who defined a sign as the unity of a
signifier, or the acoustic image of the spoken word as heard by the recipient of a message,
and a signified, or the meaning called forth in the recipient's mind by the stimulation of the
signifier (Gottdiener, 1995: 5). Saussure describes the structure of a language as doubly
mai^ ways, cultural studies consdousiy occupies a space between the Chicago School's symbolic
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articulated as it comprises both a diachronic, syutagmatic axis governed by ^tactical
rules and a ^chronic, paradigmatic axis governed by semantic rules (6). Within a
particular system of signification^ meaning is produced both synchronically and
diachronically through the production of difference by the manipulation of these structural
relations according to socially appropriate but arbitrary rules called a code (7). Saussure
also suggested that since all cultural forms are structured as a language, the methodology
of his "semiology" was useful in ai^ study of culture, a suggestion that the anthropologist
Claude Levi-Strauss would elaborate at length. The CCCS' cultural study of sub-cultural
styles is, therefore, the study of the politics of the (primarily class-based) social
construction of identity, of difference, of meaning.
Drawing on the work of Antonio Gramsci, the CCCS tends to describe such
subcultural practices in terms of the degree to which th^ are '^resistant" to the
"hegemony^ of the ruling class. In the Prison Notebooks^ Gramsci uses the term
"hegemony" to refer to the moment when a ruling class is able, not to merely coerce or
force the conformity of the subordinate classes to its interests, but to obtain the active
consent of the subordinate classes through "leadership" in civil society, in the realm of
politics, culture and culture. As Clarke et al. (1976: 38) interpret Gramsci, this involves
the "exercise of a special kind of power - the power to frame alternatives and contain
opportunities, to win and stujpe consent, so that the granting of legitimacy to the dominant
classes appears not only 'spontaneous' but natural and normal" (38). But this

interacdonist approaches to deviance and the Fiankfiiit School's writings on mass-culture.
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legitimatioii, this unifying leadership and consent is never guaranteed or stable, but rather
is the product of a continual process of negotiation between the interests of distinct social
groups which when '^successfiil" forms the unstable "compromise" of hegonoi^ (Gramsci,
1981: 161). Since hegemony works at least partially through "ideology" within culture
and common sense, subcultural practices (such as the various styles of dress, music,
ritual, argot, etc. considered by the CCCS) which rupture, subvert, transform, or
otherwise "win back space" from, the "dominant culture" can then be understood as
"resistant" to the continued cultural h^emony of the dominant class (or sometimes even
as "counter-hegemonic")."
Clarke et al. seem ambivalent reading the political efifects of this resistance. On
the one hand, they recognize that subcultural resistance through "highly ritualized and
stylized forms" attempts to offer an "ideological" or symbolic solution to the key
"structuring &q)eriences of the class," and that such a resolution, "because pitched largely
at the sjmibolic level, [is] fated to fail" (47). But more optimistically, they argue that even
non-oppositional, "alternative" practices of middle class subcultures "can provoke a
backlash response which develops them internally, and forces them to become more truly
oppositional" (66). Thus, while the various members of the CCCS are certainly more
optimistic than the Frankfiirt School in their definitions, studies and occasional

" I will indulge nqrself a bit later with a idnvestigation of Giamsci's notion of hegemony in onler to
suggest a tighter focus on the social aspects of "semiotic" practices.
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glorifications of "resistance" and **subversion" in youth subcultures,^ th^ argue that these
"empowering^ practices embody possibilities of progressive social change but with no
guarantees.
Through the work of the CCCS, this textual, semiotic approach to the politics of
the construction of meaning within the contact of various social groups shapes the
trajectory of the increasingly diverse - and increasingly non-class based - set of
academic practices which have come to be called "Cultural Studies." Although the
fundamental social grouping in most of the CCCS studies was class, and the Marxist bent
of these researchers tended to focus on "resistance" to class-based domination and
exploitation, a few early CCCS authors have demonstrated that this "cultural studies"
approach can be productive when applied in studies privileging other sorts of social
groupings. For example, in Subcultures: The Meaning of Style, Dick Hebdidge (1979) is
interested in the organization and interpretation of sub-cultural expression in terms not
only of class, but also of race. Angela McRobbie (1976) has criticized the CCCS
subcukural analyses for their tendency to equate sub-cultural youth with sub-cultural boys.
In her "Girls and Subcultures," she studies the sub-cultural spaces available for girls in a
manner less concerned with relations of class than with the gendered relations to pop
idols. As CCCS "cultural studies" methodology spreads and is picked up in American
cultural studies, the particular "discourses" - the cultural practices and sets of objects

^ "Culture, exalting the unique as the resistive element amid a univeisal cungnggs of things is an
ingredient rather than an (^^nent of mass culture; the unique becomes the shingle of monopoly"
(Horkheimer, 1993a; 47).
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"read" as socially constructed and sustained sign systems -of study proliferate and mix,
and the critiques become more or (usually) less Marxian, but the textual,'' semiotic
approach to the social construction of meaning in cultural practices remains central.

^ This generalization stresses the textual, semiotic approach of the CCCS at the expense of the more
ethnogr^hic work of Paul Willis (1981), for exanqile. ^^th exceptions, though, even the more
ethnographic work tends to focus on "resistance" of one sort or another in the moment of consumption
(e.g., Morl^). This generalization also suggests that cultural studies tends to focus on solely
mass/popular culture; its critical methodology has, of course, been applied to a variety of diq»rate
"discourses" (medicine, science, etc.).
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4. THE PRODUCTION OF HIERARCHY
"When she get's there she knows if the stores are all closed,
with a word she can get what she came for....
And she's buying the stcarwc^ to heaven." - Led Zeppelin
This chapter concludes

review of academic conceptualizations of community.

Like the CCCS's focus on styles of consumption, other academic approaches to modem
and postmodern communities shift attrition from region-based groups linked through
relations of direct interaction towards more specialized but widespread groups defined by
shared patterns of consumption. Many postmodern, poststructuralist studies of
contemporary culture treat community as a shared context for social actioa Although
approaches analyzing the performative utterances within "imaginary" or discursive
communities can be useful, I present them to set the stage for a later discussion of the
organizing constraints imposed by the profitable mass-production, mass-distribution and
consumption of these "discourses." Gramsci's met^hors of the "leading," "educative,"
and "legislative" aspects of hegemoi^ help avoid an idealistic treatment of discursive
articulations. Further, such metaphors resonate productively with administrative research
into the indirect effects of media consumption through "opinion leadership." In the final
section of this chapter, I explain Bob's and Mary's needs to "take on the audience" and
achieve "personal retribution" as we act out our desire for recognition in the hierarchical
organization of the pop rock scene. Both this desire and this hierarcl^ are effects of the
profitable organization of the mass-media "discourses." Our social performances
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reproduce this oigam'zation even as we seek to transform our status, roles, and relations
within it.
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4.1 A Re-Presentation of Community
"Let's give 'em something to talkabout..." -Bonnie Rah
More recent theorizations of community try to take into account some of
integrative phenomena which the political economists explain by reference to large scale
economic processes such as the development of the various industries of the mass media.
Such conceptualizations of community move away from a simple deterministic relationship
between territory or settlement type and characteristics of relationships. For example.
Parsons (1959: 250) attempts to trace the relationship between social life and territory in
his definition of community as:
that aspect of the structure of social systems which is referable to the territorial
location of persons (i.e., human individuals as organisms) and their activities.
When I say 'referable to' I do not mean determined exclusively or predominantly
by, but rather observable and analysable with reference to a location as a focus of
attention (and of course a partial determinant).
Warren (1963) builds upon Parsons' model of territory as partially determinant, but directs
the study towards the determining effects of the nonrlocal. Conceptualizing localized
social systems as having both horizontal and vertical dimensions. Warren (1963: 162, 161)
argues that the importance of a conmiunity's local, horizontal pattern - "the structural and
fimctional relation of its various social units and sub-^stems to each oth^" - is being
overshadowed by the increasingly important efifects of the national, vertical dimension of
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its relations to "ectra-comimiiiity systems."^ While the conceptiialization of horizontal
and vertical dimensions of local social sjrstems is useful. Warren's argument that increasing
complexity and integration within nations is decreasing the functional aspects of the local,
horizontal community is really just a more sophisticated version of the dichotomous ruralurban continuum. Redfield (19S6) himself asserted that it was insufiScient to use the
concept of an isolable society in the same way as could be done with primitive tribes in
past generations. The ties that united the villager in peasant societies to wider social units
emerge and are functional both within and without the village. Redfield (19S6: 119) notes
the overlapping levels of relation which characterize even the most "isolable" village
community;
... the community of'my people' is subdivided into a whole series of communities
enclosed within one another and characterized by a transition fi-om intimate
relations and functions and fi'om domestic institutions to less intimate relations and
functions and to political institutions.
Of course, despite the added complexity of additional, overlapping (vertical) layers of
relation which must be considered in order to understand the local, horizontal community,
the models of both Warren and Redfield tend to maintain a continuum where community
decreases with increasing urbanization, division of labor, complexity of social system.
Pahl (1968) and Gans (1968) critique these models as essentializing and
deterministic. First, both Pahl and Gans show that relationships of both communal and
societal varieties can be found in the same localized social systm, whether village, town

^ This Parsonian stmcturai-functionalisni is ^ical of much of the work in community studies up through
1960's.
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or city. As Gans (1968: 95) explains, cities are complex, heterogenous structures made
up of a variety of groups such as urban and ethnic "villagers", cosmopolites, suburbanites
and mai^ others, and that consequently, "no single urban, or suburban way of life can be
identified" and that "differences in ways of life between the big dty and the suburb can be
explained more adequately by class and life-<^cle variations." According to this critique,
ecological and typological models are just not sensitive enough to explain the complexity
of phenomena; ways of life in modem societies do not correspond to settlement types
(V^d, 1981:24). Pahl (1968: 285-6) extends this critique of "vulgar Tonniesism" finding
the model to be of doubtfiil use because of the multiple non-overiapping continua with
sharp discontinuities, particularly "between the local and the national and between the
smcdl scale and the large scale

He concludes that "any attempt to tie particular

patterns of social relationships to specific geographical milieux is a singularly fiiiitless
exercise" (293). But despite the real, if not determinate relationship between geography,
settlement-type and social relationships, more recent models of conmiunity-relations tend
to move away firom such issues.
In attempt to avoid both the spatial determinism and structural-fimctionalism of
earlier models of community, Gusfield (1975) develops Redfield's notion of community
along the lines of the Gans and Pahl's criticism, but with quite different results. Gusfield
(1975:44) agrees the rigid use of the "community - society" typolo^ is a basic flaw in
this conception of the levels of community in modem society:
" This debate continues in a different fonn and at a slightly different scale in the "global"/"Iocal"
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In posing the "little community" against the "great society" anthropologists
injQuenced by Redfield's work have continued to minimi/e the existence of
communal ties in the wider areas of region, metropolis, nation and even the worid.
This body of work has been extremely valuable in demonstrating the diversity of
culture which differentiates the local and provindal of the village from that of the
cosmopolitan and national level. But in suggesting that wider levels involve a
diminution of bonds based on primordial and communal ties, th^ are misleading.
The difficulty lies in thinking of conanumties as fixed social groups rather than as
processes', in conceiving of institutions as clusters of values and normative
procedures rather than as arenas in which people are acting to achieve purpose,
(emphases added)
Gusfield sees community as a potential arena for situated action or performance. He
argues that an emphasis on process rather than structure allows a more flexible and fluid
vision of types of human association than the evolutionary schemas of Durkheim and
Tonnies (39). "Rather than conceiving of'commumty* or 'society* as groups and/or entities
to which persons "belong*, it would seem more useful to conceptualize these terms as
points of reference brought into play in particular situations and arenas" (41). (Here we
are moving towards roles and performances situated within fi'ames of action (e.g.,
Gof&nan).) Gusfield employs this model of relationship as fi'ame of reference in order to
develop and critique Redfield's notion of the overiapping levels of relationship integrating
the villager into the large society. Gusfield (44) argues that while these ties may be
"societal" in character, they are often extensions of communal, sentimental - "primordial"
- ties.^ The integration of the "villager" into the district, the region or the nation is not
achieved exclusively through mechanisms of societal character associated, for example,
with the predominance of personal interest and economic exchange. Wider communities
discussion of the I990's.
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are created through the extension of local communities into urban and sub-r^onal arenas
and through the appearance of new communal groups in new situations (Gusfield 44-45).
Within this model, Gusfield moves fiir away from nearly any reference to territory - or
history, for that matter - and stresses that the potential references of community are
socially constructed, shared symbolic systems. Within this pragmatic, symbolic
interactionist model, Gusfield (1975:37) shows how evea "common traditions" are
themselves "constantly created in situations in which communal categories are salient... in
doing so, the actors determine what is the tradition and how it comes into play ... [and]
discover a past hitherto unknown." We shall return to other discussions of the "invention
of tradition" shortly.
While acknowledging the strength of Gusfield's emphasis on community as
process. Wild (1981: 30-31) criticizes Gusfield's model on several telling counts. First, the
focus on community as a type of relational fi^e of reference for social action tends to
ignore the bonds produced by the existence of groups over time, in relation to other
groups, and often in one locality (30). Second, Gusfield's replacement of a simplistic,
evolutionary model of the transition from community to society by stressing the
individual's ability to activate any of a variety of potential community relations or to focus
on the societal interests binding him to otherwise conflicting communities, creates an
excessively voluntaristic model which downplays the role of power or even dispenses with
any model of historical social change at all (30). \^d (31) asserts that Gusfield remains

^ Such woik has a problematic natuie - society teleology behind IL
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trapped in an idealistic version of Tdnnies' dichotomy and refuses to grapple with the ideas
and empirical data generated by the "community studies" woric in sociology. For Wild
(31) the concept of community is still a useful one for sociological work if employed along
the lines of Weber's tripartite model as described earlier (see Neuwirth (1969)). But in
the context of the linguistic turn in a variety of fields and of the growing critique of
structural-functionalism, other sociologists during the 1960s and 1970s become
increasingly skeptical of the term community. Bell and Newby (1971: 32) accept Parsons'
(1959) general approach to community, but decline fi'om asserting any specific definition
preferring to "merely treat community as what community studies analyse." Hillery
(1963: 779), however, argues that community must be acknowledged as a "non-concept"
as it "embraces a motley assortment of concepts and qualitatively different phenomena."
Stacey (1969; 134) agrees and comments that "it is doubtfiil whether the concept
'commumty* refers to a usefiil abstraction." Such sociologists attempt to articulate more
rigorous, precise and "scientific" formulations such as Stacey's (1969; 135) "local social
system" - which may or may not be "locality based" - in efibrts to understand the
connections between types of relationships and social groups, and between behavior and
ideology. Other scholars of community tend to move away fi'om such "scientific"
approaches and to foUow Gusfield, for example, towards models employing varieties of
speech act theory in which communities are arenas for action or contexts of reference
invoked to enable types of symbolic individual and group action. As we shall soon see,
while the term "community" tends to &de out of most strains of sociological "community
studies," it will be taken up in other, related fields. But before I turn to that body of

work, I would like to briefly point out one other sociological attempt to model communal
relations.
In his study of a Norwegian^ parish, JJB. Barnes (19S4) observes that different
types of group association which are operant at different times and places. At some times
the territorial, in which the individual relates to others in interaction based on his physical
environment is the dominant. At other times, the industrial, where conflict and
cooperation emerge within meanings and definitions geared to the context of fishing
vessels and marketing cooperatives is of primary importance. In order to make sense of
these and other relevant types of associations which can not be accurately categorized as
"groups", Barnes coins the term "social network" by which he suggests a spatial
visualization of social relationships. Barnes (1954:43) envisions a "set of points some of
which are joined by lines. The points of the image are people, or sometimes groups, and
the lines indicate which people interact with each other." Barnes' system distinguishes
between "total network", "partial network", and "set". By total network he means a
model of the relations connecting each individual social unit to other individual social units
within a field of mteraction. By partial network Barnes indicates any "extract of the total
network based on some criterion applicable throughout the whole network" (1968: 111).
By set, Barnes means the part of a total or partial network containing all the people linked
^ Ahhh, lutefiske. I am not going to attempt to summarize the vast and varied writing on ethnic
"communities" in particular. Suffice to s^ that these various models ofcommuni^ can and have been
applied to relations and associations based on ethnicity. For exanq>le, Gusfield's wodc recalls a^iects of
Milton Gordon's (1964) treatment of ethnidty; the Wdierian modd of community resonates with
Shibutani and Kwan (1%5); Anderson's (1983) imaginary communities are compatible with SoUors
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directly or indirectly to a particular person. Thus, Barnes' model provides the sociologist
with a method for mapping and describing patterns of relation - often with a mindboggling mathematical empiricism - such as the density of a social network.
Elizabeth Bott (1957) used Barnes' model in her stu(fy of the relational networks
of twenty &mily groups. Her findings led her to suggest that "the immediate social
environment of urban &milies is best considered not as the local area in which th^ live,
but rather as the network of actual social relationships th^ maintain, regardless of
whether these are confined to the local area or run b^ond its boundaries" (1957; 99).
The density and physical dimensions of such networks, of course, widely vary. Some are
dispersed and loose-knit whereas others are clustered and close-knit. Martin (1970)
extends this model and method towards a definiticn of community as r^erring to those
individuals sharing a sense of belonging and characterized by a locality-bound, dense
netwoik. In her study of &milies living in different suburban envuronments, Martin (1970;
337) describes the network of families embedded in such a localized, close-knit,
community-type network;
Here, the number of units in the field [of interaction] is large enough for them to
be linked together in a variety of ways - kin, occupational, religious and political
ties criss-cross one another; relationships between memb^ are dense, either over
the whole portion or in multi-linked clusters; and links exist - not necessarily
directly, but not so circuitously as to be irrelevant - between each member and 11
other members.

(1986) ethnicization as "symbolic boimdaiy oonstnicting" (1986). Such symbolic organizations can be
produced "fiom below," or imposed "fiom above."

This methodological and conceptual approach allows for a more nuanced description of
the relations defining individual's social contexts which is compatible with a variety of
other theoretical approaches to community. For example, Gusfield (1976) employs the
idea of a communal or societal "social network" without its spatial or temporal dimensions
to suggest other potential arenas of reference for social action. But Wild (1981: 38)
points out that the approach is limited in the scope of its application as problems of
recording and mathematical complexity proliferate with even moderate numbers of "social
units". Further, while certainly agreeing that social network analysis is a powerfiil
descriptive tool. Wild (1981; 38-9) points out that, by itself it is not particularly suited to
analysis or explanation. For example, an understanding of the nature of class in a large
scale capitalist society requires categorization of types of relationships which must further
be linked to a more general theory which attempts to explain the &>rniation, maintenance
and development of such relationships (1981:38).
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4^ Community Imagined, Community Performed
TTie Star-Spangled Banner - Jimi Hendrix
While some varieties of recent "community studies" work focuses on the formation
of social networks and comnnmities through direct, person-to-person interaction via new
systems of communication such as telephone, teleprinter and high-speed aircraft
(Richmond, 1969) to the intemet (Rheingold, 1993), other work employs concepts such as
community and tradition without an emphasis on direct, two-way interaction. In some
cases, not only is the Chicago School's earlier focus on the local social system supplanted
by systems of relation produced by larger, more dispersed systems of communication, but
also the concern with relations of immediate interaction give way to relations formed by a
shared consumption of texts. And this shared consumption often takes place in quite small
social groups, and increasingly alone "in the comfort of your own home." For example, in
his analysis of the role of new communications media such as the newspaper in the
formation of the nation-state, Benedict Anderson (1983: IS) defines the nation as an
'imaged political community*:
because members of even the smallest nation will never know most of
their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each
lives the image of their communion.
Despite the "actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each [such imagined
commimity], the nation is ... conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship" to such a
degree that individuals are willing to kill and die for "their country" (16). But Anderson
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(1983; IS) goes even further arguing for that all "communities larger than primordial
villages of &ce to &ce contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined. Communities are
not to be distinguished by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which th^ are
imagined." Earlier styles of imaging conmiunity tended to legitimate the social order
through "divine right" or a connection to "sacred time" in which "cosmology and history
were indistinguishable, the origins of the world and of men essentially identical" (1983:
40). While these earlier imaginative styles "rooted human lives iSnnly in the very nature
of things, giving certain meaning to the everyday fatalities of existence (above all death,
loss and servitude) and offering, in various ways, redemption from them," capitalist
secular rationalism erodes the authority of these meanings and creates cultural
disorientation: "the search was on, so to speak, for a new way of linking fraternity, power
and time meaningfiilly together" (1983:40). Anderson's work traces the ways in which
the national newspapers work to produce a new, viable style of imaging the national
community.**
In a manner similar to Anderson's treatment of the imaged feelings of
communion produced through new media systems, Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983)
describe the ways in which community is produced through the invention of shared
traditions which provide meaningful identities and structure group values and actions.
Following Williams' (1977:115) treatment of "selective tradition" as "an intentionally
selective version of a shaping past and pre-shaped present, which is then powerfully
^ Note that Anderson's interesting treatment of the print industries comes atthe e:q)ense of a
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operative in the process of social and cultural definition and identification" as "the most
evident expression of the dominant and hegemonic pressures and limits," Hobsbawm
(1983;1) proposes an initial definition of invented tradition as a "set of practices, normally
governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek
to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically
implies continuity with the past." Both selective tradition and invented tradition suggest a
relatively conservative form and social flmction, albeit always within the "contested
equilibrium" of Gramsci's hegemoi^, but th^ shift focus away from a "naturalized"
conceptualization of authentic "community traditions" towards a recognition of the
constructed, "invented" and politically situated nature of traditions. In &ct, Hobsbawm
and Ranger would quite probably agree with Williams (1977; 117) that the "struggle for
and against selective traditions is ... a major part of all contemporary cultural activity."
However, in the essays comprising Hobsbawm and Ranger's The Invention of Tradition,
the concept of invented traditions tends to be employed in analyses focused at the level of
nation states, governments or institutions. As opposed to these invented traditions whose
goal is a certain invariance, Hobsbawm (1983;2) uses the term "custom" to describe the
practices of "so-called traditional' societies" within which innovation and change exist
interwoven with a selective continuity with the past. As Rosenberg (1993; 20) criticizes,
a variety of definitions of tradition have been developed by folklorists, most of which
emphasize aspects of culture "thought to be informal, non-elite, marginal, or intersticial...

consideration of the broadcast, electronic media.
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more like what Hobsbowm calls 'custom'. Further, Rosenberg asserts that mai^ folklorists
would consider Hobsbawm mistaken in limiting such a concept to "so called 'traditional
societies'" (1993:20).^ Indeed, such a limitation makes invisible much of the expressive
work of mdividuals within less formal sets of social relations -less serious "fiamings" which serves to produce, reproduce and transform not only Hobsbawm's "traditions" or
"customs", but also Anderson's affective moments of communion - whether imagined or
"real" - which comprise the community.
Recently, scholars such as Nfiranda Joseph (1998) have approached the production
of community by employing Judith Butler's (1993) version of performance theory in a
reading of Marx that attempts to maintain attention to the large-scale processes of power
at the same time that it allows for a consideration of the disciplinary and emancipatory
aspects of individual, situated performances. Butler employs a definition fi'om speech act
theorists of the performative as a discursive practice "that enacts or produces that which it
names" (Joseph 1998: 27). Here, discourse is employed in its (allegedly) material and
social sense as a socially constructed "fi^amework that embrace[s] particular combinations
of narratives, concepts, ideologies and signifying practices, each relevant to a particular
realm of social action" (Barnes and Duncan, 1992). Thus discourse easts and exerts its
structured and structuring power through the repetition of performances within the
discourse. Although such a formulation clearly echoes work in embolic interactionism
and pragmatism, it employs poststructuralist accounts of power taken fi'om the likes of
^ See Bmnvaiui's (1986) The Shufy of American Folklore for a useful review of definitions of folklore.
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Foucault which might limit the liberal idealist leanings of some versions of the "other"
body of work. As Joseph (1998:27) points out, Butler's notion of performitivity critiques
speech act theory for assuming a preodsiting "choosing and constituting subject" and
stresses the "theatrical, witnessed aspect of performativity" in order to see "the social
agent as an object rather than the subject of constitutive acts." Joseph's (1998; 53)
analysis of the idealist strains of speech act theory also invokes Mary Louise Pratt's (1986;
63) criticism that by focusing on the "excessively private" dyadic examples of
communication, one is unable to see that "people always speak from and in a socially
constituted position ... in which the subject and context mutually determine each other
ongoingly." In Joseph's reading of Marx's discussion of the various aspects of the
commodity, what is being produced "are meanings ... social values, things that perform in
the context of social practices, for example a consumption or an exchange" (1998; 31).
Further, Joseph asserts that consumptive acts are valuable, productive acts that produce,
for example, "relationships, identities, communities, and social spaces" (1998; 33). Thus,
following Harvey and Harroway, Joseph (1998; 33,37) argues that not only individual
bodies, but also "social bodies, social formations, families, and communities are also
accumulation strategies", and therefore it is necessary to understand that
the very differentiations that communities may seek to enact with their
consumptive production may not be external to or oppositional to capitalist
production but may very well be the elaboration of its own necessarily increasingly
dense articulation of difference, of niches, and of communities of consumers and
producers.

tradition, communis, etc. in the field of folkloristics.

This use of "articulation" points towards an efifort to ^thesize discourse theory and a
Marxian political economic critique through the concept of performativity; as Joseph
(1998: 34) argues "the issue here is not so much the commodification of discourse, of
media, art and information, but the discursivity of the commodity." Here, Joseph's (1998:
27) notion of "discourse" follows Butler's (1993: IS) argument that although "the account
of agency conditioned by ... regimes of discourse/power cannot be conflated with
voluntarism or individualism", oppositional agency exists precisely within and through
such regimes "as a reiterative or rearticulatory practice, immanent to power, and not a
relation of external opposition to power." In fact, Butler (1993: IS) argues that "the
subject who would resist such [regulatory, constraining] norms is itself enabled, if not
produced, by such norms" (quoted in Joseph (1998: 27)).^ Despite such assertions and
despite the considerable insight Butler provides, this work tends to explore perlocutionary
effects, for ecample, in a conversational model that exemplifies the problems with
postmodern, poststructuralism discussed earlier. These nuanced, sensitive treatments of
texts, utterances, performances and discourses tend to elide economic and social realities for example, differential access to media or the industrial and social constraints on
production and consumption - with a well-meant discursive gesture.

^ The siinilaiily to Gidden's (e.g., 1984) attenq)t to resolve the stnictiue/agen^ oiqx)sition is striking.
While Giddens nowhere equates locale with conununity in his concq>tualization of stnictuiation, such a
synthesis is possible but w^ddq)endiqxm the definition ofoonuniini^ being employed. Although
Joseph does not attempt to define the manner in which she is emplc^ing the term community, it is quite
clearly a discursive community -a more materialist, more inclusive and more flexible version of Fi^'s
(1980) "interpretive commmiity" based on a set of shared knowledges, values and reading practices
produced through similarly differentiated and social consumptions of "texts".
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4^ A Metaphoric Detour through the Prisonhouse of Gnunsci's Articulatioiis
"Well I been down in Fulsom Prison ... "- Johnny Cash
As we have already seen in the work of the CCCS, cultural studies academics tend
to ground their readings of cultural politics in materialism through an appeal to Gramsci.
This gesture has become a sort of tradition in the field. Laclau and Moufie - two of the
leading poststructuralist theorists who have employed and extend Gramsci's concept of
hegemony - describe hegemony as "the imposition of an articulating principle upon an
ensemble of social relations and practices which do not in thenvxlves have a necessary
class belonging prior to their articulation to the 'hegemonic principle' of a fundamental
class^ (1982: 101). But in a passage which seems to suggest a different comiotation of
Laclau and MoufTe's "imposition," Raymond >^lliams argues that "the true condition of
hegemony is effective self-identification with the h^emonic forms" (1977b; 118). What
might hegemony mean as an "articulating principle" in the ubiquitous use of "articulation
theory" in cultural studies work? Why is "efifective self-identification" critical to
hegemony? What does Gramsci's concept of hegemoiQr suggest for a semiotic study of
active subjects negotiating meaning within relations of power?
The particular and brutal circumstances in which Gramsci wrote the notes
collected in the Prison Notebooks combined with Gramsci's flexible specificity of
theoretical/practical analysis make interpretation and summary of his thoughts difficult for
several reasons. First, the episodic, elliptical and necessarily veiled style of writing create
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a collection which is neither linearly developed nor explicit. Second, Gramsd's vision of
the "Philosopl^ of Praxis" and his specific and practical use of metaphors as dialectical
conceptualizations of "distinctions within unity" — within an "historical block" for example
- make a generalized, unitary and unified reading of these metaphors difBcult. Further, I
am not even sure if such a generalization or unified theoretical conceptualization is in the
spuit of Gramsd's always spedficalfy political thought and action given the dangers of
dehistoridzing and universalizing what was always intended to be, above all else,
specifically historical. Nevertheless, b order to better understand the implications of
Gramsd's thought for any semiotics of popular culture, I will now attempt a more or less
unified, if necessarily disorganized and recursive, reading of Gramsd's conceptualization
of "hegemony" by looking at unusually large chunks of text elaborating a variety of mixed
metaphors selected fix>m throughout the Priori Notebooks. Hopefiilly, with each
recursive and elaborative loop, my interpretation and summary will fill in a reasonable
sketch of the various aspects of Gramsd's "hegemony" and its applicability as a theoretical
core model in my own thinking of the study of culture.
Not surprisingly, Gramsd was paiticulariy interested in conceptualizing the nature
of the bourgeois State and the ways in which it realizes, exerdses and maintains its
power. But I find it interesting that while he was experiencing the brutalities of the
repressive arm of the State, he spent so much of his time thinking through the other,
equally if not more important, aspects of the State. Indeed; Gramsd's preoccupation with
the non-repressive elements of capitalist reproduction must be understood as an effort to
explain why sodalist revolutions did not occur in the economic cims-ridden areas like
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inter-war Italy where current Marxist thiiiking predicted th^ should.'^ In the note
entitled "State and Civil Society", Gramsd (1981: 260) states
The revohition which the bourgeois class has brought into the conception of law,
and hence into the function of the State, consists espedalfy in the will to conform
(hence ethidty of the law and of the State). The previous ruling classes were
essentially conservative in the sense that they did not tend to construct an organic
passage fixim the other classes into their own, i.e. to enlarge their class sphere
technically* and ideologically: their conception was that of a closed caste. The
bourgeois class poses itself as an organism in continuous movement, enable of
absorbing the entire society, assimilating it to its own cultural and economic level.
The entire function of the State has been transformed; the State has become an
'educatof, etc.
But Gramsci's vision of the State and its "educative" role is even broado^
In my opinion, the most reasonable and concrete thing that can be said about the
ethical State, the cultural State, is this: every State is ethical in as much as one of
its most important functions is to raise the great mass of the population to a
particular cultural and moral level, a level (or type) which corresponds to the needs
of the productive forces for development, and hence to the interests of the ruling
classes. The school as a positive educative function, and the courts as a repressive
and negative educative fimction are the most important State activities in this
sense: but in reality, a multitude of other so-called private initiatives and activities
tend to the same end - initiatives and activities which form the i^paratus of the
political and cultural hegemony of the ruling class (258).
Gramsci is concerned not only with the "repressive and negative" manifestation of state
power, but particulariy with the bourgeois state's assimilative educational functions on
the level of the ethical, the moral, and the cultural (i.e. the ideological) including that of
the "so-called private" in its construction of an "organic passage" between classes. Note
also that Gramsci's use of the category "state" is flexible and depends upon the subject
and tact of his particular discussion. In general, Gramsci counterposes the repressive,

^ Mote on capitalist crises, iqiiodiictioii, hegemony and mass consunqitioa later..
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dominating "state" to the assimilative, leading "civil society", but occasionally, as in the
above passages, by "state" Gramsci means "not only the apparatus of government, but also
the 'private'^ apparatus of liegemoi^ or civil society" (261). Thus here "one might say
that State = political + civil society, in otho' words, hegemony protected by the armour of
coercion" (263). And Gramsci's analysis read in this way is certainly compatible with the
educational activities of the advertising-based mass media industries.^
In order to better understand this "distinction within unity" and what might actually
be meant by the concept of "hegemony" consider the following passage taken from
Gramsci's notes on the "Formation of Intellectuals":
What we can do for the moment, is to fix two major superstructural levels': the
one that can be called 'civil society*, that is the ensemble of organisms commonly
called 'private', and that of "political society" or the State*. These two levels
correspond on the one hand to the fimction of "hegemoi^ which the dominant
group exercises throughout society and on the other hand to that of'direct
domination' or command exercised through the State and 'juridical* government.
The functions in question are precisely organisational and connective. The
intellectuak care the dominant group's 'deputies exercising the subaltern flmctions
of social hegemoi^ and political government. These comprise:
1. The 'spontaneous' consent given by the great masses of the population to the
general direction imposed on social life by the dominant fimdamental group; this
consent is liistorically* caused by the prestige (and consequent confidence) which
the dominant group enjoys because of its position and fimction in the world of
production.
2. The apparatus of state coercive power which legally* enforces discipline on
those groups who do not 'consent' either actively or passively. This apparatus is,
however, constituted for the whole of society in anticipation of moments of crisis
^ Of course, Gramsd had onfy limited and indirect experience of the developing private advertising and
mass media industries.
^ While the transnational corporations aie "private" and not part of the "state," their relationship to
various states in terms of subsidies, contracts, regulation, legitimation, etc. is conqilex. There is no
absolute separation of pop rock and state.
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of command and direction when spontaneous consent has Med. (12)
Note that Gramsci is here using the category of "inteUectuals" in a large sense of the term
including just about anyone in a position to exercise leadership within a particular social
group through the dissemination of ideas (priests, teachers, politicians, parents, local
musical entertainers?). For now, I would like to focus on the "precisely organisational and
connective" functions of hegemony through which the "spontaneous consent" of the
masses is given to a general direction of social life imposed by a dominant group and to
link these fimctions to the above passages concerning the state, in Gramsci's more general
sense, as (cultural) educator. At this point it may be helpful to briefly discuss the
difSculties in translating some of Gramsci's key terms from Italian to English. As the
translators Hoare and Smith note "there are real problems in translating the Italian
'cUrigere* and its cova^unds direziorm, dirigente, diretto, direttivo, etc.... 'Direzione'
covers the various meanings of the word 'direction in English, but is also the normal word
for leadership'.... It could be argued that a better English version would be achieved,
without distorting Gramsci's thought, by regarding 'direzione' and 'egemonia' as
interchangeable" (55).'"° In any event, for Gramsci the concept of "leadership" is critical
to "hegemony" and, further, the "organisational and connective" fimctions of assimilative
education, in the broad sense of the word, are critical to effective "leadership"
( "direzione"/"egemonia").
'°°Hoare and Smith, Gramsd's translators, go on to note that "After all, not only does Gidaosd usually
use them interchangeably, it is also the case that, for example, in the standard English translation of
Lenin... the word 'hegemoiqr' is used to translate'rukovodstvo', which could equally well be translated
'leadership', and would certsdnly normally be translated as'direzione' in Italian" (SS). This is telling

In the sections discussing language, languages, "conunon sense", and culture in
"The Study of Philosophy", Gramsci ecplicitly links his concept of "h^emony" to a
metaphor of education. His use of the term "education" does not imply a one way
dissemination of ideas, values and ways of thinking and acting from teacher to pupil, but
rather a relationship which is "active and reciprocal so that every teacher is also a pupil
and every pupil a teacher" (350). Gramsci extends and applies this metaphor to all the
relationships permeating society between both individuals and groups of individuals:
[This form of relationship] exists between intellectual and non-intellectual sections
of the population, between the rulers and the ruled, elites [organic
intellectuals/party leaders] and thdr followers, leaders \(iirigenti\ and led, the
vanguard and the body of the army. Every relationship of "hegemony" is
necessarily an educational relationship and occurs not only within a nation,
between the various forces of which the nation is composed, but in the
international and world-wide field, between complexes of national and continental
civilizations (350).
So hegemony is an extensive concept which applies to "educational" relationships of
leadership/hegemony not only between individuals and groups of individuals but also on
an inter-national level between larger organisms. Gramsci's t»ct once again gets ahead of
my discussion of it,"*' but what I think is crucial to understand through linking the
metaphors elaborated in these passages is that a key aspect of a dominant group's exercise
and maintenance of power (both within and beyond the "state") involves the spontaneous
active or passive consent of subaltern [following] groups through the cormective and
gwen the strong influence of Lenin's -work in Gramsd's thought
""This dissertation is not the place to e;q>lote the ways in which Giamsci's concept of hegemoi^ is
compatible with the incieasingty global, transnational nature of capitalism and its effects on international
relations and struggles for power within "subaltern" nations. Suffice to
that Gramsd does discuss the
application of hegemoi^ to relations within and between nation states in several suggestive passages and

organizational function of a type of leadership conceptualized as hegemony which is
connective and organizational [assimilative] precisely because of its education-like
interactive commimication between the dominant, leading "teacher" and the subaltern,
following "student". The leading "teacher" group must be "pupil" in order to understand
and incorporate the "interests" of the led "pupil" group into its educational content and
language in order to keep the "pupils" interested va. learning to speak and act their
subordinating consent. Thus a leading group achieves and maintains a particular social
organization necessary to its interests through a hegemonic connection to the subaltern
groups and their interests allowed by the interactive educational experience of leading
"teacher/pupil" and led "pupil/teacher". It is of critical importance that the educational
metaphor does not allow for a simple equation of teacher and pupil, but rather highlights
the relative power of teacher to pupil both within the particular institutional apparatus
itself (Who wields the rod? Who gives the grade? Who manufactures the cultural
commodity? Who sells the advertising? Who influences the IMF?) and within the more
affective, cultural field as well (Who has the prestige, the knowledge, the style?).
A social group can, and indeed must, already exercise leadership' b^ore winning
governmental power (this indeed is one of the principal conditions for the winning of such
power); it subsequently becomes dominant when it exercises power, but even if it holds it
firmly in its grasp, it must continue to lead' as well" (57-8).'°^ The necessity of this
that I consider the concept to be useful at that level as well.
"^Compare this position to that of Althusser in "Ideology and rdfioingic?! State Apparatuses" which is
more or less the opposite. Althusser argues that once state power has been
it is then possible to
utilize the various ISA's to reconfigure ideologies as per the new ruling glass and thetd)y to reconfigure
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continuing leadership shows that h^emony is not so much a stable &ct of subordination
and rule, but rather a constant process of negotiation between the interests of distinct
social groups which forms an unstable "compromise equilibrium" (161).

This

equilibrium, in any non-utopic state at least, is always essentially out of balance because
despite the leading group's "sacrifices of an economic-corporate kind", there is "no doubt
that such sacrifices and such a compromise cannot touch the essential; for though
hegemony is ethical-political, it must also be economic, must necessarily be based on the
decisive fimction exercised by the leading group in the decisive nucleus of economic
activity" (161).

Hegemony is a political, ethical, cultural and economic articulation of

multiple and distinct groups' interests embedded within and constituting an unbalanced
equilibrium of power based upon the relations of force in a given social situation.
Whether or not the &ct of this privileged function in the decisive nucleus of economic
activity seriously disrupts the stability of the hegemonic equilibrium depends upon the
subjectivities and to establish and nrnintain hegemony (135-139). For a similar distinction, conqiate
Gramsci's anatysis of the French revolution to that of Althusser.
note on Gramsd and economism. In "Problems of Marxism" Gramsd asserts that "the claim,
presented as an essential postulate of historical matftrialigm that every fluctuation of politics and ideology
can be presented and expounded as an immediate expression of the structure, must be contested in theory
as primitive infantilism, and combated in practice with the authentic testimoi^ of Maix" (407). Such
appeals to divine testimony notwithstanding, I dont think that Gramsd is ai^where near vulgar or
econonqrstical Marxism. See his discussion ofthe relations offerees in "The Modem Prince" where he
asserts that "it may be ruled out that immediate economic crises of themselves produce fundamental
historical events; th^ can simply create a terrain more favourable to the dissemination of certain modes
of though, and certain ways of posing and resolving questions involving the entire subsequent
development of national life" (184). I think his metaphor of the structural as the terrain for ideological
struggle is appropriate. As for the question ofGramsci's class reductionism, the case is less clear to me. I
agree to a la^e ctegiee that consciousness arises fiom one's position within social relations in the broad
(not only classed) sense of social relations and that there is no necessary correlation between a particular
ideology and a particular class. Indeed, as we have already seen, it has been the explicit project oC for
example, the advertising industry to educate the "classes" in a w^ which makes achieving class
consciousness a lot of work. Of course, times have changed and it, perliaps, made good sense to be more
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consciotmwss and, in other words, the articulated connections within the social relations
of the subaltern groups.
As is the case with Gramsd's multi-level, flexible and metaphoric use of key terms
such as "state", "party", and "intellectual", the term "group" can signify many things
(often simultaneously) depending upon Gramsd's specific tack and subject. The term
"group" particularly when written "fundamental group" is often a code word fisr class, but
"group" can also mean "association" which is not necessarily class based and is inclusive of
regional, ethnic, religious, occupational, &milial associations, etc. This flexibility of
terminology is key to understanding how Gramsd's metaphors can work within the
concept of hegemony to provide space for both difference and agency within larger
structures of negotiated hegemonic "unity", both conceptually and in specific practical
articulations of differing groups' interests, without felling into a rosy liberal pluralism or
romanticized notions of equality and partidpatory democracy. Gramsd asserts that "it
always happens that individuals belong to more than one private association, and often to
assodations which are objectively in contradiction to one another" (264). But this does
not necessarily entail chaos and social upheaval because "in any given sodety nobody is
disorganised and without party, provided that one takes organisation and party in a broad
and not a formal sense. In this multiplicity of private assodations (which are of two kinds:
natural, and contractual, or voluntary) one or more predominates relatively or absolutely constituting the hegemonic apparatus of one sodal group over the rest of the population

of a class reductionist before a Foidist regime of mass production and consumption developed fiiUy.
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(or civil society); the basis for the State in the narrow sense of the governmental-coercive
apparatus" (264). Keeping in mind the various levels on which Gramsci's terms signify,
the following passage illustrates another aspect of hegemony vis a vis groups,
subjectivities and consent;
The fimction of hegemony or political leadership exercised by parties can be
estimated from the evolution of the internal life of the parties themselves. If the
State represents the coercive and punitive force of juridical regulation of a country,
the parties - representing the spontaneous adhesion of an elite to such a regulation,
considered as a type of collective society to which the entire mass must be
educated - must show in their specific internal life that they assimilated as
principles of moral conduct those rules which in the State are legal obligations. In
the parties necessity has already become freedom, and thence is bom the immense
political value (i.e. value for political leadership [hegemony]) of the interrud
(^scipline of a party, and hence the value as a criterion of such discipline in
estimating the growth potential of the various parties. From this point of view the
parties can be considered as schools of State life. Elements of party life; character
(resistance to the pressures of surpassed cultures), honour (fearless will in
maintaining the new type of culture and life), dignity (awareness of operating for a
higher end), etc. (267-8).
Whether "party" is considered in the formal sense of a party linked and allied within the
extant hegemonic articulation or a party which is attempting to organize and articulate a
counter-hegemony in order to itself become hegemonic, or whether "party" is considered
in a larger sense to include any organization based on the articulation of "private"
associations, this passage highlights the value for political leadership or hegemony whether of the currently dominant group or of its contending subaltern groups - of the
very distinct subjective relationships of a State imposed "necessity" and a party articulated
"freedom" of civil society. Furthermore, this passage moves towards a conceptualization
of hegemony which includes 1) the role of a subjective (self-) identification with first
party, then Party, then State; 2) the effects of consensual internal discipline of subjects
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within organized associations or groups of ascending level; 3) the mutual formations and
interactions of affective personality characteristics of organized, articulated subjectivities
and orgarnzed, articulated groups (and by extension the h^emonic nation state).

But I

am engj^ing in an raaended reading of Gramsci not just to follow cultural studies
tradition, but to attempt to suggest some of the rather depressing implications for the
political "efiects" of the consumption of popular cultural commodities.
The "efi^s" studies of the developing systems of mass communications in the
United States are generally taken to begin with Harold Lasswell's (1935) attempt to
understand the seemingly irrational success of World War I propaganda and how it might
be counteracted CDavis and Baran, 1981; 25).

Against Lasswell's Freudian

"hypodermic needle" model of direct efifects, the ambitious research designed by Paul
Lazarsfeld to measure the ability of the mass media to sway the public vote in elections
suggested a more indirect model of media efifects. As Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet
(1944) analyzed their research results, they found that rather than a direct effect, media
messages tended to operate effectively through an indirect, "two step flow" model. Thus,
media messages sway individual opinions and voting practices to the d^ee that th^ were
consumed by "opinion leaders" who internalized and then disseminated these messages to
"opinion followers." These "opinion leaders" tended to consume above average amounts
of media messages, to participate actively as leaders in relatively large social networks and
to be sought out by the "opinion followers" in these networks partially because of their
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access to mass-mediated infoimatioiL In a later study designed to test this two-step flow
model, Katz and Lazarsfeid (1955) not only confirmed thdr eariier findings, but
discovered that this "indirect effect" fimctioned at all levels of society. This important
finding taught media professionals that th^ could ^ectively target their messages at any
of a variety of demographic groups, and not just at the wealthy or elite. Such findings
were also echoed in the "middle range" theorizing of Joseph Klapper (1960) who
developed a "reinforcement theory" of indirect media effects which are effective precisely
through the mediating factors of immediate social interactions (see Davis and Baran, 1981;
30-32,46-50).
Consider the ways that this "indirect" media effect through "opinion leaders"
resonates with Gramsci's concept of hegemony as he expresses it through the metaphor of
the legislator. In his notes on "State and Civil Society", Gramsci considers the degree to
which all men, being "political beings", are therefore the "legislators" of the bourgeois
state on many different levels:
Every man, in as much as he is active, i.e. living, contributes to modifying the
social environment in which he develops (to modifying certain of its characteristics
or to preserving others); in other words, he tends to establish 'norms', rules of
living and of behavior. One's circle of activity may be greater or smaller, one's
awareness of one's own action and aims may be greater or smaller; fiirthermore,
the representative power may be greater or smaller, and will be put into practice to
a greater or lesser extent in its normative, systematic expression by the
'represented*. A fitther is a legislator for his children, but the paternal authority will
be more or less conscious, more or less ob^ed and so forth. (265)
This conceptually rich passage illustrates the various levels at which individual subjects do
In a sense, the Frankfiut school undertook such "effects" work a bit eariier and in a nwch different
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in fact have personal agency and power to legislate (the behavior oQ other subjects as well
as some of the ways in which this legislative agency can be constrained. First, individuals'
"circles of activity" or articulation within social relations are of various sizes and levels and
their roles as "intellectual" or leader are varied. Further, this passage assumes no
necessary correspondence between the positions of the individual subject's groups within
the social relations of production and "his" consciousness of them and their relations to
his activities, but suggests that this consciousness will vary in development and thus effect
the possible range and probable selection of "legislative" action. Further, the degree to
which our legislator is conscious of his position within these various relations will
constrain his ability to articulate connections efifectively and thereby constrain his ability to
legislate "representatively" and propagate his legislation as systematic, normative practice.
Reading on in this passage, Gramsci describes how although all individuals may be
legislators, the extent of this ability to legislate is dependent upon the position of the
individual within the hierarchically structured power relations of society:
In general, it may be said that the distinction between ordinary men and others who
are more specificaUy legislators is provided by the fact that this second group not
only formulates directives which will become a norm of conduct for the others, but
at the same time creates the instruments by means of which the directives
themselves will be 'imposed', and by means of which it will verify their execution.
Of this second group, the greatest legislative power belongs to ^e State personnel
(elected and career ofiBcials), who have at their disposal the legal coercive powers
of the State. But this does not mean that the leaders of 'private' organisms and
organizations do not have coercive sanctions at their disposal too, ranging even up
to the death penalty. The maximum of legislative capacity can be inferred when a
perfect formulation of directives is matched by a perfect arrangement of the
organisms of ececution and verification, and by a perfect preparation of the
style.
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'spontaneous' consent of the masses who must live' those directives, modifying
their own habits, their own will, their own convictions to conform with those
directives and with the objectives which th^ propose to achieve. If everyone is a
legislator in the broadest sense of the concept, he continues to be a legislator even
if he accepts directives from others - as he carries them out, he makes certain
that others are carrying than out too; ii^ having understood their spirit, he
propagates them as though making them into rules specifically applicable to limited
and definite zones of living. (265-^)
Gramsd's elaboration of the metaphor of the legislator helps in understanding the
mechanisms through which the more or less abstract, formal or informal, social directives
of a dominant class can come to be re-l^islated, re-articulated with congruent meaning in
a different social position by the constrained agency of the subaltern subjects who are
prescribed and who re-subscribe themselves within the hegonony. Of course, the rearticulation can resist and recast the legislation as well, but always on the uneven terrain of
unequal power relations as suggested in the passage. I would only add that the ability to
formulate the directives and distribute them - the ability to control the initial content and
discursive space of the debate - is always tipped to the &vor of the dominant group. And
in the case of the privately owned systems of mass communication, the ability to have any
sort of access not only to the production of initial content, but also to interact or converse
with this initial content beyond the immediate locale of consumption, is incredibly
constrained. Thus, the normative meanings of particular actions for a particular group are
not permanently fixed, but they are quite &r from "free-floating" signifiers.
Gramsci used "language" in a rather broad sense which is important to his thinking
on social groups and hegemony. In his notes on "The Study of Philosophy", Gramsci
states that "language" is
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essentially a collective tenn which does not presuppose any single thing existing in
time and space, T.anpnigft also
culture and philosophy (if only at the level
of common sense) and therefore the feet of "language" is in reality a multiplicity of
fects more or less organically coherent and coordinated. At the limit it could be
said that every speaking being has a personal language of his own, that is his own
particular way of thinlring and feeUng. Culture, at its various levels, vntfies in a
series of strata, to the extent that they come into contact with each other, a greater
or lesser number of individuals who understand each other's mode of expression in
differing degrees, etc. It is these historico-social distinctions and differences which
are reflected in common language and produce those "obstacle" and "sources of
error"....
From this one can deduce the importance of the "cultural aspect", even in practical
(collective) activity. An historic^ act can only be performed by "collective man",
and this presupposes the attainment of a "cultural-social" unity through which a
multiplicity of dispersed wills, with heterogenous aims, are -welded together with a
single aim, on the basis of an equal and common conception of the world, both
general and particular, operating in transitory bursts (in emotional ways) or
permanently (where the intellectual base is so well rooted, assimilated and
experienced that it becomes passion pn the sense of a strongly-felt mtemalized
commitment to an objective goal]. Since this is the way things happen, great
importance is assum^ by the general question of language, that is, the question of
collectively attaining a single cultural "climate" (349).
Oramsd then goes on to discuss the manu&cture of that single, stratified, but unified
cultural climate through the pupil-teacher-education metaphor as it applies to the
construction of effective leadership or hegemony. Not surprisingly, given the context in
which he was writing, the great majority of Gramsci's metaphors involve the face-to-fece
interactions of less developed systems of communication and distribution. However, as he
indicates in "Americanism and Fordism," he is both aware o^ and intrigued by, the
transformations taking place in both the economic organization and cultural practices of
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American (and therefore, European) societyAlthough he does not explicitly treat the
development of advertising and a mass-mediated culture of consumption, he is fascinated
by the "enormous difiiision" of psychoanalysis since the war "as the expression of the
increased moral coercion exercised by the apparatus of State and society on single
individuals, and of the pathological crisis determined by this coercion" (280). I will
suggest that his metaphors and conceptual model of hegemoi^ are critically useful to an
understanding of these new systems of mass-mediated culture but will require a certain
flexibility in terms of their referents. Further, they are eerily compatible with the few
"proven" findings of the mass communication "effects" studies: namely, Lazarsfeld's
indirect efifects through opinion leaders. But Gramsci's metaphoric elaboration of
hegemony demands a hard return to the (non-metaphoric) face-to-face, social constraints
on semiotic practice which are organized by and work hand-in-hand with the massdistributed logic of the (non-metaphoric) for-profit, advertising-based media industries.
On the other hand, through the actual performances, interactions and conversations in
which we engage within our "circles of activities" we can re-articulate, re-educate and relegislate provided that we resist a temptingly easy reproduction of the organization of
social relations contained within the codes provided, for example, by the advertising and
public relations industries.

Alonso calls this section of the Prison Notebooks "tenifying". Gramsci's positive take on Fordism
indicates the limitations of Giamsd's thinking.
Stuart
(1977) has also extended Gramsci's concept of hegemoi^ to modem systems of
communication, "Quantitatively and qualitative^, in twentieth century advanced capitalism, the media
have established a decisive and Jundamental leadership in the cultural sphere. Simply in terms of
economic, technical, social and cultural resources, the mass media command a qualitative^ greater slice
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4.4 From Backstage to Front: "Taking on the Audience" for "Personal
Retribution"
"...Just to get my picture, on the co/ver of a Rolling Stone..."
- Dr. John
Bob's aggressive assertion that he was "taking on" the audiences of Mary's Attic
through his on-stage performances suggests tiiat periiaps, indeed, there is a variety of
"resistance" present in these ritual interactions. Similarly, Mary's portrayal of the
importance of "playing with those other [Phoenix] bands at the Ticketmaster Showcase or
of seeing Mary's Attic listed as a finalist - the only finalist fi-om Arizona - in the Musician
Magazine Best of the Unsigned Bands contest, in terms of a satisfying sense of "personal
retribution" also implies a resolution of "getting even" within existing antagonistic
relationships. But what order of discourse, what social or symbolic existing relations are
being "resisted"? Victor Turner's notion of the relations of communitas between people
who share a ritually-fi^ed liminal space helps us to understand the real sense of
community experienced not only between members of the band, but also between the
audience and the band, and within the audience itself. And I do not mean to downplay the
"real" experiences of shared pleasure, ecstasy and community produced by these ritualized
"performatives". However, in order to understand the ahnost violent connotations of
than all the older, more traditional cultural channels which survive." This is the first of the great cultural
functions of the modem media; the provision and the selective construction of social knowledge, of social
imagery, through which we perceive the "^worlds", the "lived realities" of others, and imaginarily
reconstruct their lives and ours into some intelligible "world-(^4he-whole". In other words, the mass
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these expressions by Bob and Maiy, it is useful to employ Goffinan's concepts of
frontstage and backstage interactions.
In GofOnan's formulation, backstage interactions and performances are akin to
those within Turner's communitas: they exemplify a more egalitarian, nmtral-power
relation of shared status. His notion of frontstage interactions, however, entails
interactions of a more instnmiental kind which are purposively enacted in order to
produce a difference in status, to elevate the performer in relation to the "audience."
Goffinan's distinction in mind, we can begin to understand how these rituals both
relate to, and are constitutive of the hierarchies of prestige and power organizing the local
musicians' community. Later on, the contradictory "resistances" within such hierarchical
organizations will be linked to the "discursive" and institutional organization of the
national and transnational music industry as well. But for now, Td like to continue to
trace out some of the illuminating differences between the playing in cover bands such as
Dirty Pool and in "alternative" bands playing their "own" originals such as ICpster Dogma
or Mary's Attic.
As I described towards the end of my "fieldwork history" section, when Dirty Pool
was performing to its "classic rock'n'roll" audiences, communion and community could be
invoked easily and inomediately: the first few chords of "Honky Tonk Woman" were
sufficient to begin a pleasant ritual which everyone knew and loved. But while on any
given night a particular member of Dirty Pool might be feeling out of sorts or nervous
media does not supplant the various social experiences, but rather provides a wty of "managing" it into a
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about the perfonnance for one reason or another - a rough throat, a smashed finger, or
perhaps that special someone was out in the crowd that night - no one in all my cover
band experiences ever expressed an antagonistic relationship to the audience before,
during or after a show. Sure, there might be the odd heckler, or the drunk who insists on
sitting in, but generally the relationship of Dirty Pool to the audience was one of pleasant
camaraderie. And that pleasant, non-confix}ntational relationship was firmly established
quite quickly in the band's career, if not by the end of our first set, then by the end of our
first show. In essence, we all knew what to expect and how to relate. This is not to say
that the musicians in the band were of an equivalent "status" with the audience. As John
explains, both our old fiiends as well as new acquaintances thought "we were cool,
because we were "professionals"... in a working band." Being on stage and performing
well undoubtedly carries with it some respect But we all knew we were "just playing
covers". Everyone knows those songs. It was great fim, but it was no big deal.
Playing out with your "own" music and trying to make it in the local scene is a
wholly different afi&ir. To put it simply, nobody knows those songs. You have to educate
the public, to teach them your playfiil variations on the code. And while inventing new
traditions is relatively easy, disseminating them outside one's "circle of activities" takes a
lot of work, or a lot of mon^. Among "original" musicians in the pop rock scene, one of
the most in&mous questions is "what* your music like?" (It's become a joke of sorts:
"uhh, alternative?"). They dont want technical details about instrumentation, chord

coherent and intelligible Vhole" ("Cultuie, the media and the 'ideological effect'", iq>. 341,340-1).
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progressions, rhythmic structures or even lyrical content. Th^Ye expecting something
like an "attitudinal" Cheryl Crow duels with Liz Phair."*^ But that doesn't teach them
about the songs. I thinlr it was Bob who once said, "you've got to stick the music in their
heads." If you have good material, and we like to think that we did, it's a relatively simple
matter to "e}q>ose yourself* successfully to the members of the immediate social networks
of the band members. Th^ listen with appreciative ears and want to enjoy the music
made by their fiiends; th^ want to see you succeed. Such folks make up the core of the
initial audiences and tend to be long-term fans. But these are not the audience members
that Bob was "taking on". Rather, who Bob was "taking on" with his "own" stuff was the
audience members that he didn't personally know, and particularly the regular clubcrawlers, the affecionados of alternative and local music, and the other (competing)
musicians in the local scene. The stakes are higher when you're performing your "own"
original tunes rather than covers - the boundary between self-«q)ression through
performance and self-identity dissolves in the gaze of the audience.
These more sophisticated audiences tend to be a more difScult "sell" than the
initial, "fiiendly" audiences. And it's not just because th^ aren't your fiiends. Rather,
such audiences have their own prestige and status to worry about. TheyVe seen perhaps
hundreds of other bands performing locally and may even have played in one or two. To a
large degree, their own social identities depend upon the taste judgements that th^ make
and express through their expressive reactions to your performance. This is not to say
The next question is ^icaUy "where do you pl^?" A much more meaningful question that quickly
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that they dont want to enjoy the band and let it show. Neither is it to say that they sit
there glancing nervously about and wondering, "is it cool to think these gi^ are cool?"
But rather, to use the Butlerian lingo, such audiences are more conscious of the
perlocutionary consequences of their evaluative performatives: that is, dancing, applause,
going up and talking to the band on break, asking for a t{q)e, etc. (To be &ir, despite the
competition, most other musicians tend to appreciate a band for the quality of the
songwriting and musical performance and they tend to feel confident in expressing these
judgements, to exercise "opinion leadership.").
Within the local scene, there are certain traditional markers of status and value
which are not immediately available to the new band whatever its quality. For «cample,
"brand" new bands don't get to play the Club Congress, dont get to play on stage with
Giant Sand, A1 Perry or the other "old boys", dont get to play any good clubs on
weekends, etc. And there are good economic reasons for this; the good crowds wont be
drawn to spend money at these prestigious clubs on these good nights, by a "brand" new
band th^ dont know. Club owners (or entertainment managers or bookers, etc.) are
more likely to give such a band a Wednesday night: th^ may draw in and acclimate new
customers to the bar ("how many fans do you draw?"), but the owner doesnt risk
alienating his regular community of customers, or tarnishing his bar's image. So when
members of the sophisticated, desirable (and marketable, as we shall see) audience
community do somehow see this unknown band, there tends to be a suspicion that th^

identifies the general level of the band's status, as well as a veiy tough idea of genre.
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must not be that good, or else these tasteful and sophisticated members of the scene would
already have seen them, or heard of theuL How do you get exposure when you need
exposure to get it? It can be a frustrating.

Catch 22 type experience. A pragmatic

common sense says that the good ideas will win the conversation. But it takes much more
than being a skilled performer with great songwriting and a sense of style.
I once asked Bob what he most hoped to achieve in his musical endeavors. He
answered seriously, "1 want recognition... I want to be recognized for what I can do ...
in the local community.... I also want to go the cool parties (laughs)." For Bob and the
rest of us, as the sociologists, social p^chologists and advertisers new in the twenties,
"my idea of myself is rather like my own idea of my neighbor's view of me." Although
towards the end, as we shall see, some of us became enthralled with Bigger Ideas of
Success, at some level or another, all of the musicians whom Fve played with have needed
such social recognition of their roles as musicians, as "working musicians", as
"professional musicians", etc. Buying the music, buying the instruments, even buying
time in professional studios just takes money - and these acts of consumption are certainly
productive of identity and even of social prestige - but buying a socially recognized role
takes work. This is particularly difScult work when that role hasnt been pre-established
by earlier mass-production, mass-distribution and consumption as it has for roles of cover
band musicians (e.g.. Dirty Pool). And sometimes, when confronted with a social
hierarchy with limited access to, and numbers of these desirable roles, the work of these
performances "takes on" an aggressive character. After all, it's just not possible for all the

bands in Tucson to be great: where would they play and who would be paying the cover?
Certain distinctions must be made.
Recognition in the local community, it turns out, requires dealing with other
organizational features of the local (and national) scene. The relatively easy part is
"talcing on" the various audiences and

woridng your way into larger and more prestigious

clubs precisely by winning over larger and more prestigious (valuable) audiences.
Gradually, your social network - and your calling list'"' — grows. Gradually, after a
certain sustained repetition, the audiences in clubs come to recognize certain songs or
even know the lyrics and sing along. Eventually, you get to play on stage at the Congress
with A1 Perry and other "brand" new bands start pestering you to let them open your
shows. Eventually, when people ask you what band you play in and you tell them, th^
respond "oh yeah, Fve heard of them," or "weren't you guys playing at the Congress with
Howe Gelbe last weekend?". These events do qualify as recognition in the local scene.
But such recognition felt nothing like the night that Mary and I were driving east on Grant
Road just before Campbell at about 9 p.m. one Sunday night when we heard our song
Broken Window on KFMA for the first time. It was a magical, surreal, hyper-real
moment that I doubt FU forget. When we stopped for the light at Campbell, I caught a
glance of someone I didnt know in the car next to us nodding along to the beat. Similarly,

For me, tbe working the calling list was one of the most distasteful paits of the job. In the stages of a
band's career tiajectoiy between getting those first few gigs and having an established presence in the
local scene, it is necessaiy to bold good gigs 1^ filling clubs. Without a promotional budget-most bars
will p^ for little more than a listing in the Tucson Weekly -all you can do is print fiyeis and wodc the
phones. Eventually, you start feeling like an insurance salesman. Towards the end of our run, we
developed a mailing list that seemed preferable but stopped plying out before we determined its utility.
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seeing your product on sale in a retail store is a wholly different sort of recognition from
"getting 'em dancing."^"^ Here, we are b^inning to move from a direct - if constrained
and hierarchical - participatory form of ritualized interaction and production of
community towards one which approaches an "imaginary community" as our
performances "go vertical" from our "horizontal" community performances and relations
in the form of decontextualized, exchangeable commodities. As we shall see, "making it"
at this level - even locally -entails and requires a mediated recognition of a different order
that is organized and produced quite differently. I shall begin to deal with these processes
in the next chapter, but before I do Fd like to point out that being "picked up" from above
- in the Ticketmaster Showcase Contest and the Musician Magazine Unsigned Band
contest - is the common element in what Mary identifies as providing a satisfying sense of
"personal retribution." For her, these recognitions of her "own" abilities and "own"
material from above proved that which she had known (or hoped for) all along, but which
had not received the same (or even a sufficient) level of recognition in the local
community: "I knew that I was better than the rest... a better vocalist than Bob ... more
marlxtable I mean ... it was nice to find out that I was." This appeal for selfvalorization to an evaluation driven by a non-local, "higher" market logic as "retribution"
against the (already positive) evaluations of the local market suggests a "double
articulation" within these ritual subcultural practices of a wholly difTerent kind than that
proposed by the woiic in the CCCS. Thus, while there certainly is a "resistance" to the
' Unfortunately, Fve never had the good fortune of seeing ai^one bi^ one of tapes in a retail store. We
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products, effects and influences of the media industry conglomerates within the local
music scene, there is simultaneously a more or sometimes less respectfiil acceptance o^
and often an unspoken hope for recognition by, the power of the industry.
Finally, Fd like to return to the memory related by John Baldridge as the one that
stands out most in his mind, a memory of a very strange party that we played before any
of us were "professionals", before any of us had "made it" in our roles as cover band
musicians. Fll indulge myself by quoting his written response at length:
We were set up next to the swimming pool in an apartment complex just a few
blocks from campus ... A couple of kegs had been set up, and about a hundred or
so people milled about, and occasionally even danced to our tunes, which were
mostly covers of the Bad Company or Steppenwolf variety.
But the moment that stands out was when, towards the end of the night, a group
of forty or fifty goths showed up. They were the usual denizens of 4"* Avenue,
which was the hot spot for the avant garde, artistic crowd. ... Anyway, all these
people were dressed in black, and the "leader" of the group was this guy who
called himself Odin. Odin had a band of his own ... called The Host, andlwasa
big &n. So when Odin and his band of vampiric followers showed up ... I was
thrilled. I remember that we played Sympathy for the Devil, and I put myself way
into it. I mean I let myself be consumed by the characterization in the lyrics. I was
also, no doubt, somewhat &r along on beer and grass, and that made things easier.
I was singing not only for the fim of the gig, but also for approval from Odin; he
was higher up on the local music food chain than 1 was, and approval from him
wasn't merely a round of applause from a bunch of drunken college students-it
was acknowledgement that I was "in" with the local music scene. After that song,
1 think the cops showed up and shut us down...

mostly gave them aw^ in exchange for contact information - the in&mous calling and mailing lists.
* This is a fond memoiy for me as welL The WSQT I clearly remember it, when the cops showed up we
were plying "WerewolvK of London" and all the bladc-d^ goths were howling the "uuuu uuuuu" back
up part of the chorus. The cops pulled the plug and broke up the par^, but all the goths just kept howling
as thqr walked out past the rather firightened looking cops. Such memories are a sort of congealed labor
which can be capitalized on through performance in certain social contexts in which th^ are productive
oC among other things, prestige and "authentid^ within the scene.
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That one moment, when the goths first showed up, and throughout the singing of
Sympathy, I had this feeling like we were really doing something significant. Like
we, as a group of musicians, had hit some plateau where we were capable of
attracting more than just the neighborhood drunks who would show up to any
place that had beer and girls. I think that's why this memory is so distinct and
lasting.
For John the memory of taking the stage and playing a couple of covers with Odin — who
not only had an incredibly original style in his dress, music and overall life, but also had a
prominent position in the local scene and Mqor Label Interest - takes priority over his
memories of the years spent playing in Dirty Pool as a paid, "working," professional
musician playing regulaiiy in actual clubs. I present his narrative for the pleasure it brings
me, but particularly to point out the relative status of being recognized for playing cover
music as compared to being recognized for playing your "own" stuff. As John says, as
compared with just playing covers, playing with Odin felt like "we were really doing
something significant." Further, 1 have juxtaposed this memory with the preceding
discussion of getting "picked up" fi'om above by the music industry in order to suggest the
distinct yet related ways in which "working up" your "own" originals can have much
bigger payoffs, can yield much larger returns on the time invested.
All of my collaborators assert that what they miss least about playing in the bands
is the "work". As we shall see later, "work" is often used in an apparently contradictorily
manner to refer to the same activities which are at other times and in other "productive"
contexts considered to be fun. Some work is always work: for ecample, humping speaker
cabinets into clubs, working the phone list, folding J-sleeves and packaging cassettes.
But some fim, playfiil, expressive activities often constitutive of "communitas" -
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rehearsing, playing out in clubs, recording in home or professional studios - are sometimes
work. But as Mary says, "you've got to put yourself out there." And as Bob asserts,
"you've got to have product". In the noct chapter, I will explore the consumption and the
organization of "putting yourself out there" through the production of "product" in the
local recording industry.

5. CONSUMING SUBSYSTEMS OF SELF-PRODUCTION
"Your cd collection looks very shiny and expensive....
Haw do you afford your Rock'n'Roll lifestyle?" - Cake
In this chapter, I continue developing the theoretical and substantive narratives by
beginning with the work of Henri Lefebvre. Lefebvre's (1971) strategy of grounding
philosophical inquiry in a study of everyday life both informs my exploration of the
consumable "subsystems" of everyday life in the local music scene and sets the stage for
my discussion of later, problematic postmodern theorizing. Following a presentation of
Lefebvre's key concepts, I trace out some of the relevant aspects of the evolving
subsystems of musical production in the recording industry. This section argues that the
new "revolutionary" developments and practices on the local "production-side" of the
music industry must also be seen as the consumption of commodities - a consumption
required for the production of an identity and role within the hierarchies of the local and
national music industry. After a critique of de Certeau's (1988) more rosy approach to
the tactical consumption of resistant "speech", I return to a discussion of the economic
value of conversations and of the economic valorization and constraints that characterize
the "sampling" of self and the circulation of meaning in the local music scene. I conclude
this chapter by examining a false postmodern dilemma between the likes of Baudrillard and
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Fiske that will be resolved in chapter six.
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5.1 It's Just Everyday Life in the Modern World
"Believe in me because I don'/ believe in anything and I want to be someone to believe."
- The Counting Crows
Henri Lefebvre and, following Him, the scholars and activists of the French
Situationalist International drew on Maix, the Frankfiirt school and developments in
structural linguistics, but their work focused on everyday life as a whole set of processes
in the context of advanced capitalist society, rather than specific texts or practices of
specific subcultural groups. For Lefebvre, the study of everyday life was the
"philosophical" approach to the "non-philosophical" reahn of quotidian recurrence: the
activities of woiidng, spending "fi-ee time," eating, driving, walking, watching television,
interacting with acquaintances, as well as the material culture of the ordinary, of clothes,
homes, furnishings, neighborhoods, environments, and so on. The "social space" of the
everyday is characterized by both "number" and "tragedy," in other words, rational and
calculable, as well as emotional and irrational aspects. Further, existence within everyday
life is characterized by both the tedious and humiliating alienations of compulsion and the
creative and expressive power of adaptation within systems of compulsion. With such an
approach, an investigation of
gestures of labour and leisure, mechanical movements both human and properly
mechanic, hours, days, weeks, months, years, linear and cyclical repetitions,
natural and rational time, etc.; the study of creative activity (of production^ in its
widest sense) leads to the study of re-production or the conditions in which actions
producing objects and labour are re-produced, re-commenced, and re-assume their
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component proportions or, on the contrary, undergo gradual or sudden
modifications (1971: 18).
Thus, a study of the recurrent "becoming" of everyday life would short circuit the
idealistic tendency of philosophy by grounding it in the object "reality" and by doing so
enable philosophy to inform and enact transformations of that reality (Le., praxis)."' In
Gramsd's conceptual language, the spaces and practices of everyday life constitute the
terrain and negotiations comprising the processes of hegemony. But it is impossible to
construct a theoretical and practical system within which all the particular details of
everyday life become meaningful, fiilly eq}lained. The problem is that everyday life is not
a system itself but rather is made up of many subsystems - for example, the system of
feshion"^ - some linked, overlapping, or intersecting; others, barely unified, coherent
systems at all.
The coherence and reproduction of the subsystems of everyday life is a process
which requires the presence and interaction of several elements. First, a distinct and
specialized social activity with specific objectives is necessary. This activity occurs in
situations determined by the relation between social actors, activity and objective.

"Philosophical man and ordinary evenly man cannot coexist; from the philosopher's point of view,
because for him 'all', the world and man, must be thought and lealized; fiom everyday man's point of
view, because philosophy would endow him with a positive conscience and proof and act as censor, both
superficial and basic, to everyday life" (Lefebvre, 1971; 12). This nicety summarizes many aspects of the
form and content of this dissertation - not to mention
own everyday life these last few years.
Lefebvre ^plauds Barthes' (1983) structuralist, semiological analysis, but notes that "the 'e;q)erience'
of &shion (sociological; women, matftriak prices - in brieC the system's inq)act or importance) is
lacking. Such was {Barthes*] intention. Our concern (with the insertion of &shion into everyday life)
precetfes or follows his" (99). A more telling critique ofBarthes'project comes later Tashion pBarthes]
rightly assumes, eliminates simultaneousty the bocty as pineal subject and ad^tion as social subject... it
discards its own content" but "Barthes has taken the elimination of the Subject to the point of paradox" as
"all that matters is that it should be written" (165).
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Second, a subsystem requires organizations and institutions "justifying one another" which
odst at the state level or at the level of another state-sponsored institution (99). The
institutions make use of the organizations as "implements" with which to manipulate social
activity "while a competent devoted bureaucracy promptly ransacks the common weal,"
thereby rapidly constituting a hierarchy (99). Third, a coherent subsystem includes a
corpus of texts organized within explidt or implicit codes that ensure "the communication
of activity, the participation of its organizing actions, and the sway and authority of the
corresponding institutions" (99). As the number, extent and sophistication of such
subsystems rapidly grow, we gradually move towards a totally administered and selfregulating "Bureaucratic Society of Controlled Consumption,"^*^ Lefd)vre explains.
Everyday life has become an object of consideration and is the province of
organization; the space-time of voluntary programmed self-regulation, because
when properly organized it provides a closed circuit (production-consumptionproduction), where demands are foreseen because they are induced and desires are
run to earth; this method replaces the spontaneous self-regulation of the
competitive era. Thus everyday life must shortiy become the one perfect ^stem
obscured by the other systems that aim at ^stematizing through and
structuralizing action, and as such it would be the main product of the so-called
'organized' society of controlled consumption and of its setting modernity.
(72, emphasis added)
Lefebvre asserts that the amoimt of creative adaptation possible within the practices
maintaining these subsystems also decreases. Further, through the increasing organization
and rationalization of the subsystems of everyday life, the working classes have been
"partially integrated" with present-day society - an integration which implies their

' Elsewhere, Lefdivre describes the goal of the BSCC, b^ond subdividing and oiganizing everyday life,
to '<ybemetize society by the indirect agency of everyday life" (64).
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"disintegration as a classf (183). But tbis integration is also the disint^ration of society
as its culture, its unity and its values are all transformed (183). But to return to the study
of such systems, while it is possible to elaborate or model a specific sub^stem in detail and many such academic endeavors have, in fact, contributed to the organizing,
programming and "structuring" of everyday life - Lefebvre argues that the only system
sufBdently comprehensive to be called the meta-system of everyday life is the system of
substitutes which is so comprehensive that "theories", "analyses" and "inquiries" risk
turning into "substitutes to save trouble and uphold a 'system' that only exists in words"
(98). But this problem of the lack of a unified system, also offers a ray of hope, for as
long as everyday life is not a closed, self-regulating system, revolutionary change is
possible. Further, the alienating decreases in creative adaptation and thus real satis&ction
with everyday life, suggest an increasing difBculty in the reproduction of everyday life.
Indeed, for Lefebvre the reproduction of ^sterns of eveiyday life is primarily
conservative; "a revolution takes place when and only when ... people can no longer lead
their everyday lives; so long as th^ can live their ordinary lives relations are constantly re
established" (32). Thus it is necessary for everyday life to conceal itself by generating
subsystems of "escape" and "evasion" (e.g., leisure, tourism, privacy, home-life, etc.)"^

Lefebvie's approach to leisure, of course, anticipates that of Debord's Society of the Spectacle: "We are
undergoing a painful and premature revision of all our old "values'; leisure is no longer a festival, the
reward of labour, and it is not yet a fieety chosen activity pursued for itselC it is a general displj^
television, cinema, tourism" (I^ebvre, 1971; 54).
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through which everyday life is duplidtously duplicated with "one of its halves ... in the
land of make-beKeve" (122)."'
Of course, such evasions and escapes are just substitutions within the emergent —
as of Lefebvre's time, not yet extant - system of substitutions, a system beginning to sound
a bit "postmodern." Here Lefd>vre's argument presages Jameson's assertion that both
"postmodern" cultural commodities and certain types of "postmodern" poststructuralist
narratives are symptomatic of developments in the organization of late capitalisnou Indeed,
as we have already seen, Lefebvre explicitly links these processes of everyday life to the
transformations of modernity itself:
Everyday life and modernity, the one crowning and concealing the other, revealing
and veiling it. Everyday life, a compound of insignificances united in this concept,
responds and corresponds to modernity, a compound of signs by which our society
expresses and justifies itself and which forms part of its ideology (24)."^
In the section entitled "The Decline of the Referentials," Lefebvre asserts that "a himdred
years ago words and sentences in a social context were based on reliable referentials ...
[as] society possessed (or believed it possessed, which comes to the same) a general basic
code." However, the period since about 1905-1910 has been characterized by a general
discoimection of signifier and signified due to pressures fi'om science, technology.
Although eveiyd^ life is here at risk with becoming one with life, the universe and everything, I will
return to this suggestive point later. I mean, here I am, camped out with two wolves on the edge of the
Blue River Primitive Range- the edge of eveiyd^ life to be sure. And as I sit in the cab of a USFWS
truck, laptop plugged into the cigarette lighter, writing this dissertation which could start a career -which
in maiQr w^ is ending my everydi^ life with Mazy-1am forced to admit that I dont realfy know if I
want to leave that everyd^ life for a more philosophic one. And it fiightens me.
When Lefdme was writing, he asserted that of all tte referentials, onfy Philosc^l^ and everyday life
remain. In the present day and age, the situation has gotten even worse. To beat a dead horse, this
cognitive map is suggesting a similar relation between certain strains of "postmocfem" theory and
contenq>oraty socio-economic reality.
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communicatioiis ^sterns, and widespread social change (111,112). In the context of the
advertising and publicity image "^sterns" which enable all the other sub^stems, this lack
of referentials and excess of meaningless signifiers has serious consequences since "speech
merges with image to create an illusion of structure, the image appearing as referential,
although it has not (and cannot have) any such function" (118). This is to the advantage
of the organizing systems as "signifiers are massively and indiscriminately consumed in
sign consumption, the coupling made anyhow, anywhere; thus a specific 'system' may
hook itself on to disconnected signifiers" (119). The system can make use of just about
anything including Le^vre's cukpiation that "becomes fictitious and make-believe."
Most importantly, though,
it is in everyday life that the coupling of sig^fier and sipiified takes place ...
signs ... are fi'ee for all, ever available and, taking the place of action, th^
appropriate the interest formerly invested in activity ... [in which] active groups
with their active relations communicating through reference to habits, objects and
objectives are replaced by groups whose relations are based on formal
communication, means thus beaming ends and form content.... Large 'unofficial'
groups based on speech and linguistic relations have taken over the role of the
discarded groups almost entirely; they ... produce nothing but talk; these people
talk for the pleasure of talking, for a feeling of togetherness, to be 'in' (119)
This supports Lefebvre's claim that in the ongoing controversy between the Letter and the
Spirit, the "written word" will never completely "supplant real tradition, the word passing
unmediated fi'om mouth to ear" (156). On the other hand, as the above passage cleariy
indicates, Lefebvre is more than disappointed in a speech that increasingly refers to the
content produced by the subsystems of everyday life. As we shall see later in this chapter,
this "talk" which produces the "coupling of signifier and signified" and "feeling(s) of

togetherness" is increasingly valuable within the everyday subsystems of the pop music
scene.
But in this situation of "linguistic proliferation", Lefd)vre, following Jakobson,
notes the accompai^ing - and problematic - proliferation of decontextualizing, abstract
metalanguage. Because there is a "contradiction between referential and metalinguistic
functions, the latter eroding the former and supplanting them ... the disappearance of each
referential liberates a signifier and makes it available, whereupon metalanguage promptly
appropriates it, employing it for jobs 'at one remove', which contributes to the decline of
referentials, while metalanguage reigns, detached and 'cool'" italics Lefd}vre's] (129-30).
Once again foreshadowing Jameson, Lefd^vre argues that if based on metalanguage alone,
any "would-be science can teach us nothing about reality - metalanguage cannot be seen
as either harmless or innocent!" (129). As we shall see shortly, there is a break between
Lefd>vre's use of the concept "everyday life" and that of de Certeau in which the linguistic
metaphorization of social reality, and relations, and activities begins to cause real
problems. But at this point, I will discuss developments in the "sub-systems'* of the music
scene which suggest the ways that the economic imperatives of the music and recording
industries are linked to the personal identities and practices of local musicians trying to
"make it".
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5^ Changing Technologies and Services of Production Consumed
"You've gotta have product" - Bob Steigert
Ai^ musician stniggling to perform and gain recognition in the local music scene
(and hopefully beyond!) intuitively knows that sooner, rather than later, one simply must
record and commodify one's musical self^cpressions. In the age of mechanical and
electronic reproduction, recording and mass-producing your sound is necessity for any
musician who desires an "existence" outside of the living room. Indeed, even acquking
"live" gigs in the lowliest of performance spaces requires a demo tape. As we shall see,
recent developments in relatively low-priced recording technologies have significantly
altered the organization and practices of the recording industry. In "College Rock's New
Wave", Rolling Stone's ieS Salamon charts the recent proliferation of student run
independent recording studios and record labels capitalizing on the newly "affordable"
recording media:
Across an economically flush America, college kids are pooling money saved fi'om
summer jobs and carved out of student loans to put out records firom bands they
moshed to at a fiat party or discovered on an MP3 file someone shot their way
across the internet (33).
As an important part of the subsystem of musical and visual texts, magazines, record
labels, radio and television networks (etc.) comprising the music scene. Rolling Stone not
only comments on such developments, but actively inspires these practices as "college
kids" fantasize about the &me and fortune associated with its cover and come to believe
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that recent technological advances have made feme readily acces^le. But even the
inspirational Rolling Stone article acknowledges the difSculties in "making it" for even the
most successfiil of the independent artists and labels. In the words of Chris Swanson of
the Secretly Canadian label:
... if I could make music and get a steady paycheck, that would be great. But
what I love about this label is building a stable of artists who can support each
other. I want there to be a sense of community between us and the artists. It's not
like, "We're the label; you're the artist." We're in it together (124).
Swanson describes this "community" project as "more a 'superhobby* than a career" (124).
The development of such "superhobbies" in the everyday subsystem of the pop music
industry depends upon technologies such as the recent Alesis ADAT digital audio
recorder.
In a review of the Alesis ADAT 8 in the October 1992 issue of Electronic
Musician^ Molenda and Brighton assert that with "no computer inter&ce, no learning
curve, and no bizarre connections ... ADAT is more than a technological iimovadon, it's a
social force" (94). Molenda goes even fiirther a year later in his article "Brave New
World: Are You Ready for Citizenship in the Digital State?":
The Flames of insuiTection have abated. Zealots and rebels no longer run wild in
the streets. Fear has lapsed into acceptance and denial into belief. The miracle has
come: Digital multitrack belongs to the masses. Vive la revolution!
Affordable, taped-based digital multitracks have smashed the status quo of the
recording industry. The heroes of the revolution-the Alesis ADAT, Tascam's DA
BS and the Fostex RD-8-have formed a new Digital State that promises sonic
parity and eternal audio bliss for all recordists. The artist is no longer suppressed
by expensive studios, the voracious data-storage needs of hard-disk recorders, or
the semi-pro sound of affordable analog multitracks. Today, virtually anyone has
the capability to produce aurally magnificent digital recordings... (56)
These overbloAvn claims about a new technology provide the back drop for this section
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which looks at the local effects of the modular digital multitracks communications
technology on the unsigned mnsirians and audio recording engineers woiidng in the field.
I began the study resulting in this section with the hope that despite the obvious tq^erbole,
this new technolo^ might be a significant development for the independent producers of
musical cultural commodities trying to make a living in the field. After all, Mary's Attic
needed product and it seemed to make more sense to use our hard-won "budget" to make
an album in the most efiSdent manner possible - perhaps by building a home studio.
Now, I acknowledge that although MDNTs can have a positive effect on a certain type of
small recording studio and perhaps even on certain independent record labels, unsigned
musicians (my "independent producers") are, in several senses, more accurately
conceptualized as consumers.
I began by scanning the issues of a number of industry and popular magazines
describing and advertising new recording technologies {Billboard^ Mix, Musician,
Electronic Musician, EQ, Recording) published in the 1990s, and setting up interviews
with a number of local musicians, label owners, retailers and studio workers. Further, I
scoured the academic writings for histories and analyses of technology and the music
industry. I interviewed 15 local musicians, 8 studio owners, 7 recording engineers,
several musical equipment retailers, and 2 people who like to call themselves producers.
In retrospect, I believe I often strayed fix)m my political economic approach in my
excitement to be talking with all these local "professionals." Indeed, getting to be in such
professional spaces as recording studios and getting the chance to hang out and talk with
the "pro's" are a large part of what one purchases when buying studio time and
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"producing" an album. As a result, some of the discussions with these people approached
the idealistic. But despite my delusions of being on the production side of things, I
managed to learn a good deal about the efifects of this technology.
On January 18, 1991, the "digital revolution" began when Alesis announced the
ADAT at the Winter NAMM show. The ADAT records eight tracks of digital audio onto
an S-VHS videocassette with a maximum recording time of 40 minutes. In other words,
the ADAT user can independently record 8 separate audio tracks -either one at a time or
in combination - at a level of fidelity superior to that possible on compact discs.
Furthermore, the ADAT is modular in that up to 16 units can be hooked together for a
total of 128 tracks with no external synchronizer and without using tracks for time code
("Alesis 1994 Product Line"). Approximately one year after the ADAT hit the market,
the TEAC subsidiary Tascam released its competing DA-88 modular digital multitrack.
The DA-88 records on Hi-8 mm tape and is able to record a maximum of 108 minutes.
With the exception of slightly better specifications and a couple of added features, the
DA-88 is almost exactly the same as the ADAT ("Tascam DA-88 Digital Multitrack
System"). The DA-88 was priced at $4500. After the DA-88 made its entry, Fostex
released the ADAT compatible RD-8 under license fi-om Alesis for "less than $5000"
("Fostex Joins the ADAT Alliance"). Since the original release dates, prices have Men
as the corporations compete for market control. According to Christian Salyer of
Rainbow Music, the Alesis ADAT now seUs for just under $2000, while the Tascam and
Fostex units have Men to $3400 and $4000, respectively. Sony is soon shipping a hi-end
version which, perhaps not surprisingly, uses Tascam's Hi-8 mm format for around $5000
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(Salyer).
Alesis appears to have the early lead in the format wars, mainly because it was the
first to introduce the technology and because of its price. According to the Billboard 1994
International Recording Equipment and Studio Directory, 8.5% of studios nationwide
already had ADAT systems only a year after they were first available ("Brand Usage
Response Survey" 4-5). By niid-1994 Alesis had sold more than 30,000 ADATs, many
of them to the home studio market (Vema 87). Although sales figures for the other more
recent technologies are as of yet difScult to gauge, Tim Zick the recording engineer for
the local studio The Cavern suggests that the ADAT format is currently dominant, but
that all major studios will soon have both systems in order to assure compatibility with the
media formats used by possible clients. Zick seems to think that smaller studios and home
users will probably stick with the more affordable Alesis units (Zick, April 14, 1995). My
own local research suggests that he is correct: most "professional" local studios and many
home studios employ the Alesis AD AT. While many higher end studios support the DA88 format, the only Tascam DA-881 know of is used by Doug Bynes, a recording
engineer for the Phase 5 Studio in Phoenix, who uses the DA-88 for his freelance mobile
recording business. Bynes swears to the superiority of analog recordings in the
professional studio, but for his own fledgling business an MDM was the only option. A
brief history of multi-track recording leading up to the current proliferation of home and
project-level studios will help us to understand why.
By the early 1950's most recording studios were using tape because it was about
one half the cost of discs, reusable and easily edited, spliced and otherwise manipulated.
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In 19S8 the Shure Brothers four-channel tape recorder provided even more flexibility for
studios (Jones 39,38). The introduction of muhitrack recording technology permitted the
recording engineer to record separate tracks (a sound or groups of sounds) in
synchronization. In efifect, this enables the "total studio production in which no live
performance in toto [necessarily] takes place" (Tankel 37). After all the tracks have been
recorded, edited and spliced, the engineer/sound mbcer can re-mix the separate tracks into
a stereo master with the blend, effects, arrangement, etc. that is desired. This is a radical
break from the earlier practice of recording to directly to disc which required that the live
performance be recorded more or less "as-is" and in toto. Any "mixing" with direct to
disc recordings had to be done before the signal hit the disc through microphone selection
and placement, gain adjustments, equalization, etc. Multitrack technolo^ allows virtually
all the aural characteristics of the recording to be adjusted after the recording process.
Without a doubt, multitrack tape changed not only the way the work was done in
recording studios, but also the sound of popular music itself. By the late 1960's, the 8track recorder had become the studio standard, and eventually it was followed by 16-, 24-,
32- and 48-track tapes (Jones 40).
Prior to the late 1960's the only recording studios were owned by record
companies because the high cost of the recording devices prohibited use by companies
who could not recoup the capital investment through sales of the recorded products.
Consequently, recording costs remained quite high and only signed recording artists could
afford to record (Jones 142). However, as the price of the technology began to drop,
independent recording companies began to ^pear in increasing numbers. In Tucson, the
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number of recording studios advertised in the Yellow Pages starts at 1 in 1950, grows to 2
in 1960, swells to 4 in 1970, then to 12 in 1980 and finally to 26 or so in the last few
years.
In the early 1970's, the home recording market opened up largely as a result of the
failure of the quadrophonic market. Bereza notes that "when the l^ped-up quadrophonic
market collapsed in the 1970's, redundant recorders were modified for multi-track" (230).
Alongside conventional products such as tuners, amplifiers, and cassette decks, electronics
dealers began to offer mixing boards, microphones, and noise reduction units marketed
directly at the musician who was trying to make it. Jones quotes a 1978 issue of Stereo
Review advertising the Pioneer RT-2044 4-track multitrack deck claiming that "for the
price of a few hours in a recording studio, you can own one" (139). Of course, the
$1650.00 deck (equivalent to ten hours at the 1978 studio cost of $165/hour) is not a
studio (Jones 139). Later offerings, such as those fi'om Tascam or Fostex in the early
1980's which included a small mixing board, or even Fostex's 1985 8-track for $1,600
come no where near the fidelity or flexibility of the professional studio.
Essentially, since the mid-1970's there has been an industry trend towards
attempting to capture not only high end professional studio markets, but also the much
larger project-level and home user market. A company like Tascam will offer a high end
24 track analog for around $125,000 as well as a low end standard cassette based 4 track
for around $400. This trend includes not only recording devices, but also the other
devices (e.g., instruments, effects units, etc.) which go into studios (e.g., a digital effects
processor will range fi'om $200 for the home unit to $2000 or more for the studio
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version). These development and maiiceting decisions enable and reinforce the demand
for recording devices as the home recorder needs things to record (e.g., a midi k^oard
synth with drum sounds).

As these technologies become increasingly dependent upon

custom designed computer chips, the U.S. companies are increasingly forced to deal with
the effects of "chip wars" and trade restrictions. As the US based Ensoniq's Senior
«q)lains;
We try to keep the cost to a minimum [because]... we would like to supply as high
quality a technology as possible to as broad of a market... Since we do a lot of
custom chip designs for our products, to amortize the cost of that you want to
expect to sell tens of thousands of units.... Business people and the engineers try
to live within those constraints a make a system do as much as it possibly can,
substituting intelligent software for hardware wherever possible.... It enables us to
stay in business, to compete with the Japanese companies, (quoted in Jones 81)
What Alesis has done with its research and development dollars begins to make sense.
Substituting smart software and using cheap S-VHS hardware, Alesis creates a product
which, given its impressive specifications, can maximize its market by appealing to both
professional and amateur consumers. Amateurs are enticed because of the "digital" and
"professional" sheen. Professionals are enticed because the price is really insignificant and
having ADAPs on-line means you may open markets for mix downs of amateur ADAT
owners. And of course TEAC/Tascam, Fostex and Soi^ - all established, major players in
the studio and home deck markets — will want to go MDM as Alesis ADAT hype causes
"sales of 8-track, reel-to-reel analog decks [to go] stagnant and it's alleged that 16- and
24- track semi-pro machines aren't moving very briskly either" ^olenda 57). Clearly, it's
in the interests of these corporations to push the new MDM products; after Alesis'
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development and nsarketing coup, th^ have little choice. Further, the new digital home
studio craze enabled by low-priced MDM technology will drive the sales of other home
studio devices already produced by these and similar companies.

The promotional

campaigns for such products deploy a (sonicaUy silly) concern over multiple DigitalAnalog, Analog-Digital conversions as the signals pass from analog microphones to
analog boards to digital effects units to analog boards to digital multitracks to analog
boards and effects units to digital audio tape master. This concern will drive the
development and demand for all digital pathway devices, spurring even more
consumption. Nevertheless, the questions can still be asked: What of the Revolution?
Doesn't putting studio quality equipment in home studios still "smash the status quo of the
recording industry?"
The local effects of the "digital revolution" are perhaps best crystallized, oddly
enough, in the results of my interview with Jim Waters of the Tucson Waterworks
(formerly the Soimd Factory) who will never own an MDM. Waters owned a
professional level New York studio of the same name for seven years before coming to
Tucson to escape the big dty. The space that houses Waterworks was formerly one of
the premier professional studios in Tucson (the Sound Factory) and is steeped in the dark
wood paneling and glass of the 1970's. Waters is quite obviously used to working with
the "pro's" and is quick to point that out to you. When asked about his rate structure, his
''^ For example, the introduction of compact disc recorders coupled with a veiy recent drop in the price of
the recordable compact disc media well below the $1 unit price has led to a corresponding proliferation of
companies and home-users engaged in a small-scale, "micro'-production, cottage electronic publishing
industry.
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response is a quick "that depends." The rate depends upon whether you are a signed act
with a real budget, or if you are a local independent band or producer shopping around.
He wouldn't divulge his "pro" rate after I told him which cat^ory I fit into but he would
cut me a special deal for an album length project at $45.00/hour. Plus tape of course.
Waters would never dream of defiling music with digital devices until he at last,
begrudgingly, allowed the mastered product onto compact disc. He and his 24 track 2"
Otari deck cater to those "analog hi-fidelity types". Analog tape costs about $200.00 per
30 minutes. Waters assures me that analog gives you a certain "richness of tone," a "fuller
detail of the timbre of an instrument" and that with 16 bit digital, the upper fi'equencies are
"made up." Of course, MDNTs poise no threat to his analog hi-end business. To a certain
degree, he is correct in all his assertions. But his query about my funding status and his
adjusted rate show a reluctant awareness of a changing maiicet which is difBcult not to link
to his aversion to digital recording. I saw a compact disk in Toxic Ranch Records which
he had engineered which claimed to be an all analog recording and to extend, unlike other
compact disks, up to 25 kHz in order to include sonic qualities which would otherwise be
lost. If the compact disk could contain the data, and if your stereo and speakers could
reproduce the firequencies, only your dog could tell. Given available consumer audio
product specifications, the analog argument only holds if you listen to the 2" media in the
studio or if your customers are willing to believe it and pay the extra cost.
Waters raises some other interesting points. When asked what he considers to be
the single biggest change in the music business, he quickly replied, "Everyone has a band
now. Bands get together, th^ put out an album, th^ break up, then th^ reform with a

few new players and put out another albuno." He thinks that the dropping costs of (some)
studios, coupled with this proliferation of bands which all want to record immediately are
resulting in a lot of "meaningless" albums. When asked what how one could create an
album that wasnt "meaningless", that actually had value. Waters replied "you've got to
demonstrate a core audience... hire yourself the producer or manager with the biggest
name [around $50,000] and pay for the time in the studio to get it all right... How could
[an independent, low budget project] compete with the Stones, say, who spend 3 days in
the studio getting the drums right at $5000 a day? ... If the record compares not paying
the bills, it's hit or miss... it's possible to do it.. but..." Waters really isnt interested in the
low budget project, but given the new climate in the local recording scene, he will do it if
you pay.
By contrast, Billy Schmidt of Desert Trax seems genuinely interested in the low
budget project. Schmidt has been a musician for 28 years, but just opened his studio two
years ago. The core of bis studio is a 24 track ADAT system coupled with an 8 track hard
disk multi-tracker/digital musical workstation and an automated Pro-1 mixing console.
His standard rate is $50.00 an hour, but he will go as low as $35.00 an hour for larger
projects. His studio is typical of the "project" studio: less capitalized and less expensive
than the "professional" studio. About 50 percent of his business is made up of recording
local bands and the other 50 percent involves doing sound for video with East West Video
which shares the building with Desert Trax. Schmidt, along with all the other recording
engmeers I interviewed, sees a trend towards studios being employed to mbc down tracks
which have been recorded in home studios. He is quick to laud recent developments in
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digital sound processing which have enabled his business, but equally quick to
acknowledge the difficult learning curve which accompanies these technologies. Schmidt
notices that he "isnt really working on his own music anymore... but really enjoys helping
other people get their sound together."
Before Schmidt started Desert Trax, he sold home studio equipment for living. "In
&ct," he says with a sly grin, "that's how I managed to put together all this gear." Schmidt
thinks that the home studio is a great investment for somebody who has aheady made it
and who has plenty of time to play around and figure out how to use it. He cautions, with
a glance at the banks of digital processors above the mixing board, that the "average Joe
usually just ends up spreading himself too thin." I couldn't help but wonder if he was
talking about his own experience with recording technology. Schmidt goes on to explain
that when he was selling home studio equipment, "something like 9 out of 10 of the
studios I helped set up just didnt make it." The learning curve issue - technological
ocpertise - is cited again and again by all of the recording engineers interviewed as one of
the primary reasons, along with aq)ensive not-for-home equipment (32 chaimel automated
mixing consoles, multiple quality effects units, etc.), why low priced recording equipment
fails to threaten recording studios or professionals. For example, the average guitarist will
ask for a "&tter sound with more bite," but will have no ideas which buttons to push or
which knobs to tweak. Billy Schmidt speaks "both languages and has the gear to boot."
When asked how the new digital technologies have affected the way that musicians
try to make mon^, Schmidt has quite a bit to say. He thinks it has become "more
difficult" to put out a competitive product at the demo or album level because the
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"standards are higher and you need more knowledge to create a competitive project." In
terms of making mon^, Schmidt also thinks that things are harder as there is "more
competition and fewer outlets." He asserts that "twenty years ago, live music was king!...
The club scene was great. Then disco hit and it never came back." Further, back then
with less equipment than you need now, "you could make as much or more in a night of
music as you can now." Schmidt finds the quality of club music in Tucson depressing, but
he says, "it's a Catch 22. The Clubs dont pay enough to motivate a band to get real tight
- its cheaper to hire a DJ - and the crowds are used to CD's and don't want poor music."
Schmidt argues that its impossible to get your music on the radio because "everything's
controlled by 5-6 big programmers."
Phil Stephens, president and recording engineer at Crash Landing Productions,
agrees but has a different perspective on the obstacles to getting exposure, as well as to
creating value, demand and sales for independently produced music commodities. In
Stephens' view, "there's this evil cartel of 6 transnational media conglomerates who
control 96% of the retail music market... the 3,000-5,000 independent labels of any note
fight over the remaining 4%." Further, the industry giants have effectively sewed up three
major avenues for promotion: radio, retail and touring. Although Stephens' acknowledges
the complexity of the situation, he blames a system of "third party promoters" which is
little more than a "thinly veiled system of payola" which more or less controls what gets
played on all of the major radio formats in the nation. He sees some room for
independents penetrating the college, alternative and other "niche" fisrmats. The major
record distribution chains, including entities such as Walmart and Kmart, are able to cut
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deals with the major labels due to the volume of their sales making it virtually impossible
for independent distributors to sell at a competitive price. Further, Stephens' cites Soi^s
recent decision to no longer accept returns as an example of un&ir business dealing which
&vors large chains which are able to shufiSe and discount extra product instead of "eating
it." As far as touring goes, Stephens' complains about the un&ir market control and
pricing practices of the likes of Ticketmaster, "Ticketmaster, and Blockbuster in general,
are evil. Boycott them now and forever.""^ He notes the ways in which efforts to
maximize profit through certain demographic practices coupled with incentives to push
certain products fi'om the industry giants limit the diversity of content to a pathetic excuse
for entertaiimient.
Stephens is the youngest studio owner I interviewed. His Crash Landing
Productions began as Sound to Go in the mid-1980's when his band grew tired of renting
PA equipment and bought their own. They decided that on off nights they might as well
try to recoup some of their expenditures so they formed a sound company. After a few
years of this grueling work, Stephens and company grew tired of humping gear around
and hanging out in loud and smoky bars. By this time, Stephens had found that he had a
knack for mixing sound and had begun to apply himself to small garage recording projects
on a four track recorder. Eventually, he acquired a 1/2 inch 8 track, managed to buy his
parents house ("they got old enough to leave") and with the capital investment of a few

Ofcourse, all the members of Mary's Attic shared this sentiment. Ofcourse, the offer of a stage at the
Ticketmaster Showcase, the honor and prestige of the award, and a chance to get "picked iq>" was one
which we couldnt refuse.
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friends, one of which was a contractor, transformed the back section of the mid-city
house into a quite functional recording studio. At this point he is joint owner with one
other partner who has left the state in search of more lucrative work.
Stephens bought three ADAT units almost as soon as th^ were available. He saw
in MDNfs the capability to turn his home studio into a mid level "project" studio with
minhnal additional capital investment. The amount of gear which he has amassed over
the years is quite impressive and definitely places him in the category of flmctional
"project" studio. Crash Landing Studio charges $35.00 per hour but will throw in an
occasional hour for free on extended projects. The studio is about as busy as Stephens
&q>ects it to be between outside recording projects and in house productions, particularly
as he relies on word of mouth for advertising. But it has not been easy as Stephens is
quick to point out. "I spent two years slaving in the post office and putting every penny
towards the studio's loans," he moans, "and then I developed repetitive stress syndrome."
Although he regrets quitting instead of getting fired with benefits, he adds with an eery
grin, "At least I didnt 'Go Postal'." Finally, Crash Landing Productions is out of dd)t and
in the black for the first time ever, although there's still the matter of "personal debt."
As far as the local music scene goes, Stephens' occasionally plays the Rock or
some other club because "its fim to pretend you're a Rock Star" but "there's really not
much money in clubs for original music." Stephens says that what really has been paying
the bills for the last couple of years is his woric with the symphony and the "resort gigs"
where it's still possible to clear $100 for 2 hours of music. Stephens attributes the dismal
live music scene in Tucson to a variety of &ctors, but singles out the increase in the
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drinking age in 1982. "For the last five years," he says, "with possible ecception ofNeon
Prophet, the only bands making decent mon^ live in Tucson are a few R&B, Motown and
classic rock cover bands."
In response to the dismal outlook for marketing and promoting product either
locally or nationally, Stephens hopes to bypass traditional avenues of distribution and
promotion by shipping his product on the information superhighway. Through
collaboration with his fiiends Molly Who and Joel of Opusl communications services,
Stephens has managed to get the Euphoria Worid \^de Music site up and running on the
Worid >^de Web. Internet users are able to read descriptions of bands and download a
sample song firom each. Mail ordering is being handled through Big City Entertainment, a
local distributor/mail order house. Also, bands not on the Crash Landing Label can buy a
6 month presence on the web for $125. Although Stephens hasnt gotten any real
business through the Worid Wide Wd), the Euphoria site aheady receives the more "hits"
than any other site administered by Opus 1. Stephens is optimistic, "you never know what
might happen on the net.""^ In any event, Stephens has met his own criteria for success,
criteria with which many local unsigned professional amateurs would concur "the studio
is out of debt, in the black... I have food ....Every now and then I buy myself some cool
toys."
Without a doubt, the cost of recording a cd-quality album or demo is falling both
''^1>art of the problem, it seems to me, is that there ahsa<fy seems to be too much music on the Internet
This month's edition of ib& Alternative Press-YisxHkj an obscure rag -publicized dozens of "meta-Iists"
of sites holding alternative, unsigned and signed artists'works ("Wired for Sound"). It's difBcult to
make yourself heard above the BabeL
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in terms of buying studio time and in terms of setting up a home studio. But does the
availability of lower priced sonically competitive recording make it ai^ more likely that a
band can make a living playing popular music on the local scene? All of the interviews
that I conducted with recording professionals suggested two points. Hrst, that &lling
recording prices were merely one piece - certainly not the most important piece - in an
interlocking puzzle that involved systems of exposure (radio, live gigs, press, promoters,
etc.) and systems of distribution (retail stores, live gigs, distributors, etc.). Second, that if
any trend is noticeable, it is actually becoming more difBcult to make a living as a musician
as a result of other technological, economic and socio-cultural developments (juke-boxes,
DJs from disco to hip hop, the difSculty of reproducing studio sounds live, drinking age,
the aging of baby boomers, etc.). My as yet unsuccessful search for a musician - outside
the classical genres and ^eluding Sam Taylor, of course - who is making a living at it in
Tucson coupled with my experiences with the band Hipster Dogma seem to reinforce both
points.
Every musician I interviewed spoke of the in&mous "day job". With the notable
exception of those lucky enough to still be students, these jobs tend to be in either retail
sales (particularly in music stores) or the service industry (cafe's, etc.). A few hold
positions in arts related professions (theatre, arts entertainment, lessons, etc.) or
education.

Clipman, for example, is about as close to a pure professional musician as

th^ come. Clipman, who has played with groups such as the Brain Damage Orchestra,
Song Tower, the William Eaton Ensemble, the Joy Bones, R. Carlos Nikai and Hipster
Dogma, to name a few, supplements his musical earnings by writing and publishing poetry.
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by teaching rhythm, music and culture to school children through residencies funded by
the Arizona Commission for the Arts and by recording on scores of albums recorded both
here and in Phoenix (either for a "musician for hire" fee, or for a future cut of royalties). I
haven't asked him what really pays the bills; perhaps it's his wife. As Stephan George put
it in an interview conducted last night, "nobody makes it on one source of income these
days."
I was sure that my search for Tucson's purely pop-musically supported musician
was over when I finally got in touch with Stephan George. He quietly corrected me, "I
don't realfy make a living playing music." George supplements his musical income by
making pottery, teaching various folk instruments and styles, and maintaining a simple
lifestyle. "It helps if you dont mind living on the poverty line," he says. Although George
is one of the more prolific songwriters, producers/promoters and performers in Tucson
and has been at it since time began, he sighs "you keep hoping that some way, some day,
someone will give you some type of break... but it's like winning the lottery." What its
really about for George and Clipman -and, I think, most players who have been at it as
long as they have - is creative expression, and performing and recording music th^ enjoy.
These players are all well-recognized with the hierarchy of the local musicians' community
as well. Of course, the added excitement and prestige of a potentially lucrative contract
dangling in firont of them doesnt hurt either.
George insists that one could be performing 6 nights a week in Tucson and thus
earning a living at it, but to do so "you would have to become an imitator." He thinks that
he would be burned out creatively if he tried to make it in that manner. "Besides," he
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argues, "the occasional market is the best way to maximize your hourly earnings" referring
to the resort gigs, weddings, parties, etc. George sums up the club scene succinctly,
"alcohol permits are so ecpensive, the club owners have got see people in there, and in
there drinking." When you go to get a gig "you are entering the market as a service
provider... most of the bar owners would just as soon hire a monkey in a pink tutu to
blow it out their barrage bag."
Concerning income from his recording projects, George cuts to the bottom line,
"most of the projects never show black ink." He's proud to say that his last project has
"ahnost broken even!" In terms of the effects of recording on a musician's career George
says half-jokingly, "You're better off putting your money in a bank."^ Of course, if you
do get picked up then your record holdings are suddenly valuable. George notes the case
of the Sidewinders who went to South by Southwest and got picked up by "Mammoth or
something... an independent labelwho specializes in grooming young talent and selling
it off for a profit." This created value for their old self-produced albums and they started
to turn a profit. (Both George and Clipman's frequent recording activities with a diverse
set of groups, without apparent concern for the short term profits, seem to suggest a
longer term, lottery like strategy.) But despite his somewhat cynical realism, George
seems content with his career thus far and the local recognition he has received.

'Neither George nor Clipman own ADATs or engage in seiious engineering woik. Quite wisely, in n^
opinion, thqr Ime left the long woik of the steq) learning curves and nob-tweaking of such piodi^on to
the professional engineers, and more recently to the hordes of home-studio owners in order to focus on
congealing their specialized cultural capital Tbey do both own some lovefy instruments, though.
'^Local, regional and national independent record labels are clearly critical to the career paths of
unsigned musicians. Th^ are in effect the self-siq>porting farm leagues of the major industiy players.
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My own experiences performing recording and attempting to peddle Ifipster
Dogma as a performing and recorded commodity lead to similar conclusions. Both
before, but particularly after we recorded the $1770 demo/album^^ - we would do just
about anything to get out and play, to get exposure, to get opportunities to push product.
Increasingly, it seems usefiil to consider that just about all the economic activities of
Ifipster Dogma were not those of a producer, but of a consumer. In such activities as
buying the instruments or the studio time,^ the consumer role is clear. But playing clubs,
parties, warehouses and street &irs, mass-producing Dogma tapes, and trying to sell
product may not seem to be acts of consumption. On closer examination, however, the
conceptual boundaries blur.

the mception of a really cool wedding'^ we played for

which the band was paid $500, all of which went to the demojimd, all of the paying gigs
paid under $100 total. Consider the labor involved in packing up, transporting, setting up
five musicians worth of instruments, microphones and a fiill PA system which we
provided, and then reversing the whole process, not to mention the 3-4 hour
performance.

Consider the transportation costs, the wear or depreciation costs of more

than $6000 in equipment, not to mention vehicles. Consider the value of the audience we
brought in {caui some bars even charge covers). We were in a real sense paying for the
'^According to The Producer, T. Gi^ Squires, the total cost of the album inrhi^iing printing J-Sleeves
and tape duplication was about $1770. About $1200 was the recording cost for around 16.S hours of
tracking and mixing, including tape costs and mastering to DAT. Duplication costs were $480 for 200
copies. Printing Cost $50. Photogrqih cost $40.
find it fasdnating that a studio demo is used to solicit live gigs. The time dilation which the studio
process both forces and allows esqpands the possibilities as well as the labor intensiveness of the process all paid for by the hour by the laboring musician.
'^"Note that the wedding should be categorized within George's "occasional" market
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opportunity for exposure, paying for the opportunity to create demand for our recorded
product. Consider that we sold roughly 40 "Unleashed" tapes for $7 per unit and gave
the rest away for promotional purposes. We are in a real sense buying tapes for the
opportunity to give them away to create demand for our performing product (as demos to
clubs) or for our band as a whole (as demos to the necessary "core audience", the general
demand necessary in order to get signed). ^ Thus while all these expensive acts of
consumption comprising this "superhobby" are certainly productive, th^ must be
understood as profitable components of what Lefd)VFe would call the everyday life
subsystem of pop rock music. In the next chapter, we will explore the character of the
work involved in such productive consumption - particularly, the difficult production of
relatively large-scale consumptiotL Further, we shall take a look at how attempting to
"make it" in such a "superhobby" relates to individual careers, to class - to the day job.
While it appears probable that MDNfs are opening a space for "project" level
recording studios to enter the market and are similarly contributing to a trend in lower
recording costs on "sonically competitive" media, the recording industry status quo seems
^ fi-om "smashed." The "digital revolution" does not break the chains forged by the
major industry players, but does change the organization of production to some d^ree.
For example, the reduced production costs of commodities with "clean" sounds may
enable independent record labels to push and sell bands in an ^anded number of genres.
'^A standard S person, 4 hour 9pm-lam gig, if it's one night only, roughfy requires a total of 40 man
hours to get ther^ set up, play, break down, get back- and that's if we mix our own sound.
'^t is also interesting to note that the "occasional" gigs are not usually the sorts of gigs where one either
sells tapes or manufactures ai^ sort of "core audience"/deniand (e.g., a wedding or a golf toumament at El
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This proliferation of content, along with the ever increasing frequency of commodity /
&shion cycles, yields a situation in which it is more difficult for the "majors" to confidently
capitalize on long-performing acts which will pump out a dozen or more platinum albums.
But from the unsigned musician's point of view, I think that the efifects of decreased
recording costs are probably canceled by the efifects of greater sonic demands on product
and increased competition. In any event, the unsigned musicians and independent record
labels continue to shoulder the costs of bootstrapping value in an increasingly competitive
and difficult environment. Developments in recording, mass-production and massdistribution have both enabled and created popular music as we know it and continue to
shift the relations, modes and sites of production in a way which certainly does not
"revolutionize" the chances that unsigned musicians can achieve wide-spread circulation of
their expressive works, much less make a living making music. Ironically, the liietoric of
"revolution" and "liberation" that characterizes the advertising hype for products such as
the ADAT digital multitrack often also permeates "critical" academic writing about
"postmodern" practices and the possibilities of everyday life in cultural conmiodity scenes.
While such rhetoric certainly valorizes and successfully reproduces the subsystems of
everyday life, Lefebvre reminds us that revolution comes only when this reproduction
stops.

Conquistador).
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S3 De Certeau's Metaphors: The Valor of Resistant Speech
"God Save the Queen!" - The Sex Pistols
Borrowing Sassure's distinction between "kmgue" (a system) and "parole" (an
act), Michel de Certeau (1988) elaborates Lefebvre's discussion of the study of everyday
life. Drawing on Lefdivre's "Spirit and Letter", de Certeau uses the difference between
writing and speech as a metaphor for the difference between organized, exploitative
systems and discourses of instrumental rationality (e.g., the &shion ^stem) and the act of
consuming a product of such a ^stem (e.g., just throwing together a stylish little number).
Embracing Wittgenstein's suspicions of "imiversalizing" discourses, de Certeau asserts that
since we are within the discursive systems which we are trying to represent - "we do not
command a clear view of the use of our words." Hence, any sort of "totalization" is
impossible and all philosophical or scientific privilege disappears into (Wittgenstein's) the
ordinary (11). While de Certeau's appeal to the ordinary is reminiscent of Lefd)vre's
gesture to the "everyday", de Certeau's discourse takes a big step towards a problematic
poststructuralist postmodernism by eliminating both philosophy and everyday life as
available referents, even if in dialectical mutual constitution.... Nevertheless, despite de
Certeau's penchant for the abstract metalanguage of the specialist, it is easy to agree with
de Certeau's assertion that the Philosopher should avoid the Expert's (instrumentalist)
"trade of competence for social authority" and rather turn "ordinary questions" and "the
art of the ordinary" into skeptical principles brought to bear in technical fields (7).
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Within the field of the study of everyday life, then, de Certeau q)plies the
techniques and language of Unguistics to the quotidian consumption practices of ordinary
people. In de Certeau's methodology, a study of consumption should focus attention on
"indexical expressions," that is to say, meaningfiil ways of using products the referrent of
which cannot be determined without knowing the "co/i/ex/q/* use" (33). Once again,
although de Certeau is using the specialized linguistic language of Peirdan pragmatics, he
is referring to the specific ways of consuming products. But these ways of using products
- "tactics" - are invisible to systematic statistical modelings - "strategies" -at the same
time as they are operations on that very system. Against Foucault's "microphysics" of
disciplinary power, de Certeau calls for a "microphysics" of resistant use. Further, tactics
are the types of actions available in an absence of power and rely upon a clever use of
time. Strategies, however, depend upon the proper possession of power and the
establishment of theoretical, discursive and physical spaces which try to reduce temporal
relationships to spatial ones (38-9). Because "what is counted is what is used, not the
ways of using", de Certeau insists that the system is vuhierable to transformation by these
adaptive or resistant tactics of consumption that are invisible to the system. Indeed, de
Certeau valorizes such "powerless" marginal, silent and invisible tactical practices as
emergent or even pre-dominant precisely because th^ are invisible yet effective. Just as
the panoptic procedures described by Foucault in Discipline and Punish gradually became
the dominant apparatus above countless other practices precisely because of their
"historical role" of being able to organize and control these heterogenous practices, de
Certeau suggests that we consider a "type of apparatus [that now] articulates the
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discourse in such a way that the discourse cannot make it its object" (48-9) Thus, one of
the principle theses of The Practice of Everyday Life is that the system of discipline and
control which "took shape in the nineteenth century on the basis of earlier procedures, is
today itself Vampirized' by other procedures" - the procedures of "reading as poaching",
of productive consumption (49).
Against "totalizing" philosophies which de Certeau argues assume a passive and
processed public and privilege producers, de Certeau challenges "consumption" as
conceived and conjSrmed by "authorial" discourses in order to show real "creative activity"
in consumption and to relativize the claim that "a certain land of production (real enough,
but not the only kind) can ... produce history by 'informing' the whole of a country" (167).
This creative productive consumption is likened to the active "poaching" of meaning
effected by the reader while reading (167-170). De Certeau notes that in terms of
productive activity, the division is no longer between work and leisure. In fact, these two
areas of activity "flow together, they repeat and reinforce each other." Rather, than basing
an analysis on categorization by place, a proper approach would make distinctions
between "modalities of action" (29). To this end, de Certeau compares the products of
popular culture to a fund of capital and the consumption of these products to the
operations this capital makes possible. De Certeau explains that "in this case of
consumption, one could almost say that production ftimishes the capital and that users,
like renters, acquire the right to operate on and with this fund without owning it" (33).
De Certeau elaborates his point with the ecample of "/iorperruque", a French form of
shirking in which la perruque is the worker's own work disguised as work for his
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employer. Through this tactic, the worker diverts time from the fectoiy for "work that is
free, creative, and precisely not directed towards profit" italics mine) and thereby takes
pleasure in a productive activity the sole purpose of which is "to signify his own
capabilities through his work and to confirm his solidarity with other workers or his &niily
through spending his time this way" (25-6). ^ Thus, although he would never put it in
these terms, it seems that the distinction which de Certeau is suggesting may be that
between (the production/consumption of) use value and exchange value. I shall return to
these concepts in the nect chapter.
De Certeau does present some interesting metaphorical insights into the
manu&cture and transmission of belief and meaning within the system of ordinary,
everyday life - even if this system seems doomed to a vampiric death.Within the
"scriptural economy", the machinery of representation (or Writing, of course) fulfills
several related tasks. First, it "machines" bodies to make the body tell the code. Through
this articulation of the law, economic individualism achieves as effective an order as
totalitarianism. But instead of crushing groups into submission, it "atomizes them first and
multiplies the constraining networks of exchange that shape individual units in conformity
with the rules (or "^shions') of socioeconomic and cultural contracts" (148). It is the

In bis General Introduction, de Certeau argues that these "w^ of reappropriating the product-system,
ways created consumers, have as their goal a therapeutics for deteriorating social relations" caused by
the "firagmentation of the sodal fabric" (1988: xxiv). These "arts of manipulating and enjoying" are ways
of "establishing a kind of reliabili^ within the situations imposed on an individual [that makes] it possible
to live in [these situations] by reintroducing into them the plural mobility of goals and desires" (xxii).
Wouldn't Filene, Bemays, and compai^ be upset!
But doesnt being killed by a vampire mean that you come back even meaner? Perhaps Fm misreading
(poaching?) de Certeau....
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credibility of a discourse that makes believers act according to it. But oddly enough,
asserts de Certeau, the "ability to make people act - to write and machine bodies - is
precisely what makes people believe ... because the law is already applied with and on
bodies, 'incarnated' in physical practices, it can accredit itself and make people believe that
it speaks in the name of the 'real'" (148). By belief de Certeau means "the subject's
investment in a proposition, the act of saying it and considering it as true" (178). And
although "believing is being exhausted" within the scriptural economy, it manages to "take
refuge in the areas of the media and leisure activities. It goes on vacation; but even then it
does not cease to be an object captured and processed by advertising, conmierce, and
fashion" (180). The machinery of representation sets another process in motion which
complements and completes the machining of bodies: the process that "leads living beings
to become signs, to find in a discourse the means of transforming themselves into a unit of
meaning, into an identity" (149). The consumer's desire to be transformed into the
"glorious body" of the "recognized word" yields submission to the law of the dominant
discourse; "Give me your body and I will give you meaning" (149).

Thus, the

"^brication of simulacra" provides the "means of producing believers" (186). But further,
this machinery of representation has created a situation in which while the "spectatorobserver knows that [these produced realities] are merely 'semblances', the results of
manipulations ... but all the same he assumes that these simulations have the status of the
real" (187-8). De Certeau explains that the problem with belief is that it can no longer be
Sounds like the perfect scenario for the "opinion leaders" of Lazaisfelds* "two step flow" model of
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expressed in direct convictions, but only "through the detour of what others are thought to
believe" (188). Belief and meaning "no longer rest on an invisible alterity hidden behind
signs, but on what other groups, other fields, or other disciplines are supposed to be"
(188).'^ Although de Certeau's gesture to the social nature of belirf and meaning is
never elaborated in a sustained exploration, I will argue that the organization of the
manu£icture of meaning and belief through social consumption is of increasing strategic
importance.
But to be kind to de Certeau, his thoughts on the dynamics of the "scriptural
economy" are suggestive, and, after all, he is not as postmodern as th^ come. For
example, he does suggest that since it is the "setting aside of the subject-object relation or
of the discourse-object relation [which] is the abstraction that generates an illusion of
'authorship' [by]... camouflaging the conditions of the production of discourse and its
object... a discourse can maintain a certain scientific character ... by making explicit the
rules and conditions of its production, and first of all the relations out of which it rises"
(44). Perhaps not surprisingly, like many others who have come recently out of similar
conditions and relations of production, de Certeau's discourse rises just a bit above its
materialist roots and up towards the postmodern discursive constellation. Unfortunately,
his metaphorical tactics conflate economic and linguistic models of production and

media effects.
De Certeau calls this process the "devaluation of belief." But as I will discuss a bit later, I believe this
process to eminently valuable.
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consumptioii and rob his discourse of "scientific" explanatory power.By identifying the
relation "writing / reading" with that of "production / consumption", de Certeau makes
invisible the &ct that consumers produce more than new use values or invisible resistant
practices, and that these other productions - meaning, belief identity, community - are
not invisible to large-scale industry or state political organizations. Whereas Lefebvre
thought that the revolution would eliminate the quotidian firom everyday life, de Certeau
seems to think that the practices of everyday life will suffice to transform the "discursive"
systems in revolutionary ways. Then again, even Lefd)vre flirted with linguistic &llacy in
his metaphors such as the Letter and the Spirit. But it seems to me that his approach to
everyday life recognizes the various aspects of production described by Marx (i.e.,
production of relations, conditions, consumers, consciousness, needs, etc. as well as
products), and attempts to conceptualize everyday practices which are simultaneously
economic and cultural:
Marx never considered economics as determinative, or as determinism, but he saw
capitalism as a mode of production where economics prevailed, and therefore that
it was economics which had to be tackled; nowadays everyday life has taken the
place of economics, it is everyday life that prevails as the outcome of a generalized
class strategy (economic, political, cultural). It is therefore everyday life that must
be tackled.... (197).
Once again, the danger comes in asserting that everyday life has taken the place of
economics, in the understandable desire that everyday life not be just another closed
economic circuit in a subsystem of the Bureaucratic Society of Controlled Consumption.
Alonso notes that this French affectation has a long histoiy. When Marxism still had power it was a
of smuggling linguistics in the back door (e.g., "econonqr of meaning", "symbolic coital", etc.).
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But as I hope to show, open circuits and dynamic sub^stems can generate considerable
profit and control if organized flexibly enough. Of course, perhaps Fve just been
poaching.

But it seems that the table have turned and now hardcore Marxists sneak critiques of postmodernism with
titles like Hodge's "Labor Theory of Language: Postmodernism and a Marxist Science of Language."
Greil Marcus has traced the inspirational effects of Debord, de Certeau and the Situationalist
International on Malcora McLaren's production of The Sex Pistols.
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5.4 SelF-Production: Valorization through Meaningful Speech and Self-Sampling
"Come on here, dear boy, have a cigar, you're gorma go far ..."
- Pink Floyd
The difQcult problematic that Lefebvre tries to conceptualize in asserting that
"nowadays everyday life has taken the place of economics" requires the recognition that
while dynamic subsystems of everyday life are increasingly commodified and organized to
support or articulate the interests of the hegemonic bloc of large-scale capital, everyday
life is not reducible to the "economic" in the limited sense of the word. De Certeau's
opposition of tactical speech and strategic writing misses some of the important economic
and political relationships between the large-scale production strategies of the media
industries and the "tactical" productive consumption of individual media users in local
cultural commodity scenes and conmiunities. In this section, I will sketch out a few of the
ways in which my fieldwork in the local pop rock scene illuminates the relationships and
processes made invisible by the academic discourse which makes the language / speech
relationship a metaphor for mass mediated production / consumption.
Over the past ten years, I have found that the majority of the time "spent"
interacting with other members of various social networks comprising my positions and
roles in local musicians' conmiunity is taken up in conversations, in speech about music.
In a fieldwork conversation that recalls Lefdjvre's lament that "large "unofiBcial' groups
based on speech and linguistic relations ... produce nothing but talk; these people talk for
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the pleasure of talking for a feeling of togetherness, to be 'in'", Mary asserts that one of
the things that she misses most about playing in the band is
You always knew that two or three nights a week we'd be getting together and
making music, but also talking and hangingout... talking about our shared
projects of making the music, or even bitching at each other about these
projects... (shared laughter ensues at the fond memories of our heated arguments)
The value of the feelings of excitement, meaningfiil interaction, satisfying self-identity and
community produced and reinforced through these conversations can hardly be
understated. Participation in such conversations is, to a large degree, one of the most
important commodities "purchased" with the large expenditures of time and mon^ made
by active members of the local musicians' community. Of course, such conversations
vaiy depending upon one's level of participation and position within the scene's
hierarchies. The ability to perform successfiilly in such discursive spaces partially
determines one's membership and status in the community.
At the more diffijse, less dense levels of the social networks constituting the local
music scene, conversations tend to revolve around shared past consumption of
commodities circulated at the national levels of the music scene. For example, consider
the initial meeting of two amorous college-aged music fans at O'Mall^s Bar on a Friday
night. These local music consumers might talk or argue about the relative merits of the
Alanis Morissette songs heard recently on the radio or seen on MTV. Depending upon
the identity that one desires to express, one might attempt to demonstrate knowledge of
the songs not broadcast as radio singles - "Yeah, but have you heard track four... it's
deep, man" - a proper expression of one sort of belonging, approving possession and/or
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consumption of the compact disc. Alternatively (so to speak), others would attempt to
ascend in subsections of the local scene by expressing the proper disdain for the hugely
popular, ubiquitous Morissette who is just too accessible - consumable - by too many
demographic groups: "Forget about it. She's a poseur. You probably didnt even go to
the Rob Zombie show last week - it was sold out." The expressed rejection of one popstar for an emergent, more esoteric, other coupled with the evidence of a more active
participation in the scene- having the taste to pay to attend the show - would create an
invidious distinction between these two music &ns to such a degree that th^ would be
unlikely to become &iends or lovers. They simply would not belong in the same afiSnity
group. Of course, negotiations could be possible; the Rob Zombie fiui might act as one
of Lazarsfeld's "opinion leaders" and turn the other on to new patterns of consumption and
the social relationships they afford. Of course, not everyone can afford the references
needed for such postmodern identity shifts; access to the consumption enabling
participation in such conversations, to a leading role in such discursive communities, is
constrained by one's economic class, among other things."^
Thus, these speech acts or "tactics" of consumption as de Certeau would have it "resistant" critiques and arguments regarding consumed commodities such as compact
Although race and gender, for example, are not necessaiify constraints in certain scenes- indeed th^r
may add a certain authenticity (e.g., rap, girty punk) - in oth^ th^ aie a liability (e.g., pop countiy). In
the local "original" pop-iock scene, peifoimeis and audiences tend to be relatively well-off whites or
hispanics, with more ^es than fei^es peifomiing. One of the most important constraints in these
scenes is age. Although there are a few of the "old Ix^" who are still playing locally as th^ ^roach
their 40's or b^ond, it is almost inconceivable that a 40-pIus year-old would try to make an initial break
into the scene. Interestingly, even though this "youth culture" is maik^ed towards youthes, the youth of

isn
discs, radio hits, performers, performances, magazine articles - are

constituents of the

value produced by the advertiser-supported mass media industries. The mass-distribution
and consumption of advertising - the Copy Written - demands and organizes such
participation at the same time that the advertising industry and its consumers profit fi-om
it. When someone asks you, "what do you think of the new Garbage c.d.?" or "Can you
believe Will Smith won Best Rap Song?", they are indeed making their body tell the code.
Inability to answer such questions disqualifies one as a member of that discursive
community. The economic constraints that differentiate access to references, access to
the shared past consumption that allows such Speech, also differentiate participation and
membership in such communities. And the feeling of not belonging in a desired
conversation with these immediate others is avoided by those who can afford it. In this
context, the perlocutionary effects of such performative speech acts are more akin to the
reproduction of hegemonic hierarchies by Lazarsfeld's opinion leaders,'^ than to the
revolutionary hopes of de Certeau's resistant tactics of consumption in everyday life.
Nevertheless, de Certeau's narrative of "machined bodies" "telling the code" suggests a
useful focus on the effects of immediate social contexts for such productive consumption.
Such shared consumption produces a common roadmap of memories o^ and references
to, shared or similar consumption that allows for what Lefebvre calls the connection of
signifier and signified in everyday life: the construction of meaning, perhaps even belief.

Alanis Morissette, for example, is desirable predsefy a 30- and 40- something mass market Bob and I
have decided that generations are now separated by about 4-S years rather than decades.
The lock critics are the "pro's" of these sort of consumption-prodiiced speech acts.
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As more and more individuals in a certain social group "give their bodies" to expressions
of and about a particular received "code" of musical commodities, more "meaning" and
"belier is produced within that group context. As the social density of such linguistic and
referential relations increases, so too the value of such speech, both to the community
members in terms of belonging, shared meaning and belief and to the advertisers and
industrial producers in terms of brand-name appeal, market control and profit.
As one moves up through the ranks towards the musicians playing and recording in
the local scene, conversations about the "sold out" performances of Rob Zombie and
Alanis Morissette articulate a different set of interests and belongings. This is not to say
that conversations and arguments about the relative merit of such artists are not an
important part of the speech acts at this level of the local scene - musicians are, of course,
some of the most active fans and we derive great pleasure and inspiration fi'om, and
express our own identities through, the musical performances and products we consume.
However, the members of Mary's Attic, for example, are more likely to comment on the
production qualities and marketing genius of Alanis Morissette's producer, than on their
personal opinions of her songwriting or performances. Similariy, these musicians might
talk about the sold-out Rob Zombie show at the Tucson Convention Center in terms of
the differential access to the national touring circuit and its relation to performances in
local venues. Such speech acts are not only an important part of belonging to a particular
level of the local music scene - part of the enjoyable, valuable social relations, recognition
and knowledge we buy into - th^ are also often an expression of resistance to the social
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and discursive organization of the local and mass-mediated scene itself Such "tactics"
are wrought with contradiction.
At the level of these resistant speech acts within the immediate social network of
the band Mary's Attic and at the level of Mary's Attic's self-representations through
commodified performances in the local scene, the tactics of self^xpression in the
discourses of the pop rock scene indimte both frustration and desire. A frustrated
knowledge oC and desire to successfully participate in, the hierarchical organization of the
subsystems of the culture industries leads the tactics of self-articulation to reproduce these
organizations. At the various horizontal and vertical levels of these communities,
differential access to the media of discourse and the economic constraints on the
consumption and production comprising these discourses guarantee that these
"conversations" are anything but "ideal speech situations."
Desire for recognition, for status, and perhaps even for a career (vocation) doing
what one loves (avocation) leads to a practical consciousness of the constraints and
possibilities defined by the organization of the industiy. This knowledge is necessarily
acquired, to varying degrees, by ai^ musician who tries to "make it" from the bottom up.
As one attempts to achieve recognition at the more difiuse levels of the social networks of
the local music scene, one inevitably learns that participation in this "conversation" is not
at all "firee". Learning the costs of and limits to such self-expression constrains and shapes
the tactics of consumption and self-production in interesting ways. Obviously, the local
and national "gatekeepers" of the scene and differential access to recording studios, retail
shelf space and radio playlists limit, shape and mold the content of the mass media
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"conversatioii". But furthermore, up and coming performers learn the constraining,
differentiating organization of cultural markets and internalize the organization and
constraining practices of these discursive systems in the hope of overcoming these
obstacles through a succes^l reproduction of them. Thus, as we move from speech acts
within immediate communities like Mary's Attic, towards the e3q)ression of Mary's Attic as
a conmiodity in the market "conversation", the producer's of Mary's Attic tailor their
expressions and performances for success according to the internalized organization of the
"discourse." As we shall see in the next chapter, such self-commodification can be
dif5cult and alienating work. The speech acts of local, "unsigned" musicians and
producers such as Phil Stephens - "there's this evil cartel of 6 transnationai media
conglomerates who control 96% of the retail music market... the 3,000-5,000
independent labels of any note fight over the remaining 4%" - often indicate the
possession of a sophisticated and detailed understanding of large-scale ownership and
control in the music business. However, the practical consciousness of these constraints at
the local level often only rises to a fiustrating mystification, a vague and unproductive
notion of the social relations of production.
Indeed, such fioistrated desires create the demcmd for the knowledge marketed in a
variety of magazines (Musician, Electronic Musician, and wea Rolling Stone), "how-to"
books (How to Make it in the New Music Business, Haw to Make a Succes^l Demo,
Hard Didc Recording, The Touring atui Promotion Guide, The Sotmd Reitrforcement
Handbook), and conferences (South by Southwest and an amazing proliferation of similar
conferences such as the North by Northwest, Philadelphia Music Conference, etc.) - all of
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which are integral components of the for-profit subsystem of the "local", "amateur" music
production. These various forums not only disseminate knowledge about the organization
and practices of the music industry, but also serve to advertise and promote various
commodities. In the magazines and the "how-to" books, various performing and
producing stars are employed to promote certain instruments, performing and recording
hardware, and even production, distribution and promotional services. Conferences are
largely funded by "advertising" revenue from national labels employing these conferences
to break new acts or push existing products. However, these conferences and their
underwriters' advertising are targeted at unsigned groups with the promise of a chance to
"get picked up" by the majors. As we shall see in the next chapter, identifying the real
"commodity" that is being exchanged within such mass-mediated subsystems is a difiBcult
matter.
Whether one refers to the actual speech acts comprising conversations among local
consumer groups, or to the metaphoric speech acts of the consumption and local
production of musical commodities (performances, recording services, compact discs,
radio shows, etc.), these "conversational" discourses are structured by economic
constraints and imperatives which often disappear when articulated through postmodern
discursive theory. Even when access to the media of the discourse is possible (ADATs,
proliferation of studios, internet, etc.) the performances within these media tend to be
structured by received market discourses and the imperatives of the market.
Conversations Avithin Mary's Attic about, say, Alanis Morissette indicate both a knowledge
oC and frustration with, a system which limits mass-recognition to those "picked up" by
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the corporations who can afford representation at that level of the distribution of the poprock discourse. However, these conversations also reflect a desire to participate in similar
ways within this system - to get "picked up." Furthermore, the members of Mary's Attic
expend considerable work and mon^ to produce an appropriate offering for ocploitation
by the majors. Such eq)ressions express the contradictions between an ideology along the
lines of the American Dream in which the hardworking and talented will necessarily
succeed, versus the frustrating realization that it doesnt take all that much talent, just the
right timing, connections and capital. But despite such critical realizations, the
performances and commodities produced to "put yourself out there" are organized,
whether consciously or unconsciously, according to market logic. Criticism of
problematic relations and structures does not preclude a willing role in their reproduction.
Similarly, "resistant" style and content may provide the edge necessary for the next &d.
Although the self- and group- expressions articulated within these commodity
scenes are often "resistant" or "invisible" in ways which suggest that Lefebvre's
subsystems are not yet "closed", my fieldwork experiences indicate that the performatives
expressed through the commodity form can be considered a form of self-sampling quite
compatible with Lefebvre's notion of an "administered" everyday life subsystem composed
of dynamic and flexible, yet "closed" circuits of production/consumption. Sampling is a
term used by musicians to describe the analog and now digital recording of short sounds
for later use, and by marketing demographers to describe techniques of audience
measurement. By self-sampling I hope to extend Attali's (1985) concept of "sampUng" to
illustrate the processes through which the self-expression of individuals and groups is
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offered up as a marketable commodity for consumption by a variety of audiences. Thus,
much of the organized discursive "speech" in such cultural scenes is voluntarily produced
precisely to be "visible" as a recognized and marketed commodity. The large-scale
valorization of coital through the cultural commodities mass-produced and massdistributed by the culture industries has produced a culture of consumption within which
"local" self^xpression is "valorized" through the vehicle of the commodity form, a form
which, of course, reproduces the existing organization and relations of cultural production
to the interests of the culture industries. Although in the more complex division of music
production - a division until recently found only at higher-levels of the music industiy^^ such self-sampling includes the actual production decisions of musical "producers"
governed by a knowledge o^ and a desire to produce commodities for profit in the
market, I want to suggest the ways in which this self-sampling occurs all along the "local"
production process.
When composing a song, the song-writers for Mary's Attic are not just expressing
themselves. This is not to say that self-expression is not at issue. On the contrary, all of
the song-writers that I have worked with consider the process an intimate and often
revealing outpouring of emotion and identity. But this self-expression is shaped for
consumption in specific ways, particularly when the song-writers are writing a song
intended for performance through the medium of Mary's Attic. Because of the shared
past consumption of earlier hit songs in particular genres, these artists all know that the

It is now common practice that bands hiie "producers" for even initial demo tapes.
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Structure of a pop song is pretty much a given. Within a certain range of combinations,

verse, chorus, bridge and hook all must ob^ a generic structural logic. Further, although
the lyrical content varies widely, it tends to be rather ambiguous yet emotionally or
stylistically charged: in the pop formula, affect rules. Often, when one of the song
writers introduces a new song to the band for "collaboration'','^ the song will consist of
certain pieces of the puzzle -a catchy chorus, good hook, etc. -gradually, as each
musician finds his/her own voice a suitable arrangement evolves. When new material is
introduced, the group decides whether or not the song is "a hit" and suitable for
expression through Mary's Attic. In other words, can the style and identity expressed in
the song jive with Mary's band persona and the overall image being crafted for Mary's
Attic? In the case of Mary's Attic, the number and eclecticism of the contributing song
writers made crafting an identity that was readily "recognizable" as distinct by the right
audiences a difScult endeavor - particularly given most of the band's desire to mainfain a
consensual, non-hierarchical organization within the immediate production conmiunity."^
Similarly, such audience based decisions color the selection and ordering of materials both
for studio recording and for performance in clubs. Of course, depending upon the
intended forum, the form and juxtaposition of the "utterance" will change dramatically.

Despite the creative and transfonnative nature of this collaborative work, the copyright credits typically
go to one who "introduces" the song. At times, as we shall see later, arguments over song ownership and
investments of time, mon^ and creative juice threaten to disrupt the harmoi^ of the comtnodity^
communis, Mary's Attic. The guitarist/songwriter Tom Peters to a large degree avoided such creative
collaboration and its ensuing arguments over the legal status of cultural belongings carefully voicing
and arranging his songs prior to the introduction process.
As we shall see, this desire was dismissed as idealistic folly ly many of the real "pro's* I talked with at
the South by Southwest G>nference.
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For example, the long guitar solos, improvisations and extended dance arrangements that
fly in clubs would be considered self-indulgent and in^propiiate for radio play, that is, for
inclusion as singles on a compact disc that, with blessings from "above", might actually be
broadcast. When selecting material for inclusion in set lists or on demo tapes or longer
albums, evoking the desired identity effects for particular audiences is paramount.
These processes of self-sampling occur in particularly interesting ways in the
recording process. For example, the proliferation of relatively inexpensive home and
project level recording studios enabled by multitrack recording technologies such as the
ADAT has led to a reorganization of the recording practices of local amateur musicians.
Before the advent and diffiision of such technologies, time and mon^ constraints forced
fledgling bands to delay the production of full albums of material in a multi-track studio
environment until they had a m^or budget. Initial demo tape recordings would typically
be recorded on home stereo cassettes or, later, four-track formats that required a relatively
"live" performance of the entire group to be recorded and mixed simultaneously. >^th
these formats, very little "post-production" editing and remixing work was possible. Now,
amateur production is moving towards a track-by-track recording technique in which each
musician, each instrument is recorded individually on its own separate track and later
mixed down and edited by the producer and recording engineers. As sometime producer
T. Gregg Squires puts it, at first you just "get the information down" and then later you
remix and recode it to fit your reading of this material's aesthetic relation to your reading
of the market's direction. These new small-scale production practices allow for a greater
flexibility in several ways. Griven the rapid flux of players in bands in the local scene, such
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recording practices allow a producer to "employ" and track whatever "voices" are
affordable and available. This also allows a producer to then re-combine the particular
voices and textures which might "work" to produce the right sense of difference given the
content and structure of a particular song or "band" as envisioned as a product within the
rapidly changing taste markets of the music scene."' As we shall see a bit later, these
practices and their effects both arise from, and reinforce the song-writers', musicians' and
producers' internalized knowledge that the pop song functions as a commodity and
simultaneously as an advertisement. But for now, the desire to package self«xpressive
"speech" as a recognizable commodity self-sampled in hopes of being "picked up"
indicates an internalized and dynamic, performative reproduction of the discourses
organized "from above."

This ectended existence of the "selT or "group" through

commodities on the market resonates in critical ways with recent notions of the
"hyperreal".

* ^ Over the past couple of years,
Sanrak has been collaborating with her fiiend Danny in Allusions
Studio. Alttough the musicians tiad^ for the demo tape have often never even met, the
is being
plstyed on KFMA's Test Dqiartment and the host wants to know "where are you guys playing out? ...
what's your upcoming scheme?" An actual live band nuy quickly coalesce if the music is well-received.
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5.5 Everyday Life and Beyond...
"Living on the lighted stage approaches the unreal, for those who think and feel
You've got to find reality beyond the gilded cage." - Rush, "Moving Pictures"
At this point in the conversation which I am staging between various strains of
cultural theory -a conversation which might be summarized as a debate about the Subject
- Object relation - we reach a discursive crossroads of sorts. Drawing upon and wildly
extending the work of his teacher Henri Lefd)vre, Jean Baudrillard explores the
implications of the ultimate commodification and mass-mediation of everyday life - the
victory of the object - along a postmodern path which eventually leads to the death of the
subject, political economy, meaning, truth, reality, and just about everything else, leaving
no position but one of fatalism. On the other hand, focusing on and glorifying de
Certeau's tactics of consumption, John Hske presents a very different vision of
postmodernism in which the active consumption practices of the individual are construed
as a sort of victory for the subject. But before I try to suggest some ways to escape this
false postmodern dilemma, a closer look at some of the assumptions and theoretical moves
of these postmodern critics will be enlightening.
In his early woiics,^^ Baudrillard attempts to combine the woilc of Le^vre and
the situationists on everyday life with a semiology that studies the role of signs in everyday

That is. The System of Objects, The Society of Consumption, and For a Critique ofthe Political
Economy of the Sign.
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life. These works attempt to supplement a Marxian political economy which Baudrillard
asserts focuses on use-value and exchange-value at the expense of a consideration of the
importance of ^stems of signs which increasingly account for the value of commodified
objects. Thus, Baudrillard coins the term "sign-value" to signify the "expression and mark
of style, prestige, luxury, power, and so on" attached to objects by the processes of the
advertising and mass media industries, and employs a semiological analysis to understand
the system of signs that produces a "hierarchy of prestige and status through the
differential use and display of consumer goods" (Kellner 1994; 4,5). These works shift the
focus away from the logic of economic production to a preoccupation with the signifying
systems of culture, of language. At this point in his career, Baudrillard notes that Marx's
schema could not make intelligible "the social labor of producing signs" and explains that
the circulations of signs produces surplus value, but a surplus value based on legitimacy
rather than profit (qtd. in Poster, 1994; 78). Later, in Simulations, Baudrillard builds on
the work of Benjamin arguing that mechanical reproduction has developed to the point
that reproductions - what he calls simulacra - are seen as equivalent to originals.
Moreover, Baudrillard defines the current, postmodern "order of the simulacra" as one of
"simulation" in which objects are not merely reproduced mechanically, but are originally
conceived in terms of their reproducibility, using a binary [or digital] code"
(Schoonmaker, 1994; 170-1). Within the logic of this order of the simulacrum, people are
increasingly caught up in the play of images, objects and spectacles which refer back to
other such images, objects and spectacles to the point where there is no longer any
perceptible difference between reality and its representation, between the object and its
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sign (171). As Baudrillard dares in Simulations^ the real becomes not simply what can be
reproduced, "but that which is always already reproduced. The Hyperreal" (qtd. in
Schoonmaker 171). But in his elaboration of the effects of the special commodity form of
mon^ in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of1844, Marx asserts:
By the external, common medium and faculty for turning an image into reality and
reality into a mere image (a &culty not springing from man as man or from human
society as society), money transforms the real essential powers of man and ruxture
into what are merely abstract conceits and therefore imperfections - into
tormenting chimeras - just as it transforms real imperfections and chimeras essential powers which are really impotent, which exist only in the imagination of
the individual - into real powers and faculties (105).
Here, Marx anticipates Baudrillard's hyperreal. But Marx's would frown on the way that
Baudrillard concedes victory to such rampant commodity fetishism.
For while Baudrillard's early work might be read as useful supplement to Marx's
treatment of capitalist production and exchange, his later work is a direct repudiation of
Marxian political economics. In The Mirror of Production, Baudrillard argues that
Marx's critique of capitalist political economy is itself nothing but an ideological mirroring
of bourgeois society which by putting production at the center of society further
naturalizes capitalist social relations. Drawing on Bataille's principle of excess and
expenditure and Mauss's description of the social prestige associated with gift giving in
pre-modem society, Baudrillard extends his argument in Symbolic Exchcmgeand Death
asserting that the "symbolic exchanges" primary in the circulation and consumption of
sign-value signal a radical break not only with de Sassure's logic of the production of
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meaning in linguistic ecchange, but also with the capitalist logic of production and
ecchange. No longer concerned to elaborate the "social labor of producing signs,"
Baudrillard now argues that since individuals consume meanings rather than products, the
central issue in social theory is now embolic exchange: "value is created ... not in the
labor process but in the communicational structure" (Poster, 1994; 79). Just as there was
an epochal break in the movement into modernity, Baudrillard argues we have entered the
new epoch of postmodemity in which the primacy of embolic exchange spells
The end of labor. The end of production. The end of political economy.
The end of the dialectic signifier/signified which permitted an accumulation of
knowledge and meaning, and of a linear ^tagm of cumulative discourse. The end
simultaneously of the dialectic of exchange value/use value which alone previously
made possible capital accumulation and social production. The end of linear
discourse. The end of linear merchandising. The end of the classic era of the sign.
The end of the era of production, (qtd. in Kellner, p. 7).
Although initially this millennial raving seems to have been intended to create a space for
revolutionary thought and action, eventually Baudrillard's writing turns towards &talism in
its representation of the "victory of the object." In the end, media consumers can not
actively resist, but at best might be able to precess the simulacra ad absurdum through a
sort of silent surrender, to exhibit "a kind of refusal and non-reception" by "sending back
to the system its own logic by reproducing it" (qtd. in Cook, 1994; 151). After writing
the death of the subject, meaning, reality, etc., Baudrillard'^^ finally suggests that the only
See Stq)lien Best for a discussion of this "desubstantiation" fiom Maix through the Situationists to
Baudrillard.
It might cheer Baudrillard iq) to know that I've only presented passages of his works alw^ already
quoted by other scholars. A sort of lyper-BandriUard. Actualfy, I think this sort of order of the q>istemic
simulacrum is a real problem in the reproduction and devel<q)nient of academic knowledge, particularly in
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real event is death itself Ironically, many postmodern cultural critics employ central
elements of Baudrillard's work without acknowledging the dismal implications of his later
writings.*^
A much more optimistic vision of the possibilities for media consumers in the
postmodern epoch is ofifered by those writing along the lines of John Fiske. As opposed
to the alleged position of Frankfurt School critical theory widely believed to posit a
simplistic "mass society theory" of passive consumption by the manipulated masses, Fiske
draws heavily on the work of de Certeau to stress the productive and resistant aspects of
media consimiption. In UnderstantUng Popular Culture, Fiske (1989: 28) expands upon
the work of de Certeau arguing that the consumers of popular culture "transform the
cultural commodity into a cultural resource, pluralize the meanings and pleasures it offers,
evade or resist its disciplinary efiforts, fracture its homogeneity and coherence, raid or
poach upon its terraiiL" To be fair, Fiske does not argue that this productive consumption
is "radical," rather this consumption produces meanings and practices relevant to
individuals' everyday lives which are usually "progressive" because th^ resist the
"centralizing, disciplinary, hegemonic, massifying, commodifying" forces of society (28).
Further, Fiske suggests a link between popular cultural production and populist radical
interdisciplinaiy byper-discuistve fields like cultnial studies. This dissertation is largely an effort to both
understand and wo^ against such a "flattening out". The lengtlqr quotations in this section of the
dissertation are, among other things, an effort to seduce the reader in either the academic or mncifsii
audiences to go back to the original references.
Baudrillard might be considered the postmodern critic. In bis schema, the self-referentiality of
language writ large -an epistemological difSculiy which the deconstructionists & poststructuralists tend
to emplc^ against materialists, realists, historidsts, etc. as the k^ to textual analysis -becomes "the first

movements as popular culture "not only mflintains social differences, it maintains their
oppositionality, and people's awareness of it" (161). But as Cook (1994: 156) explains,
as compared to Eco's consciousness raising semiotic guerrilla warfare, the "oppositional
tactics" described by Fiske as political are "largely reactive ... unfocussed, unconscious,
and sporadic" and therefore are only possess a "potential" political dimension "if at all."
Further, Cook points toward Tania Modleski's critique of theories like I^e's as little
more than versions of a pluralist capitalist ideology of market populism in which the
market ofifers something for everyone. Further, as Modleski (1986: xi-xii) indicates in her
introduction to Studies in Entertainment, this is an inherent hazard of -emic, cultural
studies of consumption:
If the problem with some of the work of the Frankfiirt School was that its
members were &r too outside the culture they examined, critics today seem to
have the opposite problem: immersed in their culture, half in love with their
subject, th^ sometimes seem unable to achieve the proper critical distance from it.
As a result, they may unwittingly wind up writing apologias for mass culture and
embracing its ideology. Thus, the examples of "resistance"that these critics cite
are in fact often anticipated and even prescribed by the culture industry.
But, as we shall soon see, other attempts to synthesize a semiotic study of systems of
meaning with a Marxian political economy have attempted to walk the line betwe«i
fatalistic pessimism and idealistic optimism.
principle of social existence in the era of high-tech capitalism" (Poster 81). Thus Baudiillard will have to
sufBce as my Straw Man representative of the whole lot of them.
Cook also quotes David Scholle: "Unless'resistance'has an effectivity it is an empty cat^ory. It is not
enough to simply recognize that the masses do things with the media, one must also describe where these
'doings' go, how they circulate, what th^ influence. One must recognize a number of levels of resistance:
there is a difference between using the media and doing something with it, b^ween reading and ^)eaking
out, between defending and offending. If these distinctions ate ignored, the analysis of resistance can end
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5.6 A More Postmodern Semiotics?
"Is this my beautiful house? Is this my beautiful wife?" - The Talking Heads
Although the sorts of subcultural study inspired by the work of the CCCS or by
the theorists of "everyday life" can be quite usefid, the focus on particular active,
"resistant" forms, uses, or expressive combinations of mass-produced cultural
commodities privileges the moment of consumption at the risk of ignoring other important
"meaning producing" moments and relationships in the commodity circuit. At the most
simplistic level, this commodity circuit is made up of the processes and relationships
between producers, commodities, and consumers. By producers, I here mean the sets of
people working through processes and economic institutions which manufacture, promote
and distribute the commodity. The cultural commodity here can be an object (cd, video,
book ,etc.), an experience (rock concert, etc.), which is produced, promoted and
distributed in order to profit (i.e., accumulate) capital by producing surplus value as the
difference between exchange value and cost (labor, materials, etc.). Finally, the consumer
is understood as the individual, located within particular stratified social groupings,
subcultures, etc., who purchases and uses the commodity (i.e., "use value"). Even within
this simplistic formulation^^, the actions, objects, relations and exchanges within the
producer/commodtty/consumer circuit are each constitutive of meaning in complex ways.
in hollow statements such as Janice Radw^s that 'romance reading "temporarily transfonns" patriarchal
social relations.'" (102).
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Past studies of mass culture have tended to focus on one element or relationship within
this process (e.g., the "administrative" studies of audience effects (Lazarsfeld, Berelson,
and Gaudet);'^^ the sociological "production of culture" perspective Peterson); the CCCS
textual and ethnographic studies of subcultural uses of conmiodities; formal analyses;
generic histories; etc.).
In order to understand the construction of meaning of mass cultural forms as th^
are produced, promoted, distributed, and consumed, a holistic semiotics of mass cultural
commodities would have to take into account the processes at each step in the conmicdity
circuit. Mark Gottdiener attempts to conceptualize just such an approach through his
synthesis of semiotics and Marxian political economics. But instead of employing the
semiotics developed by Barthes and L^-Strauss from the concepts of Saussure,
Gottdiener draws on the semiotic model developed by Charles Sanders Peirce in order to
effect a more materialistic synthesis. As Gottdiener (1995) &q)lains, unlike the two-part
relation constituting Saussure's sign, Peirce's three-part relation includes not only a vehicle
that conveys the idea to the mind called the representamen, and an idea that interprets the
sign called the interpretant, but also an object for which the sign stands (9). Because
Saussure was concerned with "language as a mode of communication,'' he did not
consider whether or not an "object world" was "essential to language" (10). But for
A fonnulation which ignores, until the next chapter, that consumers, for example, as audiences are also
commodities sold to advertisers, etc.
Although Lazarsfeld almost exclusive^ undertook "administrative" research for the communications
and advertising industries, he envisioned "critical" research as a necessary counterpoint to such
instrumental research. Later on, Lazarsfeld would become somewhat disenchanted with the
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Peirce, who Gottdiener argues "was no idealist," although "the object of the first
representatioii can be nothing but a representation of which the first representation is the
interpretant" behind the series of interpretants there ahvays existed an "absolute object";
the material world is always implicit in the process of semiosis (qtd. in Gottdiener 10). In
Peircian semiotics, signs always have a dual nature as being both "objects in the
experiential world with consequences for our behavior" and also "cognitive arti&cts of
consciousness" (10-11). Thus, Gottdiener argues that Peircian semiotics "grasps the more
global relationship between modes of representation and culture, including material forms"
while Saussurean semiology "is limited to the distinction between language and speech
and, therefi^re, possesses formidable contradictions when applied to non-linguistic
aspects of culture as exemplified by post-modem cultural criticism" (11). Indeed,
Gottdiener employs his socio-semiotics to critique the deconstructionists, because
although Peircian semiotics is a process oipotential infinite regression, it allows analysis
of the "social mechanisms that reign in meaning" and cut short the "regressum infinitum of
the deconstructionists' sign" (11). Gottdiener asserts that this difference in his basic
semiotic model allows his synthesis of semiotics and political economy to avoid the
idealism of earlier efforts. Thus, one of the central aspects of the socio-semiotic approach
is the "identification and analysis of mechanisms that constrain knowledge and limit or
manipulate meanings through the development of power relations" (12).

communications industry and deciy its "narcotizing effect" on the public which led to a passive acceptance
of the status quo.
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These mechanisms can also act as a limit to polysemy^ or what Bakhtin calls the
multifocal aspects of the sign. Indeed, notes Gottdiener, anticipating the central thrust of
Derrida's critique of Saussure, Bakhtin critiques Saussure's model for positing an equal
status in an exchange relation between the signifier and signified (21). Instead of a static,
univocal and unproblematic relation between sender, message and receiver, signification is
a social, dialogic process involving polysemy and an active search for meaning between
participants within unequal relations of power. While for the deconstructionists and
postmodern philosophers the problems associated with polysemy undermine all metanarratives of meaning and interpretation, for socio-semioticians such as Geimas, Eco and
Prieto working within a Peircian-Bakhtinian firework

the polysemous nature of any

utterance or practice is always limited by the social and pl^sical realities of everyday
contexts ^^22). As Gottdiener explains;
Postmodern cultural critiques are a form of idealism that ignore both the Peirdan
assumption regarding the final constraints on sign value as arising fi-om the
material world and ... the constraining of meaning by hierarchical structures of
power. Myth and the hyperreal complec of the consumer society, which is
modulated and controlled by power and agency, cannot obliterate everydc^ life.
The latter still retains enough degrees of fireedom for use values to reassert
themselves and for subjectively defined actions to reorder the relation between the
individual and society. (25)
Gottdiener's socio-semiotics takes as the object of its analysis the "articulation between
sign systems and exo-semiotic processes of politics and economics while recognizing the
power-knowledge articulation" (25). Although problems remain in the conceptual model,
I agree that it is in the contexts of everyday life that the some of the most important
productions of meaning occur. Of course such "local" contexts are intertwined with more
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"global" institutions, structures and content through, for example, television, radio, &st
food chains, Waknarts, transnational media conglomerates, pacts between nations, etc.
In order to account for the various producer/commodity/consumer relationships
comprising commodity circuits, Gottdiener presents a three-stage semiological approach.
According to this formulation, a distinction is made between the use of an object to fulfill
its immediate function and a socially sustained use of the object, which produces a secondorder meaning for that object. In this second, "transfimctionalized" use, a Mercedes may
signify a certain sort of social status as well as '^ansportation" or "car^ (988). Following
Baudrillard, this socially constructed connotation of status is defined to be the object's
"sign value." But while Baudrillard asserts that the "political econon^ of the sign" has
supplanted the classical political economy of commodity production, Gottdiener (1994)
argues that "one hasnt replaced the other... rather, the two are part of the same process
of capital accumulation under conditions of postmodemity (or late capitalism)" (37). In
the first stage of the commodity circuit, the producers link exchange value with use value
by the construction of a sign value through what Gottdiener, following Barthes, calls the
"logotechniques" of advertising and marketing in an effort to produce demand. Note that
while producers attempt to manage objects' sign values - constrain polysemy - through
the systems of advertising and marketing, during what Gottdiener's calls the second stage
of semiosis, very different sign values can be attached to objects by their social use within
particular groups or subcultures. FinaUy, in the third stage, these new subcultural sign
values can be used as the raw materials for a new cycle of production. The
transfunctionalization at this stage often takes the form of "symbolic leveling or
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trivializadon" in which "subcuiturai signifiers are divorced fix}in their everyday codes ...
into more marketable, less radical meanings" (996).'^
Following Umberto Eco's elaboration of IQelmslev's decomposition of the sign,
Gottdiener's (1995) semiotic technique not only divides the sign into "«q)ression"
(signifier) and the "content" (signified), but also divides each of these into a "substance"
and a "form". The idea here is to avoid an idealistic semiotics by defining ideology as the
"value systems of groups" correlated to the content of the sign, while materiality is
correlated to the aq)ression of the sign (27). The substance of the content is the "overarticulated, over-determined ... culture of the society as a whole which constitutes both
the well-spring and the backdrop for specific codified ideologies belonging to particular
cultural practices" identified as the form of the content (28). Similarly, the form of the
expression refers to the "specific morphological elements that correspond to the codified
ideology" while the substance of the expression refers to the "objects themselves, which
correspond to codified ideology and which exist materially, even if that materiality is
simply a text" (28). And of course, every sign is part of a system of signification
structured by syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes governed by social codes of syntactic and
semantic use. The task of the socio-semiotics is to understand the ways in which
particular practices of both cultural production and consumption produce meaning
through interactive and dialogic processes of articulation of theses various aspects and
This is reminiscent of Benjamin's conceptualization of the decontextiializing fimctions of the
technological methods of reproduction and the accoo^anying effects on "aura". But as Adomo was to
show (and Benjamin noted), the "new media themselves were open to a fike and manofiictured aura
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axes of signs within particular social codes of cultural contacts tbat produce different
value systems or connotative relations with material objects (28-29).
Gottdiener attempts to fiise this semiotic approach to cyclical production and
consumption with the concept of hegemony by asserting that the "key aspect of mass
cultural production and control is the process of transfunctionalization, that is, the
production and control of ideological meanings" (993). Thus, in stage one, the study of
hegemony is the analysis of the "logotechniques of marketing and distribution that are
used to seek and secure relatively stable consumer markets" and that are the first "aspect
of ideological control by 'big business'" (994,7). In stage two, the researcher should pay
carefiil attention to the marginal subcultures of society that create meanings for their own
expressive purposes (996). Finally, in the crucial third stage, hegemonic control is
reestablished as the resistant subcultural signifier (e.g. "punk") is stripped of its
"revolutionary" connotations and repackaged in a way which capitalizes on its newness, its
difference and hopefully appeals to a variety of market groups (e.g., "New Wave") (996).
Gottdiener asserts that his model avoids the "functional reductionism," "determinism," and
"economism" of the "Marxian critique of mass culture," because his "post-structuralist"
"deconstructive" approach allows for the "volatile nature of meaning production and
sustenance" and shows that "ideological control... can never attain closure" because of

which a capitalist cultuie industiy might develop for a sales effort equality fimctiooal for the
advertisement of movie stars, merchandise and fiisdst regimes" (Ar^ and Gebhardt, p. 212).
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the "struggle over meanings for cultural objects" within and between the codes of
dominant and subordinant groups (981-2, 998-9).'^^
I find Gottdiener's attempt to apply semiotics to the repeating cycle of production,
promotion, distribution, and consumption useful as an attempt at a materialist
conceptualization of the processes of hegemony in the movement and changes of cultural
material and meanings fi'om particular local contexts through processes of
commodification, mass-production, promotion and distribution back to consumption and
use in local contexts. But I have presented it here also to also suggest its limitations. At
this point I would like to highlight Gottdiener's appeal to "objecttve" model of Peirce's
pragmatic semiotics against the idealist effects of the Saussurean model. On the one
hand, this critique of Saussure sheds light on the recurring idealism in many strains of
social theory and cultural study. But on the other, the opposition which I have staged
between strains of realist and pragmatist thought is designed to beg critical attention to the
effects of who synthesizes and incorporates whom and in what manner. As we have seen,
Gottdiener is quite aware of the tenden(^ towards idealism in semiotic thought. He
explicitly critiques the idealism of the Symbolic Interactionists who privilege the "mental
processes of interaction over the physical" and thereby essentialize communication (63).
Against the linguistic fallacy which &ils to distinguish between communication and
signification, Gottdiener recalls Peirce's description of three types signs - the symbol, the
A great number of the academic arguments about popular culture are based on examples of "resistant"
(stage 2) or "incorporated" (stage 3) texts. Similarly, the cat^ories of certain &n-groiq)s divide bands
into the "authentic"rfor real" or the "sold out"/"con»nercial". Another (related) central axis for
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icon, the index - the last of which certainly signifies and structures behavior, but is an
"unmotivated sign" far fi-om any sense of "intentional communication" (1995: 12).
Although Gottdiener insists that his sodo-semiotics "acknowledges the existence of the
object world, thus avoiding idealism" (14), a gesture of acknowledgement does not
guarantee immunity fix>m idealism. Indeed, just when Gottdiener's case studies invite
rigorous political economic exploration, his discourse returns to the multiple
"articulations" of the "form of the substance" with the "expression of the content" (etc.) a discursive return in which "semiotics" tends to supplant "the economic" as a primary
determinant and the signs of semiotics displace "objective" political and economic
practices and processes. For example, in his chapter on Disn^land, after a one-sentence
gesture towards Real's (1977) discussion of the critical role of the widespread distribution
of Disney's movies, cartoons and television programming, Gottdiener goes on to explain
Disneyland's popularity and success through a detailed exploration of its articulations of
signs and systems of signification without once mentioning, for example, Disn^s
incredibly powerful marketing, distribution and licensing machinery. One of the problems
is that Gottdiener's move to a model of pragmatics is at once a conceptual, methodological
and epistemological shift towards pragmatism.
While I acknowledge the socially constituted nature of culture, theory and
knowledge and the way that these socially constituted discourses do in fact structure one's
perceptions of "reality," I prefer a "realism" which assumes that reality is made up of
arguments about popular culture is the "stnicturalist-functionalistTpost-structuralist'* debate (e.g..
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more than just sets or embodunents of discursive categories (e.g., Gamham, 1990; 3).
At the same time that pushing the envelope of semiotics to encompass the large-scale
social processes constituting knowledge and culture and abstracting "reality" to the
interplay of socially constituted sign systems undermines the essentialism and
"universalistic claims" of positivist systems ("master narratives" of science, culture, etc.),
its pr^matic "textualism" itself risks a form of rhetorical, conversational or
communicative essentialism which could structure the results of this approach in ways
distinct from, yet similarly problematic to, the older positivist paradigms.'^ Equating
hegemony with the interplay of competing codes in the volatile, uncertain processes
constituting the meaning of mass cultural commodities not only slights the importance of
the uneven power relations and material resources and conditions both between and within
social groups, but also associates resistance within the act of active, "subversive"
consumption'^' which, as we have seen, risks ignoring the importance of other sorts of
circumstances, relationships and sites for both hegemonic leadership and opposition to it
(e.g., family, religion, workplace, etc.). Therefore, in an attempt to avoid some of the
potential hazards of the slippery slope towards a pragmatic epistemology of "free play", as
well as the dangers of a "black-box" formulation of the structural organization of
production and consumption stages in the commodity circuit, I argue that a semiotic

Buxton versus Scudder).
See, for example, Mosco's (19%) criticism of the "universalizing conversational qiistemology" of
McCloskQr's critique of the positivistic elements of political science (65-68).
I imagine that an anthropomorphized Sony Corp., for example, would respond to such resistant
consumption by saying not "Resistance is futile" but rather "Go ahead Punk, make n^ d^." In other
words, "resistant" consumption might also be considered to subsidize fashion R&D.
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cultural study of mass culture at ai^ level must be located within^ and informed by, the
larger-scale approaches of the political economy of communication.

1 follow

Mosco in asserting that an inclusive and norv-reehtctionist realist epistemology which
understands reality as the multiply determined, "mutual constitution of sensory observation
and explanatory practices" can maintain the "possibility of comprehending reality" without
resorting to pluralist theory of knowledge or any "core essentialism, whether economic,
political, social or cultural" (1996: 136,7). As Raymond Williams observed more than
twenty years ago in his article "Notes on Marxism in Britain since 194S," "the main error"
in recent culturalist versions of Marxism is a substitution of ideological analysis "with its
operative functions in segments, codes and texts" for a materialist analysis of the social
relations of production and consumption (1980; 245). More recently, Ahmad (1992) has
lamented the gap between American political economy and literary theory;
To the extent that American Marxism has itself produced major work in political
economy in the quarter-century up to 1975 -as, for example, from the publishing
house of Monthly Review - the striking feature of American literary theory of the
last two decades is the paucity of influence from timt tradition.
(qtd. in Mosco, 1996; 67)

Relocated might be more accurate. This very selective history of cultmal studies could be called a
(rather spotty) geneology of certain cultmal branches stemming from classical and (particularly) radical
political econonqr. As Dallas Snathe recalls, in the 1920's political economic and cultural an^ysis were
"close partners" in the critique of behaviorism and have only recently become somewhat antagonistic
(Mosco. 19%, 78-9).
Although a history of political econon^ is not within the scope of this essay, the "institutioiial" and
"Marnan" political economic ^iproaches to communication me^ well with the semiotic approach to
hegemony. For cultural studies with a political economic bent see, for exanqile, Berland (1992) and Hall
(1993); for political economics with a twist of cultural studies see, for example, Munfock (1989).
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6. CONSUMPTIVE LABOR: ON THE PRODUCTION OF LEISURE WORK,
SELF-EXPRESSION AND COMMODITIES

"Lord, I am so tired. Haw long can this go on?"
-Devo
In the preceding chapters, we have seen how the various acts of consumption
within the eveiyday life subsystem of the local music scene are, in &ct quite productive.
Identity, feeling, status, meaning, belief community - all can be produced by the
perlocutionaiy "speech" acts of the consumption of cultural commodities. Further, we
have seen the ways that these discursive speech acts are increasingly structured according
to a dynamic and flexible regime contributing to the accumulation and valorization of
capital. Throughout this narrative, I have been attempting to set the insights gained
through my participant observer fieldwork in "eveiyday life" into conversation with and
against recent lines of "philosophical" postmodern cultural theorizing in order to illuminate
certain problems and debates within such theorizing. At times, I have staged elements of
these academic debates in terms of "tactical" oppositions between, for example, the
Frankfurt and Chicago schools, or between realism and pragmatism.

In this chapter, I

begin by reviewing the "blindspot" dd)ate in the field of critical political economics
regarding how media consumption might best be conceptualized as work. I then return to
my fieldwork experience and attempt to work through the productive consumption within
the local music scene in terms both of the blindspot debate and of Marx's discussion of
labor, alienation and commodities. After exploring the fim work and hard labor of local
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musical production, I conclude the staged dd)ate between the Frankfurt and fhir-agn
schools before turning towards a discussion of some of the difficulties of marlceting anrf
promoting self-produced musical commodities.
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6.1 A Look at tbe Blindspot in Western Manism
"Everybocfy knows that the world isfall ofstupid people.
But we've got the pistols, so we 7/ take the pesos...."
- The Refreshments
In his article "Communications: Blindspot of Western Marxism," the political
economist Dallas Smythe (1978: 1) attempted to turn critical attention to the social
relations of production and consumption of the mass commimications ^stems by asking
precisely "what economic fimction for capital do they serve?" In his examination of the
advertising based broadcast and print industries. Snathe argues that media programs are
nothing but a "free limch" designed to attract the "audience commodity" that is sold to
advertisers.'^^ More importantly, Smythe asserts that the "leisure time" spent consuming
the "free lunch" by members of the commodity audience must be considered work:
The work which audience members perform for the advertiser to whom they have
been sold is to learn to buy particular 'brands' of consumer goods, and to spend
their income accordingly. In short, th^ work to create demand for the advertised
goods which is the purpose of the monopoly capitalist advertisers. While doing
this, audience members are simultaneously reproducing their own labor power (6).

In Television, Technology and Cultured Form, R^mond Williams consideis the development of the
television industry in the postwar context In the eailyd!^ of television, the commodity fomi was the
technology itself (TV receivers); "major investment was in the means ofdistiibution, and was devoted to
production [of programs] onty so far as to make the distribution technically possible and attractive."
Unlike previous "communications technologies, radio and television were systems piimaiify devised for
transmission and recqMion as abstract processes, with little or no definition of preceding contem" (25).
Once consumers had subsidized the majority^ of the e;q)ense of the broadcasting system, the commodity
form changed to the production of audiences (Jhally, 1982:205).
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In advanced monopoly capitalist countries, individuals and their &milies are no longer
indq)endCTtly reproducing their labor power; rather, the necessary materials and processes
are increasingly commodified goods. Smythe notes that the "mass media of
communications and advertising play a large and probably dominant role through the
process of consumption (by guiding the making of the shopping list) as well as through the
ideological teaching which permeates both the advertising and ostensibly non-advertising
material with which th^ produce the audience commodity" (8-9). Thus, western
Marxism, by studying onfy the ideological effects of mass mediated programs, focuses on
a secondary effect at the risk of ignoring the primary socio-economic relations of the
media industries. In Marx's period and in his analysis, the "principal aspect of capitalist
production was the alienation of workers from the means of producing commodities-ingeneral,"(7) but now the consciousness industry produces three kinds of alienation for the
members of the audience community: "(1) alienation from the result of their work 'on the
job'; (2) alienation from the commodities-in-general which th^ participate in marketing to
themselves; and (3) alienation from the labour power th^ produce and reproduce in
themselves and their children" (20). Smythe's attention to the new social and economic
relations within late capitalism would seem to require a re-woddng of many aspects of
Marxist theory (value, crisis, class, etc.).
Although Smythe has often been accused of "vulgar" Marxism and economic
determinism, bis conceptual approach to production and reproduction suggest a more
sophisticated reading. Smythe stresses the "dialectic relationship of the material and
consciousness aspects of the production of labour power" (for ecample, when "Boxed
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Ego" is displayed on "cosmetic counters") (9). Thus, Smythe argues that fiirther anafysis
of the contradictions produced within the audience commodity is required to understand
the "implications of the 'principal and decisive' integration of superstructure and base"
(20). Further, Smythe argues that the qrstem of production and consumption in the
advertising based mass media has accrued valuable side-benefits;
Institutional advertising and the merchandising of political candidates and
ideological points of view in the guise of the fim lunch and advertising messages
[come to be] appreciated and exploited systematically after World War I whoi
propaganda and its associated public opinion polling were developed for war
promotion purposes (20).
For Smythe, these are important side-e£fects but can not be understood within a Marxist
framework as the primary aspects of the media industries. Not surprisingly, Smythe's
argument - "all non-sleeping time under capitalism is work time" - spawned considerable
debate among materialist scholars (7).
In a reply to Smythe's article, Sut Jhally (1982) pursued one such line of debate
involving the use of Maix's definitions of "labor". Jhally argues that the whole discussion
of audience labor must center around the issue of productivity. Quoting Ian Gough, Jhally
notes that "only labour which is directly transformed into (productive) capital is
productive. When wage labour is exchanged for the variable part of capital, it reproduces
the value of its own labour power and in addition surplus value for the capitalist" (210).
Thus, the audience cannot be considered to be laboring for the advertisers, but for the
mass media. The "wages" are the "progranmies,... [and] the networks get more from
advertisers than it costs to produce the audience commodity, so value (or at least surplus)
is being created" (208). Further, Jhally criticizes Livant's (1982) view that the notion of
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the audience commodity applies even to non-advertising-based media. As Uvant would
have it the audience commodity can be cross-marketed, "in some of the media, some of
the time, commodities-in-generai are bdng sold; but in all sectors, all of the time, the
audience commodity is being made. In all sectors it is being traded, in all sectors it is
being measured" (qtd in Jhally, 208). Jhally argues that now the concept of "coomiodity"
has been overextended:
Within advertising-dominated media, accumulation is based on the sale of the
audience commodity. In other media, accumulation is based on the sale of a
commodity (book, movie, record) to an audience. All mass media create
audiences but it is only advertising-based media that produce audiences for sale
(208).
Jhally concludes therefore that while it is through the "audience that the commodity form
of mass media is articulated," it is not the case that the audience commodity is the
"commodity form through which media is internally articulated" (208). And more
recently, Meehan (1993) has demonstrated that all of these ^proaches to the audience
commodity just arent "vulgar" enough. A suf5ciently vulgar approach recognizes the
economic context and constraints within which the audience measurement firms
themselves produce the "audience commodity" which is then packaged by the mass media
for sale to advertisers (384-389). After carefiil reconsideration of the political economic
research on audience measurement as well as the cultural studies style research into media
reception and re-woiking by actual audiences, Meehan's analysis demonstrates that the
considerable work of the actual audience (decoding texts, manu&cturing new t&cts, etc) is
economically significant but
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has no value in the market, where advertisers buy audiences from media firms.
There, only the [measuring firm-produced] commodity audience has a value. The
work of the actual audience is only valued - though equally uncompensated — in
markets where companies sell products to people... Indeed this work is so valued
that copyright holders are willing to tolerate some poaching by the &ns, by that
part of the actual audience whose consumption pattern guarantees revenues for
licensed products. (393).
Thus, Meehan's study demonstrates the artificial nature of both the commodity audience
and commercial measurements of that audience, and shows that the "virtue of vulgarity lay
in the ability to differentiate between people and commodities" (395).
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6^ Fun Labor and Expensive Work
"Recording in an actual studio ... one of the most valuable experiences I remember."
— Mary Sarvak
Recently, I have been talking with members of Mary's Attic about the work and
labor of playing, rehearsing, performing, producing product and "putting yourself out
there." At first, these musicians tend to respond with surprise, "it wasn't work, it was
fim!" And indeed it was! But when I ask them what th^ don't miss about those times, or
their least &vorite memories, gradually th^ acknowledge that some parts of these
"leisure" activities were, in fact, hard work. Such contradictions are hardly surprising
^ven the amateur professional status of these media users. As we have seen in earlier
chapters, the whole gamut of activities of these local members of the music scene is
"productive" in many senses, just as such activities must be considered acts of
"consumption" particularly when one compares expenditures of time, money and effort
versus income at the bottom line. Further complicating the categorization of these
activities is the situation that while some of this perceived "work" is paid most is
uncompensated. But the contradictory notions of fim, work, "working bands" and
"making it" repressed by these small-scale producers and consumers can shed some light
on the organization of and motivations for small-scale consumptive music production,
notions of ownership and control of "self-expression", and the relationship of these
activities to the work of the ever-present "day job".
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Most musicians would agree that just plying music with fiiends - what Mary caUs
"kicking back and jamming" - is not at all work. Quite the contrary, it can be the sort of
ecstatic fun described in chapter three. The bodily, emotional and social pleasures of this
sort of collaborative self^^q)ression and "coming together" are goods quite in demand.
Similarly, listening to compact discs or radio shows, reading magazines, and even "playing
out" in clubs are usually not considered to be work. In a conversation with John
Baldridge about the work of playing in bands, he was almost offended at my suggestions
that this was work; "OK. So I might buy our consumption as a sort of productive labor
.... But there's no way you can teU me Fm working when Fm having that much fim." Of
course, as indicated earlier, scholars such as Joseph (1998) have described the variety of
ways that such acts of consumption are productive o^ for example, social relations of
community. Meehan (1993) summarizes the real, if unpaid work performed by media
audiences in decoding media messages, producing dominant or resistant readings, or even
producing new "poached" teas. But as discussed in the preceding section, this labor does
not produce a conmiodity in the same sense that the audience measurement industry
produces "commodity audiences" for sale. Indeed, both Joseph (1998) and Meehan
(forthcoming) assert that the labor of cultural commodity consumption is organized within
a regime quite distinct from that of the typical workplace. And although I would argue
that social relations and contracts of meaning produced and made "real" by such audience
"labor" are integral aspects of the value of the commodities purchased, I must agree that
even the local amateur "work" of producing musical commodities for sale is rarely
organized according to such regimes. But the varying relation of property "owned" self-
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expressive production to the organized practices of "putting oneself out there" can change
the perceived character of this fun labor into hard, expensive work as a group attempts to
"make it" in the market.
For the members of Mary's Attic, it is a snap to identify the most loathsome
aspects of the "work" of playing in the band. As Bob puts it, "I dont miss humping
equipment." Maiy, T. Gregg. Tom Peters and I all agree: moving, setting up, hooking up
equipment and then reversing the process after each show is just plain work. Bob likens
such "physical processes" to his state job as a psychological crisis intervention technician
which he characterizes as "repetitive, redundant, destructive." Playing and performing
music, however, is "unpredictable and exciting". More importantly for Bob, "you get
treated differently ... [there's] an instant gratification in the positive [audience] response."
In classic Steigert style. Bob turns the ther^ist's gaze inward, "my motivations are mainly
psychological... I need to be the center of attention." For similar reasons of social and
personal gratification, even now, when we're not being paid to play out - and the bottom
line indicates that weVe always been "paying to play" - we all gladly do the work
necessary, fi-om time to time, to make such performances happen.
But although the psychological effects of such social roles are, if anything
amplified, aspects of this work do change when you're a playing and getting "paid" as a
member of a "working band". As John Baldridge writes in his narrative reply to my
queries about the work of playing in the cover band Dirty Pool,
Getting paid definitely changed the texture of what was going on, though I think it
had less of an impact on me than it did on some other members of the band.... My
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main reason for playing was for the whole experience of it. Being a singer.
Taking center stage. Drinking in the q>plause.
a local star.
But the mon^ element did bring with it a certain feeling of having "made
it." We were actually part of the local "scene." We even got listed in newspapers.
HeU, we were an actual working band. The &ct that someone was willing to pay
us for our performance put us above all of those little pissant would-be musicians
around town ^es, the very same crowd of which I had been a part the day before I
got my first paycheck). We were actually in the Inerarchy now. But none of that
mattered to me, because I didnt need the mon^, and because the sense of
validation that came with the cash was the real prize.
Of course, having a r^ular paying gig also brought with it a new &ctor
that had been largely absent from my previous experimces; responsibility. Before,
in the more informal groups of which I had been a part, we were responsible only
to one another, and our mutual sense of enjoyment and a certain play&hiess was
the primary &el for performance. That, and a desire for attention and acclaim.
Now that we bad the attention and acclaim as a matter of course, our efforts
turned to the next step: keeping the attrition and acclaim. And that meant
expanding the repertoire to keep our act from going stale, and keep both the
audience and ourselves from getting bored.
This rich excerpt draws attention to several important aspects of the changing nature of
this work. Like Bob and the rest of us, John consciously acknowledges the importance of
the social recognition of taking center stage as a musician; it is one of his prime
motivations for engaging in these activities. But once we had a regular gig, we weren't
just musicians who played around, we were a "working band", the sign of recognized
success. The label "working band" indicates a certain prestige and status in the local
music scene. Indeed, it is one of the most frequently-employed phrases in the "Musician
Wanted" listings in the classified ads, right up there with "Industry Interest". More
importantly, it is not the economic but rather the symbolic, social meaning of the "pay"
that matters. When John asserts that the &ct "that someone was willing to pay us for our
performance put us above all of those little pissant would-be musicians", he shows how
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within the internalized logic of cultural maiicet, the exchange of the commodity has
become the marker of cultural value. Mon^ is the sign of social recognition even if it is
but a token payment. John's narrative also indicates one of the difficulties encountered as
the organization of work changes with such "wages": the danger of these collaborative
self-expressions becoming "boring" both to the band and the audience if the performances
become "repetitive" and "redundant".
Similar, perh^s even greater, difficulties are encountered when trying to "make it"
with original music, with more "proper" self-expressions. Intellectual property laws and
the diffusion of a culture of the consumption of "owned" commodities has taken us a long
way from a the "folk communities" of shared, traditional cultural expressions. As
discussed much earlier, the shared traditions of such cultural scenes as that performed in
by the classic rock cover band Dirty Pool are, to are large degree, the property of a
handful of major transnational corporations. But because of the past mass-production,
distribution and consumption of these goods, the "work" of putting together a
performance which capitalizes on these traditions to produce feelings and relations of
status, prestige and community has been made much easier for the "poaching" cover band.
But the valorization of such umovative, original, "owned" music also makes the potential
payoff of your own original music all that much greater, both in terms of prestige as well
as profit. Consequently, thousands of local musicians are willing to undertake the work of
"putting themselves out there", work which is more difficult, time-consuming and
expensive at each moment in the "production" process.
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Obviously, the initial investments in "labor" time to write an original song are in
excess of the already written, already consumed "originals" comprising the easily assemble
repertoire of a cover band like Dirty Pool. Dirty Pool's repertoire eventually swelled to
nearly ISO covers, easily enough to four or five consecutive nights "without a repeat".
But after writing your own song, you still have to arrange it with, to teach it to the rest of
the band. While collaborative compositions and arrangements are often more interesting and mote marketable - than those worked out alone, the time-costs of such work are
drastically increased. Increasingly, many musicians make this process more efficient by
individually composing, arranging and evm making a "quick and dirty" recording of the
new song by themselves in their "home studio". This recording is then duplicated to
cassette and distributed to the band so that th^ can learn the song and their pre-arranged
parts. Although the songwriter Tom Peters abnost always employed such practices, the
other songwriters in Mary's Attic preferred the collaborative approach to songwriting
through which the new material is transformed through the cross-pollination of each
musician's "voice". Consequently, after a couple of years of working up to several nights
a week at composing, learning, arranging and polishing these self- and group-expressions,
Mary's Attic boasted a repertoire of little more than three and a half hours of very
interesting, very marketable original songs - enough for just one full evening (typically 9
p.m. - 1 p.m., w/ breaks) of entertainment in a club.^^^ Of course, most original bands in
Bob notes that some of the "baidest woik... [is] cooidinatiiig collaborative worics with 5 people with
very different egos and ideas ... for hard retums ... low-ps^g retains." Here, Bob "asserts that the small
acts have a better return paiticulailyifyou're writing your own stuff*. This productive efiBdenqr
combines with copyright law and issues of "ownership" of self-e}q>iession to drive the organization of
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the pop rock scene never make the mistake of tiying to perform a fiill night alone without
doing covers. Rather, it is typical for at least two, but at times up to five or six original
bands to perform at a club in one evening; each performs a just a set of originals, typically
firom whatever t^)e, album or compact disc th^ are currently promoting. But with the
productive power of our (too) many songwriters, we figured we'd be different and amaze
local audioices with our ability to play a whole night of original music. In hindsight, they
were amazed, but also overwhelmed. I will return to a discussion of fino* points of
"branding" the band and "sticking the music in their heads" when I ^lore the work of
promotion and distribution in a later sectioiL
While learning and playing a cover song that someone else "owns" requires less
time than developing original music, the routinization and repetition that is a necessary
part of the reinforcing reproduction of any "discourse" eventually threatens to turn either
form of rewarding self-expression into a boring work. While the actual performances
offer an "immediate gratification" and excitement which disqualifies them firom the
category "work" in the minds of both cover and original musicians, the particular
organization of the time and energy spent preparing for these performances can become
"work" - particularly in original bands. In preparing for club performances or studio
recording, Mary's Attic spent considerable time polishing and perfecting arrangements.
Quite often, working a song up for performance - crafting a perfectly polished selfpresentation - a became "working" or "beating" "a song to death." Bob characterizes
local productioii through multi-tracking and piece-meal petfoimances towards the model exemplified
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this repetitive work of rehearsal as "redundani^ versus composing's spontanei^." The
losses m spontaneity, improvisation and "play" shift the activity towards "work". As
Mary explains, "half of [being a musician] is kicking back and jamming, but half of it is
putting yourself out there." At times when the music was no longer fresh to play because
"we w^e pounding that stuffinto the ground" and Mary was "no longer into the music",
she asserts that the time became work-time. Such packaging of self-expression is a
necessary part of the management of identity within the processes of self-sampling.
Ehiring these periods, Mary remembers, "we were going through the motions so that we
could maintain our roles of being up and coming professional musicians in a working
band." Here, Mary's memory recalls the suggestion of John's narrative that playing in a
working band entails various "responsibilities" such as "keeping the attention and
acclaim", keeping the act from "going stale", and "keeping both the audience and
ourselves from getting bored." Sometimes, it is impossible to achieve all of these goals
simultaneously. Rather, the boring work is kept out of audience sight and this preparatory
work is rewarded later by the "immediate gratification" of the audience response to a fresh
performance. Similarly, the more extended audience reached - "produced" - by recorded
performances knows little of the time, energy and money spent producing the product.
But its an interesting part of the work of "putting it out there" as "professional" musicians.
Indeed, it is a wonderfiil feeling to be "in the studio", to be able to tell fans and
even strangers that "no, we're not playing out right now, we're in the studio." Although it

Tom Peters and, more recently as we shall see, T. Gr^g.
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requires considerable time, preparatory effort and mon^ to get into a professional studio
- or to buy, set up and learn to operate a home studio - few of the musicians Fve worked
with consider it work. Bob does acknowledge that the "payoff" of "putting it out there"
through the creation of product in the studio is delayed as the "mon^ and listener
response" returns later (when it returns at all). However, he considers the studio to
inspirational and flm - "you hear yourself back instantaneously" and through a wonderous,
almost magical, fidelity. As Bob conceptualizes the exp^ience, when you buy time in a
professional studio, you are "renting the means of production for a little while" and these
means of production are being operated by the "trusted hands" of the producer and
recording engineer. Being surrounded and recorded by all this sexy, expensive
technological machinery and hearing yourself back sounding better than live - "it's a take"
- confers a real feeling of "being a pro". But the experience is less ecstatic than "kicking
back and jamming"; indeed, sometimes you are isolated in a small closet-like space - "in
the box", as Bob wiyly recalls it - and interacting with the music only through headphones
and a few microphones precisely positioned around you and your instrument. It definitely
requires different performance skills and imparts a very different sort of knowledge of the
production process. As Mary explains,
recording in an actual studio ... [was] one of the most valuable experiences I
remember. ... Not only for the cool experience of being in the studio, but for what
I learned about being a musician.
[It was ] valuable 'cause I learned a lot about the business ... about how to record
yourself how to get certain sounds ... which sounds were marketable... but I felt
... not so much a musician, but a marketer.
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And that is, to a large degree, because the producer and recording engineer that you are
working with, pertu^s hiring, specialize in recording precisely for the market. Such
practices alter the character o^ and one's relationship to, one's "own" self«q)ressions.
While in the cover bands, self-expression comes through a creative, performative
appropriation of akeady produced music and roles that are "owned" by others, the
situation is somewhat different when dealing with original music. Here, much of the
psychological and social gratification comes fi-om the "ownership" of self-expression. The
desire to control the manifestation and use of these expressions of your "own" voice (or
instruments, etc.) can become problematic when these performances are strategically
sampled, edited, effected and recombined by specialized workers - the producer, and to a
lesser degree the recording engineer - within a more or less hierarchical organization of
production for consumption by audiences beyond one's self. The economic necessity of
the producer as the negotiator of self- and group- expression and market demand - and
often, in the local scene, as the financial backer of the project - can contradict the "selfindulgent" wants of the individual musician or group. Just as arguments arise in the
interaction of hybrid voices in the collaborative composition and arrangement of original
material, conflicts can arise over the different visions of the recorded product. Here,
Jhally's (1987) notion of the alienation of labor as the separation of conceptualization fi-om
execution resonates with the changing knowledge and control of self-e;q)ression under
different organizations of this productive work (which is, of course, also largely
consumption). When expressed identity is frozen in the commodity form in a process
somewhat out of one's control, there is not only a decrease in the knowledge of (social
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rdations of) production, but also a decrease in the affective relation of expression both
through the form and through the social relations of consumption in the consuming
audience. Indeed, this conceptualization helps to make sense of everyday life distinctions
between what is considered "work" and what is considered fim, play, or otherwise
worthwhile and rewarding as opposed to work. I should emphasize that such alienation
of self-e3q)ression occurs not only because of a hierarchical and divisive organization of
the local production process, but particularly because these production practices are
directedhy and towards an external market demand - towards an audience contact
outside the immediate community of musicians. As we shall see in a later section, the
relationships of musicians to such self-expression and "hyper"-existence through the
commodity form vary greatiy.
But this conceptual approach also makes sense of some of the motivations
necessary to inspire the considerable time, efifort and expense of this "non-work". For
example, T. Gregg has recently been "putting together another project". This new band
will be playing and recording T. Gregg's original music. His relationship as songwriter,
band-leader and producer to these musicians and to the project in general are informed by
his past experiences playing with, and producing Kpster Dogma and other bands. He
recognizes that it is difScult to hold together a bunch of non-paid musicians long enough
to develop a body of material, get tight, record and establish a presence on the market. It
requires a considerable "investment". He recalls his positive experiences as a drummer
for the Rusty Boys; "th^ never rehearsed, th^ just went out there and played, jammed at
gigs - it was no effort at all, just fim." Now, when starting up his project, "[he] now
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records everyone early [in my home studio] so th^ can see the potential of what can be
achieved. ... They can see the viability of themselves with the music." He starts to shape
the inspiration of his musical "employees" - a word no local producer would ever use towards the market through the commodity form. But because of the luxury of "free
time" in his own home studio, he can let them express themselves in these initial
recordings as they see fit: "in their search for identity, [I] allow them to find their own
voice." Thus, their "sense of discovery is increased because they awn it." And above all,
T. Gregg insists that "youVe got to keep the fim there.... avoid working a song to death."
Although T. Gregg asserts that his goal is simply "to produce a c.d. that Tm proud
of and play with people that I enjoy," fiirther conversation indicates that there are other
potential rewards motivating his own productive work. T. Gregg still actively markets his
recorded material in the hopes of getting "picked up". As he admits (with a new gesture
towards his incipient 40"* birthday), "yeah, I still fantasize about it [getting picked up,
making it]... I really believe that music is colorblind and ageless ... If its good, people
will listen to it." Similarly, Bob states his reasons for continuing to work at "putting it
out there"; not only do we "put up with the work" because of our "romantic inclinations
... it's almost like a &mily within the band", but we also keep investing time, energy and
money because we know that "if your material is strong enough the industry will provide
the players and the capital infusion to really make it." Furthermore, Bob explains that the
drive to commodify one's material, one's "self" increases because "the more you do it, the
more you realize you need the economic return because personal gratification decreases
[with just performing]." Gradually, once your head has been in the social relations of
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local music production long enough, economic return - market recognition - can come to
supplant the "immediate gratification" of audioice recognition. But, Bob also
acknowledges, if you take this stuff seriously enough, "eventually you need to make
money to supplement your day job." In a similar vein, Mary, who only records in the
studio for Danny's project once every few months, wishes she were more inspired to
undertake the work of being a "real" musician agatn^ Td love to be playing out again in a
band ... but it would just drain me too much ... fve got other interests ... the job at
Native Seed." Playing in the scene can indeed, be a "super hobby."
The relationships between such "leisure" activities and the day job introduces
issues of career and class relations. As Bob has noted, in the studio you've "rented the
means of production for a little while ...

trusted hands." And he explicitly contrasts

this with his career working for the state; in your day job, "you're not writing the script".
Indeed, one of the main needs resolved in such all-consuming productive consumption
during leisure time is the alienation experienced during the worie of the day job. In the
local musical community, you "can enter into a different hierarchical scene [than in your
day job] and have a differoit value." But "you have to calculate your time commitments
... it can strain the domestic scene or the job." Indeed, musicians firom relatively low class
positions who become consumed with trying to "make it" in the music scene often find
that their expenditures of time, energy and money in this less alienating sort of work
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results in the reproduction of their class position in the social relations of production.
The relatively non-alienating participation in such a commodity scene produces ideological
and emotional efifects that justify the non-satisfying day job at the same time as it continues
what Smythe calls the "alienation of the labour power they reproduce in themselves"
through the labor of such consumption.

This is not really an issue for scene participants fiom higher classes who can affoid to shift identities
and careers at will, nor is it nnich of a problem for musicians who just pl£Qr in the scene while in college
preparing for a career. Such participants can "make it" elsewhere iqxm leaving the conunodified liminal
space and this ability is sometimes resented more situated scene participants.
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63 Frankfurt versus Chicago? What about DUnois?
"Union songs, union battles, all added up, wouldn't solve what we've got now."
- Billy Bragg covering Woody Guthrie
Recent history demonstrates that a mass-mediated culture dominated by the
commodity form entails certain progressive potentials. Various subcultures or
"communities" that have been sampled, commodified and mass-distributed have
successfully "resisted" and transformed particular dominant representations and cultural
practices of "race," ethnicity, and gender. Indeed, social theorists of a variety of stripes
have been increasingly interested in "new social movements" - for example, the civil rights
movement, the women's movement, the environmental movement - not based on class.
As Leslie Sklair notes in his review of the field, new social movement theory and research
gives ideological ammunition to those who follow Marcuse (1964) or Touraine (1981) in
asserting that "the working class as a revolutionary force organised through the labour
(and/or trade union) movement is finally dead" (496). Explanations of this alleged
phenomenon vary. While Piven and Coward write that "people caimot defy mstitutions to
which th^ have no access, and to which th^ make no contribution," Touraine and his
colleagues note that "as well as finding increasing difficulty in self-definition, the working
class actor is also finding it increasingly hard to identify his [sic] adversary" (qtd. in Sklair,
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498-499). Sklair synthesizes these positioiis as the "local"/"global" dilemma created by
the globalization of capital:

"the only chance that people in social movements have to

succeed is by disrupting the local agencies with which th^ come into direct contact in
their daily lives, rather than the more global institutions whose interests these agencies are
serving direcdy, or more often, indirectly, while workers are often confixsed about whom
(which representative of capital) to oppose when their interests (conditions of labour,
livelihoods) are threatened" (499).'^^ In a slighdy different vocabulary, Habermas (1987)
explains new social movements as "resistances to tendencies towards the colonization of
the lifeworld" (392). Here, Habermas uses "colonization" to refer to the distasteftil
aspects of the sampling and conomodification of everyday life practices into "totally
administered" systems. According to his view, these "new politics" express concern not
over distribution of material resources per se^ but concern for "defending and restoring
endangered ways of life": th^ express discontent "having to do with the grammar of
forms of life" (394)."*
One of the causes of this perceived "death of labor," in advanced capitalist
societies like the United States at least, is precisely the success of advertising and massmedia industries in commodifying community. Through a scientifically informed, massResistance Umnigb dvil disobedience, marches, organizing, etc. is veiy different that the allied
resistances of consunq>tion. Alonso suggests an effective strategy to protest and resist particularfy
invidious aspects of consumption might be the boycott
Ulrich
describes thiis c^italization on foreign labor matlcets as the "export of risk" by the
dominant nations in the emergent risk society. His argument suggests that there is an inevitid)le
boomerang effect to such efforts at risk management
And it precisely these diflBcult connections and relations which organized labor mnst now endeavor to
articulate.
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marketing of commodities resulting in reified, le-articulatioas of community within
advanced capitalist society, class interests have been reconfigured as Tdnnies predicted it
must be so long ago. Communities linked through consumption comprise members from a
variety of class positions. While differences in spending power are recognized within the
local musicians' community, the conceptualization of class relations is nothing like that of
Marx. Rather, status roles within the social relations of consumption appear to
correspond to a meritocracy of "productive" consumption. Of course, to a large d^ee
one's ability to consume properly varies with one's class position. Many of the frustrations
of trying to "make it" in such leisure worids arise precisely from these ideological
contradictions. But ^en the reconfigurations of the social (dass) rdations of production
achieved partially through the commodity fetishism disseminated by the advertising and
mass-media industries, invoking and organizing social action based on class position runs
up against what consumers now want to believe. The work of consumption - the
production and reproduction of labor-power - produces and reproduces a whole menu of
meaningful contexts of everyday life from which we can select and purchase a (non-class
based) meaningful identity role and a certain sense of "ontological security."*^'

It is dq)iessing that mai^ new sodai movements cone^nd to the demogr^hic groupings of
marketers.
Giddens (1979) explains that the sense of belonging that pre-modem cultmal contexts provided was
based on what "high presence availabili^ -contexts in which relations are based on diiea &ce-to-&ce
contact with others. In such contexts, feelings of belonging are grounded in the structures of kinship,
religion and tradition'. Such structures provided the meanings and the moral contexts in which people
found their general existential orientations: th^ provided "ontological security", a sense of the lability of
human "being" in relation to the natural and created world. Of course, the ontological securi^ available
within a commodity community is, of necessity, fleeting and must be r^;ularty r^rodnoed & consumed.
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The culture of consumption produced as a solution to contradictions created along
the path from community to society - often by the explicit and conscious manipulations of
the advertising experts - contributes to the production of what is now often called the
"fragmented" or "decentered" postmodern subject. Ironically, the work done to
meaningfully consume the cultural commodities offered as balms for this fragmentation labor which helps to create and sustain the value of these commodities - can feel like the
unalienated, joyfiil woric which Marx imagines in his Utopian community, rather than the

unpaid, "psoido-activity"*^ which produces the meanings and values within the
commodity community and simultaneously produces a partial erasure of class.It is just
this sort of active, expressive consumption which is glorified in the more giddy, pragmatist
strains of communication and cultural studies and in hyper-skeptical, relativistic postmodem theory in general. Of course, as we have already seen, the debate between critical
theorists and pragmatists is nothing new. I shall return briefly to the Frankfurt and
Chicago schools in order to end one of this narrative's staged oppositions, as well as to
'^Adomo bemoans the fiee advertising provided the "pseudo-activity" of the jazz amateur^ "Heis
the real jazz subject* his improvisations come fiom the pattern, and he navigates the pattern, cigareOe in
mouth, as nonchalantly as if be had invented it himselT (Ti^i^ Character in Music and Regressionof
Listening* p. 294).
While I havent worked this out predsefy, this labor is increasingly important to avoid a legitimation
crisis and to successful^ reproduce the conditions of production (see Aithusser). But Marxian crisis
theory also posits tha^ an increasing rate of exploitation (le., surplus value / variable capital) is one of the
things that will precipitate revolution. Now does this type of labor which seems to result in a nonexchanged use-Wue, drop the perceived rate of exploitation towards zero? Or does non-paid work which,
as Sntythe and others have demonstrated, is productive of exchange-values drive this rate of ejqdoitation
up the asynqitote? Probabtyboth. Se&lAaxKia Capital, Fo/tune One: "Ifwe now compare the two
processes of producing value and of creating surplus-value, we see that the latter is nothing but the
continuation of the former bqrond a definite point If on the one hand the process be not carried bQ^ond
the point, where the value paid Ity the c^itaUst for the labour-power is rq>lacedtty an exaa equivalent, it
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add a finishing touch to this partial "cognitive map" of the historical contexts for academic
dd)ates about the cultures of consumption.
Although the criticai theorists of the Frankfort school, certainly drew upon a
variety of concepts developed by idealist and pragmatist social theorists and philosophers,
they were quick to criticize their relativity, reactionary optimism and instrumentality. For
Horkheimer and Adomo particularly, truth was alw^s a (subjective) historical product
arrived at fi-om a particular, engaged position, "since that extrahistorical and hence
exaggerated concept of truth which stems firom the idea of a pure infinite mind and thus in
the last analysis fi'om the God concept, is impossible, it no longer makes any sense to
orient the knowledge that we have to this impossibility and in this sense call it relative"
(Horkheimer, "On the Problem of Truth" p. 421). But the pragmatists had a different idea
of truth; as William James puts it, "CXir account of truth is account of truths in plural, of
processes of leading realized in rd)us, and having only this quality in common, that th^
pa/' (qtd. in Horkheimo*, p. 426). John Dewey expounds upon what this truth condition
means:
If ideas, meanings, conceptions, notions, theories, systems are instrumental to an
active reorganization of the given environment, to a removal of some specific
trouble and perplexity, then the test of their validity and value lies in accomplishing
this work. If they succeed in their office, th^ are rdiable, sound valid, good, true.
If they M to clear up confosion, to eliminate defects, if th^ increase confosion,
imcertainty and evil when th^ are acted upon, then are they &lse. Confirmation,
corroboration, verification lie in works, consequences ...That which guides us
trufy is true - demonstrated cq)acity for such guidance is precisely what is meant
by truth, (qtd. in Horkheimer, p. 42S).
is simply a process of producing value; if; on the other band, it be continnedb^nd that point, it becomes
a process of creating surplus value" (359).
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But Horkheimer had little trust in this conversational model of the easting world, arguing
rather that "if the success of truth ... is in the long run certain, if the idea of a dangerous,
explosive truth cannot come into the field of vision, then the present social structure is
consecrated and - to the extent that it warns of harm - capable of unlimited development.
In pragmatism there lies embedded the belief in the edstence and advantages of fi%e
competition" (425). Horkheimer continues that "pragmatism overlooks the &ct that the
same theory can be an annihilating force for other interests in the degree to which it
heightens the activity of the progressive forces and makes it more efifective" (426). As
Adomo argues, such a relativistic, instrumental philosophy "means ... that the liberal, who
sees no way out, makes himself the spokesmen of a dictatorial arrangement of society
even while he imagines he is opposing it" ("The Sociology of Knowledge", p. 464).
Rather, as a self-reflexive critique of knowledge, "fi'ee fi'om the idealistic illusion, the
dialectic transcends the contradiction between relativism and dogmatism" (Horkheimer, p.
422). The symbolic interactionists, giddy postmodernists, idealist students of culture and
professional spokespeople for the advertising and mass media industries all express a
certain truth, but it is the reified "necessary illusion" of the age of late capitalism, the
"subjective rationalism" which is the shallow "objectivism" of the facade of the commodity
fetish.
But the "necessary illusion" of "traditional" - non-critical - theory is illnminating
and necessary. The critical theory of the Frankfiirt school was never envisioned as an
alternative to traditional theory and science; rather these were the like the raw material of
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a critical science which, as Adomo once put it, "could break through the coercive nature
of logic by logical means" (qtd in Arato in Gd^hardt, p. 392). For example, Marcuse
praised Dewey for suggesting at least that "the verifiabOity of a hypothesis is by &r not as
important as its directive power" (qtd. in Arato and Gebhardt, p. 378). At this point I
would like to drop the curtain on the staged opposition betweoi the "critical" Frankflut
and "idealist" Chicago schools as it is to some degree a misleading construct. Not only
did the Frankfiirt school theorists draw on "traditional" philosophy, but by following
Lukacs' move towards Weber, the work of the Frankfiirt school tends toward a critique of
culture industries more concerned with ideas and "culture" than with institutions and "real"
social relations. Likewise, the more recent moves towards studies of subcultural texts,
resistant consumption, discursive or "imaginary" communities" are problematic in ways
similar to work characterized by the "linguistic Macy": often the actual social interaction
drops out. Here, the sociological insights of the "community studies" following the
Chicago school can be a necessary corrective. Indeed, the pragmatists' concern with
social action demands attention to the social contexts of t»cts and performances. If more
recent work claiming a pragmatist heritage slights deep contextual analysis, the knowledge
generated and its political efifects become problematic.'^ But the tendencies towards a
"metaphysical" critical theory whether structuralist or post-structuralist, on the one hand,
or towards a giddy "idealism" or "abstract empiricism" on the other, can both be
As an academic trained in first literary, then coltmai tbeoiy, uqr knowledge of the pragmatist and
symbolic inteiacdonist tradition is colored by n^ training in their work &voied within n^ "textnalist"
disciplines. My selective presentation of the traction is biased then later, more postmodern textualist
examples.
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productive^ grounded in the approaches and knowledge afforded by the work in critical
political economy. If not, the otherwise enlightening studies of meaning, of culture will
be blinded to the economic constraints and stnicturing effects ol^ for ecanq)le, the
organized practices, institutions and industries comprising the systems of cultural
commodity production, promotion and distribution.
We have ah^eady seen at the intellectual level of the Frankfim school critique how
the dominant -"leading" and "directive" - foim of reason suspends the "freedom of
autonomous judgement" in a particular manner which "makes value decisions a private
matter — which lets its use appear as the voluntary choice of individuals whose decision
making ability it has just suspended" (Arato and Gebhardt, p. 392). In the
"poststructuralist narratives" that Jameson describes as exemplary forms of the logic of
late capitalism, the hegemony of these leading ideas is clear. The &ilure to take seriously
the widespread effects of the structures veiled by the commodity fetish opens such woik
to critique as symptomatic "handmaidens" of the capitalist system. Critical realist thought
acknowledges the difficulties in studying open, transitive systems and objects, but does not
resort to relativism, &talism or giddy optimism in the &ce of these difficulties.
But at the "non-intellectual" level of participation in the postmodern culture of
consumption, this "necessary illusion" is suggestive as well. As more and more individuals
find ontological security through expressive participation in communities through
patterned consumption, as more and more individuals produce and present themselves as

'^ And neither do the experts in tbe increasingly (^bemedc system of sodal sampling, production

commodities within these communities, it seems that "commodities" themselves have
come to fill the role of Gramsci's intellectual playing Lazars&Id's opinion leader in the
hegemony of late capitalism; consensus and measurable consumption patterns, offered up,
at a profit. Although the educative fimction of the commodity form is clearly efiectrve and
widespread, Giddens reminds us that such structures only exist through rationalized and
reflexive participation by knowledgeable and enable subjects, and that this participation
entails agency.'^ The constant reproduction of systemic structures means the "seeds of
change" are ever-present. Although we as academic intellectuals may have a limited
ability to change the distribution of physical resources within these structures, we should
heed Jameson's call for "educative" cognitive maps which attempt to represent these
structural relations and remonber that critical reasoning is a force of production within the
academic industry, in the classroom, and b^ond. Critical, emancipatory truths can "lead"
as truly as "necessary illusions;" it's up to us "that they pay." The danger, of course, is
that as commodity producers in the academic "scene" we just work and produce
"efficiently" within the structural and cultural constraints of the received philosophical
"discourses" -within the culture of cultural studies. I shall return to this subject in the
final chapter.

andcontioL Even now, a staggering amount ofourindividiial associations and exchanges aie logged as
valuable patterns in industiy databases sold to adveitiseis and political oiganizeis. Kevin Wilson e9q>loies
the economic, technological, legal and social aspects of these systems in his Technologies of Control.
As Hoikheimer asserted, "however socialfy conditioned the thinking of individuals tasy be .... it
remains the thought of individuals who are not meiety the pioducts of collective piocesses but also make
these piocesses the object of their thought" (qtd. in Aiato and Gebhardt, p. 382).
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6.4 The Difficult Production of Consumption
"Now how much would you pay? ... Help me! Mr. Popeil!
But wait... there's more ... it's not sold in any store."
- Weird A1 Yankovich
In the aitide that started the blindspot debate, Smythe (1977: 20) argues that in
the emerging organization of the advertising based mass media industries, the work of
consumption entails an alienation not only from individuals' work on the job and from the
reproduction of their labor power, but also from "from the commodities-in-general which
th^ participate in marketing to themselves." I have attempted to show that this quality of
this alienation varies depending upon the degree to which conception is separated from
execution. As Jhally (1987) connects the concepts of alienation and commodity fedshism,
this sense of alienation also involves a lack of knowledge of the social relations of
production. But in the case of "non-alienating'' consumption which isnt "work", this
productive labor is shows a satisfying possession and reproduction of (a knowledge of) the
social relations of consumption. When local musical producers are attempting to express
themselves and be recognized through the commodity form on the local market and
beyond, one of the most difficult constraints is lack of access to the various media which
mass-distribute and shape the cultural values of the social relations of consumption; the
systems of promotion and distribution. While I hope to have shown the way that
consumption is indeed productive of meaningful contexts for future consumption, how do
consumers leam what is available? At the level of the local musical group trying to "make
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h", it can indeed be a difficult and alienating work to attempt to produce the consumption
of your product.
Consequently, my fiiend and sometime drummer Brian prefers to play cover tunes
in cover bands. As he puts it, "its just less work ... and it tends to pay better." Why
would something that takes less work pay more money? Quite simply, because it's value
- in exchange and use - has already been produced. The work and the labor of the massmediation of groups like the Rolling Stones have already been congealed in the shared
cultural traditions, tastes, practices and references of the classic rock audiences, &ns and
musicians. Less work is required to put together performances, but it is also less work to
promote, to distribute the shared past consumption practices which allow for the "ea^"
evocation of the pleasures of conomunity in the classic rock cover scene through such
performances. In chapter two, the discussion of these differences led to the question of
why the wonderful product which Mary's Attic worked so hard to produce didnt lead to
the same sorts of economic and cultural success experienced by the ordinary, "working"
cover bands. In the last chapter, the differences in pay between the "occasional" gigs and
the regular club gigs suggested that for the local original music group, the level of pay was
indirectly proportional to the "coolness" of the gig. Essentially, club owners have found
that the "market will bear" such wages as local bands demand the promotional
opportunities of such performances and are, therefore, more than willing to "pay to play".
This is because, when compared to other promotional media such as radio, television,
touring and even retail space, performing in the right clubs - or, in the beginning, any club
you can book - is the best promotional bargain.
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But even booking gigs is not easy work. Ai^ club requires at least a demo tapc^
and more frequentfy now, a demo compact disc - "a tape? Where am I supposed to play
that?" So all the work and expense of composing, rehearsing, arranging, recording,
duplicating product is, of course, a prerequisite to even meet the talent buyer.
Unfortunate^, talent isnt what th^re actually buying. Rather, one of the first questions
one will hear is "how big is your following?" Of course, one lies. When one gets the gig,
it is necessary to produce a drinking, cover-paying audience.That means calling all
one's friends and colleagues and attempting to advertise as best one can. Usually, such
advertisement is limited by non-existent budgets to fliers and posters, as well as a club
listing in the Tucson Weekly. Of course, such a listing is meaningless until one has namebrand recognition. Occasionally, once a "buzz" has been produced in the local scene or
perhaps when one releases a new compact disc or win a contest, the event might even get
a write-up or review in the Weekly or the Arizona Daify Star. But normally, one just tries
to work the word-of-mouth angle and drag in the odd &n with interesting "edgy" fliers.
Of necessity, a mailing and phone list are established. Each unknown ^ at each gig must
sign up to enable the later marketing of the products directly. This phone list can also be
flashed to club owners and talent buyers as evidence produced to demonstrate the
existence of the real product.

IxonicaUy, the cover charge is chaiged for origiiial music more tban it is for "cover" music. This cover
is ostensibly to "cover" the cost ofthe band, but no band Fve planed in has ever received the "door", that is
the amount macfe at the door by the cover. We sometimes count &ces on busy nights just to find out how
much we should have received. Once you're an estabh'shed touring act, contracts attempt to giiaiantee a
certain wage, often plus a percentage of the (kior. But in the take-it-or-Ieave-it world of the fledgling
band, such contracts -and wages - are simply unheard of.
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Woridng the lists is, perhaps, the most dreaded and dangerous work of promoting
a band's performances or other products. One begins to feel like a telemarketer, a vacuum
cleaner salesman and worse. It's worse because at least telonarketers are paid for their
work and it's "only a day job". The identity effects are more devastating when such work
is part of one's elective hobby as a "professional" musician. Furthermore, such work can
be dangerously counterproductive: one can't really appear to be telemarketing one's band
as that just wouldn't be cool, man. Everyone believes that if one builds it and it's good,
th^ will come. But sometimes, when the stakes are high and the (club) space must be
filled - perhaps its your first gig at a prestigious new club, or you've rented out a
performance space like the old Downtown Performance Center to promote and seU your
new compact disc and have to cover costs - then the calls go out. The trick is to make
such direct marketing seem like an intimate invitation to some cool, prestigious gathering.
Such promotional work tends to change one's relationship to one's fens in alienating ways.
Instead of fiiends, colleagues, members of a shared community, &ns can become a
difficult mass of stubborn bodies that have to be "moved" to be sold.
Eventually, once the band is out there gigging regularly in the local scene, the
regular fans dont show up as firequently. Even die-hard fens, close fiiends and femily
members grow bored sooner or later. Jaime, owner of Jaime's on Fourth Avenue where
Mary's Attic played fer too many gigs, grows downright irate when he discusses the local
music scene.
There's too goddamned many bands in this town and th^ play too goddamned
often....
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Why should I pay to get Sam Taylor or any other damned band in here when he'll
be playing right down the street the next night?
...[live bands] just don't draw crowds like th^ used to... [it's] their own fault
really
just too damn many shows.
I am forced, reluctantly, to agree with Jaime. The expense of other promotional avenues
coupled with the need to play out for recognition, inspiration, and money to pay increasing
"production" expenses keeps driving bands to perform in clubs primarily on Fourth
Avenue and Downtown. Many bands, and Mary's Attic was no exception during certain
periods, end up washing out their sense of difference, their edgy, recognizable image that
possesses &ns' interest through "over-exposure" on the local scene.
A much better practice is to pack up the van and get "on the road." Regional
touring is, by my estimates, the best promotional strategy available to the unsigned or
"independent" act.

Of course, touring is itself expensive in many ways: few touring

groups break even during their first tours. More importantly, the dedication of time and
energy required for even regional touring often has devastating effects on day jobs,
domestic relationships, school, etc. Nevertheless, for the dedicated, driven, aspiring
musicians who really want to make it, touring cant be beat (unless you or your parents
have lots of money, see below). Touring allows one to distinguish oneself fi'om the local,
the ubiquitous, the easily accessible, from Jaime's "too many bands". Once touring, the
act's identity is "different" - both at home and on the road. To hear a local fan of a band
reply, "nope they're not playing around here for a while, they're /ovrr/ig", is even more
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impressive than hearing "th^re in the studio" - everyone is in the studio. On the road,
the band is from elsewhere and local consumers can produce their own sense of difference
by associating themselves with the foreign, by "discovering" a cool new act. Plus, it must
be better if it's touring, it's mobile. Locals are curious, looking for something new, rather
than bored.
More importantly, when touring, access is easier to the broadcast distinction of
radio play. Given the constraints of major label dominated playlists and formats and the
necessity of generating a marketable audience, most "local" radio stations could never
even begin to play the vast number of local bands. Touring acts, however, are news.
Peiiiaps with radio play and local performances, the touring act can weasel their way into
some of the local retail shops. And of course, one must merchandise oneself like crazy at
every show - so what if the venue takes 30 to 50 per cent of total merchandise sales.
As you might imagine, scheduling the shows, booking the rooms, generating the right
contacts and setting up the interviews, distributing the product to the radio stations and
retail shops, keeping track of sales, etc. entails a considerable amount of work. For this
reason, many acts sign with an independent record label, which, with luck, might facilitate
these processes or perhaps even financially support such promotional activities.

If an

Here, "independent" means signed to an "independent" recoid label not O^et) owned one of the
major transnational media corporations.
No kidding. Ever wonder wlqr a major act's concert t-shirt costs $28.00? Well the venue take and the
&ct that kids will p^ it to have proof of their pilgrimage.
From what Fve b^ able to learn, most independent labels (and producers) are more willing to pay
production costs in exchange for interest and control of ai^future market action than they are to pay the
promotional costs to generate that action. As Bob describes it, "there's an accrued debt that nobotfy talks
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act keeps at it long enough or tours in the right parts of the world at the right time,'^ th^
might begin to generate a regional "buzz" and perhaps even get to play the granddad(fy of
all music conferences. South by Southwest, and expose the act to all sorts of "industry
attention".
But before I discuss the music conference sc«ie, I will turn briefly to the local
radio and retail channels. Although Mary's Attic was regularly played on KXCI and
occasionally on KFMA and managed to get shelf space in local retail stores briefly, we
were not terribly successful in employing these expoistve promotional and distributive
channels. Rather, we tended to rely on performances, show-based merchandising and
word of mouth. Of course, given the ages, day careers and increasingly demanding
domestic relationships of most of the members of Mary's Attic, even regional touring was
out of the question, "until we get picked up...." In terms of "local" radio, the
independently owned and operated KXCI is d^nitely the easiest channel to crack. Their
eclectic format and volunteer disc jockeys are quite open to playing local music. And they
really respond to well-coordinated "request" campaigns - its amnTing how versatile the
band members' voices are! And if the songs are good, such broadcast promotion leads to
"authentic" requests for repeat plays, gig dates, product information, etc. KFMA is the
format targeted to the youth "alternative" market and a real score for the local band that
can manage it. First of all, forget about getting cassette tapes played on the mainstream
about... Th^ want to see if you will invest in yourself.... You get signed with a label, if you dont
distribute yourself to a ccrtain degree, you are in the limbo, the wasteland." Shelved.
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stations, except for on the New Music Test Department which will air a couple of local
cassette-based songs on the first Sunday night of each month; the other Test Department
shows are pretty much ecclusively non-local.'^ A few years back, KFMA occasionally
surprised me by putting a local band or two into light "rotation", notably the very
southwestern "The Drakes" who had produced a "buzz" that they were destined for
greatness and who, after a well-received performance at SXSW, have since completely
vanished. But such local airplay is the rare exception rather than the nonn. It is quite a
bit easier, particularly now, to get shelf space in certain local retail stores. Although when
Mary's Attic was rolling, the ZIA shops, PDQ and Toxic Ranch Records were the only
stores who would even consider giving shelf space to unsigned local bands, since that time
there have been several smaller outlets such as Sonic Mrvana that cater to the more youthoriented and esoteric hardcore and independent music.
Our fiustrations with getting mainstream alternative airplay on KFMA (and
elsewhere)'^' even produced a traditional conversational form within the immediate
community of Mary's Attic. At first in our scheming to get regular play on KFMA, we
decided that it was necessary to target Sue Dunn who was at that time the proigram
Interestingly, several of the acts composed of the "old txqrs" of the local scene are quite popular in
Europe, particularly Geimaiqr. Alongside the town of Tombstone, there is a strange, perh^ nostalgic
desire over there for a kind of jangfy, southwestern, desert rode -a sort of alternative countiy.
This information m^ be slightfy dated as I havent been living the eveiyday life of a mngirian in the
local scene for some time due to obvious professional philosophic endeavors. Cunently, I dent own a
radio.
Since the d^ of Mary's Attic, there was, for a time, a local pirate station that was also open to playing
just about ai^thing. However, their transmitters n^steriously disappeared fiom their site in the Catalina
Mountains and to the best of
knowledge, th^ are not currently on the air. Ifowever, a recem benefit at
the Matt Bevel Institute (formed known as the Downtown Performance Center) and pt(q)osed FCC
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director who reorganized the station into the then new, more hip "ahemative" format. As
Sue Dunn and her disk jock^^^ were not su£5ciently impressed with our publicity
packages, demo's and fan requests, we decided that someone in the band would have to
"go down for the band." At first, this half serious plot involved Bob seducing Sue. But
later, we decided that wasnt sufiBcient: eventually we were scheming to have Bob kidnap
Sue Dunn on the air and hold her hostage while she continuously played our hits. We're
all still sure it would have grabbed the headlines and gotten us the publicity we so
desperately needed, but in the end we just sent yet another tape in to the South by
Southwest music conference.
Music conferences such as the now in&mous original. South by Southwest in
Austin Texas, have proliferated across the United States and b^ond during the last
thirteen years since SxSW began. Just about eveiy major city - every major market - has
their own music conference. These conferences market themselves to unsigned bands and
musicians struggling to "make it" with promises of opportunities to network within an
amazing density of "industry professionals", to perform or at least distribute demos to
major A&R personnel, and to learn about recent developments in the industry. Plus, it's a
great party with lots of great live shows. At first. South by Southwest was designed to
promote the emerging Austin music scene and brought together mostly unsigned and
independent acts primarily fi'om the Southwestern United States. But gradually it has
cbanges to "regulate" and "legalize" such low-poweied stations suggest that tb^ oiay broadcast again
soon.
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become a conference dominated by the support of the industry majors and other relativeiy
large corporate players in the music industry. Consequently, although SxSW still
promotes itself as a venue for the unheard, unsigned acts and receives tens of thousands of
demo tapes each year, there is less and less space for the selection of such unsigned or
independent acts as the performance spaces are increasingly filled by acts selected by these
sponsors. For example, even the lowly Tucson Weekly gets to pick an act each year, and
such acts tend to be composed of the "old boys" of the local scene, the one's with the
connections and local prestige. Nevertheless, even members of those acts not selected for
performance often attend at special rates (c. $250 when I attended 3 years ago; $475 this
year, per person) in order to schmooze, distribute demo's to the "pros" and have your tape
played and critiqued by the experienced panels of pros at one of the many listening
sessions. Of course, like any industrial conference, there is a conference hall floor packed
with various labels and production, promotion and distribution businesses pushing their
products to the assembled masses of consumers and opinion leaders. Most of the aspiring
business people, producers and musicians there seem simultaneously desperate and
hopeful - just waiting for the right act or A&R dude to come along. These aspiring
entrepreneurs are the ones just a litde too quick with their card or their tape. And
although the conversations with these sorts tend to end rather quickly once theyVe
determined that you wont "make it" for them, the sheer numbers of such desperate

I don't know if there is aiqr comiection, but I've always found it fasdnating that the word "cover" is also
used to refer to the physical acts involved with the bree^g of horses. Cover charges and the reproductive
dissemination of copyrighted materials, you know.
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musidans and small business people fighting for a break is enlightening if depressing. But
the old-timers who have already made it in the business are there as well; theyVe got
nothing to lose and are willing to tell it like it is; conversations with them can be most
interesting.
At that particular conference, I had a long conversation over beers with Ian
Copeland, founder of the FBI- Frontier Booking International, I believe - who is the
brother of the drummer for the Police and Sting's agent Ian was instrumental in creating
the U.S. club circuit in the late 1970s and early 1980s which, along with developments like
MTV,^^ was instrumental in breaking the New Wave music. His experiences and insights
into the industry were truly enlightening and depressing. In &ct, it was my conversation
with Ian in the context of the fistic desperation of the tens of thousands of struggling
musicians at SxSW that largely convinced me that I didn't really want to "make it" that
badly. I remember aspects of this conversation with digital clarity. At one point after
giving him the demo, I began to describe the "identity crisis" in Mary's Attic arising from
the dialogic interaction of so many songwriting voices. Tom Peters particularly, while a
fine songwriter and instrumentalist, was unwilling to compromise his visions, songs and
sounds to blend into the homogenous and recognizable yet distinctly ed^ sound identity I
was trying to nurture for Mary's Attic. He listened and told me the solution: "no problem
at all, just fire him." It was like a slap in the &ce. Despite my fiiustrations in producing
the band with Tom's participation, he was a longtime member of the community of Mary's
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Attic and a good Mend - you cant fire members of your community, can you? I realized
tiiat the immediate soda!aspects of my participation in tiiis commodity scene were more
important to me than my &ntasies of "making it" with all the associated large-scale social
and economic returns. I just couldn't imagine assuming such an alienating role.
Airway, Ian was at the conference in order to promote his amusing new
autobiography Wild Thing. And he was quite fiustrated with his book tour
Fve been traveling around and speaking and talking to people just to try and move
a few thousand books.... There's just no budget for promotion in the book
industry....
No one buys c.d.'s who works in music -it's all swag. Now I'm trying to convince
everyone I know to buy these books when Fve always just given it away before....
Frustrating industry.
So after I had bought a signed copy of his book and had given him a demo tape, our
conversation moved away from Tom towards promotion and swag. For example, it is
almost impossible to even briefly visit SxSW without filling two or three large dufifel bags
(or trash cans) with free tapes, c.d.s, magazines, gizmos, t-shirts - you name it. As Mary's
Attic was trying to "make it" we gave away well over a thousand free demo tapes - not
that we could really afford to, but on the other hand, we really couldnt afford not to.
Typically, we would exchange a demo for &n contact info on our mailing list and, of
course, we would gladly give demos away to anyone, like Ian, involved in the industry.
But at some point, you have to make the transition to selling the product, even to fiiends,
family and loyal &ns. Given that the monetary exchange is one of the signs of value, if
' Band often make videos, nowad^s, as part of their promotional padcage. At a certain point, its almost
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you just "^e h away" it must not be worth anything. Besides, you can't operate at a loss
forever.
Here, as elsewhere, the lingo of exchange, proper ownership and control often
overlaps with the discourse of sexual relations. But its not just the manu&cture and
maintenance of necessary senses of identity and difiference in such "keeping it" versus
"giving it away", in all this "hooking up", "playing out", "being committed to the band",
etc. Rather there is a practical connection, particulaiiy at the lower levels of the music
business, between the structuring, implicitly contractual aspects of sexual discourses and
the frustrating lack of any sort of guaranteed reciprocity and relation in the investments
and exchanges undertaken (with hope and desire) at these levels. Not only is sexual
discourse used to sell acts - Mary was consciously sought out to provide a sexy, young
edge to Ifipster Dogboy - but it is also used to try and keep acts together through the
hard work of producing the products. As we have already seen, such production requires
the investment of large amoimts of time, energy and money and in order to see a return of
interest on one's owned material, this collaborative investment must held together congealed - for some period of time, particularly given the slow, bottom-up, boot
strapped promotion and distribution strategies available to the unsigned local musicians.
When there is no legal contract, no wage-based hierarchical work relation, to guarantee
the commitment of labor to a particular project - to a particular set of relations over time
- it is perhaps not surprising that the terms of sexual relationships - "hooking up",

required. However, no local bauds air their videos on ai^ local television channels save public access.
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"cheating", "being loyal", "being committed", "seeing another band", etc. - are employed
to keep the group together, to protect one's own investments.

Similarly, as the

discussion of swag indicates, there is a problematic relationship between "keeping"
product and "giving it away"; if consumers arent "exposed" to the product, theyll never
know that th^ want it, but if it's too easy to come by, they won't value it sufiBciently to
make the buy. And in terms of copyrighted songs and the band's "own" product, similar
difficulties east. If you want to really make it, you have to relinquish control and, often,
"ownership" of your cultural property: you've got to "give it up" in order to get "picked
up".
Another frustrating bit of advice I was given at SxSW involved the constant
attempts of local unsigned musicians and producers to "read" the direction of the market
in order to anticipate future trends and tailor production accordingly. According to a
grizzled old producer and A&R executive whose name I have lost;
don't even tiy and read the market or fit into what's already hip ... leave that to us
- as if we're any good at anticipating the future ... focus on doing what you do
that's particularly unique, amplify it, develop it, make it even more unique.... if
you get iucl^ and end up with the right timing, and get picked up, then you're
golden.

Even at the level of the local scene, legal contracts are som^imes employed. For example, the
mysterious Said the Indian Diy-Cleaner turned Producer offered to produce a combination of Mary's
material and "call-to^rayer" vocals over a world-beat dance beat She was interested, but he insi^ed that
she sign a 40-page contract guaranteeing that for his investment in the production, he would control and
profit fiom M^s fiiture work, pretty much indefinite^. A common dream of the a^iring local producer
orlabeL It beats plying the lottery. So Vfoiy declined and now records-without a contract-for Danny
Lizarraga on his own project and, quite justi^ly feels much safer. Indeed, she has just about been
adopted into his &niily by his motl^f

Despite the fiustrating, dis-empowering feelings evoked by such advice - fiustrating
because we do often intuitively know what will work, what will play well in the immediate
market future"^ - the advice is depressingly sound. The problem is indeed timing. Given
the transient nature of the cultural market with its ever-quickening product turnover,
whatever new musics, sounds and styles are being "spontaneously" expressed at the level
of a particular local scene will usually have become passe in the national scene by the time
it takes unsigned, new acts to bootstrap their identity into a regional or national existence
without the acceleration of "m^or" capital infiision.^^^ Despite advances in locally
accessible digital multi-track production and post-production editing technologies which
allow the quick reconfiguration of style, texture and substance, the limited access to the
necessary systems of promotion and distribution still slow "making it" alone to a speed
incompatible with market time. Of course, such practices of self-sampling are completely
compatible with the new market organization when "offered up" for "picking up" by the
majors. But the competition is b^ond fierce, particularly for the available imitative spots
once an innovative trend^^ has been identified and picked up by the major national and
international labels. As Bob sighed dejectedly after his solo performance and frenzied
networking activities at the Philadelphia Music Conference two years ago, "everyone was

Bob and I were woridng on a jazz-based pop project just before the swing phenomenon hit the maiket
' Exceptions, of course, prove the rule. For example, the noodling live act Phish has successfully made
it without radio pl^, but with major distributioa l^re interestingfy, Anni De Franco remains an
independent and national success contantfy^ rejecting the seductive advances of the drooling major labels.
Sucii exceptions inspire groups like Mary's Attic to keep on trying to make it
Such innovations often come fiom the independent labels who are willing to - that is, can onfy - take
chances on the margins, on the marginal, in hopes of a latter "p^ oS" when the label is sokl to the
majors.
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looking for the young black rap artist." Such fiustradons have lent current^ to a joke
circulating among local musicians, "What does SxSW really stand for? South by So
What."
The realities of constrained market access - an inability to participate at many
levels of the conversation - lead to bitter resentment of local acts who can
afford representation. For example, at the SxSW conference that I attended, not only
were The Drakes performing at the pleasure of the Tucson Weekly, but Alana Swidler was
performing due to connections and industry power of her new agent / lawyer. This highpriced agmt, who has managed such phenomena as the recent rebirth and ascension of
Aerosmith, was hired for Alana by her very supportive &ther, a successfiil local dentist.
She had hardly performed at all on the local scene, but she was young, beautiful, had a
decent voice and the ability to buy representation. Last we heard, she had capitalized on
this representation and was "making it" somewhere in California. Performances at
conferences like SxSW can be valuable "exposures", indeed, both "above" and back home
as well. Alana's connections enabled her to weasel her boy friend's band Greyhound Soul
into a performance space at SxSW formerly filled by Phoenix's The Phunk Jimkees. After
acquiring this cultural capital. Greyhound Soul has quickly risen toward the top of the
local scene. But if there is resentment of the sudden ascensions of such acts - th^ didnt
"earn it" or "pay their dues""' - at least they're local acts and represent the hopes that
Tucson might be "Seattled." Real bitter resentment is saved for "pretenders" such as the

'^ As if there is any oiganized imioa for this sort of elective amattmr labor.
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hugely successful Alanis Morrisette who after long years imitating Madonna in Canada,
was finally catapulted into super-stardom after "hooking up" with the producer largely
responsible for Michael Jackson's series of smash hits in the eighties. Those are the
breaks.
But all this difficult work of self production, self distribution and self promotion
has effects b^ond the desired production of demand fi)r one's product proper. All of the
other products "consumed" in this productive work - instruments, dress, style, other
musics, studios, clubs, etc. - are also "promoted". In other words, the productive
consumption of trying to make it in the local music scene generates demand, generates
value for products consumed by us opinion leaders in the local musicians' community.
Baudrillard might call this flexibly organized work the production of sign value. But as we
have already seen, these processes simultaneously produce use and exchange value. And
increasingly exchange value comes to define use value. If one must foUow Baudrillard in
employing the cat^ory sign value for the interpenetrating, mutually constitutive use and
exchange values, one risks erasing the particular organization and distribution of labor and
capital necessary to produce the hyperreal signs taken as evidence of the "death of the
political economic."
But in terms of the "buzz" hopefiiUy heard by the m^'ors, this work also
demonstrates to the majors that you are a "productive", efficient "working band", who has
stuck it out long enough to blip on their radar. Not only can you can do it yourself at the
regional level, but a market for your goods exists; it doesn't matter that this demand may
have been artificially "produced" by the work of the band - even better, the band is willing

and able to produce its own value. In a sense, then, the various production and
promotional work of aspiring local musicians has also produced a self-supporting R&D
and Neilson laboratory whose results are available to the industry majors. Aside from
ownership and control of the means of production and distribution, one of the reasons for
the United States' leading role among the international culture industries is precisely the
elective, unpaid productive leisure work undertaken by, for example, the members of
Mary's Attic. Such work not only produces and constantly renews a giant hopper of upto-date, cutting edge products products informed by the profitable consumption of earlier
commodities - constantly ofifered up to attract the for-profit interest of the culture
industries, but it also in part produces the value of such commodities itself
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7. EXCHANGING THE COMMODITY COMMUNITY
"The PAD! Diving Society is an affinity organization designed to promote diving
among its members and support an active diving lifestyle. Like the Harley
Owners Group (H.O.G.S), Bass Masters ... and others, the Society brings together
people with similar interests to pursue those interests. Synortyms for affinity
include "community," "kinship," "relationship," and "connection,"... Many stores
tap into that affinity with regular activities that promote socicd interaction and
group ident^cation among customers. The Society takes tlw idea one step
further, broadening the affinity to an international level ...[where members] can
share their kinship and cmmect to a huge community of like-minded individuals.
... Dive operations that recogpize, welcome and promote Society membership ...
gain a marketing advantage aver those who don'L"
- M.K. Nesbit, "Meet the Membership; PADI Diving Society Update"
In this chapter, I return to a treatment of the revelatory moment of the
performance of Mary's Attic at the Ticketmaster Music Showcase described in chapter
one. Much like the SxSW conference and its progeny, such sponsored contests and
showcases are proliferating. These showcases capitalize upon local musicians' demand for
promotional opportunities and desire to "make it" in order to promote the sponsoring
corporations interests to highly valued opinion leaders in particular demographic
"communities". Through this return to my everyday life fieldwork, I develop the concept
of what I term the commodity community. Hopefully, this concept draws together various
aspects of the academic discourses of "community", "society", "commodity", etc.
presented throughout the philosophical or academic side of this narrative. And as the
above quotation and that introducing the next section - both from PADI, the marketing
powerhouse of the scuba diving scene- are intended to suggest, this conceptual approach
is applicable to a variety of leisure worlds. After elaborating this concept, I briefly turn to
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a discussion of some of the implications of such commodified cultural relations in terms of
simultaneity, cross-promotion, interactivity and value.
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7.1 Towards the Commodity Community
"Consumers typically purchase objects and services that reflect who they are.
This is particularfy true when it comes to the purchase and consumption of leisure
services. Leisure activities enable us to exercise aspects of our identity that can
be neither adequately nor appropriately enacted in our work and family roles....
Social motivation refers to the desire to gain a feeling of belonging, as well as the
reqpect of others.... How can we use a diver's self-identity and social motivation
to increase participation?" - T. Arthurson, "I Dive, Therefore, I am."
When I first b^an my partidpant observer fieidworic years ago, I set about to
study the various ways in which large-scale industrial systems of production, promotion
and distribution shape, structure and limit popular culture. To be honest, 1 had a sort of
meat grinder model in mind where the authentic "local" expressions go in and the
playdough-like product oozes out of the industrial molds. Mich like Gottdiener's three
stage model of mass cultural semiosis or Clarice's subcultural ''style difilision" model
which Gottdiener develops, I envisioned a process in which subcultural expressions or
practices - local, resistant, or otherwise different - are channeled through an industrial
system which produces, distributes, and promotes a cultural commodity which is somehow
different - flatter, de-localized, less resistant, more "general" appeal, etc. - as a result of
the actions and pressures exerted by the industrial process of conmiodification. One cycle
ends with the beginning of the next as particular local, subcultural groups once 3S»'"
actively create new, particular local expressions, meanings, and styles out of the particular
mass-produced commodities which th^ consume. I conceptualized my project as a study
the "third stage" incorporative processes of commodification of the cultural industry from
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a "second stage" local, subcultural perspective. But after playing in a band for years and
after reading broadly in critical and social theory/^ I began to question the descriptive
power first, of the term "subculture" and then later, of Gottdiener's three stage model of
semiosis describing the diffiision of subcultural styles. As I hope to have shown in this
narrative, this mutually constitutive interaction of my "everyday life" fieldwork and
philosophical cultural theory has resulted in a modified theoretical conceptual approach to
the work and play of self-sampling, self-production through an mtemalization and
reproduction of industrially structured discourse, practices, forms, etc..
While the definition of "subculture" as a doubly articulated relation to the
"dominant" and "parent" cultures put forth by the CCCS seems to have been useful fisr
their study which focused primarily on groups of working class youth with "tight
boundaries, distinctive shapes, which have cohered around particular activities, focal
concerns and territorial spaces," their suggestion that this definition is also j^plicable to
middle-class oppositional groups like the "counter-culture" seems to generalize the
definition at the expense of its specific, historic applications to, for example, a particular
local Skinhead group in Smethwick in the late 1960's.

In my fieldwork experience and

everyday life, I have never seen a "subcultural" group that was organized exclusively or
even primarily around social class. Instead, the groups that I know about comprise people

' And also, I should add, in three years of assisting and learning firom certain participant observant
studies done by undergraduate students in Jim Griffith's folklore class.
Sometimes Clarke et aL use the term "milieux" for more "loosefy defined" subcultures within the
patent culture (14).
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fix>m all social classes and a wide range of ethnic, religious and regional backgrounds."^
A certain minimiini level of disposable income and "leisure time" is certainly required to
participate in these sorts of groups, but it spears that at this moment in this part of the
United States certain 'Vorking class" youth have enough time and monQr to participate at
some level.'*^ Further, because of the more heterogenous make-up of these groups, the
relationships to ''dominant" or "mainstream" and "parent" cultures are often more
complex than a simple "double articulation." Although I find much of use in the CCCS'
formulations, to some degree we are talking about very different things'" and,
consequently, I will no longer employ the "sub-cuhural" label and

begin woridng

towards a conceptual definition of the "commodity community."
In essence, I define the commodity community to be the specific cultural forms and
connective and directive, interpersonal relationships mutually constituting, and constituted
by, the mass-produced, promoted and distributed commodities and their consumers
manufactured to profit capital. This somewhat circular and awkward definition is intended
to suggest inquiry into the dialectical processes forming and defining these communities
This is a very important issue. Nfy participant observer methodology has not given me statistical,
demographic "prooT, but rather strongty suggests that (1) the majority of the peqile in the local pop rock
scene are white and 16-40 years of age, (2) the majority are fiom "middle class" backgrounds, bUL
members of either economic extreme are also present, (3) these generalizations become even mote
problematic if one conq)ares demogr^hic categories such as "bands" versus "audiences", "cover" bands
and audiences versus "original" bands and audiences, type and location of bar, club, or performance
space, etc. Further, deep "authentic" involvement in the scene nuty cause one's class affiliation to slide
downward. The academic commodity community of cultural studies isa slightly different scene....
Of course their level of participation may be severety limited. Also, their demographic profiles nuty
preclude them fiom "being count^ in the marketing anatyses of the culture industries.
'" Whether these "differences" are seen as a matter of the degree of development of an on-going process
or of a radical break with the past (e.g., the academic debates over post-modernism, post-industrialism.
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and to stress that both the economic and communal aspects of these formations are
meaningful and significant. The commodity community is an attempt to re-work the
concept "subculture" in a way wiiich combines Marx's view that consumers are produced
as a necessary component for the valorization of capital through exchange value with
KopytofTs approach to commodificadon as a social "process of becoming." Thus, the
"discriminating", dififerentiating tendencies of culture which Kopytofif characterizes as a
"counterdrive" to the unifying, "onrush of commoditization" which makes things more
universally exchangeable (73) are, through developments in the technologies of exchange
and representation, in &ct both enabled and harnessed in iterative cycles of commodity
regeneration and production which in turn produce new social and cultural formations.
The concept commodity community attempts to contain these dialectical aspects by
focusing analysis on the outwardly and inwardly spiraling mutually constitutive processes
of commodification, economic and "symbolic" exchange and community formation. As
the structure and content of this narrative is intended to suggest, this concept is also a
dialectical exploration and synthesis of what social theoiy has described as the transition
fi'om a "community" of traditional, immediate, emotional relations to a "society" based on
rational, economic exchanges within a complex division of labor.
In less general and abstract terms, a commodity community, at its most specific,
local level, is a small group of consumers whose interactions and communications in a
relatively high context (Hall, E), "&ce to &ce" manner define an immediate community of
post-fordism, flexible accumulation etc,) dqiends upon your political and philosophical position. As
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people whose reladons and cultural interactions are organized primarify around a shared
set of commodity consumption practices. These active consumption practices will also, to
varying d^rees, be productive of particular, local styles and meanings. So an immediate,
local commodity community may be said to have its "own" culture which is made up in a
process of differentiation from particular elements from both the arrays of various "parent
cultures" intersecting due to the demographics of the group as well as from particularly
patterned elements in what Meehan (1986) has termed the mass "cultural fund"; i.e., the
patterned commodity consumption activities which link them. Furthermore, the density of
interaction within the social networks cements the affective resonance of the meanings and
belief shared through these consumptive practices; shared consumption as the production
of meaningful contexts of everyday life. But at a more general level of investigation, the
term commodity community connotes a larger, low context, mass-mediated community
whose manbers may share similar consumption practices and associated cultural values
without interacting directly and who therefore share more generalized cultural practices,
styles and meanings.

People within the same mass-mediated commodity community will

often "recognize" each other and have a lot "in common" and "to talk about" and will
often then gravitate and coalesce into a more interactive, intimate, communicative
immediate community with particular, local practices, traditions, etc. The ability to
participate in such relations and such conversations is a large part of the value of the

should now be clear, I am much more inclined towards the former side of the argument
But both immediate (specific) and mass-mediated (general) wids of the spectrum are part of large scale
systems of production, promotion and distribution refying upon the advertising-based mass-media.
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cultural commodities. As I have tried to suggest in n^ narrative representation of my
fieldwork eq)eriences, the shared expression of consumption patterns to a large degree
both creates, and is (all that is really) required for participation in, the community;
therefore, one can choose to "buy into" a conmiodity community at a variety of levels.
While the inunediate commodity community is certainly not limited to practices of
commodity consumption, the individual member's consumption activities and other
cultural practices will, to some d^ee, be structured by membership in this group.
Indeed, the intimate social relations and identity efifects of a deep level of participation in
commodity communities can strongly influence behavior from minor consumption
practices to major life-altering decisions. But unlike the earlier more geographic
conceptualizations of tradition-bound "little communities", membership and participation,
as well as the effects thereof in commodity communities can be fleeting and ephemeral;
some of the close relations and practices consumed and produced on the stage of
particular commodity scenes linger solid while others melt into air. In fact, it is useful to
consider such youth-based commodity communities as the local music scene as
commodified liminal spaces through which certain "youths" - of a wide range of ages pass before emerging, sometimes, into adult careers and domestic relations.''^
But more importantiy, the concept conmiodity community focuses attention to the
way that these communities, and the particular practices, exchanges and relations they
comprise at both the immediate and mass-mediated levels, must be considered to also be
And a desiie to appear young, hip and

lasts beyond one's "youth" so that youth-bas^ advertising
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commodities. In other words, these conununhies can themselves be made exchangeable
and thus can have symbolic and monetary value. As the sections in ch^ter six were
meant to suggest, this can occur in a variety of ways and at a variety of levels. And it is
precisely the spiraling between commodity and community in cultural and economic
processes of exchange - both inwardly towards more immediate relations and/or outwards
in the direction of the more mass-mediated relations - which the concept commodity
community tries to convey. I have found it useful to employ the concept commodity
conununity as an analytic descriptor both because of its economic and cultural aspects and
because of the way that it can help to make sense of these interrelations in mass-cultural
phenomena at a variety of levels of analysis - from a look at Dirty Pool or Mary's Attic
towards their relationships to the local or national pop rock music scene.
At this point, I will return briefly to the "revelatory incident" presented in the
introduction to this narrative in order to refine the concept commodity community by
employing it to help make sense of various aspects surround the performance of Mary's
Attic at the Ticketmaster Music Showcase. At the most immediate level. Hipster Dogma
Oater reconfigured as Mary's Attic) is a community of musicians who are all linked by
somewhat similar tastes in pop music consumption. They are a community of similar
consumers, an interacting, communicating immediate commodity community. But some
of these similar consumption patterns are for quite expressive leisure activities. Thus, this
commodity community actively produces cultural expressions which come to make up the

is effective for a varied of age-groups.
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shared cultural traditions particular to this local communis. These expressive leisure
activities - the composition, arrangement, and performance of pop rock songs - are
enabled and defined by the consumption and patterned use of specific combinations of
mass-produced commodities; guitars, drums, microphones, amplifiers, tape recorders,
rehearsal spaces, and eventual^ perh^s even recording studios, tape and compact disc
mastering and duplication services, etc. Further, the cultural expressions enabled by these
commodities are individual or collaborative re-workings of elements of sets of previously
consumed cultural commodities fi'om within a scene's pop cultural 'tradition" or what
Meehan "cultural fund". Thus, the members of the community Hipster Dogma often
describe an "original" song ,or even an disagreement over an attempt to define the band's
identity, in terms of the past pop artists, styles, instrumentations, and genres fi'om which it
"borrows." Thus, despite the heated arguments and periodic "break-ups" within this
group, the shared patterns of consumption and the resulting shared structures of cultural
expression work to bind the individuals within their commodity community. Quite
explicitly, each of the members of Hipster Dogma conceives of the group as a community
and places the feelings and pleasures of participation within this conununity as one of the
primary rewards (i.e., exchanged goods) for aU the money and time spent creating 0.e.
buying, producing) this community.'^

For example, even Tom Peters - the member whose participation was perhaps the most "instrumental"
in the Franks sense - calls the rehearsal q)ace and related activities his ''Elk's Club" where he can
escape fiom the domestic and work scenes to a scene where certain otherwise illicit activities and
identities ate allowed.
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But along with the pleasures of immediate community, the members of Hipster
Dogma also are seeking recognition within the local and (hopefully) national pop rock
scenes. Thus, each of the membo^ participates in the band in order to perform for, and
achieve the appreciation o^ a larger group. In this sense. Hipster Dogma is a medium
through which the band members offer up their songs, instnmientai performances, stylized
bodily q)pearances and so forth to both entertain and, in exchange as a commodity, be
judged by, an audience. The resources that I£pster Dogma has expended through its
productive acts of consumption result in a performance qua commodity which is
exchanged with the audience for applause, free drinks, recognition, respect, promotion of
merchandise and periiaps even mon^. Initially, Hipster Dogma performs at private
parties for an audience composed mostly of the band members' networks of associates,
friends and &milies. These initial audiences form another relatively immediate community
of people who are brought together through their consumption of the commodity
performance offered by Hipster Dogma. The exchanges at this level can result in the
accumulation of actual or symbolic capital - usually more of the latter as Hipster Dogma
and its members begin to ascend in the hierarchy of the local scene.
However, the desire for a more meaningful recognition and "paying gigs'' - the
desire to ascend in the hierarchy of prestige - causes the members of Hipster Dogma to
"play out" in various venues around Tucson. In order to do this. Hipster Dogma must
sell itself to the club talent buyer. Unfortunately, the vast majority of bar owners are
primarily interested not in buying talent, but rather in buying a certain crowd of drinkers.
Thus, what Hipster Dogma is really selling to the bar is the audience which has formed
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around the consumption of the commodity performance which Hipster Dogma, the initial,
immediate commodity community, has produced from its particularly productive
consumption activities, etc. The relatively immediate community brought together by
Hipster Dogma and its performance is the commodity which the talent bi^er purchases
from Hipster Dogma. Of course. Hipster Dogma, or later Mary's Attic, is not being paid
in cash what the audience is "worth" - the sum of''cover" charges and additional drinks
sold - but rather is accepting a combination of a "token" cash payment and the ability to
"play out" on stage, for a larger audience. While the "token" payment contributes
significantly to the "feeling" of being recognized, to the "feeling" of being a "pro" or
"star"'", the opportunity to "play out" is at first primarily a promotional opportunity, an
opportunity to distribute the performance to a larger audience in order to generate a larger
community of &ns thus increasing the band's value as commodity as well as the value of
the members feelings of belonging to a "community" of "real" musicians. Consequently,
bands distinguish between "good gigs" and others not only on the basis of monetary
remuneration but also on the night of the week, the size of the venue and audience, the
prestige associated with the venue and the audience which frequents it.'^
Eventually, Ifipster Dogma buys time and services in Mattlind Recording studio

Indeed, to a large degree, monqr is the sign of quality in a logic that asserts that if you are monetarily
successful, you must be talented.
Primary market cities like LA have clubs where the ejqilidt policy is that the band has to "p^ty to play"
(e.g.. The Whisker); several Phoenix clubs require that the band personalty buy and then re-s^ a certain
number of tickets in order to play; in Tucson, cover charges are usually the rule, often with the band
receiving a percentage of "the dror^ as opposed to a set fee. Ofcourse, urate "f^ous" bands may have
the clout to negotiate around such arrangements.
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and produces a demo tape to book "better^ gigs as well as to sell to &ns in order to help
defray the tape production costs. Although this tape never comes close to paying for
itself it can be "exchanged" in the booking of better gigs. More importantly, though, it
provides a concrete and lingering, exchangeable commodity around which to further
solidify our community of &ns; soon regular &ns are singing the lyrics along to the
performance of certain songs. Further, the tapes are "exchanged" in combination with our
growing prestige, to "buy" relatively regular airplay on KXCI and even a couple of
"spots" on KFMA. These promotional spots increase the value of our "live" performances
by enlarging our commodity conmnmity, but don't significantly boost sales because
"Unleashed" isn't in mai^ local retail stores. From the point of view of the members of
Hipster Dogma, the most important effect of aU this, though, is the "feeling" of being a
semi-pro musician, the "feeling" of recognition, the "feeling" of community, which were
purchased through the band members' work and mon^: the overall balance of band
income versus band expenditures clearly leaves us in the red. We are still "paying to play"
but in exchange for a sufBcient amount of "recognition" in the scene which makes it feel
like we were "making it." Gradually, as our community of fans grow, the initial relatively
immediate, high context relationships between the band and the audience, as well as within
the audience itself grow more difilise until what exists is not so much a communicating
and interacting community as a group of people whose shared preferences for a particular
commodity create a "sense" or "feeling" of community.''' Eventually, however, despite

There are sdll high context subsets within this more rfiffiiq* mi^iatwi commodity community of
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the limited successes, the personal conflicts and arguments over how to best "commodify"
the band with a "marketable image," combine with a stall in the bands' ascension in the
local scene during personnel shifts, causing the immediate community of musicians that
was (fipster Dogma to ''permanently" break up. To summarize, what began as a group of
musicians linked by similar consumption habits, became a community which conmiodified
itself in order to form a larger community of fans which could itself be exchanged to bar
owners and the like for other "commodities.''
Despite the bitterness between certain players and the vehement resolutions to the
contrary, the opportunity to perform in the Ticketmaster Music Showcase and perhaps be
"recognized" by industry professionals is a sufScient temptation to entice the musicians
formeily known as Ifipster Dogma to "temporarily" reform as Mary's Attic. In two
weeks time, we rehearsed a set designed to refocus the band's image around Mary,
recorded a quick album, mixed and mastered it and had five hundred copies duplicated.
Determined to make the most of the exposure that this promotional opportunity provided,
we devised a plan to "commodity" as much of the Phoenix "community" as we could by
giving away free tapes in exchange for an entry on our mailing list. In order to increase
the value of our "performance" in the ^es both of the other audience members and
particularly of the A&R professionals, we mobilized as much of our local conmiodity
community of fans as we could muster and headed for NfinderBinders.

course.

2%

The 1995 Ticketmaster / Musician Magazine Music Showcase has to be
understood in terms of a controversy in the national pop rock scene involving
Ticketmaster and the immensely popular band Pearl Jam. To make a long story short,
Ticketmaster has for some time had what amounts to monopoly control over the ticket
sales for most major venues in the United States and Pearl Jam objected to their pricing
structures (often over $5 in surcharges per ticket). In a "battle" which received heavy
media coverage. Pearl Jam attempted to book a tour independent of Ticketmaster and
filed an anti-trust suit causing Ticketmaster serious image problems (see, for example,
Boehlert).

For Ticketmaster, the unsigned band Music Showcase was a mechanism to

present itself as a "concerned and helping hand" precisely to those musicians and bands in
the local scenes who were both "authentic" and in a position of leadership and power in
local scene hierarchies. In other words, Ticketmaster wanted to buy an association with
the cultural associations and meanings ("aura of authenticity") of the nation's local pop
rock scenes. The contract which every participant must sign prior to performing
guarantees that Ticketmaster has the right to "broadcast, film, audio/videotape, record
and/or photograph, his/or her performance in any Showcase, use his/her name or likeness,
cassette entries and any audio/video tape of performances at any Showcase for any and all
purposes as TMS deems necessary or desirable including advertising and/or promotional
activities, without compensation or obligation to the entrant...Thus, fi'om the
perspective of the "evil" Ticketmaster Corporation, the Music Showcase was not only a
An early 199S episode of David Letterman featured a list of tbe Top Ten Rejected Batman \^llains"
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way to promote itself in the short term, but also an attempt to guarantee that ai^ up and
coming unsigned Pearl Jamrtype bands which participate in TMS and later become fiunous
would have to publicly acknowledge Ticketmaster's benevolent spirit. From the
perspectives of the representatives of the record companies and publishing houses
participating in the TicketMaster Showcases as judges,

the Showcases are an

opportunity to not only see promising unsigned talent, but also to "buy" demographic data
about "who" constitutes the bands' core &n bases, and to see how they "play" in front of a
relatively sophisticated and diverse audience made up of serious music &ns in a local,
primary market. Besides, th^ have everything to gain by showing support for the one
{^ency who sells the majority of concert tickets for all the bands contracted to their labels.
So although Mary's Attic was paid $200 for their performance in the Ticketmaster
Music Showcase, the real exchanges were bit more subtle. The members of Mary's Attic
were given a chance to perform their original material on a big, lighted stage in front of
Tempe's best local audiences and in front of actual A&R professionals from some of the
world's biggest record companies -an experience and "feeling" that's tough to buy.
Further, their "prestige", or symbolic capital, increases their position in the hierarchy of
the local scene. Our core community of fius got to participate in the spectacle and to
experience the ^citement of seeing "theii^ Maiy performing on a professional stage and
then being sweet-talked by the slimy looking dude from Maverick Records. Th^ received

including "The Tidtetmaster."
Representatives fiom Atlantic, Columbia, Epic, Gefien, Giant, Maveridc, MCA, \feicuiy, Potygram
and RCA were involved.
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the exciting experience of having "been there" as a part of the original conununity of &ns
of Mary's Attic before th^ "sold out" or "made it" (we still haven't done either, by the
way). Meanwhile, our community of &ns qua commodity is being checked out for massmarket appeal by the industry talent scouts and video-taped by TMS as an investment in
possible promotional 'futures."^ Further, the local (Phoenix) organizers have placed
Mary's Attic m the "opening band" slot virtually guaranteeing that the audience response
will preclude that Tucson band from competing with the Phoenix bands. ^ Meanwhile,
the obvious commodities - the Mary's Attic tapes- are being given away to generate a
more important commodity, a share of the Phoenix audience.

Just about every aspect

of the local and national pop rock scenes is represented in the spectacles of exchange.
Meanwhile, the local radio station Disc Jockeys, always trying to excite the crowd
between groups, constantly plug Ticketmaster, the Tempe New Times, their own stations
and their shows and gloat over the "advertiser's dream" community of active consumers
brought together by this Ticketmaster event. But particulariy telling is the response when
th^ tried to get a rise out of the audience by asking "Any &ns of the Refreshments out
there?" Silence. A hiss or two.

See Gladwell's article on the "Coolhuiiters" who offer a quarterly journal which regionally categorizes
the latest trends in the hippest of commodi^ communities to advertisers and fashion designers; only
$20,000 per year for one subscriptiotL
At least tW's the w!^ that most of us see our Eailure to win despite superior material and
performances. I tend to think that it was the combination of the demogr^hics of our cote audience (a bit
too old and eclectic looking) and our slightly out-of-focus image (the way that the material and
instrumentation blended with Mary's voice).
This "free tape" policy irritated MindeiBinders who had contracted with TMS for 1/3 of the gross of
all merchandise sales.
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The Refreshments were a local Phoenix band ixdio had won both the local and
national 1994 Ticketmasto* Music Showcases and who had been signed to Mercury
Records earlier in 1995. Many &ns of the local Phoenix bands felt that The Refreshments
had not "paid their dues" by rising through the hierarcl^ of the local scene in the correct
way or that th^ were just too "pop", too "marketable."'®' Further, The Refreshments
were not yet a national phenomena. In ai^ event, the genoal consensus of the crowd that
night was that The Refreshments were something at which to sneer. Several months later
however, "Bandito" was receiving heavy rotation airplay on both local and national FM
stations, then MTV, and The Refreshment even did the soundtrack for the new Fox
animated series "King of the Ifill". Suddenly The Refreshments were the New Gin
Blossoms, Phoenix's new pop heroes. My brother invited me up to go to see "this new
hot band" on Nfill Avenue and we couldn't get through the crowd of new fans anywhere
even near the square where The Refreshments were playing. Just about nobody knew
anyone else, but "The Refreshments jam!" and there was a very difEiise but palpable feeling
of community. This was a veiy different sort of heavily mass-mediated, low context
commodity community involving many more people and much more money. And as both
the OfQcial Refreshments Wd) Page and the Mercury Refreshments Wd) Page
advertisements make a big deal of pointing out. The Refreshments have outsold Pearl
These aie some of the primary contradictioiis between the "ideal" in which conunodily communities
march up the hierarclqr of the lo^ scene in sync with prevailing local values and tastes and then, once at
the top, ascend to the national/international level of mi^-promotion, etc. The reality of the radical
acceleration of commodity cycles means that in all probability, the gioiqis at the top ^the local scene are
also way behind. 1 consider ntyseU; for example, to be two "^generations^ out of touch with the "cutting
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Jam's Vitology in Phoenbe: "could this be what caused Peari Jam to cancel thdr tour?**^
197

As the analysis moves from immediate communities of interacting people united by
common consumption practices outwards and upwards through various spirals of
exchange towards representations and events, like the national Hcketmaster Music
Showcase, comprising the more mass-mediated communities similar to industry-owned
commodity-linked versions of Anderson's "imagined communities", the concept
commodity community flips attention back and forth from the relevant cultural practices
and relations to the important economic aspects and exchanges. As the scope of the study
changes, different micro- or macrological processes and contextual elements come in and
go out of focus. One critical issue is still how relations and meanings change as we move
from one position to another through the mass-commodity circuit. But instead of studying
the ways that industrial processes structure and difiElise subcultural expressions, working
with the concept commodity community has led me towards a study of the mutually
constitutive processes of commodification and structuration of sel^ conununity,
expression, discourse and practice. Rather than a semiological analysis of the meanings
intended, encoded and decoded by groups sustaining different sign systems, my project
suggests the need to work towards an understanding of the structural possibilities and
edge''. Further, local, more inmiediate scenes will usually prefer a more particularly targeted e:q)ression
which makes bands like The Re&eshments (or M^'s Attic for that matter) seem re^y pcq).
See, for example, ht^y/ranq>ages.onrainp.net/Hnicheld>/refiesh.htnil, or www. therefieshments com.
There is also usenet discussion groiq) as well, altniusic.re&eshments.
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limits of meaning within and between particular points in these processes of
commodification and community formation. Although members may "recognize" and
"relate" to each other, very differ^ sorts of meanings are possible in immediate and
mass-mediated groups. Indeed, part of the processes of "self-sampling" is packaging
meaningful utterances for consumption within a particular set of audience contexts outside
the immediate context of production/consumption. Further, as these processes of
community are always implicated in the production, consumption or exchange of
commodities, such a structural grammar must deal with the extreme fetishization and
reification which almost always characterizes these communities and commodities. And
far from a "free-play" of floating signifiers, the various processes suggested by the
commodity community must always be located within the limiting inequalities of
resources, opportunities, access to the "conversational" media, capital and power which
characterize the social "totality."

I have repeated^ heard an ominous rumor circulating in the local pop nxdc scene that Nfeicuiy had
also signed record deals with a bunch of other Phoenix bands in order to "shelT them to reduce
competition and to guarantee product siq)ply and control should Phoenix become the next "Seattle".
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7^ Interactive Leisure: Simultaneity, Value and Commodities
"You know, I'm starting to like the commerciak more than the TVprograms.
-"Hang Dog", T. Gregg Squires
As the line from T. Greg's song suggests, the distinction between advertising
messages and the "free lunch" content of the mass media seems to be increasingly difBcult
to discern. One of the primary reasons why advertising is now considered to be the
"postmodern" art form par excellence has to do with the economic organization of the
mass media industries. As the critical political economic work on the advertising-based
broadcast media has shown, the advertisers demand for the delivery of efifective messages
to the desired audiences drives the production of content that attracts audiences as well as
the production of the audience commodity by the measurement firms. Clearly, the
importance of this circuit to the entire organization of the industry and the incredible
amounts of money spent for access to such audiences indicates that advertisers wouldn't
skimp on the budgets for the production and testing of the advertisements themselves.
But as my elaboration of such approaches to the economic imperatives and effects of both
large- and small-scale exchanges within (and of) the commodity community has worked to
suggest, the production, consumption, distribution and promotion of cultural commodities
often simultaneously overlap and reinforce each other. For ecample, hit pop rock songs,
particularly those produced, distributed and promoted as hit singles, are simultaneously a
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commodity in and of ttionseives, free lunch "content" of the broadcast media, and an
advertisement for themselves as a commodity. This not only aSects the structure and the
content of these commodity forms, but also "hooks up" in important ways with emergent
practices of productive consumption, both old and new techniques and technologies of
audience measurement, and with the production of value, meaning and discourse in this
era of late capitalism.
Although the arrangements and content of songs performed, and later recorded
and edited by brand fresh musicians or producers at the local level are often "selfindulgent," it doesnt take much feedback to learn what works. Whether from audience
response or from professional critique, gradually local musicians and producers internalize
the efifects of market necessity upon form and content. For ecample, when arranging
songs for live performance in a dance-oriented club, the performance context requires that
you not only fill a certain amount of time, but that you get people dancing, happy and
drinking. Consequently, songs will tend be selected based upon a danceable "groove" and
certain tempos. Arrangements will tend to be of greater duration, often with multiple and
lengthy instrumental solos. Not only is this great for the dancers, it cuts rehearsal time
significantly: you need master less songs. Unfortunately, although classic rock cover
band audiences tend to love to dance, many of the "cooler" audiences in the alternative
pop rock scene prefer a more aloof style of listening (except for the punks, hardcores, etc.,
and raves are a whole 'nother story). Furthermore, given the necessity of stretching
A CBS survey of this year's Super Bowl audience reported that over 10% of the audience times in

promotioiial value of your "paid for" performance to the fullest, the original music band
wants their music to fimction as an advertisement for itself and the band: "you've got to
stick it in their heads" as we say.
When recording a song for inclusion on a compact disc -and thus for radio play, if
you're lucky - the song must fimction as a commodity in itself hold an audience for sale
by the station, and, most importantly from the band's point of view, promote its own
purchase. "Sticking music in peoples heads" isn't all that hard provided you've got good
basic ingredients. For the alternative pop rock market, a nice and edgy chord progression,
a catchy hook, a good beat, some striking lyrical refrain pohaps with some unexpected
use of language - the trick is not to become "self-indulgent." Skip the long introductions,
axe the guitar solos or any extended "grooving," get to the hook quick, arrange a sense of
drama and, above all, repeat your textural, stylistic or lyrical ginunick far more than you
think can get away with. As Butler points out in a very different sense, repetition is the
key to reproduction of "discourse." But forget your fifteen minutes in the spotlight, use
the three and half to their fullest promotional potential and hope you get played again.
With the right progression, hook and arrangement, a song can "stick in their heads'* after

primarily to see the new advertisements.
'^ During the last decade, the extended guitar (or other instrumental) solo has virtualfy disappeared finm
hit singles in the pop rode market Rather, anangements use short guitar lidcs or fiizs^ textures, for
example, to accent whatever style gimmick is being tq)eated. Long instrumental solos ate inefficient;
th^ make less time available for tepeatedty "stiddng" the hook (be it vocal, ^cal, or otherwise) in the
audiences head.
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only a few ecposures.^ One of the keys is to craft a song - really a set of songs to make
a "band" - that expresses (and repeats) an edgy and "atthudlnal" style or image that
excites and engages the audience. A knowledge of shared past consumption traditions is
critical in order to know what mix of elements will be both new, daring and different as
well as recognizable, ^miliar, and accessible. Also, hits tend be loaded with style and
affect, but more wggestive rather than e;q}Iicft in their "meaning". The song-writers for
Mary's Attic - particularly Bob and Tom - were masters of ambiguous lyrics which
seemed important and meaningful, somehow. This allows the audience the pleasure of
taking or making what meaning th^ desire from the text. Striking and stylish ambiguity is
an ideal self-promotional characteristic for the pop rock song form as it can articulate an
appealing identification to variety of subject positions in a more difiRise or "mass" set of
audience contwcts.^' ^
But while these strategies for producing "self-expressions" may efBciently satisfy
the various constraints and imperatives of production within and for a particular market
situation, in chapter sbc we have seen how such practices may be alienating to the
musicians producing these expressions. Indeed, the same practices designed to produce a
^ Frith (1987) comes close to a similar suggestion in his assertion that part of the reason for the success
of punk in the context of long plying self- and group- indulgent "art ro^' is its return to the more
"postmodern" pop advertisement-like formula.
I certainfy agree with Giossbeig (e.g., 1988a) that recent rock is generalfy characterized by a
separation of "affect fix)m [explicit, political] ideology" and offer this riisr^issinn as a partial e?q)lanation
for the phenomena.
^ The necessity of generating a certain edgy excitement extends to other discourses as welL Recently,
PBS fired Ken Bode (Northwestem's Dean o£Journalism) fiom bis moderator position on the
"Washington Week" show because the new chief of programming wanted the "show to have 'edge,'
'attitude' and 'opinion,' to generate 'buzz.'" (McFeatters A15).
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widespread and less-alienating productive consumption among a variety of specific
contacts precisely by "sticking it in their heads" - by inculcating an accessible and flexible
knowledge of the social relations of consumption - are those practices which can be
unpopular -alienating - to those involved in the immediate social context of production.
Thus, as we move away from "selT or "group" indulgent recordings, arrangements and
mixes towards ones which indulge the various target audiences, we see the processes of
conmiodity fetishization at work. Different musicians react in different ways to these
processes of lending your expressions, identity and "existence" through the "hyper-real"
market forms of the commodity.
Nevertheless, there are some interesting patterns in the responses to these
production decisions among the musicians and song-writers with whom Fve worked. At
first, these artists tend to feel that "cutting my solo in two" or "backing up my
arrangement" violates an authentic participation in roles of authentic musicians producing
authentic music - that is, just expressing ourselves. These reactions are experienced
particularly strongly during the first couple of trips into the studio. But in most cases,
these reactions tend to change with experience.^ Eventually, once they hear enough of
the marketable edited, mixed and mastered forms, they come to see the producers and
recording engineers as what Bob now calls the "trusted hands ... operating the [rented]
means of production." Honestly, sometimes we all hate the finished product, and the
^ The packaging of self- and gnHq>- expression for tbe multitude of contexts in the mass-market also
helps to ejqilain WIQT Will Smith received a GIAMNQR for best rap song.
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work is still woilc, but over time most of us have come to see such production decisions as
"authentic" parts of the production process, even if we are "playing a song into the
ground." Apparently, we have internalized the market values to the point where
recognize, accept and sometimes even prefer the more "marketable" version of our selfand group- expressions. But Bob Steigert takes this internalization of the commodity
culture one step further.
When Bob and I were attempting to predict and produce for the fixture of the
music market, we both agreed that some form of jazz was the nect "tradition" to be
recycled. Unfortunately, given our tastes (and ages, probably) we were leaning towards
cool and bop, rather than swing. In retrospect. Bob notes "we shouldVe figured ...
[swing]'s more direct and ironic ... romanticizing the 40's." In today's market. Bob goes
on "the atmosphere is apolitical and ahistorical, therefore our music is ... it's all about
teenage angst... no politicized movement." Filling his role as ofBcial band art historian.
Bob explains that today's pop music is "almost like painting back in the SO's ... about
objects in themselves rather than subjects." Now Bob and I both dislike the ahistorical and
apolitical atmosphere permeating the culture of the current generations looking up
towards The Gap, but Bob has an interesting, eerily positive take on packaging his selfexpression for consumption within such groups:

^ In some cases, these reactions of alienation dont change. For example, I doubt that Tom would ever
let me le-arrange his music as prodncer of collaborative project He's realty in it for pure, unadulterated,
self-indulgent self-expression. And bless him for his resistant, stubborn WSQTSI
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as a writer, I want to become whole culturally ... to become complete personally
and culturally through hitting it... [through] self expression as project^ on the
market.
Then, I would be connected to my culture.
... but it's always phasic, for the moment... a gratification of the moment...
transient nature of connection within a constantly evolving market. It's all short
lived. You have [to be] an artist who is willing to reconfigure himself constantly.
The degree to which Bob is able to articulate and work towards the auth^itic
"connections" to the "postmodern" culture of consumption may not be indicative of the
majority of other unsigned aspiring mnsiriflng Bob is, in many ways, an anomaly.
Nevertheless, in the next chapter I will suggest that the work of mass-mediated
consumption can indeed produce a shared and thus meaningfiil filing of being "whole
culturally" ui a certain sense. But for now I would like to point out, once again ^ that much
of the social value, and thus economic value, of cultural commodities is produced through
the work of shared consumption which occurs simultaneously with, and contributes to
(after the &ct), the work of promotion and distribution which produces such consumption,
such cultural value.
The exchange between Livant and Jhally in the blindspot debate Highlights some of
the difficulties within political economic theory of identifying the commodity that is being
produced, bought and sold. To review, while Livant (1982) argues that while in some
media contexts commodities-in-general are being sold, in cdl media the commodity
audience is being sold, Jhally (1982) replies that although mass media crecOe audiences, it
is only advertising-based media that produce audiences for sale. And Meehan (1993)
reminds us that audience measurement firms must measure and package audiences in order
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that they might be exchanged as commodities. But what I hope to add to this discussion
with my conceptual approach to the commodity community is that there are a increasingly
a whole range of small- and large-scale exchanges - often for hard currency - of various
packagings of the community or audience within the social spirals of value valorizing these
scenes. Developments in advertising both "from above" and "from below" have
proliferated the exchanges of the commodity community - and finely targeted reach of
advertiser's mess£^es - in ways which must be addressed in order to understand the
increasingly productive and valuable work of making, measuring and offering up these
social relations of consumption.
Not only are representations of such audiences and communities being used to
pitch commodities, but the communities and audiences of various "levels" of commodities
are being measured, packaged and exchanged all along the process. First, recall the
exchanges and packagings of the audience communities described in preceding section
covering the Ticketmaster incident. From small-scale exchanges between band and club
owner to larger exchanges between Ticketmaster and other sponsors, both associations
with, access to, and a variety of measurements of the "communities" of consumers were
being exchanged. Or consider the Tucson Musician's Network described by Weeks as
"another pioneering institution fresh in 1997 ... [TMN] works to create connections
between local players and has sponsored benefit shows supporting local causes." But not
only does TMN offer a valuable service through its work to produce "connections
between local players," but it also measures and markets those connections to advertisers,
not only by selling space in its publications, but also by selling its databases describing the
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"local network." Radical misspellings of the contact info for Mary's Attic and the ARC
label which first appeared in TMN publication, suddenly proliferated throughout new
direct mailings coming to my house.
But these techniques are relatively unsophisticated compared to the new
measurements and marketings of community enabled by the new "interactive" technologies
and communications networks.New internet-based businesses like I^efly.com offer
sophisticated services to both conomunities of consumers and the advertisers interested in
such socially rich networks of relations. Users who log on to Firefly.com are given access
to the site's services in exchange for demogr^hic and consumption habit data. You can,
for example, enter in a few of your &vortte songs or groups and then Firefly will crossreference its every-expanding database and suggest a couple of other songs or groups
which appeal to people just like you. You can even meet and interact virtually with these
other like-minded consumers and develop relationships. Advertisers are definitely
interested.^ Another illustration of the value of such information on the market is
Buy.com. Buy.com subsidizes product sales at below cost with sales of advertising on its
site and the sale of consumer information: "We have no intention of making money on
selling products," founder Blum says, "but we have the intention to make money on
advertising" ("E-Tailers dash to WWW"). Such (^bemetic commodity producers package
increasingly detailed maps of the social relations of consumption which are quite valuable
^ Of course, the inteniet also opens a space for low budg^ promotion and distribution of unsigned bands'
products. And the industiy majors are woniedl^ and attempting to control such digital audio encoding
fbnnats as MP3. But the most successful internet companies realize the necessity of brand-recognition
and resort to print and broadcast media to produce it
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whether you are selling compact discs or polhicai candidates. But I would like to suggest
in concluding this section, that such "interactive" technologies dovetail productively with
the spectrum of social interactions bmding the various types and levels of commodity
communities together. The proliferation of highly "intmctive" leisure scenes ofifers
opportunities for participation and interaction within "communities" which feel more
expressive, more integrating, more satisfying to Vd}len's "instinct of workmanship,"
particulaily in the context of increasing alienation on the day job and elsewhere. These
interactive scenes also ofi^ fiirther opportunities for the development and extension of
(^eraetic ^stems of for-profit social management and control.

^ Interestingly, Fireffy.com had a booth at the SxSW floor show.
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8. ROCIKIN'CRITICISM IN ACADEMIC COMMUNITIES
"TTttts for humans in society, labour power is a special category, separate and
inexchangeable with tiny other, simply because it is human Only one who is
master of the labour of others will confuse labour power with any other ageruyfor
performing a task, because to him, steam, horse, water or human muscle which
turns this wheel are viewed as equivalents, as "factors of production". For
individuals who allocate their own labour (or a community which does the same)
the differeme between using labour power as against arty other power is a
difference upon which the entire "econonty" turns. And from the point of view of
the species as a whole, this c^erence is also crucial, since every individual is the
proprietor of a portion of the total labour power of the community, the society
and the species. - Braverman (1974: 51).
In this brief final chapter, I pay homage to Thorstein Veblen by exploring how his
work, alongside my community study of the local music scene, can be made to inform a
few playful concluding remarks about the status of postmodern cultural studies as a
commodity community. Here, I undertake a sort of metaphoric inversion of the subject
and object of this study in order to make a couple of points about certain "brands" of
theory popular in the academic community and, ironically, to assert both the utility and
danger of such metaphorizations. On the one hand, this chapter is meant seriously, to be
read with an engaged political attitude and edge. On the other, it is intended for
consumption as a perverse epi-logo in the ironic playful style no longer quite de rigueur in
the cultural studies scene.
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8.1 From the Consumptioii of Ritual to Rituab of Consumption
"...nothing more clearly marks an intellectualfraud in our time than a penchantfor glib
references to Veblen..."
(J. K. Galbrahh, "Introduction," Theory of the Leisure Class.)
At this point, I would like to honor Thorstein Veblen on this the centennial of the
publication of The Theory of the Leisure Class by saoifidng — dare I say conspicuously
wasting - a bit of time and space in order to perform a parasitical and hopefully productive
misreading of his concept of vicarious consumption within the sacerdotal system as it
applies to aspects of the commodity community. Here, I allude to Jarretfs (1991)
"parasitical" misreading of Derrida which insists upon the deep similarities between rock
music and comemporary theory (played out through the Jarrett's metaphor of fungal
decomposition and recomposition within various cultural composts). According to
Veblen (1973), in certain situations, the individual is unable to conspicuously consume
enough time or goods to satisfy the decorous invidious needs. Consequoitiy, it is
necessary to induce someone to undertake the necessary consumption or leisure in one's
name. In the case of the lower classes in V^len's time, this vicarious consumption was
often carried out by the woman in the domestic sphere for the honor of the husband who
was too busy working to afford this "necessary" consumption. Among the pecuniary
classes, the escalating competition for status drives individuals to such expenditures as
throwing lavish balls and feasts or hiring large numbers of domestic servants in order to
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engage others in vicarious consumption and vicarious leisure.^^ These ceremonies of
"waste" entail socially learned rules which must be followed to a greater or lesser d^ree:
We feel discomfort in their absence, but not because their absence results directfy
in physical discomfort; nor would a taste not trained to discriminate between the
conventionally good and conventionally bad take offense at their omission ... these
[vicarious] occupations are chiefly us^il as a method of imputing pecuniary
reputability to the master or to the household on the ground that a given amount of
time and effort is conspicuously wasted in that behalf. (1973: 55)
Now while the guests or servants themselves accrue an increase in status and honor by
their proximity to the "radiant body" of the master, the nuyority of the honor and status
elSects goes to the master.^' As Veblen observes, as the number of servants increases
and their proximity to the master decreases, they are often required to wear the master's
uniforms or livery in order to assure that the credit accrues properly for the investment
made. I will return to this observation shortly.
But Veblen's conceptualization of this "ceremonial" consumption and leisure
shows the relation of these practices to the animistic, anthropomorphic devotional
observances characteristic of the pecuniary culture's conservation of aspects of barbarian
culture. After his discussion of animism and the belief in luck in activities such as sporting
or gambling, Veblen (1973; 194) traces the connections between these tendencies and
other more elaborate forms of devotion:
The sporting of gambling temperament, then, comprises some of the substantial
psychological elements that go to make a believer in creeds and an observer of
devout forms, the chief point of coincidence being the belief in an inscrutable
^ This paid leisure woik would be considered normal woric by most economic models. Veblen's
tenninology indicates its wasteful, inefficient character.
^ Here recall the quote from Bravennan employed to introduce this chapter.
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propensity or a preternatural interposition in the sequence of evoits ... Indeed, the
complete series of successive phases of animistic bdief is to be found unbroken in
the spiritual furniture of any sporting community. Such a chain of animistic
conceptions will comprise the most elementary form of an instinctive sense of luck
and chance and fortuitous necessity at one end of the series, together with the
perfectly developed anthropomorphic divinity at the other end, with all the
intervening stages of int^ration. Coupled with these belief in preternatural
agency goes an instinctive shaping of conduct to conform with the surmised
requirements of the lucky change on the one hand, and a more or less devout
submission to the inscrutable decrees of the divinity on the other hand.
These devotional forms merge in the model of the sacerdotal ^stem. Within this ^stem,
priests engage in a variety of ceremonies and rituals of conspicuous waste through which
honor and status accrues vicariously to the divine Master. Similarly, the members of the
laity to the degree that th^ are considered to be servants of the deity also lend their
vicarious consumption and leisure to the glory of the Master. Once i^ain, these vicarious
activities are certainly not without significant status effects for both the priests and laity.
But more significant for the present misreading, Veblen (1973: 201) asserts that at the
same time that these activities produce status effects for the Master and the various levels
of servants, the devotional "observances in the execution of which this consumption takes
place serve to extend and protract the vogue of those habits of thought on which an
anthropomorphic cult rests. That is to say, th^ Jitrther the habits of thought
characteristic of the regime of status (my emphasis). Thus Veblen (1973: 214) links
certain irrational, pre-modera forms of devotional appeal -"a direct appeal to the
emotions through all the avenues of sense ... [a] naive, sensational method of appeal...
unmistakable in the upperclass churches of today" - directly to the system of status which
accrues honor to the Master.
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But to extend Vdilen's sacordotal ^stem of vicarious consumptioii and leisure to
the contemporary commodity community, we must ask the question, "Who is the Master?"
It is quite clear, in the increasingly fi'agmented culture comprising a whole host of
commodity communities characteristic of advanced capitalist society, that monotheism is
dead. Rather, each conmiodity conmiuiiity has its proper stars, its priests and laity. The
various social ceremonies and rituals of productive consumption - &om listening to a
compact disc with a few Mends to attending a Rolling Stones show with 50,000 other &ns
- can be considered forms of vicarious consumption through which honor accrues
differentially to the &ns, but particulariy to the Stars. Thus, apotheosis is produced
through a certain widespread degree of vicarious consumption.^ In any particular
commodity community, a multitude of stars makes up the constellation of reference
providing guidance and meaning, some of which are of a greater magnitude than others.
The endless arguments over the relative brightness, or political effects, of these stars is, in
fact, one of the primary devout observances underwriting the system. In Veblen's (1973:
76, 77) terminology, the conflicts between the instinct of workmanship and the learned
canon of reputabUity lead to
this latter-day unea^ reaching-out for some purpose&l activity that shall at the
same time not be indecorously productive.... A reconciliation between the two
conflicting requirements is effected by a resort to make-believe. Many and
^ As Marx explains, "it is a definite social relation between men, that a«aiin«H; in their eyes, the fantastic
form of a relation between things. In order, therefore, to find an analogy, we must have recourse to the
mist-enveloped regions of the religious world. In that world the productions of the human brain appear as
independent beings endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one another and the human
race. So it is in the world of commodities with the products of men's hands. This I call the Fetishism
which attaches itself to the products of labour, so soon as they are produced as commodities, and which is
therefore inseparable from the production of commodities" {Capital: 320).
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intricate polite obsovances and social duties of a ceranonial nature are developed;
mai^ organizations are founded ... there is much coming and goin^ and a deal of
talk, to the end that the talkers may not have occasion to reflect on what is the
effectual economic value of their trafiSc. And along with the make-believe of
purposefiil employment, and woven inextricably into its texture, there is
commonly, if not invariabfy, a more or less appreciable element of purposeful
efifort directed to some serious end.
Thus, individuals perform relatively non-alienating work to produce lay conversations
about Stars or even pretend towards the priesthood in amatoir garage bands and projectlevel recording studios. As my fieldwork indicates, in these activities recognition within
the community is one of the prinuiry goals. Those who &il to achieve in this woik a
"somewhat indefinite, normal d^ee of prowess or of property suffer in the esteem of
their fellowmen; and consequently they suffer also in their own esteem, since the usual
basis of self-respect is the respect accorded by one's neighbors" (1973: 38).^'" And much
of this labor is of a sacrificial sort which produces relations of status within the hierarchy
of the commodity community while deifying the Stars up and out of the reach of the
audience creating them.
Here, we can see the fimction of the work of productive consumption in the local
scene as providing a necessary anchoring of the star system through shared "communal"
references and practices within the local, horizontal social networks. While I certainly
agree with Jarrett's (1991) critique of the conventionalization and diffusion models of
semiotic dissemination as "the foundational myth of popular music" both in popular and
academic conceptualizations that explicitly or impIiciUy posits an original moment of
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authentic presence, I would aigue (following Lefebvre) that it is precisely in the social
practices of everyday life that shared consumption produces a meaningful connection of
signifier and signified. That is, shared and interactive social traditions act as a present
reference grounding the postmodern constellations in the "true" reality of everyday life. In
this sense, garage bands are a sort of visceral proof of the viability of pop rock's version of
the American Dream and, therdiy, underwrite the viability and value of the stars. In other
words, the meaning and thus the value and profitability of a star depends upon the shared
interest of the audience.
But the Stars are not the only Masters to whom honor and status accrues. With
the advent of the adviser supported system of production and distribution, we must
consider the multiple referents of Mastery associated in particular wasteful events. For
example, in the Ticketmaster Unsigned Band Competition honor accrued not only to the
bands such as Mary's Attic performing on stage, but also to various organizations
underwriting the event: New Times, the radio station, the past national winner The
Refreshments, the record companies represented by their A & R employees, and
particularly Ticketmaster. Here, of course, I must mention that all the performers and
most of the audience members were given Ticketmaster T-shirts - the "livery" of the
master, indeed.^" Further, Ticketmaster retains the l^al right to use any recording of the

Here, recall tbe instrumental employment of concepts firom Freudian and social p^chologists1^ the
emergent advertising industry as presented in ch^er 3.
As I wrote this last sentence, a vivid image of this year's U. of A. vs. A.S.U. ganiepo{q)ed into my
head. The nike swoosh was clearfy visible on the shoulder oftheUA running back in the end zone (and
everywhere else for that matter). Thus, Nike is irritatingty associated with not only the UA's football team
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performances associated with the evoit in aiqr future context when it may need to
reinforce its honorable status. But to be more specific, wiiile honor and status are the
general terms employed by Veblen to understand the political effects of these economic
"wastes", it is important to recognize the specific associational and connotational
meanings produced within the particular system of reference of the conmiodity conmiunity
in question. Although these associations often rely on an irrational, pre-modem "direct
appeal" to the emotions and senses (e.g., an edgy, attitudinal stylistic sense of difiference),
they can be nonetheless quite heavy with certain sorts of meaning. Thus, it is a matter of
associating the "benevolent and helpfiil" Ticketmaster with the "authentic, struggling
bands of the local communities of musicians." Such an association is of real value to the
Ticketmaster.
So the advertisers are also Masters who accrue dividends fi'om their investments
which induce ceremonial vicarious consumption among the lay members of the commodity
community. But here it is important to point out that as much as Veblen's (misread)
metaphor illuminates about the social processes productive of meaning and value in the
commodity conmiunity, the sacerdotal metaphor - and all metaphorization to some degree
- also obfuscates. In the communication and marketing ^rstems of advanced capitalism,
there is at once an incredibly complex differentiation between types of media - in terms of
economic, technological and social organization and relation - and a mystifying
simultaneity and connection between these various processes and systems. For example,
and tbeir victoiy over ASU, but also with the social

qnH ceremoi^ peifoimed with nqr ^mily and
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within the procession of the spiral of exchanges discussed in chapter six and seven as
constitutive of value and meaning in the commodity community, there are interpersonal
relations and conversations, consumption of products such as compact discs, radio and
television broadcasts, interactions on the internet, attendance of live shows by local and by
signed, national or international performing artists. All of these types of productive
consumption are embedded with specific media systems with specific economic and
organizational relations between advertising, content and audience activity. As we have
seen, in certain of these systems simple exposure - stage or shelf space- confers honor
and status; at other levels and in other systems, it is the relation between a corporation, a
stJ^ed spectacle and the social actors induced to perform which is operative. At the most
intimate social level, opinion leaders' consumption habits are emulated. At a much higher
but critically related level, it is the broadcast fi'ee lunch which draws an audience packaged
by the advertising industry for consumption by the networks and their clients. But
increasingly marketing strategies consciously rely upon the sunultaneity and
interpenetration of these various emulative systems of representation. Thus, interlocking
devout observances of vicarious consumption of a variety of kinds and at a various places
and levels within the rationalized systems of the commodity community produce the
meaning and value comprising the commodity community through the apotheosis of its
various stars and corporate sponsors.^'^
friends in the intimate setting of my cousin Ron's bouse.
Of course, despite Veblen's concerns for institutions, this metaphor's focus on consumption erases the
real inqxiitance of the institutional systems of promotion and distribution in the production of meaning
and value which I tried to suggest in
treatment of n^ fieldworic ejqierience.

But the real danger is in transmuting the difiBcult attempt to construct a cognitive
map of such open and interrelated, yet organized and functional q^ems into a mystified
and mystifying devotional observance that honors the real Master who brings these good
things to light. As we have already seen, Veblen notes that the devotional observations
within the sacerdotal system not only construe honor and status upon the Master, and to a
lesser degree on the priest and laity, but also serve to "reinforce the habits of thought
characteristic of the r^ime of status" itself. In a similar manner as I misread Veblen,
within the processes of vicarious consumption being described, a cotain excess of honor
and status accrues to the very capitalist ^stem which enables, and profits fi'om, the
formation of stars and constellations of stars comprising the relations and references of
value and meaning which guide whole sets of lives. Thus, there is within the very system
itself a partial solution to Habermas' crisis of legitimation. Even as the culture industries
sample, react to, and reinforce the new shifts of demographic movements - efifecting real
change in relations of ethnicity, gender, etc. through their commodified representations these industrial systems effect the reproduction and reinforcement of the capitalist system
which produces, enables and profits firom these invidious rituals of consumptioiL As
academics with an allied political agenda, we must endeavor to connect our abstract
theories to the vulgar aspects of everyday industrious life^^ or at least explicitly
acknowledge that we, like the priests of the sacerdotal system prefer that

Hopdiilly withoat using an appeal to the "present tefeience" of eveiyday life in a bad-faith justification
of the authenticity of our studies.
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These matters that are of human and secular consequence simply, should properly
be handled ivith such a degree of generality and aloo&ess as may imply that Ae
speaker represents a master whose interest in secular af&irs goes only so &r as to
permissively countenance thenL (Veblen 1973:206).
Praise is not due for a system which produces alienation and a lack of meaning and then
subverts the real needs of humans through the development of a ^stem which profits from
a differential and exploitative "satis&ction" of the "demand" for interaction, community
and meaning.
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8^ Evnyday Life in the Academic Worid?
"Thorstein Veblen's book yields its meaning, and therewith itsfull enjoyment, only to
those who too have leisure."
(J. K. Galbrahh, "Introduction," Theory of the Leisure Class.)
Honoring Veblen at the end of a production such as this - which has required the
sacrifice of so much time, energy and mon^ - tends to turn philosophic contemplation, as
it did with Veblen as well, towards the institutions of higher learning themselves. In
Veblen's contract, of course, things were quite different. The institutions of higher learning
had for some time been closely linked with what Vd>len characterizes as the religious cults
of animistic anthropomorphisnL More recently, the "captains of industry" and their
interests have begun to assume the role of the Masters with their conspicuous charitable
donations - sometimes founding whole universities - and considerable political power.^^^
Consequently, Veblen's (1973:235-236) analysis traces the derivation and early
development of higher learning to the "devotional fimction" of the community and argues
that higher learning is "therefore, in great part, to be classed as a vicarious leisure
performed for the supernatural powers with whom negotiations are carried on and whose
good-will the service and the professions of subservience are conceived to procure." But,
as predicted by the theory of the leisure class, certain atavistic barbarian tendencies are
conserved. Veblen (1973: 236) argues that the "priestly servitor" of the "inscrutable

See Galbraith's (1973) sununaiy of the pressures on the liberal professors at the University of Chicago
and the 1895 dismissal of Edward Bemis for attacicing the monopoUstic system within Chicago.
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powers that move in the external world" comes to stand in position of mediator between
these powers and the "common run of mirestricted hunanity" through the priest's
"knowledge of ritual and ceranony." Even tod^, particularly among those of the
pecuniary class whose "habits of thought are not shaped by contact with modon industry,
the knowledge of the unknowable is still felt to be the ultimate if not the only true
knowledge" (1973: 237). Vd)len (1973: 237) notes the development of a distinction
very fiir back in the history of education, between esoteric and exoteric knowledge,
the former ... comprising such knowledge as is primarily of no economic or
industrial effect, and the latter comprising chiefly knowledge of industrial
processes and of natural phenomena which were habitually turned to account for
the material purposes of life.
Within the institutions of higher learning, but particulariy within the humanities and softer
social sciences, knowledge tends towards esoteric studies requiring a grasp of the "the
efficacy of symbolic ritual, and of ^mpathetic effect to be wrought through dexterous
rehearsal of the traditional accessories of the act or end to be compassed" (1973: 238).
Aside from knowledge of "classical lore or of the humanities" which "tends to lower rather
than to heighten the industrial ef5cien<^ of the community", the other knowledge
generated in institutions of higher learning tends to be limited to explorations of law and
the political and administi-ative and instrumented sciences which allow for a mavimi^ng of
the efficiency with which the leisure class exercises "control and coercion over the
population from which the class draws its sustenance" (1973:246,7). Thus both the
conservation of characteristics of barbarian priestly magic within a system of devout
observances and the more direct interests of the leisure class direct the production of
knowledge in the academy. Veblen (1973: 240) notes that the adoption of the learned
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ritual of the

and gown in American universities in the nineteenth century is a sign of

the development of a "leisure-class sentiment of sufiSdent volume in the community to
support a strong movement of reversion towards an archaic view as to the le^timate end
of education."
But n^ own more or less simultaneous and parallel "community studies" of
academic cultural studies and the local music have produced this two-sided record of the
commodity community and it is within these terms that I will close with a brief comparison
between these two productive "leisure activities". IHrst, while there odst many differences
in the type and amount of information which can be contained within the primaty forms the book or journal and the compact disc — which are the coitral commodities of each of
these types of "communities," th^ are not incomparable and each system immediately
"presents itself as 'an immense accumulation of commodities'". Further analysis of the two
systems indicates considerable parallels between the component events and practices:
systems of meaning produced by shared knowledge of consumed references; an amateur
system of productive consumption by those who hope to "make it" and whose vicarious
consumption underwrites the system; educational institutions designed to formalize this
reproductive process; conferences and other performance spaces in which stars and the
priestly class perform and the aspiring acolytes clamor for attention from the right set of
ears; a developed system of stars presented as commodities through the commodity form,
a knowledge of which is required for recognition and status within each particular
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community.^" But unlike Jarrett (1991) whose metaphors follow Derrida's deconstructive
linguistic turn, I see considerable difference between the possibilities inherent in the two
^sterns. To be brie^ the socially constructed "canons of taste" combine with distinct
potentials of the very different media as constrained by their markets to produce very
different "discursive spaces": academic theory can make a variety of "rational" senses of
the phenomena of rock, while rock might at best manage an emotionally charged, romantic
or, perhaps, ironic dismissal of a stereotypical ivory tower. On the other hand, such a
dismissal might "articulate" the sentiments and interests of a variety of social groups in a
manner that produces social effects unlikely from contemporary cultural studies, of course
such social effects tend be limited to "the buy" and perhaps an ^theosis or two.^^^ But
there are also some disheartening similarities which support Jarrett's position although not
in a manner likely to please him. Namely, I point towards Hall's (xxxx) concern with the
increasing "dexterity of theory" within recent American cultural studies. Although the
articulation of shared theory has a great potential for enabling communication and
coordinating action between disciplines within the academy, there can be a darker side.
Namely, from a producer's point of view, I also see contemporary theory as it is often
employed within cultural studies as a shared frame of r^rence with an identifiable

Real differences exist as well: academic discourses involve no real broadcast media, are often
subsidized by the state, tend to be structiued according to much more q)ecific and limited disciplinary
niche markets, etc. On the other band, scholars such as Zavatzadeh(199S, 1994) protest the
"Routledgification" of the academic publishing industry.
^'^Ofcourse,Miaix's work has had certain obvious social efiTects. Similarly, within a more "postmodern"
context, M^com McLaren was influenced by the work of the Situationist Intemation (See Marcus*
Lipstick Traces). Consider also the recent sophisticated and hip marketing of the centennial of the
English language edition of the A/on/y^oo/lAe Communist Party.

aesthetic, the knowledge of which allows for the rote production of academic bits. Take
the texture and difference of a particularly popular cultural form and analyze it according
to a theoretical beat made recognizable through past shared consumption of the stars.217
During one period, there was a thriving maricet in abstractly esoteric ironic linguistic
play. More recently, taste has turned to postmodern brands of "attitudinal" theory loaded
with an affective edge of political relevance. Commodified subject positions - particularly
those expressed primarily through visual and musical forms and styles - certainly can
articulate certain sorts of (^que and allow for transformations of the available
"discursive" identity roles of ethnicity and gender. However, given the constraints of the
soundbite or the promotional value of the image's sudden flash of affective resonance, it is
more difficult to commodify and maiicet an elaborated and sustained critique of capital.
The overblown claims about the resistant qualities of such mass-mediated commodity
foims may, in &ct, feel quite liberating and empowering but such philosophical
performances run the risk of inadvertently glorifying and reproducing the ideology and
logic of late capitalism (c.f, Jameson). As to the degree to which these concluding
observations about the aesthetic, market and ritual practices and structures of the
Given Lefdnrre's suspicion of the allegedly "innocent" meralanguage of philosopliy, he would certainly
decry such a self-referential everyd^ life suisystem of pbilosophical conuntxlities.
lliis "producers" insight into academic production tind consumption is meant to suggest a political
economic approach to tbe constraining organization and imperatives of academic work. Theoretical
studies of ea^ available (and mobile) texts, forexanqile, are efiSdentfy produced and eminently
consumable a wide range of academic communities linked by the shared past consumption of star
theorists. Themaimerinwhichlexcesstvetyquotelongre&Tences—called "cut & paste" writing
Meeban — was learned by reading tbe hits of textual & theoretical literary studies. Of course, I have
internalized this sanqiling technique and integrate it into
own wor^ "self-sampling" here. I now
regret having learned it, but it sure works effidentfy given the organization and constraints of production
in the literary criticism industry.
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academic commodity community will "make it", polios the cap and gown will be the
sign.
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